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Introduction

Courts frequently go out of their way to avoid deciding im-
portant and controversial constitutional issues. The U.S. Supreme Court
(the “Court” or “Supreme Court”) does so quite frequently, using a vari-
ety of strategies to dodge contentious issues. This book describes some of
those “avoidance” strategies and the costs they impose on litigants and
others seeking constitutional interpretation. Judges sometimes lean on
avoidance strategies to protect courts from charges of judicial activism.
This book argues that the Court has often invoked avoidance techniques
in what it calls “socially sensitive” cases, when litigants challenge such
things as racial and ethnic discrimination, gender inequalities, abortion
restrictions, sexual orientation discrimination, or environmental abuses.
In such cases, courts should provide a check on the more politically re-
sponsive branches of government. Litigants must sometimes bring issues
to courts precisely because legislative or executive officials have ducked a
controversy for fear of retaliation at the polls. When judges avoid judicial
review of the most politically and socially controversial issues, they evade
their constitutional responsibility.

Moreover, when courts only provide the check of judicial review selec-
tively, they do not provide justice evenhandedly. The Court has not in-
voked the avoidance doctrine consistently. It alternatively employs—or
ignores—avoidance to achieve particular substantive outcomes. The
Rehnquist Court has ignored avoidance dictates in order to strengthen
the protection afforded states under federalism, while it has used avoid-
ance concerns to bar lawsuits claiming redress for widely shared discrim-
ination and environmental degradation. In many cases, the Court has re-
fused to expand the Warren Court’s constitutional vision and has been
deferential to state courts, even when a state court’s construction of state
law might conflict with a federal constitutional claim. But in the lawsuits
challenging the Florida vote count in the 2000 presidential election, the
states’ rights majority readily disregarded the usual deference techniques.
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Instead, it leapt into the political process to challenge the Florida Su-
preme Court’s interpretation of Florida law as that Court issued rulings
favorable to Vice President Al Gore; the Court created new federal consti-
tutional protections, drawing on Warren Court precedents; and it issued
orders affecting the timing of vote counts which ensured Governor
George W. Bush the presidency. Although the Bush v. Gore dissenters re-
mained fairly consistent with their earlier opinions in arguing for avoid-
ance by the Court, several justices reversed their usual substantive posi-
tions, echoing the states’ rights incantations of their colleagues in opposi-
tion to federal constitutional claims. The split decision on a highly
politicized issue exposed the hypocrisy in the justices’ use of avoidance.
The Court could have cloaked itself in ample avoidance precedent and re-
treated to the sidelines, letting the political processes in Florida and Con-
gress proceed.

The adage that federal courts should avoid “unnecessary” constitu-
tional issues is not new. It has long shaped the Court’s construction of
the proper role of federal courts, even though many people believe the
Court should provide guidance about the Constitution to encourage its
uniform application and keep it meaningful as our society evolves.
Some New Deal justices—responding to the activism of the conserva-
tive Court during the Lochner era—praised avoidance techniques to
promote deference to Congress and the executive branch and to protect
the Court from political pressure. As the Warren Court expanded con-
stitutional rights, conservative judges and scholars heralded avoidance
as a foundational rule of judicial restraint. Since 1970, the Court has
augmented the array of avoidance devices and used them extensively.
When conservative justices constituted the Court’s majority in recent
years, many liberals and moderates urged avoidance. Currently, the
Court’s most liberal or moderate members—including justices Ruth
Bader Ginsburg, Sandra Day O’Connor and John Paul Stevens—often
advocate avoidance, while its most vocal conservative, Justice Antonin
Scalia, usually criticizes avoidance.

Although many courts employ avoidance techniques, this book fo-
cuses on the Supreme Court because it acts as a model for all courts in
the federal system by defining the appropriate role of federal courts.
Moreover, state courts often look to the Court for guidance on federal
constitutional issues. Avoidance is sometimes a necessary tool on multi-
judge courts to reach consensus. It provides flexibility for judges who
cannot completely control their docket or the presentation of issues in
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our litigant-driven system. It allows judges to choose among relevant
constitutional issues in civil liberties cases.1 Additionally, the Court sim-
ply cannot hear all the cases brought to it and must act strategically in
using its limited resources.2 While some avoidance is justified for these
reasons, the Court at times also uses less convincing reasons to avoid de-
cision making. Briefly, the Court predicates its avoidance doctrine on the
separation of powers principle (respecting the powers of other federal
branches); federalism concerns (respecting the powers of the states); the
Court’s political viability; the final and delicate nature of judicial review;
and the overriding importance of constitutional adjudication.3

The justifications for avoidance are analyzed in detail through the nar-
ratives in each chapter. Federalism and separation of powers arguments
figure prominently, as the Court emphasizes promoting deference to
other constitutional actors. But the Court often exaggerates the deference
granted or other actors simply refuse the Court’s invitation to participate
in shaping constitutional law. The deference rationales implicate a com-
plex political and legal interchange which does not always match the
Court’s idealistic reliance on abstract theories of governance.

In general, the other rationales for avoidance are even less persuasive
than the deference rationales. The importance of constitutional issues is
not a valid reason for the Supreme Court to avoid them. Precisely because
the issues are so critical, the Court should provide reasoned elaboration,
even if that reveals dissension among the justices. Such disagreement
about what the Constitution means is a healthy part of the adversarial
system and fosters the development of robust theories and careful appli-
cations of the Constitution. Appellate courts provide an important check
on other government and private actors in construing the Constitution.
Fears that their rulings will completely foreclose others from constitu-
tional dialogue are often exaggerated. Moreover, the Court’s concern for
its own political viability—its credibility and reputation—is also short-
sighted. The Court is a respected institution which will endure even if it
decides controversial issues properly before it.4 And the Court is well sit-
uated to address some of those issues when politicians are reluctant to do
so, as explored in the cases profiled below. Finally, judicial review should
be viewed through a long-term lens, in which constitutional adjudication
and responsive debate are fruitful avenues to keep the Constitution
meaningful over time. Heightened concern for avoidance of judicial re-
view too often skews constitutional interpretation in favor of the status
quo and powerful majorities.
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This book concentrates primarily on constitutional challenges that
reached the Supreme Court but were not reviewed on the merits, profil-
ing some litigants’ stories to demonstrate the costs of avoidance. Al-
though some critical denials of certiorari are briefly explored in conjunc-
tion with the Court’s heavy use of other avoidance techniques in specific
areas such as affirmative action, this book does not examine in detail the
“cert denial” process. That process is an extremely important avoidance
tool, which the Court uses for sheer practicality and to shape the sub-
stance of its docket. The justices’ strategic use of cert denials is an intrigu-
ing area that has been explored in depth by others.5 A few general obser-
vations about the Court’s cert denial practices, however, are worthy of
note. Under jurisdictional rules provided by Congress, the Court has had
more control in choosing which cases to hear since 1988. The numbers
have climbed from four thousand cert petitions per year in the early
1980s to over seven thousand petitions at the close of the 1990s. In that
time, the Court has decreased the cases it has accepted, from about 150
cases per year to about 100, issuing written opinions in only about 75
cases. The Court has compensated for this lessened production some-
what by increasing its practice of granting cert and then remanding for
reconsideration in light of its intervening precedent or another develop-
ment.6 But the current Court clearly does not accept many important
conflicts among lower courts in interpreting federal statutory and consti-
tutional questions. This lack of guidance leads to frustrations among
lawyers, clients, lower court judges, and others who must interpret fed-
eral law.7

Additionally, this study of avoidance is not a thorough empirical re-
view of cases heard by the Court in which avoidance techniques arise.
Within the large group of constitutional challenges the Court accepts for
review, this book is selective, focusing on civil liberties areas in which the
Burger and Rehnquist Courts have frequently and explicitly discussed
avoidance strategies and justifications. Even within that sphere, the book
does not cover protections for criminal defendants or death penalty
cases, First Amendment speech and religion challenges, or regulatory
“takings” that harm individuals and small businesses, although inconsis-
tent avoidance rulings abound in those areas. For example, while the
Court has avoided some Establishment Clause claims, it contorted its
usual procedural approach to hear one particular challenge in the 1990s.
A federally funded New York City education program sent public school
teachers to parochial schools to provide remedial education to students
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irrespective of religion. New York’s approach was deemed by the Court to
be excessive entanglement of church and state. Two years later the Court
reversed its thinking, bypassing procedural concerns regulating Estab-
lishment Clause jurisprudence, and ruling in favor of local governmental
control.8 In cases in which the government targets unpopular speech, the
Court has frequently used avoidance to construe laws narrowly without
directly condemning them as a First Amendment infringement.9 In the
criminal procedure area, the Court has used avoidance to backtrack from
precedents affording defendants greater constitutional protection.10 Al-
though all constitutional areas are not explored, the areas canvassed in
Playing It Safe offer a fairly representative picture of the Court’s avoid-
ance techniques, yielding insights and critical commentary about the
Court’s reasons for avoiding socially sensitive cases.

This book will describe how the Court avoids controversial cases and
trace the Court’s expansion of avoidance strategies in particular areas of
constitutional law from the 1970s through the 1990s. A variety of exam-
ples will be canvassed to argue that regardless of whether judges are polit-
ically liberal or conservative, reflexive use of avoidance poses dangers.
First, however, review of an older avoidance controversy exemplifies how
the Court sometimes bows to political or “face saving” reasons for avoid-
ance or emphasizes vague federalism concerns to deflect an issue.11 This
story also demonstrates the real-life effects of avoidance, including exten-
sive delay, increased financial costs, potential deprivation of rights, and
lack of guidance from the Court on critical issues. Avoidance imposes
costs not only on the litigants, but on our whole polity by stultifying and
dispersing the development of constitutional law. Contrasting that exam-
ple with the Court’s approach to the presidential election contest of 2000
exposes how justices can manipulate avoidance techniques in a result-
driven manner.

The Case of the Pullman Porters

In 1941, the Supreme Court heard a case on racially segregated employ-
ment conditions brought by railroad companies, a company that em-
ployed porters, and a porters’ union against the Texas Railroad Commis-
sion.12 The Commission had issued a statewide order that sleeping cars,
typically operated by black porters who earned lower wages than white
male conductors, could not be operated without conductors. Blacks were
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excluded from employment as conductors. Two groups of railroad em-
ployees lined up on opposite sides of the case along racial lines: the black
Pullman porters supported the railroads, while the white conductors
supported the Commission. Plaintiffs charged that the order violated
state law and federal law, including the Commerce Clause and Due
Process. The porters argued that the Fourteenth Amendment, enacted
after the Civil War, prohibited racial segregation. The Commission de-
fended the segregation order in part because of its concerns for the safety
of “white girls” in the sleeping cars. The porters responded that, as a
group, they were “pretty high-classed colored men” who could be trusted.
The Court, as courts often do, suppressed the race, class, and gender ten-
sions in its description of the dispute.13 The Court’s approach in many
disputes involving socially or politically divisive cases continues to be one
of suppression and avoidance of these difficult issues, a stance that serves
to strengthen the perception of intractability.

When the federal trial court blocked its order, the Commission ap-
pealed directly to the Supreme Court. The Court acknowledged that the
railroads and the porters raised a valid federal constitutional claim; in-
deed, the Court called it “more than substantial.” But the Court sent the
railroads and porters back to start the lawsuit over again in the state
courts of Texas. This was unusual because these plaintiffs had selected the
federal court system initially, and the federal courts clearly had jurisdic-
tion to hear the dispute. Generally, if a lawsuit meets the jurisdictional re-
quirements so that it can be filed in either state or federal court, the
plaintiff gets to choose which court system to use. While federal courts
are courts of limited jurisdiction, they have a complementary duty to
hear cases over which they do have jurisdiction.14 The Court instead in-
vented a new procedural tool to rid itself of the case—a doctrine that has
become known as Pullman abstention—because it was concerned about
the ramifications of deciding the dispute on the merits.

The Pullman Court said that the segregation dispute touched a “sensi-
tive area of social policy upon which the federal courts ought not to enter
unless no alternative to its adjudication is open.” The Court hoped that
the sensitive racial issue could be avoided if the state courts relied on state
law to find that the Commission had no authority to issue orders impli-
cating conditions of employment. However, the federal trial judge had al-
ready concluded that the Commission had not abused its broad powers
under Texas law. The Supreme Court hoped for a contrary interpretation
by the Texas courts. State courts have more authority than federal courts,
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including the Supreme Court, on state law issues. If the Texas state courts
agreed with the lower federal court about the Commission’s authority to
regulate railroad employees, the Supreme Court offered that plaintiffs
could return to the federal courts for decision of the federal constitu-
tional claims. Then the Supreme Court would have to face those issues,
but it was willing to do so only as a last resort.

The Court justified its avoidance in Pullman by relying on the need to
promote harmony between federal and state law, as well as between fed-
eral and state government systems. “Few public interests have a higher
claim upon the discretion of a federal [court] than the avoidance of
needless friction with state policies.” But what if the friction is due to a
conflict between the Texas Commission’s segregation order and Equal
Protection principles? Surely national norms of nondiscrimination
should trump local norms. Admittedly, it is easy to criticize the Court in
hindsight. Maybe the Court’s circuitous abstention procedure actually
kept the chance for victory alive for the plaintiffs because the Supreme
Court might not have ruled for them had it reached the merits. After all,
the country was in the midst of war in 1941 and the U.S. military was still
segregated. Segregation was rampant in many states and at the federal
level. The “separate but equal” doctrine, created by the Court in 1896, was
still good law; indeed, the NAACP was just beginning to achieve some
success in challenging this doctrine by focusing on actual inequalities for
blacks in education and other settings.

But the Court’s backhanded deflection of this important equality issue
through jurisdictional technicalities is disingenuous. Pullman presented
an excellent opportunity for the Court to develop, rather than avoid, con-
stitutional law. Even if the Court ruled against plaintiffs, a vigorous dis-
sent could sow the seeds for constitutional change. A ringing condemna-
tion of racism—from a majority or dissenting justice—would have met
substantial resistance, but it also would have made an important sym-
bolic and moral contribution to constitutional law and potentially ad-
vanced integration efforts.

The policy of avoiding socially sensitive issues lingered as the Court
considered other challenges to segregation. In the early 1950s, the Court
delayed issuing its equality ruling in Brown v. Board of Education for sev-
eral terms. When law clerks questioned him about the delay, Justice
Frankfurter—a strong advocate of avoidance through jurisdictional doc-
trines—responded: “Why, don’t you understand that a social revolution
is involved in the decision of that case? Do you want us to come down
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with it in an election year?”15 In Brown, the Court noted that earlier, quite
narrow rulings had not required it to reexamine the separate but equal
doctrine to grant relief to the black plaintiffs. It then announced that sep-
arate but equal has no place in public education. The Court was un-
doubtedly spurred to revise federal equality law by international Cold
War political pressure.16 Twenty years later, during the 1970s, the Court
repeatedly avoided explosive constitutional issues regarding the Vietnam
conflict. For example, the Court found that plaintiffs had no standing to
bring one claim of constitutional harm shared by all members of the
public.17 Concern over public receptivity to Court opinions still haunts
some justices, as they struggle with difficult issues like sexual-orientation
discrimination in the military and gender discrimination in the work-
force related to women’s reproductive capacity.

The Court is not consistent in how it employs the malleable avoidance
techniques. They are a striking example of the Court’s failure to live up to
ideals of neutrality.18 The Pullman ruling ignored other precedent which al-
lowed the Court to decide for itself the state law issue presented or proceed
based on the lower federal court’s interpretation of state law.19 Subse-
quently, the Court allowed litigants to press only federal constitutional
claims if they so chose, depriving the Court of using nonconstitutional
grounds to support its ruling.20 In other cases, the Court contorts statutes
or parses claims to avoid difficult constitutional questions. When the Court
avoids, it chooses to retain the status quo in constitutional law without jus-
tifying why reducing friction, or other justifications for avoidance, are more
weighty than exploring the constitutional question on its merits.

Moreover, the Pullman Court created a new procedure which required
the parties to spend extra time and money to litigate another lawsuit in
the state courts. All the parties must have been frustrated with the ruling,
particularly the plaintiffs who had prevailed below. The Court’s deflec-
tion of this important equality issue in an arduous and costly way teaches
other plaintiffs not to expect constitutional rulings on socially sensitive
issues from the federal courts. Further, the deference afforded Texas law
and Texas courts is quite questionable. Because state courts have the last
word on state law issues, they can easily correct erroneous interpretations
of state law. Pullman abstention is partly about federal courts “saving
face” by avoiding such errors in the first place. As with many avoidance
techniques, this one centers on institutional concerns of the federal
courts and reflects little sympathy for the costs and delay imposed on the
parties and others awaiting constitutional guidance. Justice William Dou-
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glas, a member of the Pullman majority, later said of the abstention de-
vice, “If I had realized the creature it was to become, my doubts would
have been far deeper than they were.” He termed it a “legal research lux-
ury” which was unfair to parties and did not promote justice. “Time has a
particularly noxious effect on explosive civil rights questions, where the
problem only festers as grievances pile high and the law takes its slow, ex-
pensive pace to decide in years what should be decided promptly.”21

Bush v. Gore: The 2000 Presidential Election

The Court’s speedy and decisive involvement in the 2000 presidential
election and its willingness to create new law in the midst of the “political
thicket” stand in sharp contrast to Pullman and its progeny. With the ex-
tremely close popular vote in Florida and the Electoral College vote
looming, Florida began recounting some ballots. Republican candidate
Bush appealed a Florida Supreme Court ruling which allowed more ex-
tensive recounts and thus favored Democratic candidate Gore.22 The U.S.
Supreme Court agreed to review the federal statutory and constitutional
claims, although it was not required to do so. On an expedited schedule
and after oral arguments showed disagreements among the justices, the
Court issued a brief opinion vacating the Florida ruling and asking the
Florida court to clarify the grounds for extending the deadline for certify-
ing election tallies. The Court sought illumination as to how the Florida
court’s construction of state statutory and constitutional law interacted
with federal law. This first ruling was quite consistent with the Pullman
approach and more recent precedent instructing federal courts, out of re-
spect for states, to seek clarification from state courts in such circum-
stances. This step may have been the only common ground the justices
could find and they may have been wary of how a split decision from the
Court would affect the credibility of the election result as well as the
Court’s own institutional credibility.

Upon remand, the Florida Supreme Court expanded on its reasoning
quickly and reiterated that the recounts should proceed. Again, the U.S.
Supreme Court agreed to hear the case expeditiously, although it could
have declined review. It stayed the Florida decision, stopping the vote
counts. In a statement accompanying the stay, Justice Scalia asserted that
counting votes which may not ultimately count as “legal votes” under
Florida law threatened irreparable harm to Bush, “and to the country, by
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casting a cloud upon what he claims to be the legitimacy of his election.
Count first, and rule on the legality afterwards, is not a recipe for produc-
ing election results that have the public acceptance democratic stability
requires.” The Court thus evinced concern for preventing embarrassment
for Bush in the event that Gore received a majority of the vote in Florida
as the recounts in heavily Democratic counties continued. In dissent to
the granting of the stay, Justice Stevens argued:

Counting every legal vote cannot constitute irreparable harm. On the
other hand, there is danger that a stay may cause irreparable harm to
[Gore] and, more importantly, to the public at large—because of the risk
that “the entry of the stay would be tantamount to a decision on the merits
in favor of [Bush].” Preventing the recount from being completed will in-
evitably cast a cloud on the legitimacy of the election.

Although he identified some constitutional problems in the recounts
when the Court proceeded to examine the merits of Bush’s claims, Justice
David Souter said, “If this Court had allowed the State to follow the
course indicated by the opinions of its own Supreme Court, it is entirely
possible that there would ultimately have been no issue requiring our re-
view, and political tension could have worked itself out in the Congress.”

After further argument, the Court issued a per curiam ruling (an un-
usual label for one which is neither brief nor unanimous). Identifying a
need for more uniform standards among Florida counties for the re-
count, the Court created new Equal Protection and Due Process law. The
Court drew on general principles identified in Warren Court voting
precedents designed to redress disenfranchisement of African Americans.
This is ironic given the claims of some African American voters that, in
the absence of recounts, their votes for Gore would be undercounted or
excluded by Republicans running the Florida election processes and that
the Florida court’s orders had helped address this discrimination. Dis-
senting, Justice Stevens emphasized that, despite the Warren Court rul-
ings, “we have never before called into question the substantive standard
by which a State determines that a vote has been legally cast.” But the ma-
jority made clear that it was announcing a limited remedy, not a broad
new protection available to voters in many other state and local elections.
In a concurring opinion, the Chief Justice and two other conservatives
emphasized that this was a rare instance of federal court intervention in
state law and state election processes, justified because of the unique na-
tional importance of a presidential election.
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Having established a new standard, the Court concluded that there
was insufficient time for Florida to conduct a proper recount consistent
with that standard. Although seven justices found the Florida process to
have at least potential constitutional difficulties, the Court split 5-4 on
whether additional time for recounting remained. Of course, the timing
problem was exacerbated by the stay of the recount issued by the Court
three days previously. Additionally, some dissenters claimed that the
Court arbitrarily imposed the December 12 date—the same date its opin-
ion issued—as the final deadline. The law, for example, provides a date
two weeks past December 12 on which Congress shall request a state’s
electoral returns if they are not already received. The dissenters also said
the Court should have left the recount feasibility determination to those
in Florida more familiar with the practical realities, giving the state a
chance to comply with the new standard. Justice Ginsburg termed the
timing bar “a prophecy the court’s own judgment will not allow to be
tested.” The unnecessary timing conclusion, on top of the stay, con-
tributed to perceptions that the Court was driven by results—getting
Bush elected—or by the political concerns of ensuring finality to the elec-
tion and legitimacy for the new president. By December, some citizens
were anxious for closure and worried about the impact of lingering elec-
tion uncertainty on financial markets.

The Court’s opinion was astonishing and inconsistent with precedent
in several ways. First, the Court created new federal constitutional pro-
tections governing state electoral processes. In doing so, the justices on
both sides reversed their usual constitutional positions. Several of the
more liberal dissenters, who generally believe in a vigorous role for fed-
eral law, argued for state autonomy in the face of federal constitutional
claims. The most conservative justices, who are generally strong advo-
cates for states’ rights, identified a new national interest justifying a na-
tional standard that trumps state autonomy. Thus, both sides appeared
driven to some extent by their political rather than their jurisprudential
preferences. Perhaps new law and Supreme Court leadership were
needed. There were serious problems in Florida’s process. The Court re-
ported that under Broward County’s standard, almost three times as
many new votes were uncovered there as in Palm Beach County. Results
varied depending on whether hand counts or machine tallies were used.
Partial totals were included for Miami-Dade. The Court waded surpris-
ingly deeply into the details of recount procedures, finding the Florida
court’s failure to specify who would recount the ballots problematic and
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expressing concern over the role of observers. Throughout this book, I
urge the Court to avoid less and offer more guidance on constitutional
law, exposing its divisions and spurring the development of constitu-
tional dialogue. Bush v. Gore offers new Equal Protection law, but the
Court made clear that its impact is limited; intervention by federal courts
is appropriate only in elections of great national importance. It is unclear
whether lower courts should apply the new standard to address some of
the nationwide voting problems cited by the per curiam opinion, includ-
ing disparate counting standards and punch card vagaries. The import of
the ruling for uniform national practices is not obvious because the opin-
ions can also be read as an anomalous intervention by the high Court in a
time of national crisis.

The second startling part of the Court’s activity was its willingness to
confront, rather than avoid, a divisive political issue. The Court could
have simply refused to hear the challenges and let the political processes
in Florida and in Congress proceed. Drawing on its avoidance precedents,
the Court had several options. It could have deferred to the Florida
Supreme Court’s interpretation of Florida law. Oddly, the per curiam
opinion finds it unnecessary to address one question in resolving the
Equal Protection challenge: Did the Florida court have authority, under
state law, to define what constitutes a legal vote and mandate the recount?
If the Court had considered this question first, it might have extricated it-
self from the case, as it did in Pullman. If the Florida court lacked this au-
thority, the case could have been returned to Florida and other Florida
officials could have proceeded with vote definition and recount decisions.
The Court could have avoided handing down its new Equal Protection
doctrine with its serious federalism consequences. On the other hand, if
the Florida court did have authority to define a legal vote and order re-
counts, but erred in exercising that authority, the Court could proceed to
the Equal Protection question: Was the recount sufficiently fair so that
each vote was treated equally? Justice Stevens concluded that a distrust of
the impartiality of the Florida justices must underlie the Bush challenge
and that the Court (largely Republican appointees) lent credence to that
position by concluding that the Florida justices (all Democratic ap-
pointees) unacceptably rewrote Florida law. In contrast, some dissenters
protested that the Florida justices reasonably interpreted Florida law, act-
ing within acceptable judicial bounds. Perhaps the Court was so dis-
turbed by the Florida law interpretation—and how it might be influ-
enced by politics—that it ignored the dictates of avoidance.
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Justice Ginsburg’s dissent focused primarily on avoidance and respect
for the states, citing the “cautious approach” the Court often prescribes
when federal courts review federal claims intertwined with state law is-
sues. Justice Stephen Breyer found the ruling driven primarily by political
rather than legal issues: “Of course, the selection of the President is of
fundamental national importance. But that importance is political, not
legal. And this Court should resist the temptation unnecessarily to re-
solve tangential legal disputes, where doing so threatens to determine the
outcome of the election.” Breyer quoted a classic line from Justice Louis
Brandeis, advocating avoidance by the Supreme Court: “The most impor-
tant thing we do is not doing.” He concluded that the Bush challenge of-
fered no compelling reason to rush in, and warned of damage to the
Court from a split, highly political decision.

This book urges the Court to rely less on avoidance, to employ avoid-
ance techniques more consistently, and to provide overt explanations and
assessments of the costs and benefits of avoidance. Bush v. Gore is trou-
bling in part because of the Court’s longstanding hesitancy to enter into
electoral politics and the lack of compelling reasons for a departure in
this instance. There is a striking dissonance between the Court’s willing-
ness to address Bush’s claims on the merits and its unwillingness to ad-
dress other types of claims for other claimants. In evaluating avoidance, it
is always difficult to separate our opinions about the procedural device
from our views on the substantive outcome. I hoped Gore would win the
election, so it is easy to see the Court’s interference as unjustified. But
even if the Court had intervened to help my candidate win, avoidance
would be more appropriate. Avoidance is more justified here because the
ruling concerned the electoral process and the challenges did not involve
minority interests inadequately protected in the political process. Indeed,
the Florida rulings were supported by some because they could help pre-
vent discrimination against minorities by allowing more extensive re-
counts. Generally, I urge the Court to avoid less because it can advance
guidance, development and greater uniformity in federal constitutional
law through its rulings. Here, however, the Court created new law and si-
multaneously attempted to confine its national import, apparently not
authorizing other courts to apply the federal law to more closely super-
vise state electoral processes. The Court could have avoided its ruling in
Bush v. Gore with a clear conscience under its avoidance precedents and
with better justifications for avoidance than it can produce for most
other cases in this book.
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Defending the Court’s intervention in the election as not unprece-
dented, a former solicitor general from a conservative Republican admin-
istration cited Warren Court precedents. This is an incongruous tribute,
given the many attacks by conservatives on what they deem the inappro-
priate activism of that Court. The Bush v. Gore Court, anticipating accu-
sations of judicial activism, concluded the per curiam opinion on a less
conventional note:

None are more conscious of the vital limits on judicial authority than are
the members of this Court, and none stand more in admiration of the
Constitution’s design to leave the selection of the President to the people,
through the legislatures, and to the political sphere. When contending par-
ties invoke the process of the courts, however, it becomes our unsought re-
sponsibility to resolve the federal and constitutional issues the judicial sys-
tem has been forced to confront.

The Court seems to protest too much. In many other cases, the fact that
litigants present an important constitutional issue or national interest is
not deemed sufficient to compel a ruling on the merits. As this book
shows, the Court has often refused to hear constitutional claims, using
multiple avoidance techniques, in an attempt to play it safe.

Many judges and some scholars approve of avoidance because it en-
courages many constitutional interpretations by various states, localities,
and others. It supposedly prevents foreclosure by the Court because the
“lawsaying” power is shared broadly. In reviewing specific civil liberties
cases, this book challenges some of those assertions, arguing both that
foreclosure claims are overstated and that too much avoidance deprives
us of constitutional interpretation and causes us to lose the important
contributions of federal judges—particularly those on appellate courts—
in construing the Constitution.

The avoidance doctrine encompasses many devices, which are often ar-
cane and technical. Rather than supplying a dense compendium of avoid-
ance mechanisms at the outset, each avoidance tool is explored in the
context of specific cases, animating how it affects litigants and constitu-
tional law through concrete examples. This book looks at the justiciabil-
ity doctrines of standing, mootness, and ripeness, limiting the types of
controversies that federal courts will hear under Article III. In cases
brought by environmentalists, the Court has often used standing to bar
challenges to government and private activity detrimental to the environ-
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ment or species. Yet the Court has allowed challenges by ranchers to gov-
ernment activity protecting the environment or species. In cases brought
by racial minorities challenging governmental discrimination, the Court
frequently has termed the injuries too speculative to support standing.
In contrast, the Court allows “reverse discrimination” claims readily in
the affirmative action and racial redistricting challenges. Inconsistent
ripeness and mootness rulings similarly abound in the Court’s treatment
of privacy and equality claims.

Through the avoidance tool of measured steps, the Court issues nar-
row or piecemeal rulings constricting the development of law in cases
raising race and gender discrimination. Certainly, observers vary greatly
on whether to characterize a particular decision as narrow or broad, as
the debates among justices about this avoidance rule reveal. Their percep-
tions are often linked to what they think about the merits of the dispute.
Although the Court could provide fuller guidance by accepting fewer
cases and explicating its analysis thoroughly, the current Court instead
accepts fewer cases and frequently relies on narrow rulings which do not
provide robust reasoning or precedent helpful in analogous situations.
Avoidance also instructs federal courts to rule on a statutory or state law
ground when possible or to certify issues to state courts. Courts use the
avoidance canon to construe statutes or direct democracy initiatives to
avoid serious constitutional problems they pose, although this often con-
flicts with a broader interpretation supported by many voters and a com-
monsense reading of the law. When using the avoidance canon, a court
expresses its “serious doubts” about the law only at a quasi-constitutional
level. Finally, avoidance encompasses the many abstention doctrines like
Pullman created by the Court to refrain from deciding cases even when
Congress has conferred jurisdiction.

Playing It Safe criticizes both the extent of the Court’s avoidance and
its inconsistent application of avoidance strategies. While the Court
avoids developing certain areas of constitutional law, it expends valuable
resources heightening structural areas like federalism and separation of
powers. The Rehnquist Court actively shields states from liability and na-
tional oversight, while curtailing the power of the national branches to
resolve national problems like gender-based violence. The Court aggres-
sively enhances standing requirements to limit the types of cases brought
to federal courts. In sum, the Court has alternatively invoked avoidance
and aggressive constitutional interpretation to solidify its vision of a lim-
ited role for federal courts in developing constitutional law, particularly
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when it perceives federalism concerns. The Court more readily protects
states, who exert great power at the state government level and who are
well represented in federal politics through the electoral process and in
Congress, while it often neglects the interests of the less powerful through
avoidance. Courts should articulate fair and important reasons before
they avoid important constitutional questions, even in politically sensi-
tive situations, so as not to encourage more societal discrimination on
the basis of race, ethnicity, gender, class, sexual orientation, radical
speech, or membership in an unpopular group like a minority religion.
Fuller and less selective participation by the Court on constitutional is-
sues would better inform a long-term constitutional dialogue and, to the
extent justices deemed them unconstitutional, serve as a constitutional
check on temporary or local majoritarian impulses.
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The Court Avoids Scrutinizing

“Official English” Mandate

Maria-Kelly Yniguez frequently spoke both Spanish and Eng-
lish as an insurance claims manager for the state of Arizona. She man-
aged medical malpractice claims filed against state hospitals, interview-
ing claimants about their injuries, explaining state compensation poli-
cies, and drafting settlement documents in both languages to ensure
that claimants understood the ramifications of their signatures. In 1988,
Arizonans by a one percent margin passed an initiative amending their
state constitution to declare English the official state language. After the
election, Ms. Yniguez stopped using Spanish with her clients, because
she and other Arizona employees feared discipline. She was offended by
the new law and worried that it would prevent her from doing her job
effectively. She felt concerned for monolingual and bilingual persons
who would be unable to communicate effectively with her and other
governmental employees. Ms. Yniguez was born in Arizona and her par-
ents were Mexican. As a Latina, she felt that she could express important
ideas and emotions more vividly in Spanish. Spanish was also part of
her cultural heritage, which fostered a sense of community and govern-
ment accessibility for Spanish speakers as they processed their malprac-
tice claims.1

Maria-Kelly Yniguez brought the first challenge to the constitutional
amendment in federal court, alleging that the law violated the First
Amendment, Equal Protection, and a federal civil rights statute.2 The
law was put on hold while the case proceeded. Ms. Yniguez had never
been a civil rights activist, yet she knew there might be a downside to
filing suit. Shortly after she sued, someone shot out the windows on her
daughter’s car one night while it was parked in the family driveway. She
also received dozens of mean-spirited letters and calls telling her to “go
back to Mexico.”3

1
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The Importance of the English-Only Challenge

The Yniguez litigation was monitored around the country by the media,
politicians, academics, civil rights activists, supporters and opponents of
the English-Only movement, state officers and employees, and members
of the public. The initiative’s primary sponsor, Arizonans for Official
English (“AOE”), was led by a retired federal immigration agent. The
campaign was financed by U.S. English, the oldest advocacy group for
English-Only laws, with more than 1 million members nationwide. The
Arizona measure went further than previous symbolic measures in other
states had gone, requiring state and local governments to conduct busi-
ness in English. It contained a few exceptions. Languages other than Eng-
lish could be spoken to educate foreign-language students, to protect the
rights of criminal defendants, to protect public health and safety, and to
comply with federal law. Other English-Only laws were often more sym-
bolic, reaching far fewer conversations and persons. For example, some of
these laws required official documents to be written in English. Although
Arizona’s English-Only law was the most restrictive,4 many states or lo-
calities faced similar proposals or had recently enacted English-Only
laws. Laws imposing or encouraging a common language are not new in
the United States, and the English-Only issue reemerged in the 1980s,
particularly in areas with many Spanish-speaking persons.5 By 1997, over
twenty states and forty municipalities had laws that made English the of-
ficial state language. Between 1970 and 1990, the Latino population of
the United States more than doubled, while the Asian population quad-
rupled. Latinos will be the largest minority group early in the twenty-first
century. According to the 1990 census, nearly 32 million people commu-
nicated in a language other than English and more than half of these per-
sons spoke Spanish.

The national importance of the English-Only issue was demonstrated
by the unusually large number and tone of amicus briefs filed by many
persons, politicians, and organizations when the Supreme Court agreed
to hear the case. (Such “friend of the court” briefs are filed by persons or
groups with a strong interest in the subject matter of a case who are not
parties. Amicus briefs are often filed in appellate courts on matters of
broad public interest.) Civil rights groups warned the Court that the
stakes extended far beyond language choice. Resolution of constitutional
questions surrounding English-Only laws might have legal and political
significance for related controversies such as bilingual education, restric-
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tions on immigration, and affirmative action. Civil rights briefs warned
the justices that English-Only laws are part of a racist exclusionary system
and a “racist strategy to negate nonwhite racial and cultural groups.”6

During the Yniguez litigation, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit recognized that language can be a proxy for national-origin dis-
crimination and expressed concern that the burden of English-Only laws
falls disproportionately on non-English speaking persons. Indeed, civil
rights groups criticized a wave of laws in the 1990s burdening minority
groups, including harsh immigration restrictions, denials of welfare ben-
efits to legal and illegal immigrants, limitations on health care and educa-
tion for illegal immigrants, and anti-affirmative action programs. In this
anti-immigrant environment, Congress and many states considered Eng-
lish-Only laws.

Opponents of Arizona’s law saw the 1990s wave of English-Only laws
as an extension of a history of discrimination, of the legally authorized
destruction of minority groups by the dominant Anglo-American pop-
ulation. Examples abound, such as the restrictions on the use and teach-
ing of Native American languages by the U.S. and state governments,7

and congressional restrictions on the use of Spanish in western states,
including Arizona and New Mexico. At the turn of the twentieth cen-
tury, California’s constitution provided that laws could be published
only in English, and English literacy was a voting prerequisite. One brief
filed in the Supreme Court by civil rights advocates summarized the
concerns:

Article 28, Arizona’s English Only amendment, is not about national unity
versus balkanization. Nor is it about the encouragement of immigrant as-
similation versus cultural group separatism. These descriptions conceal
the ill-will of many English Only supporters toward immigrant-racial mi-
norities and further mislead persons of good will about the amendment’s
consequences.

Arizona’s English Only amendment is about negation and exclusion. It
is designed to achieve a false sense of unity through an apparently ho-
mogenous polity by rendering invisible those who do not look and talk like
“Americans.” If enforced, the amendment would destroy many immigrant
group members’ ability to function in day-to-day interactions with gov-
ernment and to participate meaningfully in political life. Moreover, the
amendment will, for many, eviscerate their cultural groups and deprive
immigrants of the cultural base of identity and support needed to cope
with continuing mainstream racism and nativism.
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In contrast, numerous conservative groups and leaders supported Ari-
zona’s English-Only law, claiming that its intentions were benign: to fos-
ter unity, not promote discrimination. During his presidential campaign,
for example, Bob Dole supported the English-Only movement to protect
“national unity,” and Newt Gingrich cautioned that because of bilingual-
ism, the “very fabric of American society will eventually break down.”
Thus, language differences fostered “linguistic and cultural isolation,”
giving non-English-speaking groups political leverage that could result in
political and social unrest.8 In the 1988 Arizona ballot pamphlet, sup-
porters of the English-Only law encouraged voters to “stop [the] erosion
of our common bond . . . threatened by language conflicts and ethnic sep-
aratism.” Another argument in the pamphlet described Arizona at a
crossroads: “It can move towards the fears and tensions of language rival-
ries and ethnic distrust, or it can reverse this trend and strengthen our
common bond, the English language.”

Thus, the English-Only issue is closely linked to other struggles over
racial and ethnic relations. The link is frequently subtle because the laws
are directed at language and the racial undertones may not be explicit.
Supporters of English-Only measures refer to “American” culture, rather
than race or ethnicity. As Justice Scalia said in an affirmative action case:
“In the eyes of government, we are just one race here. It is American.”9

The Washington Legal Foundation, a conservative group fostering
states’ rights, advised the Supreme Court in Yniguez that Arizona’s law
encouraged unity, calling upon a very Anglo-American portion of our
shared heritage including the Mayflower Compact and the Federalist
Papers. The group cautioned against a new “cult of ethnicity . . . [that]
denounce[s] the idea of a melting pot, . . . challenge[s] the concept of
‘one people,’ and . . . perpetuate[s] separate ethnic and racial communi-
ties.”10 As presidential candidate Pat Buchanan put it in 1992: “I think
God made all people good, but if we had to take a million immigrants
in, say Zulus, next year, or Englishmen, and put them in Virginia, what
group would be easier to assimilate and would cause less problems [sic]
for the people of Virginia?”11

Sometimes the discrimination is even more overt, with proponents of
English-Only laws arguing that the laws are needed to prevent the U.S.
from becoming a non-white, non-English-speaking “mongrel nation.”
“‘Mongrel’ clearly conjures images of the menacing savage Indian, the
sinister ponytailed Chinese or the barbarous brown-skinned Hawaiian,
and echoes early fears of diminishing white racial purity.”12 Such claims
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resonate with legal efforts by Virginia to support its law forbidding whites
from marrying non-whites. Virginia argued that the law served legitimate
purposes such as “to preserve the racial integrity of its citizens,” “[to pre-
vent] corruption of blood,” “a mongrel breed of citizens,” and “the oblit-
eration of racial pride.” The Supreme Court ducked the issue with shaky
jurisdictional reasoning in 1956, after the Virginia Supreme Court had
found that the law did not violate Equal Protection. Alexander Bickel ac-
knowledged that it would have been “unthinkable” for the Court to up-
hold the law after Brown v. Board of Education. Nevertheless, he defended
the Court’s avoidance. “[W]ould it have been wise, at a time when the
Court had just pronounced its new integration principle, when it was
subject to scurrilous attack by men who predicted that integration of the
schools would lead directly to ‘mongrelization of the race’ and that this
was the result the Court had really willed, . . . to declare that the state may
not prohibit racial intermarriage?” Twelve years later, the Warren Court
again faced an equality challenge to Virginia’s law. About one-third of the
states still prohibited and punished interracial marriage in 1967. Another
fourteen states had repealed such laws within the prior fifteen years. The
Court noted that these laws first arose in the U.S. as part of slavery, but
many of the modern laws were adopted during a period of “extreme na-
tivism” following World War I. Finding Virginia’s justifications an uncon-
stitutional “endorsement of white Supremacy,” the Court finally voided
the law on Equal Protection grounds in Loving v. Virginia.13

Similar fears about mongrelization and impurity support the English-
Only movement. John Tanton, the founder of the national advocacy
group U.S. English which financed the Arizona campaign for an English-
Only law, warned of a “Latin onslaught.” In comparing Caucasian and
Latino demographics, he said that Latino fertility will cause “those with
their pants up [to] get caught by those with their pants down.”14 English-
Only supporters also warn of “rampant bilingualism,” “linguistic ghet-
tos,” and “language rivals,” conjuring up intimidating images of gangs
and ghettos, racial violence, and unrest while preying on stereotypes of
poor, uneducated, desperate immigrants who only bring crime and prob-
lems to the United States. These fears are often disguised in rational and
legal, politically palatable discourse about safeguarding the English lan-
guage, the Constitution, and the American way of life.15

In sum, the English-Only issue is of broad symbolic import, testing
our polity’s ability to tolerate language diversity, which is closely linked to
other aspects of cultural, ethnic, and racial identity and diversity. Was the
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Arizona law designed to encourage social harmony through use of a com-
mon language, as its proponents claimed? Or was it, as one Ninth Circuit
judge found in Yniguez, “a mean-spirited, nativist measure” that embod-
ied discrimination and repression of ethnic and cultural differences?

The Journey to the United States Supreme Court

Shortly after Maria-Kelly Yniguez filed her lawsuit in federal court chal-
lenging Arizona’s law, the Arizona attorney general released a legal opin-
ion advising that the new law allowed state employees to use languages
other than English when doing so would facilitate the delivery of govern-
ment services.16 Despite the law’s broad wording, the attorney general in-
terpreted it narrowly to mean that only official acts such as rendering a
judicial decision or promulgating laws must be in English. Because judi-
cial decisions and laws had been written in English previously, the new
law was of very little significance under the attorney general’s interpreta-
tion. The attorney general used this narrow interpretation to avoid con-
flicts between the English-Only law and other federal and state laws, in-
cluding federal constitutional guarantees. Because Arizona has a substan-
tial population of bilingual persons and persons for whom English is not
their primary language, the attorney general’s construction recognized a
substantial exception to an English-Only requirement. According to the
1990 census, more than 20 percent of Arizonans are bilingual. Over 10
percent of Arizonans speak Spanish fluently. A small percentage of Arizo-
nans cannot speak English well or at all.

The state urged the federal trial court to dismiss the lawsuit because
there was nothing left to fight about. Ms. Yniguez would still be able to
speak Spanish to non-English or bilingual persons to facilitate service de-
livery. She had not been disciplined or even threatened with discipline for
speaking Spanish on the job. The state also argued that the law posed a
novel state law question (the breadth of the English-Only law) which
should be decided by the Arizona Supreme Court instead of the federal
courts. Nevertheless, the federal trial court reached the merits of the First
Amendment claim and invalidated the law, finding that it was overly
broad and infringed on protected speech by governmental employees.

After the federal district court’s decision, Ms. Yniguez resigned from
her state job to accept a more lucrative position at a private hospital. Both
she and the state initially chose not to appeal the trial court’s decision.
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But procedural complexities kept the dispute alive. The initiative’s pri-
mary sponsor, AOE, sought to appeal and then the attorney general
sought to appeal. The Ninth Circuit allowed both those parties to inter-
vene, and it allowed the primary group opposed to the initiative to inter-
vene as well. Ms. Yniguez then decided to appeal, asserting a claim for
nominal damages. Although she had left government service, a Ninth
Circuit panel found the controversy sufficiently concrete because of the
adversity of the litigants and her damages claim. The three-judge panel
agreed with the trial court that the law violated the First Amendment by
inhibiting Arizona employees’ speech.

This ruling was so important and controversial that the rest of the
Ninth Circuit judges voted to hold an en banc hearing, where the deci-
sion of the three judges would be reconsidered by a larger segment of the
court. Usually, the entire court of appeals for the particular circuit would
decide a case en banc, but the Ninth Circuit is so large that eleven of the
twenty one full-time circuit court judges constituted an en banc panel at
that time. By only a 6-5 margin, the Ninth Circuit en banc agreed that the
English-Only law was unconstitutional. The majority and dissenting
opinions authored by nationally known and outspoken liberal and con-
servative judges, offered thoughtful disagreement about the First Amend-
ment speech rights of public employees. The Ninth Circuit did not reach
the litigants’ Equal Protection claims or the First Amendment rights of
those seeking government services or any federal statutory claims. The
procedural wrangling and extent of the substantive controversy among
the judges during the Ninth Circuit appeals process added significant
time and expense to pursuing the dispute.

Finally, the case was ready for appeal to the Supreme Court. The Court
did not have to hear the case. It could have let the Ninth Circuit en banc
decision stand, but the Court granted certiorari and heard from the par-
ties and many interested politicians, organizations, and individuals
through amicus briefs about the constitutionality and significance of Ari-
zona’s English-Only law. While Yniguez wound through the federal
courts, other plaintiffs challenged the English-Only law in the Arizona
state court system. In Ruiz v. Symington, four of Arizona’s elected offi-
cials, five state employees, and a public school teacher sued the governor,
alleging, like Ms. Yniguez, that the English-Only law violated the federal
Constitution.17 Again, AOE intervened to defend the law. The Arizona
Supreme Court put the Ruiz litigation on hold once the U.S. Supreme
Court agreed to hear Yniguez.
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The Supreme Court Finds the Dispute Moot

More than eight years after Arizona voters passed the law, the Supreme
Court unanimously vacated the lower court opinions. The Court, how-
ever, did not reach the merits of the constitutional challenges presented.
Instead, it threw the case out of the federal court system because it found
the case “moot” as of the point Ms. Yniguez left government service. The
dispute had dissolved, the Court reasoned, because Yniguez’s personal
stake in it disappeared once she left government service. The Court
began: “In litigation generally, and in constitutional litigation most
prominently, courts in the United States characteristically pause to ask: Is
this conflict really necessary?” The Court interprets Article III to require
that all federal court controversies involve a person or entity with a real,
personalized stake in the dispute to bring and continue litigation. This
requirement serves to ensure good advocacy to sharpen the presentation
of issues for the courts and ensures a serious commitment of skill and re-
sources from the parties.

Although other government employees were clearly affected by Ari-
zona’s law after Ms. Yniguez left state service, her lawyers had not in-
cluded them in the lawsuit. Under the Court’s restrictive Article III inter-
pretation, it must ignore others affected by the law until another litigant
with a “live” grievance properly presented returns the issue to the Court.
Yniguez demonstrates how Article III justiciability doctrines (e.g., stand-
ing, ripeness, mootness) can be used to avoid important issues until the
Court deems them properly presented.

In contrast, the lower federal courts had found that a real, imminent
controversy continued to exist even after Yniguez left the state’s employ
because Arizona’s governor pledged to comply with the law and expected
all state employees to do so. Additionally, the Ninth Circuit had reasoned
that with the primary sponsors and opponents of the law participating in
the suit, the parties were sufficiently adverse and willing to fight hard
about the law’s meaning and present the constitutional issues with ap-
propriate skills and resources. The Supreme Court did not find this per-
suasive, since the attorney general had advocated a narrow interpretation
of the law (confining it only to official acts and documents) and during
the later stages of the Yniguez litigation, AOE (the primary supporter of
the law) switched its interpretation to support the attorney general’s po-
sition. Perhaps, in the justices’ view, the opponents of the English-Only
law had scored an important victory already through the acquiescence of
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AOE and the state of Arizona to a narrow version of the law. But in actu-
ality, as Arizona officials enforced the law, it was not so clear that the nar-
row version of the law would always be the one applied. And opponents
of the law might also have worried about the symbolic chilling effect
upon non-English and bilingual speakers of leaving the broad law sought
by many voters in place, even if state government urged a narrow, legalis-
tic construction.

Despite the time, money, and energy invested in the litigation over
eight years, the Court threw Yniguez out because it determined that the
immediate parties no longer had a live controversy over what Yniguez
could say on the job. This ruling was consistent with its mootness prece-
dents and could have been avoided if Ms. Yniguez’s lawyers had filed the
suit as a class action composed of numerous state employees as plaintiffs,
some of whom still worked for Arizona at the time the case reached the
Supreme Court. But their client did not want to file a class action suit be-
cause she did not want to turn the English-Only issue into one of “His-
panics versus the English speakers of Arizona.” Moreover, class actions
are not easy to pursue. They require special procedural knowledge and
often can be more expensive and burdensome than ordinary litigation.

Finally, the Supreme Court took the unusual step of vacating the ear-
lier Yniguez opinions, effectively erasing the findings that the law was un-
constitutional and destroying the prior victories of those who opposed
the English-Only law. Without much explanation, the Court concluded
that vacating the opinions was appropriate because the case presented
federalism concerns and “exceptional circumstances.”

Many people reacted strongly to the Court’s decision. The mootness
ruling, on the heels of the long, complicated history of the Yniguez case,
caused much confusion and frustration among Arizona voters and others
concerned with the English-Only issue. As one editorial writer put it,
“Eight years after voting to do the state’s business in English, Arizonans
still don’t know whether their own judgment about how their own em-
ployees should behave at work will be allowed to become law by judges
who don’t pay a dime of Arizona taxes. And they likely won’t know for
another couple of years.”18 He continued: “Sadly, this decision did noth-
ing to end the legal chaos. It only shifted the battleground to the state
courts . . . and left open a distinct possibility of having to fight the war
again in the federal court.” Many Californians had closely watched the lit-
igation, in light of litigation challenging their own recent anti-immigrant
measure, Proposition 187. This measure, entitled “Save Our State,” denied
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state services such as education and health care to those suspected of
being undocumented immigrants. After voters approved the law in 1994,
it soon faced court challenges. In 1996, Californians had also enacted an
initiative that limited affirmative action in public contracting, employ-
ment, and education. In 1986, California voters had approved by direct
democracy an English-Only law, but the law required legislative approval
for enforcement and the legislature never approved it. One senator com-
plained: “They left it up to the Legislature, and when you leave anything
up to the Legislature, nothing happens.” He indicated that the Supreme
Court’s mootness ruling “could put political pressure on a balky Califor-
nia Legislature.”19

When we await the Court’s pronouncements on the constitutionality
of an important new law, avoidance can be at best frustrating and at
worst dangerous. One of the problems of avoidance through procedural
rulings like mootness (and even refusals to hear a case by denying certio-
rari) is that the public often misconstrues avoidance rulings as victories.
It is not surprising that some observers viewed the rejection of Yniguez’s
challenge as a signal on the merits of the dispute. The English-Only law
was not displaced; indeed, the lower court opinions overturning it were
erased. Mauro Mujica, chairman of U.S. English, triumphantly declared,
“This should be a clear indication to the lower courts that it is inappro-
priate to tamper with the will of the people after they have exercised their
vote within the democratic process.”20

The Court’s mootness ruling “delighted states’ rights advocates who
say such an approach may blunt other constitutional attacks, including
the pending challenge to California’s [anti-affirmative action mea-
sure].”21 The Supreme Court did encourage the lower federal courts to
certify the dispute over how narrowly to construe the English-Only law to
the Arizona courts to try to save the statute. Although an amicus brief
highlighted the question of how much deference courts owe direct
democracy measures, the Court did not tackle that issue directly. Never-
theless, some judges are likely to read Yniguez as mandating a “cautious”
approach to direct democracy controversies. Subsequently, for example, a
federal trial judge found that the California measure conflicted with the
federal Constitution. Three Ninth Circuit judges, relying on the Court’s
admonitions in Yniguez, expressed concern that if the trial judge had in-
correctly interpreted the Constitution, he thwarted the will of 4,736,180
voters with a single stroke of a pen. But rather than certifying the mea-
sure to the California state courts, the Ninth Circuit interpreted the state
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law itself. The judges reached the merits and found that it did not offend
the Constitution. The U.S. Supreme Court avoided the controversy when
it denied certiorari, leaving the Ninth Circuit’s invalidation intact.

Others expressed frustration with the Yniguez Court’s focus on byzan-
tine technicalities and the lack of guidance from the Court on the merits
of language restrictions. A California state senator said, “I wish they had
decided this on the merits, instead of just saying it was a ‘moot ques-
tion.’”22 When the Supreme Court avoids constitutional issues, the rest of
the country can only guess at the likely outcomes when it does address
them, years later. Some justices view this as fostering debate and not fore-
closing options, allowing a pluralistic society to live with deep differences
of opinion.23 But the Court’s avoidance techniques often do not foster de-
bate. Politicians are still reluctant to tackle difficult and controversial is-
sues, particularly those that are not a significant concern to a majority of
voters. Frequently, the persons or groups most likely to suffer from these
unresolved differences are members of political, racial, cultural, sexual, or
religious minority groups. The lack of guidance from the Court on con-
stitutional law is also disturbing. When the Court does not promote uni-
form national constitutional interpretation, the content of Equal Protec-
tion or First Amendment rights will vary with a citizen’s locale.

Avoidance through Certification and the Avoidance Canon

The Court in Yniguez went beyond a simple mootness ruling, which it
could have completed in a few paragraphs, and gave a long lecture on
how the lower federal courts should have disentangled themselves from
this volatile controversy earlier. Justice Ginsburg, one of the Court’s liber-
als, wrote the unanimous opinion. As a former Civil Procedure teacher,
she is an expert on jurisdictional technicalities. The Court’s disdain for
what it viewed as procedural mistakes by the lower federal courts in this
suit is thinly disguised.

The Court warned other federal courts to avoid federal constitutional
issues by sending novel state law issues like the interpretation of the Ari-
zona law to the state court system through certification. Certification
statutes allow a federal court to send state law issues to a state’s highest
court. In Yniguez, certification would mean that the Arizona Supreme
Court would have to figure out whether the English-Only law applies
only to official documents and acts like judicial opinions or more broadly
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to government-employee speech. After a state supreme court ruling, the
parties return to the federal system for rulings on federal law issues. The
opinion closed on a hopeful note, awaiting the Ruiz decision, which the
Court said might greatly simplify the federal constitutional questions
presented.

In Yniguez, the Supreme Court also reminded the lower federal courts
how certification can interact with the avoidance canon to deflect diffi-
cult constitutional controversies presenting federalism concerns. The
avoidance canon is a rule of statutory construction that encourages
judges to determine whether a law can be read in a narrow way to contain
it within constitutional bounds. The Yniguez Court implied that if the
lower federal courts or, preferably, the Arizona Supreme Court on certifi-
cation had found the state’s narrowing interpretation persuasive, the liti-
gants could have relied on that interpretation in federal court, and the
law could have been upheld on federal constitutional grounds. If, on cer-
tification, the Arizona court refused to apply the canon and read the law
broadly, only then would the federal courts need to face the constitu-
tional challenges. Of course, this reasoning contains interpretations of
the Constitution: it hints that a narrow reading of the English-Only law
would not offend the First Amendment or other constitutional provi-
sions and that a broader reading might. Those hints are not binding
precedent. However, they are an indirect way of expressing the constitu-
tional thinking of some of the justices and can thus constrain other
courts without clearly changing the content of the Court’s constitutional
precedents. The Court frequently shapes the direction of constitutional
law with such quasi-constitutional rulings.

In urging avoidance through certification, the Court highlighted the po-
tential importance of the English-Only issue for Arizona, the unsettled state
law question of the meaning of the new law, the attorney general’s narrow-
ing construction, and the primary sponsors’ belated agreement with that
construction as reasons for avoidance. The Court concluded that the “more
cautious approach” of certification was better than a ruling on the merits,
particularly because of the federalism concerns posed. Federalism is the bal-
ance of powers between the national and state or local governments. The
Rehnquist Court in the 1990s went to great lengths to enlarge and protect
the areas in which states have autonomy to operate without federal over-
sight, as chapter 7 details. The Yniguez Court meant that the federal courts
could have avoided friction between the two court systems and potential
error on the state law issue through certification.
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The Court did not elaborate much on how certification would build a
“cooperative judicial federalism,” but it probably reasoned that the lower
federal courts could have shown more respect for Arizona’s legal, social,
and political predicament by allowing the Arizona court a chance to
agree that the attorney general’s narrow construction of the English-Only
law was the correct one. This might have saved the statute’s constitution-
ality while also taking away much of its force—appeasing both sides of
the controversy. Additionally, the Court wanted the lower federal courts
to avoid friction-generating “error” by construing the law one way and
then facing potential embarrassment and inconsistent rulings if the Ari-
zona court construed it differently. By giving the Arizona court the first
opportunity to speak, the Court hoped to foster Arizona’s authority in
this controversy while also relieving the federal courts of pressure and
responsibility.

Sixty years before Yniguez, the Court created an abstention doctrine in
order to avoid an Equal Protection challenge brought by a railroad com-
pany and black Pullman porters to a Texas law which favored white con-
ductors. As described in the Introduction, the Court preferred that Texas
courts first review the state law issues, hoping to avoid federal constitu-
tional rulings in the “socially sensitive” area of race and gender rela-
tions.24 The Yniguez Court conceded the errors of Pullman abstention. It
acknowledged that this kind of abstention “proved protracted and expen-
sive in practice, for it entailed a full round of litigation in the state-court
system before any resumption of proceedings in federal court.” The
Yniguez Court insisted that certification will work better than abstention
because it only requires one round of litigation (in the state’s highest
court) before proceedings resume in federal court. Certification certainly
might save the federal courts time, energy, and resources. But the Court
does not mention that certification still imposes additional cost and delay
on the litigants, as compared to remaining in federal court and allowing
the federal court to construe the scope of the English-Only law. More-
over, certification adds work to the state courts. Thus, litigants may face
long waits or hostility to certification requests in some courts. Busy state
courts do not always appreciate having controversies delegated to them.
For example, the Arizona Supreme Court put the related Ruiz litigation
on hold while Yniguez was pending. It did not have to do so; it chose to
await the federal system’s outcome to discourage forum shopping (when
litigants “shop around” for the court, judge, jury, or law which they be-
lieve will be most favorable for them). The Arizona court also sought to
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encourage uniform state and federal court interpretation of the English-
Only law by awaiting the outcome of the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling. If
it was anxious to rule definitively on the state law issues, the Arizona
court could have ruled on the law’s construction (and even on its consti-
tutionality) before the U.S. Supreme Court issued its opinion. Indeed, the
state supreme court gets the last word on state law issues such as the
scope of a state law (assuming a court does not construe a law narrowly
solely to evade federal court review). So, even if the federal courts had all
construed the law broadly, the Arizona court could diverge on the state
law question of interpretation and find the attorney general’s narrow
construction persuasive after a federal court ruling. The state supreme
court could even have the last word on state law after a ruling from the
U.S. Supreme Court. Thus, any error in construing state law made by a
federal court is easily correctable.

Further, the Yniguez Court ignored that state supreme courts do not
always welcome the additional political pressure when sensitive issues are
certified to them. The Arizona court did not discuss this political concern
when it put Ruiz on hold, but few judges would think it appropriate to ac-
knowledge that type of pressure. Nevertheless, in an era of increasing at-
tacks on judicial independence and increasing use of initiatives for con-
troversial lawmaking in nearly half of our states, many elected state
judges feel the pressure. Although both state and federal judges face criti-
cism for their unpopular rulings, federal judges enjoy life tenure and are
much more protected than most state court judges. State judicial election
and retention campaigns are becoming more expensive and contentious.
State judges have come under attack for their rulings in criminal cases
and for rejecting popular direct democracy enactments. In such an at-
mosphere, many judges try to avoid appearing “activist.”25

It is easy to understand why supporters of the English-Only law
might read into Yniguez’s cautionary warnings a philosophy of federal
court judicial restraint. The Court’s unstated premise seems to be that
controversies that present federalism concerns are best decided by the
more politically responsive state court judges, not by their life-tenured
federal counterparts. Perhaps the justices reason that Arizona voters
would resent the judicial system less if their state courts (rather than the
federal courts) limited or voided the English-Only law. Moreover, if vot-
ers disagree with the Arizona Supreme Court’s interpretation of the
English-Only law or their conclusion about its constitutionality, the vot-
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ers will have redress at the polls. In other cases, the Supreme Court has
been explicit about basing avoidance techniques in part on the impor-
tance of protecting the federal courts from charges of interference with
the will of the voters or the products of the majoritarian political
process. Thus, not only can certification save the federal courts a lot of
work, it can take some political heat off the federal system by transfer-
ring it to state courts. In Yniguez, if certification had worked as the
Court envisioned, the federal courts could have saved a narrow version
of the English-Only law, attributing the narrow reading to state courts.
Of course, the federal courts also could have done that without the cost
and delay of certification by using the avoidance canon to adopt the
state’s narrowing construction. As explained shortly, the lower federal
courts chose not to use that option because the construction was so im-
plausible and conflicted so greatly with voter intent.

The Supreme Court’s avoidance through certification strategy poses
problems similar to those that courts and litigants struggled with under
Pullman abstention. Certification may be a little less harsh than Pullman
abstention, but it still imposes additional costs and delay for the parties
and places additional burdens on the state courts. And, not surprisingly,
the Court chooses a controversy strikingly similar to the Pullman case in
which to substitute certification for abstention. Once again, the Court
promotes a deferral device in a racially charged, socially sensitive, politi-
cally heated setting without even mentioning the racial or cultural ten-
sions in the English-Only dispute or any of the real-life significance of
the controversy. Under the Court’s reasoning, the more significant and
controversial a state law is, the more risk of friction between the state and
the federal court system. Thus, federal judicial review is deemed most ap-
propriate where it is least needed: for state laws that do not present seri-
ous constitutional problems and for state laws that are not important or
controversial.

The Yniguez Court approved so heartily of avoiding federal constitu-
tional issues that it also suggested to the Arizona Supreme Court that it
use its own version of the avoidance canon to construe the English-Only
law narrowly. But the Arizona Supreme Court declined to follow the U.S.
Supreme Court’s avoidance advice. In Ruiz, the Arizona court found that
its own attorney general’s narrowing construction was implausible and
conflicted with the voters’ intent, and it struck down the broad English-
Only law as a violation of the federal First Amendment.
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The Arizona Court’s Rejection of the Avoidance Canon

The Arizona court in Ruiz—like the lower federal courts in Yniguez—
wisely declined to use the avoidance canon. Both recognized that adopt-
ing the attorney general’s narrowing construction could avoid the need
for finding the law unconstitutional, but they simply found the construc-
tion implausible. The Arizona court explained that the English-Only pro-
scription in the law’s text was extremely broad and contained only a few
specific and limited exceptions. Those exceptions did not expressly en-
compass speaking Spanish when necessary to facilitate provision of gov-
ernment services or allowing elected officials to communicate with their
constituents, as the attorney general advised. Instead, the law allowed lan-
guages other than English to be spoken only in a narrow range of cases—
to educate foreign-language students, to protect the rights of criminal de-
fendants, to protect public health and safety, and to comply with federal
law. Thus, the attorney general’s opinion flew in the face of the “plain
meaning” of the law.

Moreover, the Arizona court refused to avoid the constitutional issues
through narrow construction because that reading conflicted with the
drafters’ and voters’ intent. Instead, the proponents of the initiative
through public statements, ballot materials and pamphlets backed a
“broad, comprehensive construction” of the law. Although the primary
sponsors later revised their reading of the law during litigation to support
the attorney general’s narrowing construction, the Arizona court did not
find that switch dispositive. The Arizona court also expressed concern
that the attorney general’s legal opinion conflicted with the intent of the
“average reader” of the initiative.26

This rejection of the canon by the lower federal courts and the Arizona
court is highly persuasive. When courts face a broad law, containing lim-
ited express exceptions, the plain language of the measure is the best evi-
dence of voter intent and should be given more weight than a sponsor’s
belated acceptance of a limited construction. If most Arizona voters rea-
sonably assumed that the law contained a broad prohibition on govern-
ment employees using languages other than English at work, the attorney
general’s construction undermines their intent. The text should also
carry more weight than narrowing constructions written by politicians or
government attorneys who did not draft the measure and may not have
supported it. For example, Governor Rose Mofford (the primary state de-
fendant during the litigation) had not supported the English-Only law
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during the initiative campaign. She was “an outspoken critic” of the law
and termed it “sadly misdirected.” Frequently, state officials feel obliged
to defend laws they might not have supported, and they may be content
with a watered-down version of the law or a political compromise.

Finally, rejection of the avoidance canon is more consistent with U.S.
Supreme Court precedent acknowledging that the canon should not be
employed where a limiting construction conflicts with the plain meaning
of the text. Thus, the Ninth Circuit reasoned that certification was not
appropriate in Yniguez because it did not want to completely rewrite the
law so that it could pass constitutional scrutiny. And, as the Arizona court
said, if all the unconstitutional portions were voided to salvage the law,
“the record is devoid of evidence that the voters would have enacted such
a rewritten and essentially meaningless amendment.” Courts justify
avoidance techniques in part because they promote deference to other
decision makers. In Yniguez, the U.S. Supreme Court qualified its usual
“plain language limitation” by highlighting the possibility for deference
to state executive branch interpretation. But using the avoidance canon to
change the meaning of the law as the attorney general and AOE suggested
(and the U.S. Supreme Court appeared to endorse) is not at all deferential
to Arizona voters. Courts do not avoid friction when they leave in place a
narrow interpretation contorting the plain meaning of a law and contra-
dicting the understanding of the average voter.

The Arizona Supreme Court Invalidates the English-Only Law

The Arizona Supreme Court invalidated the English-Only law on First
Amendment and Equal Protection grounds in 1998, finding that it un-
duly limited the political speech of elected officials and state employees,
adversely impacted the rights of non-English-speaking persons to obtain
access to the government, and impinged on the fundamental right of
equal political participation and right to petition the government for re-
dress. The Arizona court was the first to invalidate an English-Only law.
The court unanimously struck down the law after holding oral argu-
ments in the case at the University of Arizona law school, airing the de-
bate on federal constitutional issues in a unique public forum.27

The attorney general was reportedly pleased with the decision and an-
nounced that the state would not appeal. Many civil rights lawyers were
also pleased with the decision. As Enrique Medina said: “This is a victory
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for the state of Arizona. It’s exhilarating to know that the judicial system
is protecting the rights of people of a different culture and who speak a
different language.” Others reaffirmed the political importance of the is-
sues involved and the wide-reaching effect of the decision on not only
Hispanics but Asians as well. Karen K. Narasaki, the executive director of
the National Asian Pacific American Legal Consortium, predicted: “This
ruling will have a national impact. . . . We have all been watching Ari-
zona.”28 Obviously, the supporters of English-Only laws were disap-
pointed. After ten years, the voters of Arizona learned that the law they
had so narrowly enacted was unconstitutional. The U.S. Supreme Court
still could have examined the federal law issues on the merits, including
First Amendment and Equal Protection challenges to the broad English-
Only law, but the Court denied certiorari when the Arizona ruling was
appealed. In light of its effort in Yniguez to rid the federal courts of this
controversy, the denial was not surprising.

Concluding Thoughts on Avoidance in Yniguez

Was the Supreme Court right that avoidance techniques could lessen fric-
tion and promote respect between the state and federal systems in this
dispute? Civil rights advocates who opposed the English-Only law did re-
ceive redress, although only after ten years and at great expense. The an-
swer they received, however, binds only the Arizona courts, not other
state or federal courts across the nation. Many language restriction issues
are left undecided at the national level. The Arizona court’s opinion was
also somewhat timid. Although the court refused to use the avoidance
canon to narrowly construe the English-Only law and it did overturn the
law, it also refused to condemn it as nativist and discriminatory. Instead,
it assumed that the English-Only law reflected only benign motives. The
Arizona court played it safe with a diplomatic air. “[W]e do not imply
that the intent of those urging passage of the [law] or those who voted for
it stemmed from linguistic chauvinism or from any other repressive or
discriminatory intent. Rather we assume, without deciding, that the
drafters of the initiative urged passage of the amendment to further so-
cial harmony in our state.” The Ninth Circuit’s en banc opinion, which al-
luded to the underlying cultural and racial conflict, was a stronger con-
demnation of the law and a better reflection of conflicting constitutional
approaches.
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In any event, other courts are free to take or leave the Arizona court’s
analysis of the federal constitutional issues. State or federal courts outside
of Arizona might find the same broadly worded law constitutional. By the
same token, a narrower English-Only law might pass muster in many
courts. The Rehnquist Court sees this as a gain: the fate of other English-
Only laws is not resolved. Opportunities to pass similar laws and debate
on the merits of the issue are not foreclosed. But such disseminated con-
stitutional authority is likely to lead to more uncertainty, more duplica-
tive litigation, and more forum shopping.

Moreover, some of the Justices likely believe that federalism tensions
are lessened because the Arizona court, rather than federal courts, struck
down the law. Does that really make the loss more palatable for support-
ers of the law? Even if it does appease some voters, we should not be fos-
tering such distrust of federal courts or viewing their judicial review as
unwelcome interference with local politics rather than an important
voice in the long-term constitutional dialogue. Similarly, is federalism
promoted because, if voters approve or disapprove of the Arizona court’s
outcome, they will be able to influence future judicial elections? Again,
this increases the pressure on state court judges to avoid controversial
rulings and seek technical ways of deflecting lawsuits rather than airing
legitimate opposing views on the merits of difficult constitutional issues.

Even though civil rights advocates eventually won in the Arizona
courts, the uncertainty surrounding the validity of English-Only laws is
troubling. If the Supreme Court continues to encourage federal constitu-
tional law to be developed by a multitude of state courts over a long time,
federal law will not be interpreted in a uniform manner. This leads to un-
fairness, where similar laws will be evaluated and similarly situated peo-
ple will be treated differently. This could also lead to forum shopping, as
the Arizona courts initially feared in Ruiz. Litigants may begin to choose
courts based on their judges, while national groups will target state courts
that they believe are receptive to their views or are politically vulnerable.
Of course, forum shopping already occurs in and between state and fed-
eral court systems. Courts reach differing views on how to interpret laws
and on their constitutionality, and we have many splits among courts on
federal law issues. This problem is compounded by the Supreme Court’s
inability—and sometimes by its refusal—to hear many issues of national
import on which lower courts have split.

The Court’s view of precedential hierarchy displayed in Yniguez also
undermines uniformity in federal law. The Court reprimanded the Ninth
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Circuit for its attempt to resolve the federal constitutional issues in the
English-Only dispute for all lower federal courts and state courts within
its circuit. The Court made clear that it perceived the state courts as not
bound by a federal court of appeals’ interpretation of federal law when
the state court has jurisdiction over the federal issue. (Note that it was not
necessary for the Court to address this question to reach its mootness
conclusion.) Under the Court’s vision, a federal appellate court decision
would only serve as binding precedent for the federal courts in its circuit.
Their rulings should then be regarded as less important, and the Court
should not be so concerned about them foreclosing debate or interfering
with state court authority. Fewer options are foreclosed if other parties
can seek a different ruling on federal constitutional law from the state
court systems in a circuit. If instead federal courts are discouraged from
interpreting the federal Constitution for fear of offending voters and
politicians, or fear of not sufficiently respecting the authority of state
courts, we will lose vital voices in developing constitutional law.

The Court in Yniguez did not take federal courts completely out of the
debate by urging certification and use of the avoidance canon. When is-
sues are certified to state courts, the litigants can return to federal court
after the state court rules on the state law issues. But the Supreme Court
did send a strong warning about federalism dangers and urged caution.
This leaves only the Supreme Court or other national branches as the
major engine for promoting uniformity in constitutional law. With its
declining output, federalism concerns and avoidance emphasis, the cur-
rent Court is unlikely to give fast and efficient relief to the problem of in-
consistent rulings.

The justices express hope that avoidance strategies will result in defer-
ence, that they will animate other politicians to address constitutional is-
sues and offer solutions. For example, the Court uses the avoidance
canon and clear statement rules to send a statute back to Congress for
clarification. Essentially, the Court asks: “Congress, did you really intend
to push the constitutional envelope here? It seems to us that this legisla-
tion presents serious constitutional questions, so why don’t you rewrite
it?” In reality, there is little follow-through once the Court invokes avoid-
ance. It is still difficult for politicians to redress many issues, especially
those that do not already have popular support. Congress and state legis-
latures are majoritarian bodies which often seek to avoid conflicts. For
example, bills to make English the official language of this nation were
introduced frequently in Congress in the 1990s, but no such legislation
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has cleared both Houses. Even a legislature that is supportive of minority
interests faces time constraints, interest group pressures, and the need to
compromise. Politicians do not always welcome the Court’s attempts to
defer—or deflect—responsibility to them. Issues affecting nonmajoritar-
ian interests are often not handled well in majoritarian arenas. When leg-
islators face minority group members in committee hearings and in rou-
tine legislative work, it may be easier to overcome prejudice, however,
than when direct democracy is the primary vehicle for lawmaking.

In states that use direct democracy, voters are much more likely to
enact a measure opposing civil liberties than strengthening them. From
the 1960s to mid-1990s, voters have passed about only one of every three
direct democracy measures. However, voters in that same period ap-
proved three out of every four measures opposing civil rights (e.g., mea-
sures targeting minority groups such as gays and lesbians, as well as racial
and ethnic minorities).29 The intense media campaigns accompanying
many initiative campaigns often “oversimplify issues and appeal to voter
prejudice and emotion.”30 And it is easy to allow our prejudices to speak
unabashedly in the privacy of the voting booth. The ambiguity of many
direct democracy measures complicates the question of voter intent.
Many initiatives are poorly drafted and require judicial interpretation.
But as one frustrated California voter asked after an anti–civil rights mea-
sure was invalidated by a court, “Why are we even allowed to vote on laws
which are unconstitutional?” The ambiguous language of the English-
Only initiative required further interpretation. Despite narrow interpre-
tations by some lawyers and judges, the law did significant damage at a
broad symbolic level. Leaving a narrow version of such a direct democ-
racy measure in place may be a good political compromise, but it does lit-
tle to promote clarity for voters or advance constitutional interpretation.

All courts, but particularly federal courts with life-tenured, politically
insulated judges, are an essential countermajoritarian restraint on such
processes. The Yniguez Court constricts significantly federal court judi-
cial review of important, politically charged controversies. Certainly, fed-
eral courts are not completely removed from the realm of politics. They
can still decide federal issues after some delay and being ever conscious of
the Court’s stern warning to “pause” in circumstances similar to Yniguez.
But the Court does not offer many details about what constitutes similar
circumstances. Would the Court urge caution whenever racial and ethnic
tensions surround a case (e.g., affirmative action disputes)? Or does the
Court suggest that federalism concerns are present whenever a case raises
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“potentially important” issues for a state? Of course, this is true of most
challenges to direct democracy measures. Or do the Court’s cautions ex-
tend only to situations where a government offers a narrow construction
and no one is heartily defending a broad version of the challenged law?
The Court did not illuminate this in Yniguez. Nevertheless, in light of the
Court’s strong emphasis on avoidance, a lower federal court judge would
be wise to take this warning seriously. Many federal judges are likely to be
more cautious about exercising judicial review, while litigants will have
increased incentives to take any cases raising federalism concerns to the
state courts as a result of Yniguez. The remaining chapters in this book
paint a fuller picture, showing that this result mirrors the ramifications of
the Court’s other avoidance techniques, like its expansion of standing to
bar selected plaintiffs from raising environmental concerns, explored in
the next chapter.
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The Court Grapples with

Congress and Standing Hurdles

in Environmental Cases

During the last quarter of the twentieth century, the Supreme
Court used a number of avoidance strategies to sidestep ruling on the
merits of numerous environmental controversies. The most prevalent
tactic was development of the constitutional law of “standing” to hinder
people and groups concerned with protecting the environment from
bringing claims to federal courts. This avoidance strategy thwarted con-
gressional intent by substantially limiting the ability of citizen plaintiffs
to enforce environmental laws. President Richard Nixon presented a
lengthy message on environmental cleanup and pollution prevention in
his 1969 State of the Union address and supported creation of the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) in 1970. The executive and legisla-
tive branches passed many laws during the remainder of the 1970s aimed
at cleaning up our air and water, protecting species, regulating pesticide
use, and managing hazardous waste. These laws significantly changed the
relationship between regulated industries, environmentalists, and the
federal government. Most of these laws provided a new enforcement tool
by creating rights for private citizens to enforce the laws by suing when
the government or regulated industry violated the environmental laws.

Congress included the option of litigation by private citizens to sup-
plement the ability of regulators to enforce the laws.1 Sponsors of some
antipollution laws, for example, deemed citizen suits necessary because of
the close relationship between some regulated industries and government
regulators. Lawyers for the regulated industries complained that defend-
ing against citizen suits was expensive, and the suits were used to harass
small businesses over technical violations of environmental laws. Some
conservatives viewed environmental citizen suits as “blackmail” and en-
couraged courts to be hostile toward such “terrorism.”2

2
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After President Ronald Reagan’s election, the executive and legislative
support for environmental protection waned. With the emphasis on fed-
eral deregulation, the EPA’s budget was significantly reduced. After steady
increases during the 1970s, EPA enforcement actions declined during the
1980s as a result of budget cuts. In 1981, for example, the number of haz-
ardous waste civil enforcement cases referred from the EPA to the De-
partment of Justice dropped by 82 percent from the previous year. Mean-
while, Congress continued to expand the scope of the EPA’s statutory re-
sponsibilities during the 1980s.3

As private citizens’ suits under various environmental statutes reached
the Supreme Court, the Court accepted some and declined to hear others.
The Court accepted some types of environmental suits (such as clashes
about water rights) only to instruct that the federal courts abstain from a
decision on the merits and send those cases to the state courts.4 Instead of
ruling on the merits of environmental controversies, the Court aggres-
sively developed constitutional law to make it harder for environmental-
ists to bring such disputes to federal courts. During this same period, the
Court construed constitutional law to protect private property owners
from zoning or beach access laws, making governmental “takings” to pro-
tect the environment more difficult. This chapter will focus on some of
the cases in which the Court limited citizen access and will review a more
recent decision that may signal a shift in the Court’s attitude toward citi-
zen enforcement.

In Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, environmentalists tried to protect en-
dangered species from two federal agency development projects overseas.
The Court ruled that the environmentalists could not establish that they
suffered sufficiently personalized and imminent injuries to establish
standing. The dissenters called Defenders of Wildlife a “slash-and-burn
expedition through the law of environmental standing.” Defenders of
Wildlife stands in stark contrast to Bennett v. Spear, where the Court al-
lowed citizen suits by ranchers claiming that government action to pro-
tect endangered species was too drastic and inappropriately diminished
their water supply. Putting Defenders of Wildlife and Bennett together, the
result is that plaintiffs with economic injuries who seek to prevent gov-
ernment protection of species are given access to the federal court sys-
tem, while plaintiffs who seek to advance species protection are blocked.
In Chicago Steel v. Citizens for a Better Environment, the Court subse-
quently expanded the requirements environmentalists must meet to
bring suits under a toxic right-to-know law. The Court did so by develop-
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ing a new part of the complicated standing doctrine requiring plaintiffs
to show that the relief they seek involves some very tangible item of di-
rect, personal benefit. It is not enough for plaintiffs to pursue a remedy
that benefits the environment, punishes the polluter, or could produce
more compliance with environmental laws in the future, such as a civil
fine payable to the U.S. government. Although the toxic right-to-know
law provides for such fines, the Court did not think plaintiffs would ben-
efit from them in a sufficiently direct manner.

The chapter concludes with a review of Friends of the Earth v. Laidlaw
Environmental Services, in which the Supreme Court reversed its long
trend toward reducing citizen access to the courts and found that citizen
plaintiffs had standing to enforce the Clean Water Act. In Laidlaw envi-
ronmentalists brought a citizen suit alleging ongoing violations of the
Clean Water Act by a company discharging mercury into a river. The
Supreme Court affirmed a trial court ruling that imposed a penalty on
the company even though the company had reformed its conduct and
been in substantial compliance with the pollution law by the time trial
court proceedings concluded. Applying an exception to the mootness
doctrine, the Court remanded for the trial court to determine whether
the defendant’s voluntary stoppage of pollution activities after litigation
commenced mooted the case. The Court also recognized the remedial
potential of civil penalties in serving to deter future violations of envi-
ronmental laws. The Court distinguished Chicago Steel as not involving
any continuing or imminent violations.

These cases are important not only for the particular laws they con-
strue, but because, until Laidlaw, they sent a broad signal to lower courts
to heighten standing requirements and limit the ability of private citizens
to enforce many environmental laws. Congress’s attempts to enable pri-
vate citizens to participate in environmental protection through litiga-
tion have been largely nullified by the federal courts over the last two
decades, as these courts heeded the Supreme Court’s standing precedents.
Moreover, the profiled cases are troubling because they show the Court
has stymied Congress in the environmental area. The Court has often re-
pudiated citizen suits by environmentalists and rejected Congress’s at-
tempts to identify new rights shared by many citizens in environmental
or species protection. The Court has been particularly harsh in its stand-
ing requirements for citizens who pursue claims for environmental
harm while using a relaxed standing analysis for citizens like ranchers
who claim a traditional legal injury such as damage to their property or
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diminished access to water. In the environmental law area, standing has
all too frequently been a significant one-way barrier to the claims of
plaintiffs seeking to protect their environment.

The Standing Doctrine

Standing requires that the right person or entity bring a dispute to the
federal courts. Article III of the Constitution provides that a federal court
may hear “cases” and “controversies.” The Constitution’s text does not
mention the pivotal justiciability doctrines such as standing, ripeness,
and mootness that the Court has created to limit federal courts’ powers to
hear some kinds of cases. The Framers did not specify these limits, either.
The Court, especially in the past twenty-five years, has augmented these
barriers to judicial review. Standing, in particular, now requires a plaintiff
to demonstrate three elements: (1) that he or she has suffered (or immi-
nently will suffer) a personalized injury (2) caused by the defendants and
(3) redressable by the court. The Court attempts to promote separation
of powers by minimizing the role of federal judges—and increasing the
role of the executive and legislative branches—in developing federal law.
The Court also emphasizes that standing increases judicial efficiency. It
affords chances for federal courts to safeguard their political capital.5 Ad-
ditionally, the Court uses standing to ensure vigorous advocacy from liti-
gants to sharpen the presentation of issues to yield better decision mak-
ing by federal courts. Finally, the Court says that standing advances fair-
ness by making sure that the people raising claims are those truly affected
by the dispute rather than bystanders.6

Legal scholars criticize the standing rules for numerous reasons. A
leading expert called the standing decisions “erratic, even bizarre.”7 The
Court has admitted that this area of constitutional law is confused.8 Oth-
ers complain that standing restricts the role of federal courts and unfairly
limits the types of claims they can hear. Standing is usually considered at
the outset of a case to advance efficiency and fairness, but it is viewed as
so important that judges can bring it up themselves at any time. Although
the standing inquiry is not supposed to entail a full look at the merits of
the case, it has become in recent years a close examination of the factual
allegations and legal claims advanced. Generally, the standing barrier is a
one-way proposition that disadvantages plaintiffs—it is used frequently
by those defending against lawsuits to get the suits kicked out of federal
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court at an early stage of litigation, without resolution of the merits. In
environmental cases, the barrier is often deployed against environmen-
talist plaintiffs, but not against plaintiffs charging that environmental
protection harms their rights. This is consistent with the view of many
commentators that the Court manipulates standing in a result-oriented
manner.9 The Court’s standing decisions are inevitably linked to the
Court’s evaluation of which types of claims deserve federal court review.

Court Rejects Claims by Environmentalists to Protect Species

A prime example of using standing to express preferences about the mer-
its of a dispute is Defenders of Wildlife. Decided in 1992, it is one of
Court’s major modern standing rulings, relied on heavily by lower courts
and the Supreme Court.10 Defenders of Wildlife was decided twenty years
after some early environmental cases in which the Court was fairly re-
laxed in its standing inquiry. Although the Court recognized that the in-
juries claimed by plaintiffs in those early lawsuits did not look like tradi-
tional common law tort and property cases, the Court seemed to assume
that Congress had appropriately identified new injuries in the environ-
mental area through legislation and provided for broad standing.11 The
Court’s approach to the standing inquiry in Defenders of Wildlife was
quite different. The Court built on two 1980s standing decisions involv-
ing highly sensitive allegations of racial discrimination in local policing
and in the federal government’s tax support for racially discriminatory
private schools. In those cases, discussed in chapter 3, the Court set out
tough standards for gaining access to federal courts, heightening the
threshold posed previously by standing.

Defenders of Wildlife concerned a challenge under the Endangered
Species Act (“ESA”). Passed in 1966, the ESA promised a sea change in
protection for wildlife and critical habitats, and its impact has been sig-
nificant. “Over the last 20 years, the ESA has been the legal lever in bring-
ing an $800 million shrimping industry into serious dialogue with con-
servationists ([to protect the] sea turtle), forestalling the completion of
the $800 million Tellico Dam (snail darter), preserving the little remain-
ing old growth ecosystems in the Pacific Northwest (spotted owl), re-
shaping timber harvesting practices in the Southeast (red-cockaded
woodpecker), restructuring water rights for thousands of farmers along
the Platte River (whooping crane), and prolonging a $659 million dam
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project in Maine (snapdragon/furbish lousewart).”12 Under the ESA, the
Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Commerce make a list of
endangered species and define their critical habitat. By 1995, approxi-
mately one thousand species were listed. In determining whether to list a
species, federal officials examine threats of destruction, natural or human
factors affecting its existence, disease or predation, and other factors.
Listing of a species triggers numerous duties for the federal government,
including the duties to conserve the species, not to jeopardize the species
or its critical habitat with federal agency action, to prepare recovery
plans, etc. One duty requires that federal agencies must consult with the
Secretary of Commerce or Secretary of the Interior before undertaking
an action (e.g., funding a development project) to ensure that the action
does not pose a threat to a listed species or its habitat. In addition to
mechanisms for government enforcement, the ESA provides for citizen
suits. A citizen suit is a lawsuit brought by a private citizen or group, act-
ing like private attorneys general, to supplement enforcement by gov-
ernment regulators. Congress provided for citizen suits in many environ-
mental statutes because it recognized that the resources and time of
government regulators were limited. Additionally, the drafters of envi-
ronmental laws were concerned that the government regulators would
face political pressure. Regulators who were perceived as captured by the
regulated industry would not engage in enforcement efforts with the
same zeal and independence as private citizens.

In 1978, the Department of the Interior under President Jimmy Carter
issued a regulation interpreting the ESA to apply to actions of federal
agencies which take place in foreign countries and threaten endangered
species. But under President Ronald Reagan, the department reversed
course in 1986 and issued a regulation interpreting the ESA to require
consultation only for actions taken domestically or on the high seas.
Soon, three environmental and wildlife conservation groups challenged
the new regulation, alleging that it increased the extinction of endan-
gered species in foreign countries. Plaintiffs Defenders of Wildlife,
Friends of Animals and Their Environment, and the Humane Society of
the United States sued the United States. “An association has standing to
bring suit on behalf of its members when its members would have stand-
ing to sue in their own right, the interests are germane to the organi-
zation’s purpose, and neither the claim asserted nor the relief requested
requires the participation of individual members in the lawsuit is not
necessary.”13 When defendant protested that the environmental organiza-
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tions were the wrong plaintiffs to bring the suit, two members of the De-
fenders of Wildlife submitted sworn statements detailing their interest in
several specific projects overseas that would result in faster extinction of
numerous protected species, the Mahaweli River Basin Project in Sri
Lanka and the Aswan High Dam Project in Egypt. In light of the 1986
regulation, the federal agencies involved in those projects had proceeded
without consulting the Secretaries.

The two women who signed the affidavits in Defenders of Wildlife had
a professional interest in observing endangered species that would be
harmed by the projects. Joyce Kelly had worked in conservation and nat-
ural resource management, including some time as a federal government
employee, for more than a decade. She had traveled to Egypt in 1986 to
observe the habitat of the Nile crocodile and hoped to return again to ob-
serve the crocodiles directly. A federal agency was helping to rehabilitate
the power plant at the Aswan High Dam, which would impact a habitat
for these crocodiles. Amy Skilbred was a wildlife biologist. She had trav-
eled to the Mahaweli Project site, which U.S. Aid for International Devel-
opment was funding, to study the Asian elephant and the leopard. The
dissenters cited U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service predictions that the Ma-
haweli project could have a massive environmental impact by destroying
a migration route and vital feeding ground for the Asian elephant. The
project would also seriously affect the habitat of other listed species such
as the leopard, the red-faced malkoha, the swan crocodile, the estuarine
crocodile, the Bengal monitor, and the python. Skilbred hoped to return
for more observation, but a bloody civil war was raging in Sri Lanka
when the lawsuit commenced.

Plaintiffs claimed substantive injuries: that the two projects threatened
several endangered species and their habitats and would likely lead to fur-
ther destruction of those species. They also claimed that they had suffered
injuries because of procedural violations of the ESA: the agencies’ lack of
consultation before funding the two projects. Thus, the environmental or-
ganizations argued that they had personalized interests to meet standing re-
quirements through members like Kelly and Skilbred. Additionally, the en-
vironmental organizations advanced three theories to support standing.
First, their members had observed or attempted to observe endangered
species in those habitats and planned to do so again. Second, their mem-
bers’ work involved endangered species. Third, their members were con-
nected sufficiently to the threatened harm because they used the same con-
tiguous ecosystem as the endangered species. Under this “ecosystem nexus”
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theory, a distant government action that could affect all those using a con-
tiguous ecosystem provided standing because the ESA was broadly designed
to protect the ecosystems of endangered species.

The Supreme Court dismissed the lawsuit because the plaintiffs lacked
standing. A majority of the justices thought that the desire to observe
species was the right type of injury to qualify under Article III. A few,
however, expressed skepticism about whether species observation made
an environmentalist’s interest sufficiently personalized and concrete. For
example, Justice Scalia rejected the first two theories plaintiffs advanced
as too broad and diffuse to confer standing. “[A]nyone who goes to see
Asian elephants in the Bronx Zoo, and anyone who is a keeper of Asian
elephants in the Bronx Zoo, has standing to sue. . . . This is beyond all rea-
son.” He was also not receptive to the ecosystem theory; he would not ex-
tend the idea of a constitutionally recognizable injury to people who “use
portions of an ecosystem not perceptibly affected” by the challenged gov-
ernmental action.

Nevertheless, most of the justices agreed that the plaintiffs’ demonstrated
desire to observe the endangered species was the right type of injury to
allow the suit to proceed. The Court concluded, however, that while plain-
tiffs claimed an appropriate injury, their injuries were not imminent. The
Court reasoned that the injuries alleged were too speculative, citing the fact
that the two women had not yet bought plane tickets or made definite plans
to return to observe the species or habitats in Egypt or Sri Lanka. Their pre-
vious visits (which occurred before the projects began) “prove[d] nothing”
and their future intentions were “not enough.” Justices Anthony Kennedy
and Souter, whose votes were important to garner a majority for this con-
clusion, emphasized that it was not reasonable on the facts of this case to as-
sume that the two women who submitted sworn statements would be using
the sites on a “regular basis.” Some of the justices seemed concerned about
opening the doors of federal courts to a flood of speculative or remote
claims of harm that would not only overload the courts, but interrupt the
actions of federal agencies.

Justice Stevens agreed with the Court’s outcome but completely rejected
the Court’s standing analysis. He did not think Congress intended the ESA
to apply to federal government activities in foreign countries. Stevens, like
the dissenters, thought the environmentalists presented good types of in-
juries and that those injuries were sufficiently imminent. Quite persua-
sively, Stevens argued that the Court had already recognized several types of
injuries as adequate in earlier environmental cases. The Court had accepted
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professional, economic, and aesthetic interests in observing species as suffi-
cient. He also argued that imminence “should be measured by the timing
and likelihood of the threatened environmental harm” rather than the time
lapses between visits of individuals to the sites. The dissenters pointed out
that it would be easy, for example, for the women to buy plane tickets and
make more concrete plans to return to the sites.

With this ruling, the Defenders of Wildlife majority did not allow plain-
tiffs a chance to establish the right types of injuries and their immediacy.
The Court denied plaintiffs an opportunity to develop facts about the po-
tential harm from the two development projects and the environmental-
ists’ links to the projects during discovery, the fact-gathering portion of
litigation, which occurs after the parties set out all possible allegations
and defenses. The Defenders of Wildlife dissenters (the unusual combina-
tion of justices Blackmun and O’Connor) argued that because serious
factual issues about the alleged harm remained for trial, the summary
dismissal on standing grounds was too rushed. This demonstrates one
danger of standing: it often operates as a kind of adjudication on the
merits. The Defenders of Wildlife Court discounts most of the harms al-
leged by the environmental organizations and doubts whether they can
attribute any significant (“perceptible”) harm to the two projects. If
plaintiffs in Defenders of Wildlife were allowed to prove their ecosystem
nexus theory or other theories with testimony and documents gathered
during discovery, they might have established ESA violations—that the
projects would likely harm the three species and/or their habitats. Addi-
tionally, plaintiffs might have shown how the projects affected their work
with, or observation of, those species and their ecosystems. They might
have established that such injuries were actually imminent or had already
resulted from the agencies’ actions.

The rushed and rough determination of factual matters which stand-
ing entails can often deprive plaintiffs of a chance to establish their the-
ory of injury, causation and redressability. This “prejudging” of the mer-
its of environmental disputes is contrary to the spirit of notice pleading
in the federal system, which was implemented so that litigants can begin
with simple, general allegations of injury and defense and then use dis-
covery to develop facts and proof. Yet, under the Court’s modern case
law, all federal courts are directed toward a limited notion of a case or
controversy, and federal courts hear most claims arising under federal en-
vironmental laws. As they evaluate standing, the Court instructs lower
courts to favor familiar types of harm such as common law tort, property,
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and contract claims. The courts must be skeptical of even allowing a fac-
tual hearing for novel claims such as damage to contiguous ecosystems.
This bias does not always promote separation of powers because it is ap-
plied even where Congress has given statutory grounds for a new type of
injury, as with the ESA.

The Court’s toughening of standing requirements fits well with its ag-
gressive promotion of summary judgment as a tool to dispose of weaker
cases early and with its heightening of other procedural limitations since
1980.14 The Court has endorsed such sorting mechanisms because it is
concerned with increasing the efficiency of the federal court system. It is
worried about heavy civil and criminal caseloads, and it is influenced by a
perception that many lawsuits (especially against the government) are
frivolous. The Court errs in addressing these legitimate concerns through
standing. Courts do face problems from frivolous filings, but judges have
power to sanction litigants and lawyers for such behavior. Moreover, the
government is already provided with special substantive defenses of im-
munity from suit in many instances to reduce the time, cost, and disrup-
tion of defending against claims. Admittedly, even the early stages of liti-
gation are expensive and government defense is financed by taxpayers,
but enforcing environmental laws may be worth that cost to some parties.
The Court’s narrow interpretation of Article III impedes the develop-
ment of environmental law. Federal courts are limited in hearing new
theories of injuries and evaluating chains of causation, even as scientific
evidence mounts to show that environmental harms are gradual, long-
term developments that coordinated action rather than discreet, band-
aid measures. The Court’s constricted focus also limits the ability of Con-
gress to participate in the definition of cases and controversies. Moreover,
as the ensuing contrast between Defenders of Wildlife and Bennett
demonstrates, the Court’s Article III conception often blocks access in a
biased way: in favor of those with traditional claims such as monetary
damages and to the detriment of those seeking to protect the environ-
ment and endangered species under novel statutory approaches.

Defenders of Wildlife: Derailing Private Citizen Suits by
Environmentalists and Citizen Suits

The most important aspect of Court’s ruling in Defenders of Wildlife was
its rejection of the citizen standing. The Court deemed the citizen stand-
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ing provision of the ESA unconstitutional as applied in that case. The
Court is generally skeptical of citizen standing because it believes it is the
job of Congress and the executive branch, not the courts, to vindicate the
general public interest reflected in congressional statutes. If Congress
could turn “the undifferentiated public interest in executive officers’
compliance with the law into an ‘individual right’ vindicatable in the
courts,” it would be transferring “from the President to the courts the
Chief Executive’s most important constitutional duty”—“to ‘take Care
that the Laws be faithfully executed.’” In other words, courts would be in-
appropriately participating in law enforcement and usurping the power of
the executive branch if they allowed citizen suits to proceed.

Lawyers can argue for a narrow reading of Defenders of Wildlife, one
that would have very little precedential impact on future ESA cases or
other types of environmental lawsuits. Lawyers could focus on the major-
ity’s “as applied” language. As several justices emphasized, the allegations
of harm could easily be rectified by plaintiffs with more concrete plans or
plane tickets in hand. Notwithstanding these arguments, many lower fed-
eral courts have read Defenders of Wildlife broadly, skeptically viewing
many types of environmental claims brought by private citizens. These
readings are justified by the Court’s expansive language about the prob-
lems of citizen suits and their questionable constitutionality. In the
Court’s reasoning, generalized grievances are not personal enough in-
juries to confer standing.

The Defenders of Wildlife Court did not have to reach this constitutional
ruling. It could have relied on earlier cases that treated the bar against gen-
eralized grievances as only a prudential barrier to standing. Prudential bar-
riers are ones which federal courts have more discretion in applying; they
can act more flexibly in heeding the cautions of prudential barriers, de-
pending on their assessment of the particular situation. Justiciability doc-
trines contain an unusual blend of constitutional and prudential hurdles.
The Defenders of Wildlife Court’s apparent transformation of the bar against
generalized grievance from a prudential concern to a constitutional barrier
was confirmed by the entire Court in later cases.15

Justice Scalia—who generally does not like to avoid constitutional ques-
tions—eagerly increased the Article III requirements, despite the reserva-
tions expressed by justices Kennedy and Souter. In addition to his concerns
about the breadth of plaintiff ’s approach to standing, Justice Scalia ex-
pressed reservations about how courts could redress the alleged procedural
injuries. He noted that the courts could only require consultation, they
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could not assure the substantive outcome of consultation (e.g., whether the
agency projects would be allowed to proceed and thereby threaten the
species). Five years later, the Court developed some of these redressability
cautions and again toughened standing requirements in Chicago Steel, dis-
cussed later in this chapter.

While the Defenders of Wildlife majority focused on generalized griev-
ances as a serious separation of powers problem, the dissenters charged
that the Court’s denial of standing created a different separation of pow-
ers problem. They argued that the agency consultation requirement of
the ESA was intentionally included by Congress to provide appropriate
supervision by a high-level executive official over the work of administra-
tive agencies affecting endangered species. They reasoned that Congress
could simply command executive branch officers to prohibit agency ac-
tion that results in a loss of 5 percent of any listed species. “In complex
regulatory areas, however, Congress often legislates . . . in procedural
shades of gray.” With the ESA, Congress afforded the executive branch
great flexibility and discretion to the substantive requirements as long as
the procedural requirement of consultation was followed. The dissenters
feared “the Court seeks to impose fresh limitations on the constitutional
authority of Congress to allow citizen suits in the federal courts for in-
juries deemed ‘procedural’ in nature.” In contrast, in earlier cases, the
Court had allowed environmentalists to proceed with procedural rights
such as the right to obtain a timely environmental impact statement.16 If
courts refuse to accept judicial review of agencies’ procedures, courts
transfer power to the executive branch at the expense of Congress. In the
battle between the Carter and Reagan executive officials over ESA inter-
pretation, the Court gave more power to low-level officials to diverge
from earlier congressional intent. Individuals or groups are left with no
mechanism for enforcing the right of consultation. As Chief Justice Mar-
shall said in an early Supreme Court opinion, the federal judiciary has
“no more right to decline the exercise of jurisdiction which is given, than
to usurp that which is not given. The one or the other would be treason to
the Constitution.”17 Thus, the majority’s conclusion that the citizen suit
provision was unconstitutional as applied undermines the right which
Congress gave private citizens: the interest in pursuing all ESA violations.
By removing private citizens from the law enforcement team, the Court
alters the separation of powers balance.

Justices Kennedy and Souter, however, staked out a middle ground in
their separation of powers analysis, concurring in part with the Court’s
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opinion. Reluctant to take all power away from Congress, they sought to
give the courts and private citizens some enforcement role. “Congress has
the power to define injuries and articulate chains of causation that give
rise to a case or controversy where none existed before.” Kennedy and
Souter showed some understanding of the intricacy of modern regula-
tion, noting that “[a]s government programs and policies become more
complex and far-reaching, we must be sensitive to the articulation of new
rights of action that do not have clear analogs in our common-law tradi-
tion.” Kennedy and Souter also refused to join the portion of Scalia’s
opinion denying procedural rights, hoping to leave some room for Con-
gress to define appropriate procedural injuries. However, they suggested
that Congress should be more clear in future citizen suit provisions. Con-
gress should identify the injury it seeks to vindicate (not just general en-
forcement of violations of the ESA) and link the injury to the class of per-
sons entitled to sue. In other words, Congress must identify how a nar-
rower group or category of persons are harmed in specific ways by
violations of the law.

In theory, Kennedy and Souter’s approach minimizes separation of
powers concerns because it leaves room for Congress to articulate new
injuries and rights to sue to enforce environmental or other types of fed-
eral law. In practice, of course, it is hard for Congress to address the many
items on their agenda with the clarity these justices require. Congress did
not approve a proposal to amend the ESA’s citizen suit provision shortly
after Defenders of Wildlife.18 Instead, Congress in the 1990s attempted to
halt new listings and stop critical habitat designation. When Congress has
identified a social ill like harm to endangered species from government
activities and used its broad remedial powers to address the problem, true
deference to Congress should entail a more relaxed view of standing to
allow courts to define (over time and through a number of cases) which
litigants present viable claims of harm under the legislation.19 Indeed,
Congress may deliberately leave language vague in order to achieve com-
promise, leaving the role of developing specifics to the courts in concrete
cases.20 The courts, both state and federal, regularly develop federal law
by filling in gaps in the statutory schemes designed by Congress through
litigation. They do so to implement congressional intent, believing, for
example, that it is impossible when writing legislation for Congress to ad-
dress all interpretive disputes that will arise.

For example, some of the Court’s standing rulings in the 1970s devel-
oped a “zone of interests” test to recognize the idea that the standing
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analysis may be more lenient when the claim asserted arises under a fed-
eral statute. The Court focused in these decisions on whether the interest
raised by plaintiff was arguably within a zone of interests that Congress
intended to protect or regulate with the statute in question. In several
cases under the 1968 Civil Rights Act claiming racial discrimination in
housing, the Court read Congress’s broad language to allow citizens con-
cerned with integration to sue. Congress had simply provided that any
aggrieved person could sue to enforce the housing laws. The Court al-
lowed potential renters, persons living in large housing complexes, public
interest organizations, and an entire village to sue to enforce the nondis-
crimination policy.21

Similarly, with environmental claims, the Court gave plaintiffs a
chance to prove their claims of harm at trial, despite arguably attenuated
causal chains, as long as the claims were within the zone of interests
meant to be protected by the statutes. For example, in 1973, five law stu-
dents in Washington, D.C., challenged the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission regulations that put a surcharge on rail freight rates.22 They ar-
gued that the agency’s decision not to increase rates required an environ-
mental impact statement (“EIS”). Their claim was fairly attenuated. They
argued that the higher freight rates would lead to a higher use of nonre-
cyclable commodities, which would lead to a higher use of natural re-
sources from the Washington, D.C., area, and this could lead to more
refuse in local parks, as well as more mining and depletion of the area’s
natural resources they used. The Court allowed their suit to proceed, even
though they pursued only a procedural right (to obtain an EIS) that
might present redressability concerns because a court could not control
whether the rate surcharge would go into effect.

Against this backdrop, Defenders of Wildlife appears to represent a
marked shift in standing requirements. In Defenders of Wildlife, many
members of the Court appear skeptical about reading Congress’s inten-
tions to protect endangered species broadly by enforcing citizen suit pro-
visions and recognizing procedural rights. Yet the Court has not consis-
tently taken such a harsh approach to ESA standing. The Court decided
Bennett—a case brought by ranchers protesting species protection—only
five years after Defenders of Wildlife, but relied on its older, more lenient
“zone of interest” approach rather than the stringent standing analysis in
Defenders of Wildlife. Using a more relaxed inquiry, the Court found that
plaintiffs who complained that the government was doing too much to
protect endangered species and thereby harming plaintiffs’ economic in-
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terests could proceed to sue in federal court under the ESA. Given Con-
gress’s stated purpose in enacting the ESA, the Court’s relaxed standing
inquiry would have been more appropriate in Defenders of Wildlife than
in Bennett.

Court Allows Citizen Suits under ESA for Economic Injuries

In stark contrast to Defenders of Wildlife, the Court saw no problem in
1997 with allowing citizen standing under the same citizen suit provision
of the ESA when plaintiffs claimed economic injury from species protec-
tion. Several ranchers and irrigation districts complained in Bennett that
government action to protect fish would reduce their water supply and
harm them economically. The Court allowed their suit to proceed, de-
spite the extremely broad citizen suit provision they relied on and the fact
that some of their claims raised redressability concerns. The Bennett
Court’s reading of the ESA and its standing analysis provide a striking
contrast to Defenders of Wildlife. The Court contorts the statutory goals
in Bennett, finding that the ESA is not only about protecting species and
their environment, but about “the environment” more generally. Defend-
ers of Wildlife and Bennett are a double blow for private citizen ESA en-
forcement. Plaintiffs with economic injuries who seek to prevent govern-
ment protection of species are given access to the federal court system
while plaintiffs who seek to advance species protection are blocked.

Some background for Bennett is useful. Since 1905, the United States
has operated the Klamath Irrigation Project, one of the oldest federal
reclamation schemes. The Klamath Project is a series of rivers, dams,
lakes, and irrigation canals in southern Oregon and northern Califor-
nia, servicing about 240,000 irrigable acres of land. Cattle graze in the
area, and ranchers grow cereal grains, grass seed, alfalfa hay, onions, and
potatoes. The extent of water available to users of the Klamath Project
depends on a series of factors, including state-based water rights, con-
tracts, and flood and drought conditions. In 1988, two species of fish
were added to the ESA listings: the Lost River sucker and the Shortnose
sucker. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”) determined in 1992
that the Klamath Project threatened the continued existence of those
fish. FWS issued a Biological Opinion recommending restrictions on re-
lease of irrigation water and maintenance of certain water levels in the
Gerber and Clear Lake Reservoirs to avoid jeopardizing the fish. The
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Bureau of Reclamation, which operates the Project, said that it would
implement FWS’ recommendations.

Plaintiffs—two ranchers and two Oregon irrigation districts within
the Project area—sued FWS officials and the secretary of the interior. The
ESA citizen suit provision allows lawsuits by “any person . . . to enjoin any
person, including [a federal entity], who is alleged to be in violation [of
the ESA].” Plaintiffs claimed that FWS’s recommendations were arbi-
trary, were unnecessary to protect the fish, deprived the plaintiffs of water
they would otherwise be entitled to, and harmed them economically. Es-
sentially, plaintiffs advanced a competing interest in the water supply.
Plaintiffs also alleged that the government had violated their procedural
rights under the ESA, similar to the consultation right violation alleged
by the Defenders of Wildlife plaintiffs. They relied on procedural rights
that required the federal government (1) to use the best scientific and
commercial evidence available in making their recommendations, and
(2) to not make species preservation decisions without considering the
economic impact of those decisions. The lower federal courts in Bennett
concluded that the plaintiffs did not meet standing requirements, em-
phasizing that the ESA was singularly devoted to ensuring species preser-
vation and did not embrace plaintiffs’ economic interests, which were at
odds with species protection. Several federal appellate cases had denied
zone of interest standing to other plaintiffs asserting economic harm.23

The Supreme Court unanimously reversed, reaching the constitu-
tional question of standing, and finding that plaintiffs satisfied all three
elements: injury, causation, and redressability. The Court upheld the
ESA’s citizen suit provision, despite noting its “remarkable” breadth
(broader than in many other environmental statutes). Justice Scalia, for
the entire Court, found the provision acceptable for two reasons. First,
the Court characterized the ESA as a compromise between conflicting
goals. One goal is to protect endangered species, but another is to make
good economic choices and compromises in preserving endangered
species and their habitats. Thus, the Court labeled the “overall subject
matter” of the ESA as “the environment” rather than endangered species
protection. The Court viewed the environment as a “matter in which it is
common to think all persons have an interest,” including monetary inter-
ests. Second, the citizen suit provision was obviously aimed at encourag-
ing enforcement by private attorneys general, said the Court. Such pri-
vate attorneys general could pursue underenforcement and zealous ov-
erenforcement of the ESA. In other words, the breadth of the ESA’s
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subject matter and the broad congressional endorsement of private sup-
plemental enforcement supported standing for the plaintiffs. It is difficult
to reconcile the Court’s reading of the ESA in Bennett with Congress’s in-
tent in drafting the legislation. The primary purpose of the ESA was to
protect endangered species, not those who rely on resources affected by
those species. As the detailed congressional findings of fact supporting
the statute show, the ESA is definitely not a neutral statute about balanc-
ing all competing concerns.

Additionally, the Court’s interpretation of Article III is in startling
contrast to its reasoning in Defenders of Wildlife. The Bennett Court reit-
erated the importance of standing in maintaining an appropriate separa-
tion of powers and in promoting a “properly limited” role for federal
courts in a democratic society. Nevertheless, the Court in Bennett con-
cluded that the standing burden is “relatively modest” for plaintiffs at the
outset of litigation. The Court’s tone and approach to standing is com-
pletely different in the two cases. In Bennett, the Court did not express
concerns about the remarkably broad citizen suit provision leading to
numerous lawsuits that might disrupt government action or overwhelm
federal courts with environmental disputes. The federal government ar-
gued in Bennett that plaintiffs lacked standing under the Defenders of
Wildlife analysis, but the Court did not distinguish Defenders of Wildlife
or compare the two ESA citizen suit provisions. If we all share an interest
in the environment, the citizen suit provision surely becomes an imper-
missible vehicle for generalized grievances.

Recall that in Defenders of Wildlife the Court read the ESA citizen suit
provision aimed at enforcing federal compliance with the consultation
provision of the statute as too broad to support standing. This breadth de-
stroyed its effectiveness, although the injuries claimed by the environ-
mentalists were more consistent with the ESA’s purpose of protecting en-
dangered species and obviously furthered congressional endorsement of
private enforcement. Apparently, Congress appropriately provided pri-
vate enforcement for those opposing wildlife protection, but inappropri-
ately provided for private enforcement by wildlife conservationists.
Looking at the very similar language of the citizen suit provisions does
not solve this puzzle. It is solely the different types of injuries and facts al-
leged which distinguish the two cases.

Standing is easier for the ranchers and irrigation districts to achieve
primarily because they present a more traditional type of harm than did
the environmentalists in Defenders of Wildlife. Interference with economic
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interests was long recognized at common law, and can be labeled a property
right claim, a contract claim, or a tort. In contrast, the wildlife conserva-
tionists’ claim that government action will harm endangered species and
their habitats is a more modern and novel claim. Degradation to species and
habitat is incremental and may be difficult to prove. The imminence of the
harm may be hard to establish; scientific evidence might be necessary. The
most direct harm is suffered by the species, so courts may not be receptive
to claims brought by people or groups who observe and work with endan-
gered species. Nevertheless, the protection of endangered species and their
habitats is a statutory mandate enacted by the legislative and executive
branches, with provision for citizen enforcement. By including a citizen suit
provision, Congress surely must have envisioned some citizen suits by con-
servationists to enforce some government violations of the ESA.

Certainly the Bennett and Defenders of Wildlife cases present different
factual scenarios, and factual differences are important in modern standing
analysis. Perhaps Defenders of Wildlife is just a weak case factually: the
wildlife researchers lived far from the project sites and did not visit them
regularly. Similarly, the environmentalists in Chicago Steel, discussed next,
could only show the defendants’ past noncompliance with a toxic right-to-
know law, not any ongoing or future violations. But it is hard to read such
cases narrowly—however much environmentalists might like to do so—
given the Court’s broad language. The Court casts doubt on the constitu-
tionality of citizen suits brought by conservationists in Defenders of Wildlife,
yet treats the citizen suit provision relied on by the ranchers in Bennett in a
relaxed manner, endorsing its remarkable breadth.

As Congress provides for new types of statutory rights, the Court has in-
creasingly heightened federal court standing requirements, limiting the fed-
eral courts to hearing traditional claims with straightforward remedies such
as monetary awards. This constricted standing approach does not allow fed-
eral courts to consider new types of cases, such as claims of government fail-
ure to follow proper procedures or suits attempting to get at some of the un-
derlying causes of discrimination. Indeed, the Court’s augmentation of
standing and related doctrines that make access to courts more difficult can
be seen as a reaction to increases in highly visible and controversial public
law litigation.24 Not surprisingly, the Court’s bias in this area favors those
who have traditional property or contract law claims, and those with pre-
existing, legally recognized claims to resources and wealth. At the same
time, their bias takes power away from the legislative and executive branches
to delineate new rights and protection for their enforcement in courts. This
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skewed result is underscored when we examine one final recent environ-
mental ruling, in which the Court denied access to private citizens who
claimed they were injured by a manufacturer’s failure to comply with pol-
lution-reporting requirements.

A Defeat for Enforcing the Toxic Right-to-Know Law

Citizens for a Better Environment (“CBE”), an environmental protection
organization, obtained information gathered under the Emergency Plan-
ning and Community Right-to-Know Act (“EPCRA”) about a manufac-
turing company, Chicago Steel and Pickling Co. (“Chicago Steel”). En-
acted by Congress in 1986, EPCRA establishes state, regional, and local
agencies to inform the public about the presence of toxic and hazardous
substances, and to provide for emergency response options for health-
threatening releases.25 Under the law, facilities that use specified toxic and
hazardous chemicals must file annual forms detailing their chemical
usage. These data are available to the public under EPCRA. Enforcement
of EPCRA can come from state, local, and federal governments, and Con-
gress again provided for citizen suits as a supplemental means of pursu-
ing polluters who violate EPCRA.

Chicago Steel is a small steel pickler and reduction mill located on the
heavily industrial south side of Chicago.26 The company removes scale
and rust from steel coils, which are unwound, put in hydrochloric acid
tanks, washed, and air dried. In 1995, CBE sent a notice under EPCRA to
the appropriate government officials, alleging that Chicago Steel had not
filed the reports required under EPCRA between 1988 and 1995. The
company filed the overdue reports quickly and the federal government
chose not to sue, but after the required a sixty-day waiting period, CBE
brought suit in federal court against Chicago Steel under EPCRA. CBE
asserted that its members live in or frequently use the area near Chicago
Steel’s facility. They use EPCRA information to learn about toxic releases,
plan for emergencies, and attempt to reduce the use of toxic chemicals in
their locale. Thus, the members claimed that their “safety, health, recre-
ational, economic, aesthetic and environmental interests” were impaired
by the late reporting. The citizen suit provision authorized injunctive re-
lief and civil penalties, payable to the U.S. Treasury.

Chicago Steel argued that Congress did not intend to authorize citi-
zens to sue for past reporting violations and asserted that allowing suit
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over a problem that has been fixed is gratuitous and subverts EPA’s en-
forcement discretion. In a sense, it argued that the harm was done and
past; a lawsuit would not alter anything and the dispute was thus moot.
Additionally, Chicago Steel argued that any harm to CBE was diminished
because all the information found in the EPCRA forms could have been
found in other environmental forms filled out in a timely manner by the
company. CBE responded that, if no citizen suits are allowed, violators
will be able to fix reporting problems within the sixty-day notice period,
and the only means of enforcing timely filing requirements will be
through the federal government, whose resources are constrained.27 The
Solicitor General, arguing on behalf of the United States, agreed with the
environmentalists, arguing that EPCRA citizen suits would be futile if
potential defendants could avoid a suit altogether by delaying their filings
or otherwise failing to comply until they received a citizen suit.

The lower federal courts split on whether to allow CBE’s suit to pro-
ceed. The trial judge dismissed the suit, reading EPCRA to not allow a
suit for purely past violations, but the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals
reversed, interpreting the statute to allow such suits. The Supreme Court
dismissed the case for lack of standing. The Court reasoned that even if
CBE could establish the right type of injury (the reporting failures
harmed the group), CBE could not prove redressability. Redressability,
the final standing hurdle, requires a plaintiff to show that a court ruling
in its favor would make a real difference to it. The Court concluded that
none of the relief requested, nor any relief the Court could envision,
would reimburse CBE for losses caused by the late reporting or eliminate
any effects of that late reporting upon CBE.

Rather than focus on the effectiveness of the citizen suit provision or
congressional intent, the Court focused on the relief sought. The Court
proceeded through each type of relief, deemed it either futile or inappro-
priate to address CBE’s alleged harms, and concluded that CBE did not
present a redressable Article III controversy. As is typical, CBE’s initial
pleading sought many types of relief, among which a court—usually the
trial court—could choose if CBE prevailed in proving Chicago Steel’s
EPCRA violations and resultant harm to CBE. CBE first asked for a legal
judgment declaring that Chicago Steel had violated EPCRA. The
Supreme Court said that would be “worthless to all the world,” including
CBE, because Chicago Steel had already admitted that it failed to file the
reports and because such failure clearly violated EPCRA. The Court dis-
regarded the satisfaction CBE might feel from such a public, court decla-
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ration of Chicago Steel’s legal wrongdoing. The Court also ignored the
precedential impact and deterrent effect such a declaratory judgment
could have in preventing late filings by other companies.

As a second type of relief, CBE asked for authorization to inspect
Chicago Steel’s facility and records periodically at Chicago Steel’s ex-
pense. Third, CBE asked for an order requiring Chicago Steel to supply
copies of reports it files in the future with the federal government to CBE.
The United States joined CBE in urging the Court to treat these claims
for orders (injunctive relief) as sufficient to satisfy redressability. But the
Court found that the injunctive relief requested would deal only with fu-
ture actions of Chicago Steel. The Court deemed this only a generalized
interest in deterring future EPCRA violations, which did not give CBE
sufficient standing for injunctive relief. A federal court could only give
injunctive relief aimed at Chicago Steel’s future conduct if CBE alleged
ongoing EPCRA violations or an imminent future violation. Proving an
ongoing violation is difficult to do under EPCRA since there is no system
of frequent monitoring and reporting.28

A fourth type of relief requested by CBE was civil penalties of $25,000
per day for each violation of the toxic right-to-know law. The Court re-
jected this type of relief because EPCRA civil penalties are payable to the
U.S. Treasury, not to CBE. Relying on Defenders of Wildlife, the Court rea-
soned that by seeking civil penalties, CBE presented an impermissible
generalized grievance shared by all members of the public, rather than its
own personalized injury. If the gratification CBE would achieve if Chi-
cago Steel had to pay such penalties was sufficient, the redressability re-
quirement would become meaningless. “[A]lthough a suitor may derive
great comfort and joy from the fact that the United States Treasury is not
cheated, that a wrongdoer gets his just desserts, or that the nation’s laws
are faithfully enforced, that psychic satisfaction is not an acceptable Arti-
cle III remedy because it does not redress a cognizable Article III injury.”
Three justices vehemently disagreed with this conclusory analysis. Why
should a plaintiff have standing if the civil penalty were payable to plain-
tiff directly (like a cash bounty) but not acceptable if it was payable to the
Treasury? The dissenting justices likened EPCRA’s civil penalty to a puni-
tive damages, which have long been accepted under traditional tort law to
punish a defendant and deter future violations. Punitive damage awards
are sometimes shared by litigation victors and the government.29

CBE’s final request for relief concerned reimbursement for all ex-
penses it had incurred in pursuing Chicago Steel’s EPCRA violations,
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which included investigation and prosecution expenses. Because Chicago
Steel did not give CBE the information it was entitled to under EPCRA,
CBE had to conduct a more expensive independent investigation and
pursue litigation. The Court admitted that such reimbursement would
benefit CBE directly and not all citizens at large. But the Court did not
allow CBE to support standing by relying only on litigation costs, perhaps
fearing that standing would then pose no barrier because all litigation en-
tails cost. It also interpreted EPCRA as only providing for reimbursement
of litigation costs and not investigative expenses CBE had incurred. Al-
though CBE had also requested any further relief deemed appropriate (a
familiar catch-all category), the Court could not supply any relief it
thought would allay CBE’s losses from the late reporting. Thus, the Court
concluded that no federal court had authority to hear the lawsuit.

Chicago Steel will chill future EPCRA litigation because other private
citizens, states, and local governments will face the same hurdle as CBE in
establishing redressable injuries for reporting violations. The Court’s
standing decision effectively means that EPCRA violators can delay com-
pliance until they receive a notice of a citizen’s intent to sue. Once a viola-
tor submits all the required forms, the citizen suit is barred. The decision
diminishes a citizen suit’s effectiveness; it dampens the incentive for citi-
zen groups to monitor possible violators because they will not be reim-
bursed for investigation or litigation expenses and will run into a stand-
ing barrier. Arguably, the ruling undermines EPCRA by allowing compa-
nies to file tardy reports without penalty. Under the Court’s strained
reasoning, the only time a citizen suit will be allowed under EPCRA is if
the company fails to fix the violation or if the federal government prose-
cutes violations.30 The Court is likely not troubled by this problem and
would believe that Congress can address its ruling if it does not square
with congressional intent. Congress, for example, could react to Chicago
Steel by giving citizens a share of the penalties recovered, by authorizing
citizens to recover investigation costs they incur before the litigation,
and/or by making civil penalties fund environmentally beneficial projects
in the community near the defendant’s facility.

One final dispute between the justices in Chicago Steel deserves attention.
Justice Stevens, concurring only in the judgment, accused the Court of de-
veloping significant new constitutional requirements for standing when the
Court could have avoided that important constitutional question by resolv-
ing a statutory interpretation question first. A surprisingly large portion of
the majority and concurring opinions involves a fight over which question
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should be answered first: the constitutional issue of redressability, or the
statutory interpretation question. EPCRA’s citizen suit provision had been
interpreted by some lower federal courts as allowing suits for late filings,
and by others as only a right to sue when a facility completely failed to file
required reports. The three concurring justices read the citizen suit provi-
sion as ambiguous and concluded that Congress did not intend to give pri-
vate citizens such as CBE a right to sue for violations that occurred entirely
in the past. Through this statutory construction maneuver, the Court could
have bypassed the redressability issue completely.

Chicago Steel’s standing ruling will impact litigants outside the envi-
ronmental area. Previously, the Court had not said much about the re-
dressability requirement, so the ruling is a significant elaboration on
standing requirements applicable in all federal cases. Three justices pro-
tested the Court’s reasoning, finding that it was not sufficiently deferen-
tial to Congress’s ability to articulate new, nontraditional rights. They
challenged the Court’s curt dismissal of the various forms of relief which
CBE sought, arguing that determination of appropriate relief is normally
left to a later stage of litigation and the trial court’s discretion. As in
Defenders of Wildlife, the Court was very dismissive of the harms plain-
tiffs claimed. The concurring justices also expressed concern about the
breadth of the ruling and its impact. Three times, they invoked the avoid-
ance doctrine in criticizing their colleagues for expanding constitutional
law unnecessarily.

After Chicago Steel, the Supreme Court agreed to hear Friends of the
Earth v. Laidlaw Environmental Services.31 An environmentalist organiza-
tion brought a citizen suit alleging ongoing violations of the Clean Water
Act by Laidlaw for discharging mercury into the North Tyger River in
South Carolina. Friends of the Earth (“FOE”) sought monetary penalties,
declaratory and injunctive relief and its attorneys’ costs and fees. Al-
though the trial court found that Laidlaw had been in substantial compli-
ance for several years, it imposed a penalty of $405,800. The appellate
court dismissed the suit, emphasizing that “the only potential relief that
may be available to redress their claimed injuries is the civil penalty im-
posed upon Laidlaw, which would be paid to the United States Treasury.”
The court remarked that it would have decided this case differently prior
to Chicago Steel, but felt constrained by that decision. Laidlaw’s lawyer
said the appellate victory showed “the absurdity of companies’ spending
years in court battles over technical violations that have long since
ended.” In contrast, environmentalists said the decision gave industry a
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green light to pollute because managers can avoid paying penalties as
long as they stop polluting once they are caught. Some people living near
the North Tyger River, concerned about odors from the site and chemical
discharges, say ordinary Americans have lost their voice in environmental
battles. In a prescient manner, a citizen living near the Laidlaw plant said,
“If people who live in these places cannot have a say in what’s going on,
then everything and everybody in this country is in trouble.”32

The Supreme Court, however, overturned the appellate decision in
2000, finding standing even though Laidlaw had ceased its allegedly un-
lawful conduct after the suit was filed. The Court also affirmed the award
of $405,800 in civil penalties as appropriate redress for the injuries that
prompted the litigation. The Court rejected Laidlaw’s contention that
FOE lacked standing because they failed to show that any of their mem-
bers sustained or faced a threat of injury from its activities, and that the
permit violations at issue did not result in health risk or environmental
harm. Justice Ginsburg, for the 7-2 majority, stated: “The relevant show-
ing for purposes of Article III standing is not injury to the environment,
but injury to the plaintiff.” The Court then found the sworn statements
from FOE members, documenting that they curtailed their use of the af-
fected area because of Laidlaw’s alleged unlawful discharges, a sufficient
showing of personalized injury. The Court harkened back to an early
1970s precedent, noting that environmental plaintiffs adequately allege
injury when they state that they use an area affected by a challenged ac-
tivity and are persons “for whom the aesthetic and recreational values of
the area will be lessened by . . . the challenged activity.”33 The Court cited
Defenders of Wildlife for the proposition that even the desire to observe a
species is a cognizable injury for the purposes of standing.

The Court distinguished FOE members’ injuries from those claimed
by the Defenders of Wildlife plaintiffs. The Court deemed the FOE mem-
bers’ “conditional statements” that they would use the affected area if not
for Laidlaw’s discharging pollutants into it as sufficient, while character-
izing the Defenders of Wildlife allegations as insufficient, “speculative
‘some day’ intentions” to use the area allegedly impacted by government
activities. The distinction the Court makes is not self-evident. Both sets
of allegations appear equally speculative, dependent on future events and
the actions of third parties. If the Defenders of Wildlife plaintiffs had
bought those airline tickets, perhaps they would have had the concrete
plans to use an area or observe species necessary to establish standing.
Perhaps the Court is willing to allow the Laidlaw allegations of injury be-
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cause the causal link between the defendant’s activity and harm to the af-
fected area is less attenuated and easier to establish as a contained factual
matter. In Laidlaw, pollutants would be discharged into a specific river
that plaintiffs sought to use, while in Defenders of Wildlife plaintiffs’
claimed harms arose from remote activities and might need to be chan-
neled through an ecosystem nexus theory.

Laidlaw also argued that even if FOE had standing to seek injunctive
relief, it lacked standing to seek civil penalties because they are paid to the
government and offer no redress to private plaintiffs. But the Court dis-
agreed, reasoning “it is wrong to maintain that citizen plaintiffs facing
ongoing violations never have standing to seek civil penalties.” The Court
cited congressional findings and legislative history from the Clean Water
Act to support its determination that civil penalties can both promote
immediate compliance and deter future violations. The Court gave wide
berth to Congress, offering “judicial attention and respect” to the multi-
ple purposes Congress advanced by imposing civil penalties. The Court
distinguished Chicago Steel as not involving any continuing or imminent
violations, as did Laidlaw.

Conclusion

The Supreme Court chose to issue broad constitutional rulings in De-
fenders of Wildlife and Chicago Steel, although it could have avoided these
rulings through more limited statutory construction grounds. When it
decided to reach the standing issues, the Court augmented its earlier pru-
dential rulings to create a constitutional requirement making it more dif-
ficult for environmentalists to enforce laws that favor them in federal
courts. But, as Bennett demonstrates, the Court has not consistently
blocked access for people challenging government conduct under envi-
ronmental laws. In that decision, the Court allowed private parties com-
plaining about overenforcement of environmental protection laws with
more traditional allegations of economic injury to proceed in federal
court under a broad citizen standing provision.

On the other hand, Laidlaw seems to be a significant change in the
Supreme Court’s approach to citizen standing, unless it is confined to
Clean Water Act cases. Justice Scalia, dissenting, warned that the Court
turned Defenders of Wildlife’s requirements into a mere function of
pleading and created new standing law by allowing a “penalty payable to
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the public remed[ying] threatened public harm.” Indeed, he foresaw
“grave implications for the future of democratic governance” because the
Court nearly erased the redressability requirement elaborated in Chicago
Steel. Perhaps Laidlaw demonstrated concretely the danger of the Chicago
Steel approach. Although Laidlaw did not overrule Chicago Steel, it re-
stricted the ruling significantly. The Laidlaw Court was willing to assume
that Congress and the EPA have legitimate environmental reasons to
adopt pollution standards, and that when citizens show a violation of
those standards, courts should not second guess whether there is harm to
the environment.

Through an aggressive, albeit narrow, interpretation of Article III, the
Supreme Court has impeded citizen suits by environmentalists in the last
twenty-five years. The Court has done this largely through standing deci-
sions, which do not purport to be about the merits of the underlying en-
vironmental laws passed by the legislative and executive branches. But the
standing law does reflect the Court’s thinking about the merits: they re-
veal a bias against nontraditional types of claims such as broadly shared
injuries to ecosystems and their users, and to citizens’ ability to gather
data about toxic hazards in their neighborhoods. The decisions limit the
types of injuries for which Congress can provide judicial relief. Con-
gress’s role in developing Article III, however, may not be hopelessly
blocked. Several justices have shown sensitivity to respecting the role of
Congress in providing statutory rights and redress when Congress is suf-
ficiently clear about its intent. But thus far, Congress has not rewritten
the citizen suit provisions, which exist in most environmental laws, with
the narrowness, clarity, and precision the Court often demands.

Lower federal courts have clearly picked up on the Court’s directional
signal in Defenders of Wildlife and have no choice but to closely scrutinize
private citizens’ environmental suits. Environmental groups will some-
times find plaintiffs with better factual claims than in Defenders of
Wildlife. But the Court’s resistance to looking at more systemic environ-
mental harms is likely to deter environmentalists from bringing novel
claims to protect species, land, air, and water. Laidlaw, in contrast, pro-
vides lower courts with a revised approach to citizen standing, more def-
erential to the clearer congressional intent animating the Clean Water
Act. If this approach is extended to other environmental laws that specifi-
cally identify harms and provide citizen redress, the pendulum may
swing in favor of environmentalists gaining access to courts. After Laid-
law, for example, the Fourth Circuit allowed Friends of the Earth to sue
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for pollution under the Clean Water Act. One judge noted that the out-
come would have been different under the Court’s precedents prior to
Laidlaw. Another concluded, relying on Laidlaw, that “[t]o bar the court-
house door to [this] claim of private injury would undermine the citizen
suit provision of the Clean Water Act.”34

The Court’s piecemeal, narrow approach in cases prior to Laidlaw is di-
ametrically opposed to the evolving scientific consensus, which suggests
that governments should address environmental problems with compre-
hensive planning and consider the cumulative effects of activities on the en-
vironment and species. But in times of crowded federal court dockets and
calls for efficiency from Congress, it is tempting for federal judges to follow
the lead of Defenders of Wildlife and Chicago Steel. This allows other
branches to handle environmental disputes, either the executive branch and
agencies through prosecution of polluters, through government compli-
ance with the explicit requirements of laws like the ESA, or Congress
through a revision of citizen suit provisions. Judges may also be inclined to
be cautious about allowing environmental suits to proceed to safeguard
what the Supreme Court has called the federal courts’ limited political cap-
ital. Such cases are often high profile, with many interested (and sometimes
virulent) factions and significant publicity. Whether it is wolves in Yellow-
stone, a beach mouse in Alabama, or salmon recovery in Oregon, environ-
mental disputes can be emotionally and politically charged. For example,
the spotted owl litigation in the Northwest resulted in pressure on the Uni-
versity of Oregon School of Law’s environmental clinic from timber inter-
ests and some legislators. Environmental clinics at other law schools have
faced similar political pressure.

By developing standing law at a constitutional level, the Court is exer-
cising its law-saying duty, sending directional signals to other courts and
other constitutional decision makers. The selectivity with which the
Court employs (or ignores) avoidance rules and applies standing require-
ments, however, is troubling. It has ignored avoidance concerns to ag-
gressively block certain types of plaintiffs and claims from federal court.
The Court may defend its lack of avoidance because it has construed Ar-
ticle III in such a way as to limit, not expand, the power of the federal
courts. It is arguably not taking power away from the other branches and
violating the separation of powers principle. This role for the federal
courts, however, is too constrained. They should participate with Con-
gress and the executive in interpreting environmental laws, filling in the
gaps so as to effectuate the lawmakers’ intent. By restricting the types of
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cases that can be heard in federal courts, the Court actually limits the
ability of Congress and the executive branch to implement fully the laws
they design and redress the problems they identify. As the Defenders of
Wildlife dissenters argued, this alters the balance of national powers be-
cause the judiciary no longer serves as a check on agency action. Al-
though some justices assert in the environmental standing decisions that
Congress may be able to respond with a revised citizen suit provision, it
may be hard to satisfy the Court’s often stringent Article III formula. The
Clean Water Act sufficed in Laidlaw, but it remains to be seen how other
citizen standing provisions will fare. In the area of federalism, where
the Court has also aggressively construed the Constitution, the Court
dropped similar hints of possible alternatives but then repudiated Con-
gress’s attempts to conform with the Court’s prescription (see chapter 7).
Moreover, by skewing Article III in such a backward-looking manner, the
Court stifles the evolution of environmental law so that it cannot deal ef-
fectively with the magnitude of modern environmental problems.
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The Court Uses Standing to

Discourage Redress for

Racial Wrongs

Early one morning in 1976, two members of the Los Angeles
Police Department (“LAPD”) stopped Adolph Lyons, a twenty-four-year-
old African American, because one of the tail lights on his car had burned
out. The officers, with guns drawn, ordered Lyons to get out of his car,
face his car, and spread his legs. After he complied, the officers told him to
put his hands on his head, and the officers patted him down. He then
dropped his hands back to his side. The officers immediately ordered him
to put his hands back behind his head, and one officer grabbed Lyons’
hands, slamming them hard onto his head. Lyons complained about the
pain caused by his key ring, which he held in his hands. Within five to ten
seconds, one officer began to apply a choke hold by pressing his forearm
into Lyons’ throat. As Lyons was struggling for air, the officer handcuffed
him and continued to apply the choke hold until Lyons blacked out. He
was almost choked to death. When he returned to consciousness, Lyons
was lying face down on the ground, choking, gasping for air, and spitting
up blood and dirt. He had urinated and defecated. The officers released
him after issuing a traffic citation.1

Mr. Lyons was fortunate that the choke hold did not kill him. Between
1975 and 1982, sixteen people died from the LAPD’s use of choke holds.2

Although African American men constituted only 9 percent of the city’s
population, they comprised 75 percent of the persons who died from po-
lice choke holds. Many other African American citizens suffered injuries
short of death from choke holds. According to official altercation reports,
LAPD officers used choke holds almost one thousand times between
1975 and 1980. The actual number may be higher, because officers and
citizens do not report all altercations, and the city of Los Angeles does not
keep records of injuries to suspects.

3
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Adolph Lyons sued Los Angeles (“city”) and the two police officers, al-
leging that the officers’ use of a choke hold on him during a traffic stop,
when he did not pose a serious threat of harm to them, violated his con-
stitutional rights. He claimed that the use of the choke hold violated his
Fourth Amendment right to be free from unreasonable searches and his
Eighth Amendment right to be protected from cruel and unusual punish-
ment. Additionally, he alleged that the use of the choke hold constituted
racial discrimination in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal
Protection Clause. He asked for damages and for injunctive relief, that is,
for the court to stop the LAPD from using choke holds similarly in the
future.

The Lyons trial judge, after hearing testimony about the physical and
psychological effects of the types of choke holds used by the LAPD, con-
cluded that choke holds “engender a high risk of irreparable injury or
death as presently used and under the present training methods.” LAPD
trainers testified that officers were not taught to distinguish between
felony suspects and misdemeanor suspects like Mr. Lyons, stopped for a
broken tail light. LAPD officers had been taught to maintain the force of
the choke hold until a suspect goes limp and were told that choke holds
can be applied safely for up to three or four minutes. However, the choke
hold usually produces an involuntary “fight or flee” reaction in victims. A
victim’s struggle can then be interpreted as willful resistance to arrest that
must be overcome by prolonged choking and increased force. The trial
judge heard evidence concerning the specific details of nine LAPD choke
holds that had resulted in death. In the nine deaths, the police officers
had applied choke holds for less than one minute, on average.

The federal trial judge found that the city authorized its police officers
to apply life-threatening choke holds to citizens such as Lyons who posed
no threat of violence. The judge found that the policy violated the Four-
teenth Amendment’s substantive Due Process Clause and “shocks the
conscience.” The judge then issued a preliminary injunction, ordering the
city to stop authorizing choke holds when officers are not threatened
with death or serious bodily injury, pending further trial court proceed-
ings. Under the injunction, LAPD officers could continue to use choke
holds when faced with serious bodily harm. The court also ordered better
record keeping and an improved training program to halt further consti-
tutional violations due to police choke holds. The Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals affirmed the preliminary injunction as within the trial court’s
discretion.
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After the city appealed, the Supreme Court granted certiorari. When
the Supreme Court heard the dispute in 1982, defendants asserted that
trial court’s ruling amounted to “substantial interference” with the
LAPD’s work. Amicus briefs from police organizations such as the Inter-
national Association of Chiefs of Police and about a dozen California
municipalities claimed that if the Court granted Lyons standing, munici-
palities would be forced to defend constantly the internal practices of law
enforcement agencies. They also argued that the injunction against the
use of choke holds was a major supervisory intrusion by the federal court
into the daily workings of the LAPD, resulting in a substantial displace-
ment of municipal authority. In other words, the local governments and
police organizations voiced a federalism concern, arguing that federal
courts were not sufficiently respecting their authority as sovereign enti-
ties with local autonomy. The city, relying on two Supreme Court cases
from the 1970s, asserted that “federal court intervention in the daily op-
eration of a large city’s police department is undesirable interference
which should be avoided if possible.”

Mr. Lyons’s lawyers, in contrast, urged the Court to uphold the trial
judge’s order. They argued that the city’s policy violated the federal Con-
stitution, which set important limits on the city’s autonomy. The court’s
order was thus a necessary and proper way to ensure that LAPD officers
did not use the choke hold in an unconstitutional manner. After agreeing
to hear the case, the Supreme Court refused to rule on the merits or ad-
dress the federalism arguments directly. The Court, by a 5-4 margin,
found instead that Mr. Lyons lacked standing to bring his claim for in-
junctive relief to federal court. Lyons could sue for damages because of
the injuries he suffered, but a federal court could not hear the claim that
use of the choke hold in a similar manner should be barred in the future.
The Court concluded that he was not the right person to bring the claim
for injunctive relief because he could not prove that he would be injured
again by an LAPD officer using a choke hold on him. The Court termed
that pure speculation. The decision established that persons seeking in-
junctive relief against a government policy must show a substantial likeli-
hood that the policy will harm them personally in the future.

Lyons and the other cases discussed in this chapter reflect the Supreme
Court’s clear preference for narrow, retrospective relief to address dis-
crete past events over broader prospective relief to prevent future harm.
Traditionally, standing was not a substantial barrier to federal court ac-
cess. It was a more limited device to ensure that litigants were prepared to
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be zealous advocates and present a concrete factual grievance. This chap-
ter illustrates how the Court has developed the constitutional law of
standing to deflect some of the most sensitive and important disputes, in-
cluding charges of race discrimination by local and national govern-
ments. By doing so, the Court either transfers these disputes to other con-
stitutional actors or allows them to languish, retaining the status quo. In
contrast, the Court has employed a more relaxed standing inquiry to
allow voters to raise claims of “reverse discrimination” against majority
minority districts.

Susan Bandes observes that courts tend to see patterns of police bru-
tality as a series of anecdotal, fragmented, isolated instances; courts can-
not or do not choose to see systemic patterns of brutality as part of an
overarching equality problem. When individuals seek to challenge police
practices, they may be grouped in pernicious or stereotypical ways (as
suspects or gang members) and easily marginalized. Conversely, the
Lyons standing requirements tend to disaggregate these same individuals
when they seek relief that would benefit other similarly situated people,
transforming group interests into individual ones. Thus, the justice sys-
tem works to turn away systemic challenges to governmental wrongdo-
ing. When fragmented and disconnected, government misconduct is less
threatening and easier to dismiss.3 It is important to the Rehnquist Court
that federal courts be able to award relief that is traditional, discreet, and
final so that no continued judicial monitoring of the dispute is neces-
sary.4 Whenever a federal court is vaguely concerned about intrusion on
the roles of other branches of government or where relief might require
some continued court monitoring of executive action rather than a
money-damages award, the standing hurdle is raised, as seen below and
with the environmental challenges detailed in chapter 2.

But if Mr. Lyons, who was nearly choked to death, cannot seek in-
junctive relief, who can? As a young African American man living in Los
Angeles, he was more likely than most others to encounter the use of an
LAPD choke hold in the future. As noted earlier, three-fourths of the
people who died from the use of LAPD choke holds were African Amer-
ican. Chokeholds were sometimes used to humiliate blacks by causing
them to “do the chicken” (flop around from a loss of oxygen). In 1982,
attempting to explain why such a high percentage of choke-hold deaths
involved African Americans, Police Chief Daryl Gates asked for a study
to determine if some blacks were especially susceptible to injury from
choke holds. He said, “[W]e may be finding that in some blacks when
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the hold is applied the veins or arteries do not open up as fast as they do
on normal people.” Race has often played a role in police abuse cases in
Los Angeles, with many minority residents believing that the primarily
white police force (who live mostly in white suburbs) are overly aggres-
sive and abusive in minority communities. Warren Christopher, before
he became U.S. secretary of state, headed a commission that determined
that “[t]he problem of excessive force is aggravated by racism and bias”
within the LAPD, and concluded that the LAPD culture was inadequate
for a modern, multiethnic society. More than one-fourth of the 650
LAPD officers responding to a survey believed that some officers engage
in racially discriminatory procedures and acknowledged that “an offi-
cer’s prejudice toward the suspect’s race may lead to the excessive use of
force.” The report found that at least several hundred officers repeatedly
misused force and were not properly disciplined. Instead, many rogue
cops were praised and promoted for their conduct. The commission
also found that records of written messages between patrol cars and sta-
tions revealed repeated racial animosity by some officers. By transmit-
ting them on the official LAPD system, the officers did not seem con-
cerned that they would be disciplined for using racist and sexist lan-
guage in some very hateful and violent messages. The 1991 Christopher
Commission report outlined a path to improve police responsiveness to
civil rights, but that report and an earlier report on police relations in
South Central Los Angeles twenty years after the Watts riots have been
largely ignored by the city and the LAPD.5

Further, because the police nearly killed Adolph Lyons with a choke
hold in 1976, his personal, continuing fear of future interactions with
LAPD officers was reasonable and justified as long as the same policy was
in effect that gave officers wide latitude to use choke holds in nonviolent
situations. The Supreme Court found, however, that his fear and his fu-
ture likelihood of facing a choke hold was not enough to demonstrate an
imminent, personalized injury for Article III standing purposes. The
Court recognized in Lyons that it will be difficult for anyone to meet that
standard. To obtain injunctive relief, the Court said that Lyons would
need to show he would have another encounter with the LAPD, and he
would need to make the “incredible assertion” that all LAPD officers al-
ways choke the citizens they pull over or that the city ordered or autho-
rized its police officers to behave in such a manner. If the city’s policy
does amount to an ongoing constitutional violation, it is a problem
shared by all citizens of Los Angeles. But the Court will not let litigants
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bring generalized grievances against the government to the federal court
system. It prefers that the legislative and executive branches address such
widely shared complaints, even if they implicate constitutional norms.

The four dissenters charged that this injunctive relief inquiry was an
unnecessary new standing hurdle created by the majority to block access
to federal courts for plaintiffs claiming ongoing government constitu-
tional violations. Mr. Lyons already had an Article III case or controversy:
he had a claim that got him through the door of the federal courthouse.
The dissenters reasoned that he had standing to sue the city and seek
money damages because of the injuries he sustained in the 1976 traffic
stop. He obviously had a personal stake in obtaining relief for the past
LAPD conduct. Lyons could not win on his claim for money damages
without proving that the city’s choke-hold policy was unconstitutional as
applied to him. Once the federal trial determined that the city’s choke-
hold policy was unconstitutional and injured Lyons, it had broad discre-
tion to determine what type of relief was appropriate to redress the in-
jury. Before Lyons, a trial court retained discretion—as long as a plaintiff
had standing for one claim—to grant appropriate relief, including a dec-
laration of legal rights, an award of money damages, injunctive relief
against similar future conduct of the defendant, or some combination of
relief. In Lyons, the Supreme Court established a new standing inquiry for
each type of relief sought, depriving trial judges of their flexibility in re-
medial matters.

Admittedly, Lyons was not shut out of federal court completely. He
could still pursue his damages claim. If he prevailed on a damages claim,
establishing that the choke-hold policy was unconstitutional as applied
to him, that award could send a message to the LAPD that could have
some deterrent effect. But beyond a damage award, one of the benefits of
injunctive relief is that it achieves deterrence more broadly, more swiftly,
and with more certainty. For example, as Lyons’s case dragged through
the courts over five years, the trial judge’s order halting the use of uncon-
stitutional choke holds was stayed during two sets of appeals to the Ninth
Circuit and Supreme Court on disputes over procedural issues. Mean-
while, the LAPD continued to use choke holds and more deaths resulted.
During the early stages of Lyons, the trial court was made aware of nine
prior deaths. By May of 1982, seven more people had died from LAPD
choke holds. In the interim, presumably many more people were injured
by LAPD choke holds.

An individual damage award is often insufficient to stop police prac-
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tices in a department that has  a history of allegations of brutality against
racial minorities, as illustrated by a high-profile incident involving Joe
Morgan, an African American baseball star and sports commentator. The
LAPD has long been criticized for its treatment of African Americans,
Latinas/os and other minorities and for discrimination against minori-
ties within its own ranks.6 In 1988, Mr. Morgan was apprehended by
LAPD officers at Los Angeles International Airport as they looked for a
drug suspect. The officers stopped, searched, and arrested Morgan pri-
marily because he was African American. A judge ruled the stop uncon-
stitutional and a jury awarded Morgan $90,000 in compensatory dam-
ages and $450,000 in punitive damages, designed to deter similar conduct
in the future. The Ninth Circuit reduced the punitive award as excessive,
although it acknowledged the LAPD’s record of mistreating citizens and
expressed hope that the LAPD would heed “yet another message” from
the courts condemning its unconstitutional conduct.7 Despite the nu-
merous damage claims relating to excessive force paid by the city, com-
plaints continue. For example, the city agreed to pay $750,000 in 1983 to
settle a lawsuit by a black obstetrician after an LAPD officer restrained
him with a bar-arm choke hold in July 1976. An off-duty black Santa
Monica police officer who was subjected to excessive LAPD force in front
of his family when stopped for a traffic violation settled for $22,500.
From 1983 to 1988, complaints about excessive force by the LAPD dou-
bled. Payouts in settlements and awards for LAPD-related litigation
soared from $891,000 in 1980 to $11.3 million in 1990, the year before
the Rodney King beating. Between 1992 and 1993, Los Angeles County
paid more than $30 million to citizens victimized by police brutality.8

Additionally, the LAPD does not always comply with court orders.
Consider, for example, the long, expensive Lyons litigation, in which the
city and LAPD sought autonomy from federal courts even in light of seri-
ous problems with LAPD use of choke holds. Eventually, the LAPD al-
tered its choke-hold policy so that they are now considered “deadly
force,” like a shooting, rather than a tool of “intermediate force.” As of
2000, the city faced another LAPD corruption and brutality scandal in
minority neighborhoods, even as the LAPD and the Santa Monica police
department asked the Supreme Court to overturn a Ninth Circuit deci-
sion that barred their long-standing practice of continuing to question
suspects after they had invoked their Miranda rights.9

Police use of excessive force against racial minorities is not confined to
Los Angeles. The Leadership Conference on Civil Rights released a report in
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2000 documenting racial disparities in the nation’s criminal justice systems.
The study found that blacks and Latinos are disproportionately targeted by
police and prosecutors, who are overwhelmingly white. The report attrib-
utes this to a “self-fulfilling” set of assumptions about minorities that influ-
ences the decisions of police, prosecutors, and judges. Whether it is due to
intentional or “unconscious” discrimination,10 these assumptions con-
tribute to an atmosphere “ripe for police abuse.” One study found that black
and Hispanic travelers nationwide were subjected to 43 percent of body
searches in 1998, and another report showed that black and Latino youth
are more likely than whites to be arrested, prosecuted, held in jail without
bail, and sentenced to long prison terms.11 The minority populations in U.S.
prisons is extraordinarily and disproportionately high. The death penalty is
under fire in part because of racial disparities in the prosecution and sen-
tencing of defendants in death cases.

Despite continuing evidence of troubling law enforcement conduct to-
ward racial minorities by some officers, or in some cities and depart-
ments, the Supreme Court has made it more difficult for federal courts to
get to the merits of discrimination complaints. Although the Lyons Court
focuses primarily on the procedural technicalities of standing, it does
mention briefly the federalism concerns underlying the dispute. The
Court is not only concerned with lower federal courts exercising caution
in cases where plaintiffs request massive structural reform of local law
enforcement entities. Whether a plaintiff seeks an injunction for “intru-
sive structural relief or the cessation of a discrete practice,” he or she must
meet the Court’s heightened standing requirements. Lower courts have
followed the Court’s lead in Lyons in numerous cases, often involving al-
legations of police misconduct. For lack of standing, they have dismissed
cases alleging improper use of chemical mace, the practice of awarding
bonuses to police officers for arrests leading to conviction, and illegal
strip searches of persons arrested for minor offenses.12

Several years after the Lyons decision, in Allen v. Wright, the Court
again cited the federalism concerns identified in Lyons and two other
cases to deny standing to plaintiffs who claimed that the federal govern-
ment illegally supported racially discriminatory policies. In that decision,
the Court described the precedent as animated by the “principle that ‘a
federal court . . . is not the proper forum to press’ general complaints
about the way in which government goes about its business.”13 The Court
failed to mention that all three cases involved allegations of racial dis-
crimination against local police departments by minorities. Does the
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Court believe that it is more appropriate to let state courts handle claims
raising concerns about intrusion into state and local government prac-
tices? Does the Court prefer that police departments or municipalities fix
constitutional violations on their own? After enough damage awards,
some are likely to get the message, and it will be financially worthwhile to
alter illegal practices. Nevertheless, they might still face intense local po-
litical pressure to err on the side of majoritarian interests and neglect mi-
nority concerns (for example, to be particularly tough on crime in se-
lected neighborhoods and target crime by racial or ethnic minorities).

The Court is balancing competing constitutional principles through
its use of standing analysis: it expands the structural doctrine of federal-
ism and restricts access for claims raising individual and group civil liber-
ties. After Lyons, unless a plaintiff can show with certainty that she or he
will be injured in the future, no injunctive relief can be awarded even for
a local government’s persistent constitutional violations. As the dissent
concluded, “The federal judicial power is now limited to levying a toll for
such a systematic constitutional violation.”

Allen: Implementing Brown v. Board of Education

As noted above, the Court issued another major standing decision in a
racially charged case several years after Lyons. In Allen v. Wright, plaintiffs
were parents of black public school children in seven states. The parents
did not want to enroll their children in private schools; they wanted an
integrated public education for their children. These parents alleged that
their childrens’ right to an integrated education was impaired, curiously
enough, by Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) tax policies.

After the Supreme Court’s 1954 ruling in Brown v. Board of Educa-
tion, which established the constitutional right to receive an integrated
education, private schools flourished in many parts of the country. They
thrived in districts where public schools were becoming racially inte-
grated but where they had historically operated as an officially segre-
gated, two-track system: one school for whites and one for nonwhites.
In many districts, the growth in private schools, some of which were
discriminatory, was clearly a response to desegregation efforts.14 These
“segregation academies” helped to make implementation of Brown’s in-
tegration mandate elusive in many school districts. Some of these pri-
vate schools still received tax breaks from the federal government while
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discriminating on the basis of race. These exemptions lowered tuition
and made the private schools an affordable alternative for parents who
wanted to keep their children out of desegregated schools.

Since the 1960s, the IRS had faced litigation over school integration. In
1967, the IRS began to deny tax exemptions to racially discriminatory
private schools that received government aid. Two years later, the IRS was
sued because its tax exemptions supported racially discriminatory private
schools in Mississippi. In response to this suit, the IRS established a
nondiscrimination policy in 1971 to deny tax-exempt status to schools
that discriminated on the basis of race, regardless of whether they re-
ceived government aid or were affiliated with a religion. To carry out the
new nondiscrimination policy, the IRS implemented guidelines and pro-
cedures to determine whether a particular school was in fact discrimina-
tory. They required schools applying for tax exempt status to adopt a
racially nondiscriminatory policy, to publicize the policy, to keep detailed
records evidencing compliance, and certify annually that the school ad-
hered to the policy. The guidelines, however, proved to be ineffective in
identifying schools that were actually discriminating against minority
students.

The Allen parents sued the commissioner of the IRS and the secretary
of the Treasury in 1976, arguing that the 1971 nondiscrimination policy
was not working. They aimed their claim specifically at discrimination
rather than segregation since segregation could be attributed to multiple
factors, including housing patterns, admission, transfer and other poli-
cies of public school systems, religious reasons, and economic factors.
They did not assert that the IRS violated the law if it granted a tax exemp-
tion to a nondiscriminatory private school that just happened to have few
minority students. Instead, they alleged that by giving tax breaks to dis-
criminatory private schools, the IRS sponsored racial discrimination and
violated numerous laws, including the Equal Protection Clause and the
Civil Rights Act of 1964. Plaintiffs claimed that the IRS’s conduct harmed
them and interfered with their childrens’ right to receive a desegregated
education in public schools. The parents in Allen did not seek money.
Rather, they sought a declaration that the IRS policy was illegal and fu-
ture injunctive relief—an order requiring the IRS to deny tax exemptions
to a broader group of private schools. The Allen parents sued on behalf of
their own children and also sought permission to proceed as a class ac-
tion, whereby they would represent a much larger group, composed of
parents of several million black schoolchildren nationwide.
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The Allen parents may have hoped that the Court would be receptive
to their claims because the Court had recently upheld an IRS decision to
use the new policy to revoke the tax-exempt status of a private school ac-
cused of discriminatory enrollment practices. Bob Jones University
(“BJU”) sued, claiming that the 1971 IRS policy violated their freedom of
religion guaranteed by the First Amendment. BJU believed that the Bible
forbade interracial dating and marriage, and until 1971, blacks were com-
pletely excluded from the school. From 1971 to May 1975, the university
refused to admit unmarried black people, but did allow black people
married within their race to attend the school. In 1983, the Court reached
the merits of the university’s claim and denied relief because “the govern-
ment has a fundamental, overriding interest in eradicating racial discrim-
ination in education which substantially outweighs whatever burden de-
nial of tax benefits places on [the plaintiffs’] exercise of their religious be-
liefs.”15 Supporters of integration won an important victory in Bob Jones,
but that victory was diminished by the Court’s rejection of the Allen par-
ents’ claims one year later, making it significantly more difficult to realize
integration in many schools.

While Allen proceeded through the lower federal courts, Congress and
the IRS engaged in a political showdown over the IRS nondiscrimination
policy and guidelines. As part of the executive branch, the IRS has en-
forcement authority, including devising guidelines to implement con-
gressional laws and exercising prosecutorial discretion in pursuing tax
law offenders. This authority requires the IRS to make choices about how
to spend limited enforcement resources. Under the Carter administra-
tion, the IRS proposed tougher requirements for obtaining tax-exempt
status, requiring mostly white private schools that had been found dis-
criminatory by a court or agency, or that were formed or expanded at the
time of public school desegregation, and had few or no blacks, to prove
that they did not discriminate by such steps as active recruiting to raise
the percentage of black students and teachers. This proposal drew over
150,000 protest letters from private educational and religious groups. In
response, the IRS included a “safe harbor” for schools if minority enroll-
ment was 20 percent of minority age school children in the “community.”
Congress, through its appropriations process, however, blocked this and
any strengthening of the guidelines until at least 1980. The Dornan
amendment specifically forbade the use of federal funds to carry out the
IRS’s proposed changes in response to Allen, and the Ashbrook amend-
ment generally forbade the use of federal funds to tighten tax exemption
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requirements for private schools. When these amendments expired in
1980, Congress reinstated them. Additionally, in 1982, Congress tried to
halt any effects of the IRS proposal by denying funding for IRS adminis-
trative proceedings and court orders entered after the date of the pro-
posal. In the early 1980s, the U.S. Civil Rights Commission and the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice criticized the IRS’s enforce-
ment of the nondiscrimination policy as inadequate.16 As of 2000, the
1971 guidelines challenged by the parents in Allen remained in effect.

This tension underscores the need for courts to confront these issues.
The other branches were deadlocked and an important constitutional
issue was posed. But the trial court used the fighting between the legisla-
tive and executive branches and heightened political stakes as a reason to
refuse to rule on the merits. The trial court dismissed the Allen suit in
1979, finding that the plaintiffs lacked standing. The judge expressed
concern about the relief proposed by the parents. He said it entailed the
court “becoming a ‘shadow commissioner of Internal Revenue’ to run the
administration of tax assessments to private schools,” which he deemed
clearly “inappropriate and unjustifiable.” Judge Hart was concerned
about intruding on IRS enforcement discretion and did not reach the
Equal Protection question. He emphasized that awarding the relief re-
quested by the parents would be contrary to the congressional intent evi-
denced in the Dornan and Ashbrook amendments.

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit disagreed, finding that
plaintiffs had sufficiently demonstrated standing. The appellate panel
disagreed with the trial judge about congressional intent and the intru-
siveness of the relief sought, underscoring the simplicity of the tax law
problem and rebuffing the “shadow commissioner” concern. It deter-
mined that when Congress blocked funding for the new guidelines, Con-
gress had not meant to preclude additional judicial remedies. The panel
also thought the requested relief could be designed so that it did not in-
terfere significantly with IRS discretion. Because of the posture of the
case, the court reached only the standing issue and not the Equal Protec-
tion claim.

Eight years after the parents filed suit, the Supreme Court threw out
their case. The Court did not purport to reach the merits of the claims,
but said that the parents lacked standing, setting out heightened standing
requirements of an imminent and personal injury, causation, and re-
dressability. The Court assumed that the IRS regulations would consti-
tute government-sponsored discrimination because, at the outset of a
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case, when a defendant moves for dismissal of the lawsuit, plaintiffs’ alle-
gations must be believed. They are taken as true (although not yet
proven) to gauge whether plaintiffs can state any set of facts and a legal
theory entitling them to proceed to discovery and the proof stages.

First, the parents claimed that the challenged government policy harmed
them in a concrete, personalized, and imminent way because government
tax breaks supported discrimination. But the Court responded that they ad-
vanced only a generalized grievance shared by all taxpayers and not an ap-
propriate Article III injury. Additionally, the parents charged that, as blacks,
they were particularly harmed by the government’s alleged support of racial
discrimination. This injury sounds closer to a personalized injury; rather
than affecting all taxpayers, it affects a particular subset of them. But the
Court found that an impairment shared by all members of a minority
group was still too broad, too generalized, too abstract to be judicially rec-
ognized. The Court feared that if it accepted that type of injury, “[a] black
person in Hawaii could challenge the grant of a tax exemption to a racially
discriminatory school in Maine.” The Court was concerned about the at-
tenuated tie between litigants and government actions, and likely worried
about a potential flood of cases by minority group members. The Court
concluded that federal courts are not allowed to hear such controversies be-
cause it would give them power not authorized in Article III and broader
than that traditionally exercised by federal courts. That history itself is in
contention, with some scholars arguing that the federal courts exercised
broad authority and fashioned relief that could be viewed as intrusive well
before the civil rights era.17

The Court did find that the parents stated one injury that satisfied
standing requirements. The parents alleged that the IRS’s policy impaired
the ability of their children to receive a desegregated education. This in-
jury was sufficient for the Court. The majority opinion termed this “one
of the most serious injuries recognized in our legal system,” citing Brown
and Bob Jones.

Nevertheless, a majority of the Court found that the parents could not
satisfy causation, the second element of standing analysis. The Court
found that the injury was not caused by the defendants; it was not “fairly
traceable” to the IRS’s conduct. The Court asked the parents:

1. How many discriminatory schools are receiving tax exemptions?
2. Would withdrawal of the tax-exempt status cause these schools to

change their racially discriminatory policies?
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3. Would parents transfer their children to public schools if tax ex-
empt status were withdrawn from discriminatory private schools?

4. Would a large enough number of parents and administrators reach
decisions collectively which would have a significant impact on de-
segregation efforts? Would it be enough to change the racial com-
position of public schools?

The Court then said that answering those questions would require a se-
ries of speculations. Even if the IRS tightened its tax exemption policy,
public schools might fail to integrate sufficiently. The Court said the par-
ents’ claim was weakened because the decision making of third parties
like private school administrators and parents of white children could af-
fect integration efforts—decision makers independent of the IRS—which
might impair integration even if the IRS tightened its tax break policy.
The Court said the parents were merely speculating when they alleged
that the tax policy impaired the ability of their children to receive a de-
segregated public education. Allen’s causation analysis required plaintiffs
to demonstrate a tremendous amount at the outset of the lawsuit, mak-
ing it virtually impossible to proceed with their discrimination claim.
Much of the information the parents would need to make those allega-
tions in good faith would be inaccessible, either in the hands of the IRS,
the private schools, or the minds of the parents of white children. This
type of requirement makes litigation more expensive and substantively
very difficult.

The dissenters, relying on “tax policy, economics and pure logic,” argued
that plaintiffs had already alleged enough to link the tax relief and support
of discrimination for the causation element of standing. Tax relief makes
private schools significantly less expensive. This obviously facilitates and
supports operation of the schools if they in fact discriminate. The dissenters
showed how Allen’s causation analysis diverged from some of the Court’s
more relaxed standing inquiries. For example, in its precedents involving
claims of racial discrimination in housing, the Court allowed broad cate-
gories of persons (e.g., prospective renters, neighbors, testers) to sue with-
out offering an extensive causal chain at the outset of litigation.“There is, of
course, no rational basis on which to treat children who seek to be educated
in desegregated school districts any differently for purposes of standing
than residents who seek to live in integrated housing communities,” the dis-
senters charged. Both the Burger and Rehnquist Courts exhibited great con-
cern with the workload of the federal courts and strove to improve their ef-
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ficiency. One way to control a potential flood of cases is to raise the stand-
ing barrier, to make it extremely difficult to bring certain types of cases to
the federal court system.

More centrally, the Allen majority justified its strict standing inquiry on
separation of powers grounds. The majority was aware of the federal courts’
role in eradicating race discrimination and the backlash against the courts
for those efforts. The majority was also aware of the political controversy
surrounding Allen, mentioning it briefly. The Court altered constitutional
law by devising a new and broad theory of separation of powers to take the
federal courts out of this heated debate. The Court argued that enforcement
of the laws is the role of the executive, not the judicial, branch. The function
of federal courts is to decide concrete cases. The Court characterized the par-
ents’ case as one “brought not to enforce specific legal obligations whose vi-
olation works a direct harm, but to seek a restructuring of the apparatus es-
tablished by the Executive Branch to fulfill its legal duties.” Concerned
about the federal judiciary acting as a continuing monitor of the IRS, the
Court said that it is more appropriate for Congress to monitor the wisdom
and soundness of executive action through legislation, the power of purse,
and oversight. In contrast, the court of appeals saw the tax issue as simple,
straightforward, and not requiring intrusion. “This case does not involve
any arcane question of tax law; its sensible adjudication requires no entan-
glement with complex, technical, interrelated aspects of the Internal Rev-
enue Code and its administration.” But the Supreme Court ignored the
hopelessness of the political deadlock for the litigants or, in light of it, in-
terpreted separation of powers to limit the federal courts’ role in redressing
racial integration claims.

The IRS faced political pressure on many fronts in enforcing the nondis-
crimination policy. As described earlier, the IRS dealt with private-school
supporters (including religious organizations), civil rights groups, parents
seeking integration (including those who filed Allen), parents resisting inte-
gration, other executive branch officials, and members of Congress. This
political activity demonstrates that executive institutions dependent on fi-
nancing from a legislature and subject to accountability at the ballot box
can find it difficult to protect minority interests sufficiently.

In such an intense, politicized environment, it was important to keep the
federal courts involved. Particularly through the appellate process, they
could have provided an important voice on the constitutional equality issue
involved. Since the 1950s, the federal courts’ life-tenured judges exerted a
powerful influence in combating majoritarian preferences for maintaining
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segregation. Indeed, Allen dissenters accused the Court of “display[ing] a
startling insensitivity to the historical role played by the federal courts in
eradicating race discrimination from our Nation’s schools—a role that has
played a prominent part in this Court’s decisions from Brown . . . through
Bob Jones.” Congress and the IRS were in effect “subsidiz[ing] the exodus of
white children from schools that would otherwise be racially integrated,” he
said. And the Court was ignoring the detrimental effects of this white flight
on integration under the guise of Court-created standing doctrine and mal-
leable separation of powers concerns.

The Court’s invocation of separation of powers as grounding for
standing analysis also emphasized a limited role for federal courts in
order to preserve their credibility and deflect political attack. The Court
was clearly wary of a potential nationwide class action, and preferred that
Congress and the IRS determine the proper constitutional enforcement
level. The Allen dissenters rejoined that the analysis of whether a nation-
wide class was appropriate, and how the class should be composed or
subdivided, are separate questions under a different procedural rule that
should not affect the standing inquiry. If plaintiffs had been given a
chance and proved their allegations of widespread harm, widespread re-
lief would be warranted. To focus so extensively on the nature of relief
and potential intrusion at the outset makes it nearly impossible for plain-
tiffs to bring cases concerning widespread governmental harms. This is
unduly limiting because, given the reach of government activities, the
harms are frequently widespread.

As Justice Brennan stressed, echoing many commentators, the causa-
tion element of standing is just “a poor disguise for the Court’s view on
merits of underlying claims.” If so, what did the majority in Allen decide
about the merits of the parents’ claim? Was the Court deciding that the
IRS policy was sufficient? Was the Court deciding that the policy was not
a big enough factor in impairing desegregation? The majority purports
not to reach the merits, leaving the dispute to the political branches. But
the effect of its standing ruling was chilling in that, although it recog-
nized impairment of desegregation as a significant injury, no one can
claim the injury without detailed causal data about third parties’ future
activities, most of which is in the hands of third parties.

The Court might have also wanted to avoid another difficult question
lurking in this dispute with potentially broad import for future claims
against governmental entities. Are injuries from an administrative deci-
sion about allocating enforcement resources cognizable, or is that a mat-
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ter of IRS prosecutorial discretion? And what if the IRS, in its discretion,
impinges on constitutional rights? Although it buttressed its standing
analysis with a separation of powers caution, the Allen Court deflected
the broader separation of powers question. In a footnote, the majority re-
marked: “Our analysis . . . does not rest on the more general proposition
that no consequence of the allocation of administrative enforcement re-
sources is judicially cognizable.” One commentator has noted that be-
cause “the Court does on occasion indeed countenance substantial judi-
cial ‘restructuring’ of both federal and state administrative frameworks,
this is simply trying to have it both ways.”18

In sum, the Allen Court’s revised standing formula defines a limited
role for federal courts with a decidedly conservative bias against even
hearing claims for relief against other federal branches. Whenever a fed-
eral court has separation of powers concerns, a higher standing threshold
is posed. This formula favors traditionally recognized economic claims
like a breach of a contract or a tort, the common law paradigm. As Lyons
demonstrates, the formula also favors traditional remedies like money
damages over other types of relief. By setting out an elaborate causation
requirement and expanding the standing barrier on separation of powers
grounds, the Allen Court chooses an unduly restrictive definition of Arti-
cle III cases and controversies. The separation of powers expansion is
particularly inapt in our modern administrative state, with its concentra-
tion of rule making, enforcement, and adjudicatory authority in admin-
istrative agencies. In this setting, new problems amounting to new types
of Article III injuries need to be recognized by courts. The IRS, for exam-
ple, has tremendous power to harm with its guidelines and enforcement
decisions. When the harm results from a governmentwide policy affect-
ing a large group, it is a nationwide injury that should be afforded nation-
wide judicial relief. The definition of a judicially cognizable “case or con-
troversy” must change and develop over time, even if these types of suits
were not envisioned by the Framers.19 If the federal courts have no voice
in disputes over executive enforcement of the laws, an important part of
our system of checks and balances is lost.

Standing and Federalism Concerns in Race Cases

It is chilling to consider that Lyons and Allen are not unique among mul-
tiple Supreme Court cases involving a mix of racial tensions, charges of
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discriminatory government conduct, and reliance on standing to avoid
the merits of constitutional equality claims. In other important prece-
dents, the Court used standing to block access for claims of racial dis-
crimination against local justice systems, relying on federalism concerns.
O’Shea v. Littleton involved a class action suit against Cairo, Illinois, by
mostly black and indigent citizens of the town.20 African Americans in
Cairo boycotted local merchants who they believed engaged in racial dis-
crimination. Plaintiffs claimed that as a result of their quest for equal
rights, they generated substantial antagonism from white governmental
officials, resulting in discriminatory administration of the justice system.
They sought an injunction against judges in the county because the
judges allegedly set bonds—without regard to the facts of the case—as
punishment rather than as traditional incentive to appear at trial. The
judges also allegedly imposed stiffer sentences on nonwhites and required
members of the class to pay for trial by jury. In denying standing, the
Court not only concluded that the alleged injuries did not amount to a
justiciable Article III controversy, but also intimated that the federal
courts had no power to regulate state court discretion by imposing any
kind of mandatory injunctive relief that is supervisory in nature.

In Rizzo v. Goode, plaintiffs charged Philadelphia government officials
with a pervasive pattern of illegal and unconstitutional mistreatment of
the city’s minority citizens, suing the police commissioner, city manager,
and mayor.21 The district court found that, during the course of a year,
there were sixteen incidents in which the police violated the constitu-
tional rights of minority citizens. One of these compelling incidents is
described by the district court and quoted at length:

On December 1, 1969, at about 11 o’clock p.m. or midnight, Gerald G.
Goode, a 25-year old black graduate student at the University of Pennsyl-
vania, six feet one inch tall and weighing approximately 200 pounds, was a
passenger in an automobile driven by Mrs. Ruth Rotko, a white woman,
the wife of an Assistant District Attorney of Philadelphia. . . . [W]hile their
car was stopped for a traffic light, Mr. Goode noticed police officers De-
Fazio and D’Amico frisking a black man nearby. Mr. Goode rolled down
the car window and called to the officers that they had no right to do what
they were doing, and that they should leave the man alone. At that time,
the officers were approximately 25 feet away from the car, and within hear-
ing range of Mr. Goode’s remarks. Mr. Goode did not use profanity or
make any personally derogatory remarks.
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The traffic light then turned green, and the Rotko car proceeded north
for several blocks, until overtaken and stopped by D’Amico and DeFazio,
who gave chase in an unmarked police car. Both officers proceeded to the
passenger side of the Rotko car, and one of them called to Mrs. Rotko to
produce her identification cards. DeFazio ordered Goode to get out of the
car. When Goode did not promptly comply, DeFazio opened the unlocked
front door of the car, reached through and unlocked the rear door, and
opened it. He struck Goode on the knee with a blackjack and yanked him
out of the car by his coat. The officers then turned Goode around against
the car and patted him down.

Goode demanded to know why he was being subjected to this treat-
ment, but received no reply. The officers attempted to place handcuffs on
him, and he swung his arms in an attempt to avoid the handcuffs. As
Goode was being pulled from the car and turned around, he stepped on
the foot or bumped the leg of Officer D’Amico. After being frisked, Goode
turned and again asked for an explanation for the police action, where-
upon Officer DeFazio struck him across the cheek and mouth with a black-
jack, cutting his lip. Angered by this treatment, Goode told the officers to
“get your fucking hands off me.”

After handcuffing Mr. Goode and placing him in the police car, the offi-
cers returned to the Rotko car and asked Mrs. Rotko for her driver’s license
and registration card. Officer D’Amico searched the back seat and rear in-
terior portion of the car. Both officers inquired of Mrs. Rotko as to the
basis of her acquaintanceship with Mr. Goode. Mrs. Rotko was given a
ticket for failing to have her driver’s license in her possession, and there
was some suggestion that they might arrest her too. In explanation of their
arrest of Mr. Goode, Officer D’Amico stated “you can’t use profanity with
an officer.”

Mr. Goode was taken to a police station and detained in a cell for ap-
proximately two hours. He was then taken to Episcopal Hospital, where he
received several stitches in his lip and a tetanus shot. He was then returned
to the police station and, at approximately 5 a. m., was taken to the Police
Administration Building at 8th and Race Streets, where he was finger-
printed and photographed. At approximately 9 a. m. the next day he was
brought before a magistrate on charges of assault and battery on an officer,
resisting arrest, and breach of the peace, and was released on nominal bail.
On February 11, 1970, all charges against Mr. Goode were dismissed, upon
the joint motion of the Commonwealth and Mr. Goode’s attorney.

On the basis of the undisputed and admitted facts, it is entirely clear that
there was no probable cause for arresting Mr. Goode, and that the conduct of
the police was “in flagrant violation of the law and the Constitution.”22
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The Supreme Court, however, denied standing, holding that plaintiffs
lacked the necessary personal stake to request an order changing police
disciplinary procedures. Evoking O’Shea, the Court reiterated its belief
that “past exposure to illegal conduct does not in itself show a present
case or controversy regarding injunctive relief if unaccompanied by any
continuing, present adverse effects.” The Court found plaintiffs’ claim in-
adequate because it rested on what “a small, unnamed minority of police-
men might do to [plaintiffs] in the future because of that unknown po-
liceman’s perception of departmental disciplinary procedures,” and not
on what the defendants might do in the future.

The Burger and Rehnquist Courts have also frequently used standing
to block access to federal courts for claims by the poor about illegal gov-
ernment conduct.23 In a case similar to Allen, plaintiffs sued over a
change in an IRS policy about the level of free medical services that hos-
pitals needed to provide to obtain tax benefits.24 The IRS had lowered the
services requirement in 1969. Previously, hospitals had to provide free
care for indigents, but under the revised policy, hospitals could get tax
breaks as long as they provided indigents the minimum of free emer-
gency medical treatment. Plaintiffs alleged that they were denied neces-
sary, nonemergency medical services because of the IRS policy. The
Court found causation and redressability problems, concluding that it
was only “speculative” that the policy caused the lack of services. The
Court was again presuming that private third parties beyond the IRS’s
control would probably not change their behavior to obtain more favor-
able tax treatment—the hospitals here, the parents of white children, and
private school administrators in Allen.

In 1975, the Court denied standing to low-income and minority indi-
viduals who claimed to have been denied housing opportunities in Pen-
field, New York, because of the town’s exclusionary zoning ordinance.25

Holding that the facts failed to demonstrate a sufficient causal relation-
ship between Penfield’s zoning practices and plaintiffs’ injury, the Court
distinguished plaintiffs’ claims from others where lower courts had al-
lowed standing to challenge exclusionary zoning practices. In those cases,
the plaintiffs challenged zoning restrictions as applied to particular pro-
jects and were able to show that their immediate personal interests were
harmed. For example, a black plaintiff, who wished to live near his work-
place and who wished to purchase housing that a developer wanted to
build but could not due to existing zoning laws, did have standing to
challenge a zoning law as racially discriminatory. Even if a law operates in
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a racially discriminatory manner, standing may pose a high hurdle. Fur-
ther, the Court has limited Equal Protection doctrine so that laws, like
zoning practices that are facially neutral as to race, are reviewed under
the rational basis test rather than the strict scrutiny test reserved for laws
that facially categorize on the grounds of race or ethnicity. This “pur-
poseful discrimination” doctrine is a huge impediment to many discrim-
ination claims.

These rulings underscore how the Court’s standing law is often driven
by the Court’s view of the merits of the challenge and its federalism con-
cerns. Contrasting the cases examined thus far with the voting rights de-
cisions of the 1990s illustrates striking inconsistencies in the Court’s ap-
plication of the malleable standing rules.

Standing Made Easy in Voting Rights Claims of
“Reverse Discrimination”

Starting in 1993, the Court decided four important voting rights chal-
lenges to majority-minority districts. Governments sometimes config-
ure districts to increase the chance that a representative of a minority
group will be elected. In these cases, the Court ruled that redistricting
must meet the strict scrutiny test—the most rigorous standard of judi-
cial review—if race was a predominant factor. In Shaw v. Reno, the
Court found by a 5-4 vote that North Carolina’s “bizarre” and “un-
couth” plan, tracking the black population along I-85, was unexplain-
able on grounds other than race and would violate the Equal Protection
Clause unless it were narrowly tailored to serve a compelling govern-
ment interest.26 In dissent, Justice Blackmun noted, “It is particularly
ironic that the case in which today’s majority chooses to abandon set-
tled law and to recognize for the first time this ‘analytically distinct’ con-
stitutional claim is a challenge by white voters to the plan under which
North Carolina has sent black representatives to Congress for the first
time since Reconstruction.”

Soon after Shaw, a closely divided Court affirmed a finding that a
Georgia congressional district was unconstitutional although its shape was
not as unusual as the North Carolina district.27 The Court applied the new
test to racial redistricting of congressional seats in Texas, finding two
majority-black and one majority-Hispanic districts unconstitutional.28 In
subsequent Shaw proceedings, the Court found North Carolina’s districts
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unconstitutional when it applied strict scrutiny, although the district
court on remand had concluded that the classification survived strict
scrutiny.29

In some of these decisions, the Court dismissed portions of the chal-
lenges to majority-minority districts on standing grounds, ruling that
voters from another district did not have standing to raise an Equal Pro-
tection claim.30 The harm was too attenuated and not sufficiently per-
sonal. This mirrored Allen’s caution that allowing attenuated claims
could lead to a black person from Hawaii challenging a discriminatory
school in Maine. In the redistricting cases, however, the Court expressed
no qualms about according standing to voters challenging their own dis-
trict’s composition, even though every eligible person could vote and the
plaintiffs’ votes counted equally with that of other voters. It is difficult to
see how the plaintiffs were disadvantaged in these districts. In North Car-
olina, whites made up 78 percent of the voting-age population in the
1990s, but 83 percent of the elected representatives were white. Justice
O’Connor described the voters’ constitutional injury as an “expressive
harm” stemming from the message conveyed by some majority-minority
districts that “political identity is, or should be, predominantly racial.”
This expressive harm is quite different from the concrete evidence the
Court required of other plaintiffs claiming discrimination against mi-
norities. The Court refused to countenance, for example, an expressive
harm to the Allen parents from government support for racially discrimi-
natory schools. Although the Shaw majority acknowledged the race-
based exclusion blacks had faced in voting and districting decisions his-
torically in North Carolina and other states, it vehemently condemned
the race-conscious redistricting as analogous to “political apartheid.” In
addition to easily recognizing a new Equal Protection injury, the Court
did not belabor the causation or redressability components of standing as
it had in other discrimination cases.

Some federal judges see redistricting challenges as a paradigmatic case
for exercising judicial restraint and invoking deference to the political
branches.31 Redistricting is complex, as legislators look to geographic,
ethnic, racial, gender, political, socioeconomic, and other factors, achiev-
ing compromise through bargaining. Courts could justify deference to
those political determinations based on federalism (if the redistricting
occurred at the state level) or separation of powers (if at the federal
level). If the Court was being consistent in its application of deference,
redistricting would be an area to avoid, just as the Court invoked con-
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cerns for interfering with local police administration in police miscon-
duct claims and for interfering with the IRS in Allen. Commentators, re-
viewing the redistricting cases, concluded: “As long as the Court both rec-
ognizes and denies the importance of race—and both recognizes and de-
nies the collective nature of the redistricting process—it will have trouble
developing a set of doctrines that make sense.”32

David Kairys finds the redistricting cases emblematic of a dual system
in which the Court favored white interests from the mid-1970s to 1990s.
He critiques the Equal Protection doctrine’s requirement of purposeful
discrimination rather than standing, saying that “African Americans and
other minorities have run into a near impenetrable brick wall” when
bringing discrimination claims. The purposeful discrimination doctrine
applies only rational basis review—the most modest form of judicial
scrutiny—for laws that do not discriminate racially on their face unless
the challenger can show that the law’s purpose and effect is to discrimi-
nate. Because the government can almost always advance a permissible
reason for its conduct and it is hard to find concrete evidence that the
government overtly and intentionally discriminated against minorities,
plaintiffs bear a massive burden. “Starting from the premise that the most
serious social and institutional forms of racism have been overcome, the
proper role for the courts is seen as deference to legislative authority and
judicial restraint.” Kairys says: “[W]hile challenges to discrimination
against minorities or women are greeted with skepticism, deference to
government officials, restraint and an obliviousness to reality, affirmative
action is an occasion to ‘smoke out racism’ and remedial redistricting
draws a charge of ‘segregation.’”33 This dual system is also an apt descrip-
tion of the Court’s differing approaches to standing. In cases where mi-
nority plaintiffs challenged government discrimination against racial mi-
norities, the Court voiced federalism and separation of powers concerns
to expand standing requirements, characterizing the claimed discrimina-
tion injuries in a stingy manner and requiring extensive causal proof of
the connection between government conduct and the injury. In the racial
redistricting cases noted above and in the affirmative action cases (dis-
cussed in chapter 4), plaintiffs easily surmounted those barriers to raise
new Equal Protection claims.

This development is not startling given the more conservative compo-
sition of the Burger and Rehnquist Courts, which were reacting to War-
ren Court decisions expanding the rights of racial minorities and recog-
nizing more rights for criminal defendants. Writing in 1985, Gene Nichol
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eloquently summarized the inconsistency evident in the Burger Court’s
standing cases.

The Burger Court has raised the toughest standing hurdles in cases in
which minorities have challenged exclusionary zoning practices, patterns
of police brutality, and judicial or administrative bias. Poverty plaintiffs
have been barred from challenging discriminatory enforcement of child
support obligations, and the tax-exempt status of hospitals that deny them
emergency medical services. On the other hand, standing requirements
have been eased in cases sustaining the constitutionality of the federal sub-
sidy for the nuclear power plant industry, upholding Secretary Watt’s off-
shore leasing policy, affirming the propriety of tuition tax credits to private
schools, and condoning government support for chaplains and Christmas
creches. One could perhaps be forgiven for confusing standing’s agenda
with that of the New Right.

After 1985, the Rehnquist Court continued the standing trend begun
with Lyons and Allen. It often allowed plaintiffs to bring First Amend-
ment religious discrimination and religious exercise claims quite easily,
and then issued substantive constitutional rulings favoring established
religions. The Court raised the standing requirements in several major
environmental cases (discussed in chapter 2), while employing relatively
lax standing analyses in other cases, including a case brought by ranchers
to challenge government attempts to protect endangered species. It eased
access to federal courts for claims that redistricting inappropriately bene-
fited minorities in the voting rights cases and made it easier to pursue
“reverse discrimination” suits in affirmative action challenges.

Conclusion

From 1970 through the 1990s, many of the Court’s major standing rul-
ings involved racially charged allegations. This intersection of standing
and race is not surprising because the Court is highly cautious about its
role in addressing sensitive social issues. The Court has restrained federal
judges from participating in such disputes, urging them to avoid con-
frontations with government officials when claims are fraught with sepa-
ration of powers or federalism concerns. As a result of Lyons and similar
rulings, lower federal courts must carefully monitor challenges to govern-
mental misconduct, requiring plaintiffs to demonstrate the three ele-
ments of standing for each type of relief they seek. The Supreme Court
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prefers narrow, piecemeal relief, focused on discreet past events rather
than broad injunctions to deter future unconstitutional conduct. Gov-
ernment officials are only beginning to acknowledge and address some of
the long-standing, pervasive discriminatory policing tactics like stops for
DWH (“driving while Hispanic”). A few state officials have expressed
concern about serious discrepancies in use of the death penalty correlat-
ing with the race of criminal defendants and their victims. Federal courts
play an important role in remedying illegal behavior and retaining con-
stitutional equality and fairness ideals, even in difficult situations like
policing and dealing with criminal defendants.

By making it harder for plaintiffs to challenge executive policies that
undermine efforts to achieve racial equality, Allen skews the development
of Equal Protection law and stalls desegregation efforts of federal courts.
Many private “segregation academies” are still flourishing at the end of
the twentieth century. Helena, Arkansas, for example, is about 50 percent
white and 50 percent black, but 90 percent of the children at the Helena
public high school are black. Most white students attend DeSoto School,
one of many private academies formed in the Mississippi Delta during
the post-Brown period of mandatory integration.34 In Little Rock,
Arkansas, Governor Orville Faubus in 1957 used the Arkansas National
Guard to try to prevent any blacks from attending all-white Central High
School, and President Dwight D. Eisenhower sent in federal troops to im-
plement federal court-ordered integration. By 1997, two-thirds of Cen-
tral High’s students were black. To attract more whites, President Bill
Clinton named Central High a magnet school and gave it an infusion of
federal money. But a civil rights lawyer calls Central “a private school, ba-
sically, for white students,” because half of its white students are in accel-
erated learning programs. A 1997 University of Arkansas study concluded
that Little Rock’s system is sliding toward resegregation although the city
buses half of its students.35

Although we frequently invoke Brown v. Board of Education as our
ideal, the situation in Helena and Little Rock are the daily reality in
much of the nation forty-five years later.36 Some scholars trace this
problem to the Court’s failure to expose the real inequities of segrega-
tion in Brown and its subsequent hesitancy to articulate a remedy in-
volving close judicial supervision of public schools.37 But the federal
courts’ willingness to take on a difficult and divisive issue in Brown and
the role of lower federal courts in subsequent desegregation cases never-
theless deserve some praise.
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The current Supreme Court instead places a high priority on caution
when racial tensions intersect with federalism or separation of powers
concerns, stalling the development of racial equality principles. The
Court has established virtually impossible causation showings, necessi-
tating information in the mind of the opponent or third parties, unlike
most areas of law. The Court’s relaxed version of standing in the racial re-
districting cases, in contrast, allowed the Court to advance a new ap-
proach to reverse discrimination claims, which will be explored more
fully in the next chapter. Thus, selected Equal Protection claims are per-
mitted to be developed, but the federal courts are prohibited from hear-
ing many integration claims as the Supreme Court transfers to other gov-
ernment officials the responsibility for dealing with some of our most
sensitive and important disputes. When those other officials are willing
to take the lead and withstand political pressure, equality law can de-
velop. But when the nonmajoritarian federal courts are taken out of the
dialogue, pressure to protect minority interests will often wane in majori-
tarian arenas.

The Supreme Court’s recent emphasis on standing contrasts sharply
with the traditional view. Traditionally, standing has been treated as a
threshold device to ensure that litigants care enough about their case to
present issues with skill, zealousness, and appropriate resources. Standing
doctrine is not the right place to work out the role of the federal courts
vis-à-vis the other federal branches or local police departments. Those
difficult questions should be resolved as part of our substantive law,
which can develop and change over time. Standing has long been criti-
cized as an area for manipulation, allowing judges to make decisions
about the substance of claims without admitting that they are doing so.
Highlighting a few of the Court’s major inconsistencies during the last
three decades demonstrates that the justices have not been avoiding con-
stitutional questions completely. They have expanded Article III law ag-
gressively, making it more difficult for plaintiffs to bring certain types of
claims and seek certain types of relief. By restricting lower federal courts
from hearing many racially charged claims against the government, the
Court surrenders an important constitutional check on government.
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Avoiding Selected Affirmative

Action Challenges

The constitutional validity of affirmative action programs was
one of the most contentious and important social and political issues of
the late twentieth century. In the 1960s and 1970s, Presidents Kennedy,
Johnson, and Nixon instituted affirmative action programs at the federal
level to further desegregation and promote equality, first for racial and
religious minorities and later for women. Other programs ensued, with
public and private entities attempting to equalize hiring and admission
opportunities for historically disadvantaged groups by taking race and
gender into account as positive factors. Today, affirmative action includes
a large range of measures, from making job postings or other informa-
tion widely accessible to tutorial services to scholarship assistance to
granting a preference in admissions or hiring for a minority or female.
From the 1970s through 1990s, litigants filed constitutional challenges to
affirmative action programs, styled as “reverse discrimination” claims
under the Equal Protection Clause. These challenges were grounded in
the idea that it is more equitable for the government to make decisions
based on individual merit rather than categorically by race or gender
about scarce resources like government jobs and contracts or admission
to public institutions. Defenders of affirmative action argue that such
programs are needed to redress current and past discrimination and
thereby ensure fairness and promote diversity.

This disagreement over the constitutionality of affirmative action is
central to the legal debate about whether the Constitution should be
“color-blind” or “color conscious.”1 Supporters of a color-blind reading
say that race-based affirmative action is racist and divisive, stigmatizing
minorities and entrenching invidious stereotypes, thereby perpetuating
racism. Defenders argue that affirmative action is distinct from racism
because it benefits, rather than harms, racial minorities. They assert that
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it is unjust and hypocritical to urge a color-blind standard in the face of
our country’s history of legally sanctioned racial discrimination. They
also cite continuing discrimination in concluding that this society is not
yet capable of being truly blind to color.

During the 1990s, politicians worried about the “angry white male,”
and affirmative action programs came under attack in courts and
through ballot proposals. By the mid-1990s, leading Republicans publicly
attacked affirmative action, while President Clinton, facing election in
1996, was equivocal. Some political strategists saw affirmative action as
an issue that would destroy the Democrats’ coalition of support from or-
ganized labor, women, and racial minorities.2 Although many writers and
some politicians tackled the merits of affirmative action and the media
covered it extensively in this period, the political debate and legal chal-
lenges have not sufficiently aired the difficult issues just below the surface
of the debate, which have significant ramifications for our increasingly
multiracial society. We need more empirical information on these pro-
grams and their effects. Defenders of affirmative action must acknowl-
edge that some programs failed or were abused. For example, applicants
for broadcast or television licenses often received a bonus from the FCC
if a woman or racial minority was included to integrate the airwaves,
even if that person had no meaningful influence in running the station or
on the content of broadcasts. Opponents of affirmative action likewise
must acknowledge the important successes of some programs. For exam-
ple, since the 1970s, law schools have made efforts to admit, recruit, and
produce qualified female and minority students. Although the legal pro-
fession is still overwhelmingly white and males often hold higher-paying
positions, some stellar female and minority lawyers have broken barriers
to attain highly visible positions of authority as attorneys general, judges,
law school deans, bar leaders, and partners in private firms. Opponents
and supporters also disagree about how to remedy past discrimination
and the extent of continuing discrimination against minorities. We have
not begun to unpack what constitutes “merit” or “quality” in a prospec-
tive student or job applicant. We rarely highlight the other preferences
embedded in our institutions (e.g., special consideration given for rela-
tives of donors or alumni, athletes, veterans, friends of powerful legisla-
tors, or community leaders). We hardly mention the divisions between
white men and women if gender-based affirmative action is used along-
side race-based programs; a white family may be both harmed and aided
by affirmative action, but if the male partner can earn more, the harm
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may outweigh the benefit. In short, affirmative action raises hard, com-
plex issues, and we would benefit from sophisticated, detailed looks at the
competing equity claims.

This chapter focuses on the Supreme Court’s participation in that de-
bate from the 1970s through 1990s, with an emphasis on affirmative ac-
tion in higher education. The Court’s first ruling on affirmative action
involved a challenge to a public education program. Education is a criti-
cal context because access to education enhances opportunities for
women and minorities to earn higher wages, enter segregated profes-
sions, and gain access to positions of power. As tuition prices rise, public
education is the only way for many families to escape poverty or provide
middle-class children with opportunities for upward social and eco-
nomic mobility. Moreover, with a globalized economy and “increasingly
multicultural world, the promotion of a sensitive awareness to the spec-
trum of viewpoints must be a motivation of higher education.”3

The Court’s initial decision on affirmative action in 1974 contained no
majority opinion. The white male plaintiff won because the Court ruled
that he should be admitted to medical school. Nevertheless, the Court al-
lowed the school to use race as a factor, albeit not the sole factor, in mak-
ing future admissions decisions. The Court struggled over the next
decade to identify the appropriate level of scrutiny for such claims, and
its approach to affirmative action continued to be “splintered and halt-
ing.”4 In the 1980s and 1990s, a closely split Court applied a color-blind
approach to affirmative action programs and voting rights cases involv-
ing racial redistricting. This simplistic approach skims the surface of the
debate, obscuring important fairness arguments and greatly limiting the
type of affirmative action deemed constitutional. Indeed, the Court has
gone to great lengths to avoid robust participation and nuanced elabora-
tion of its views. At various times, justices from different political parties
and with different legal positions on the merits of affirmative action have
urged avoidance. In the education challenges, the Court has denied cer-
tiorari, found challenges moot, used the avoidance canon, and taken
measured steps. The Court has carefully avoided gender-based challenges
to affirmative action, focusing on racial preference programs, which ben-
efit fewer persons. Although some lower courts condemned race and gen-
der-based affirmative action in education, the Court has refused to ad-
dress educational programs since 1974, leaving significant questions over
how the Court’s 1990s color-blind rulings interact with its initial, more
centrist educational precedent.
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This chapter sheds light on why the Court is avoiding affirmative ac-
tion in the important context of public education and explores the rami-
fications of that avoidance. The conservative Court may agree with lower
courts that have outlawed any consideration of race. The Court may still
be fragmented on this difficult issue, as it was when it first considered it
in the 1970s. Some conservative justices, emulating Justice Powell’s 1974
ruling, might permit beneficial consideration of race in education even if
they deem it inappropriate in public employment and contracting situa-
tions. Further complicating the Court’s choices, some liberal and conser-
vative justices likely prefer that other constitutional actors resolve this
difficult question, even on a piecemeal basis with local differences, in-
stead of the Court declaring as a federal constitutional matter that race is
never a permissible criterion for government decision making. Perhaps a
middle-of-the-road approach is simply the most palatable for deflecting
political attacks or other reasons. In any event, the Court’s avoidance ren-
ders this part of Equal Protection law confusing and stalls its develop-
ment in any direction.

Court Finds First Challenge Not Justiciable

The first affirmative action challenge to reach the Supreme Court was
brought by Marco DeFunis, Jr., who applied to the University of Wash-
ington School of Law (“School”) in 1971 and was denied admission. Over
1,600 people had applied for 150 spaces in the class. Mr. DeFunis, a white
male, sued the School, alleging that its affirmative action admissions pol-
icy discriminated against him on the basis of his race, in violation of the
federal Equal Protection Clause.5 The trial court agreed with DeFunis
and ordered that he be admitted to the School. While DeFunis was in the
midst of his legal studies, the Washington Supreme Court reversed, find-
ing that the School’s policy was constitutional because its purpose was to
remedy injustices resulting from past discrimination by promoting racial
integration and ending discrimination. Unhappy with the Washington
Supreme Court’s decision, DeFunis appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court.

Many persons and entities were interested in DeFunis’s attack on affir-
mative action, as evidenced by the twenty-six amicus briefs filed. The
Court could not deny certiorari because Congress had provided rules of
appellate jurisdiction requiring the Court to hear cases appealed from the
highest state courts when those courts had denied an individual’s claim
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relying on a federal right. The Court’s review was mandatory in order to
protect federal rights from being denied in state courts and to promote
uniform interpretation of federal law. Forced to accept the controversial
and difficult suit (rather than simply deny certiorari as it could after its
appellate jurisdiction changed in 1988), the Court used mootness to
avoid reaching the merits. Mootness is a justiciability doctrine that re-
quires that the plaintiff maintain the standing requirement of a personal-
ized, imminent injury throughout the litigation. The Court reasoned that
there was no “live” controversy under Article III because DeFunis was in
his third year of law school and the School said it would let him finish, re-
gardless of the Court’s decision. The Court no longer viewed the dispute
as concrete or the parties as sufficiently adverse. Mr. DeFunis did gradu-
ate from the School and eventually became managing partner of a Seattle
law firm.

The four dissenting justices, the School, and Mr. DeFunis all con-
tended that the dispute should be decided on the merits. They argued
that the case fit well within several exceptions to the malleable mootness
doctrine. The Supreme Court has sometimes disregarded mootness ob-
jections and allowed cases to proceed when a defendant voluntarily stops
the alleged illegal activity but is free to resume it later. This first exception
captures the idea that the courts will not let defendants evade lawsuits by
stopping a challenged activity, getting a mootness determination, and
then resuming the same activity. But that exception did not fit this case.
The School had not voluntarily changed its affirmative action policy; it
only admitted DeFunis pursuant to the trial court’s order and agreed to
let him finish his studies until the Supreme Court requested briefs on the
issue of mootness. Its affirmative action policy, which DeFunis deemed
responsible for his rejection, remained intact after the Washington
Supreme Court’s ruling and after the Court found that the voluntary ces-
sation exception to mootness did not apply.

Despite mootness objections, the Court has sometimes allowed cases
to proceed when the issues raised are capable of repetition but likely to
evade review. This second exception covers injuries that are over quickly
and thus will always disappear or become moot before a lawsuit is con-
cluded. For example, the dispute in Roe v. Wade could be heard under Ar-
ticle III, even though the plaintiff ’s pregnancy would surely end before
courts could resolve the question. The claimed injury—the government’s
interference with procreative choice—was inherently time limited. The
majority distinguished DeFunis’s situation, finding that since he was
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nearly finished with law school, the issue would not arise for him again.
The dissenters disagreed, arguing that misfortunes such as illness, eco-
nomic necessity or academic trouble might prevent DeFunis from gradu-
ating on time. If this happened, a ruling by the Court on the merits of the
School’s policy would have an effect on whether he could register in fu-
ture quarters.

Concluding that Mr. DeFunis could finish his education and thus had
no stake in a ruling on the merits, the Court did not even discuss his
other possible motivations for pursuing litigation. DeFunis sought to
vindicate his claim of a constitutional right to equal treatment in the na-
tion’s highest federal court on his claimed injury and prevent the School
from continuing to use an admissions policy taking race into account. If
the policy was unconstitutional and he could prove the policy caused the
School to reject him, he surely suffered damage. For example, he had to
bring a lawsuit to secure his admission and overturn the School’s policy
at considerable personal and financial cost for him and his family. The
Court ignored these types of harm because his education was nearly
complete and it was not willing to let DeFunis continue his case to secure
a ruling from the Court on behalf of other applicants.

Mr. DeFunis would have been a good advocate for others protesting
the School’s affirmative action admissions policy. Unlike some plaintiffs,
who might settle to win a spot in law school for themselves and give up
the larger fight, DeFunis had already secured his chance for a legal educa-
tion but was committed to pursuing the challenge. Since the School
maintained that its policy was constitutional and DeFunis attacked it, the
parties were sufficiently adverse to present a concrete case. They re-
mained truly antagonistic in their legal positions. They briefed and ar-
gued the Equal Protection issue, employing their skills and resources to
present the factual and legal issues to the Court with zealous advocacy.
Given the Washington Supreme Court’s approval of the policy in the De-
Funis litigation, however, the Supreme Court chose to await another law-
suit, speculating that others who were denied admission to the School
could bring a lawsuit to the Court relatively quickly.

A third exception to mootness applies to class actions, but DeFunis did
not bring his suit as a class action.6 If he had sued with a large group of
plaintiffs, the case would not be dismissed as moot because others in the
group would still have something to gain or lose by the Court’s decision.
For example, a person denied admission a few years after DeFunis was
denied and who had not yet started her studies might become the lead
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plaintiff for the group. But it is expensive and more difficult to proceed as
a class. Lawyers with procedural expertise should be hired and the courts
must agree that proceeding as a group is proper, determining that the
plaintiffs share common interests and pose substantially similar ques-
tions of law or fact. Although the legal issue of whether the School’s affir-
mative action policy squares with the Constitution would be shared by all
plaintiffs, a judge may deny class treatment if significant differences pre-
dominate over the common legal issue. Important factual differences in
applicants’ packets and admissions determinations make class treatment
less likely. On remand, DeFunis moved to continue the suit as a class ac-
tion, but the Washington Supreme Court denied the motion.

The dissenters also urged the Court to reach the merits of DeFunis’s
suit because of the enormous public interest in the affirmative action
issue, and they raised efficiency arguments against avoidance. They
asked, why wait for more applicants to be denied and to go through the
pain, expense, and delay of lawsuits before the merits of the School’s pol-
icy are addressed by the Court? Criticizing the Court for “straining to rid
itself of this dispute,” they argued that the Court “clearly disserves the
public interest.” “The constitutional issues which are avoided today con-
cern vast numbers of people, organizations, and colleges and universities.
. . . Few constitutional questions in recent history have stirred as much
debate, and they will not disappear.” Predicting that the Court would face
the same issues again, the dissenters worried about the costs of repetitive
litigation and warned that the avoidance doctrine should not be used for
“sidestepping resolution of difficult cases.” The majority did not respond
to the public interest argument in DeFunis, but Justice Stevens addressed
it in a subsequent case, when he complained that the Court strained to
reach constitutional issues that were not necessary to decide. He argued
that the justices do not sit as “statesmen” to provide general legal advice;
they sit only to decide concrete cases.7

Additionally, some justices and commentators believe it is politically
wise for the Court to wait before reaching the merits of important con-
troversies—to let the issue “percolate.” They reason that delay allows for
more public debate and for a variety of lower courts to deal with differing
factual and legal claims. This lower court debate can in turn inform and
improve the Supreme Court’s decision making. Some justices might
stall because the time afforded during the debate—as well as broader
public engagement in debate—could help prepare the public to accept
the Court’s decision.8
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The concern with public receptivity should not be a major barrier to
Court elucidation of constitutional principles; the Court has a unique
function of interpreting the Constitution for others’ benefit and serves to
shape public opinion with its approval or condemnation of policies. As
far as gathering sufficient information before ruling, the Court had the
benefit of the two contrary DeFunis decisions from the Washington
courts and many amicus briefs. Admittedly, the case presented only one
factual situation, and affirmative action plans vary significantly. The
Court, however, could address that particular plan without precluding
other approaches to substantially different programs. It could also alter
its approach to similar fact patterns with experience over time. With hard
issues, the Court may need to apply a more flexible approach to preserv-
ing precedent. Justice Brandeis once argued that normal rules about ad-
herence to precedent should be given less weight on constitutional ques-
tions because of the importance of the questions and the need for adap-
tation over time.9

The percolation argument is troubling because it underestimates the
costs of avoidance. When the Court avoids the merits of important con-
stitutional questions with ramifications for many people and entities,
some suffer from the Court’s silence and the lack of uniformity in consti-
tutional law. In the debate over affirmative action in higher education,
the Court’s avoidance leaves the power to others like lower federal and
state courts, attorneys general, and university administrators. People who
disagree with the Court’s leanings on the affirmative action issue might
view that as a positive development. For example, after the Supreme
Court’s mootness ruling, the Washington Supreme Court reinstated its
judgment that the School’s policy was constitutional. State courts are not
bound by Article III justiciability concerns, which only proscribe the
types of cases federal courts can hear. Under Washington’s law, the case
was actually saved from mootness by its “great public interest.”

Thus, the U.S. Supreme Court’s mootness ruling allowed the Washing-
ton Supreme Court to have the “last word” within the state on the federal
question of the constitutionality of the School’s affirmative action pro-
gram until the Supreme Court addressed the issue. But the Court gave
Washington this power by default, through a decision based on the tech-
nicality of mootness, rather than by explicitly discussing the need for def-
erence to other political actors. When the Court avoids a controversy in
order to promote deference, it may avoid a constitutional ruling in the af-
firmative action area, but it alters the federalism balance.10 If justices are
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motivated by federalism concerns, they should elaborate on this ground
to give explicit guidance about appropriate decision makers. Then we
could react to this ground, debating whether the Court advances a bene-
ficial level of deference by giving states and localities control over the
equality issues and educational autonomy issues presented by DeFunis, or
whether the Court’s approach delegates too much power to others on
federal constitutional questions.

Additionally, when the Court attempts to avoid a constitutional ques-
tion, it retains the status quo and does not displace existing precedent.
Thus, by default in DeFunis, the Court did not extend the Equal Protec-
tion Clause to claims of reverse discrimination. Moreover, by deferring to
other political actors on the Equal Protection issue, the Court does not
promote national uniformity in constitutional interpretation. Rather, the
Court fosters a piecemeal approach with variance among courts, regions,
and states, resulting in similarly situated persons being treated differ-
ently. Such percolation must be assessed in light of the federalism bal-
ance, the costs and delay imposed for litigants, the loss of protection for
claimed constitutional rights or defenses, and the lack of evenhanded
constitutional policy.

In our large country, with multiple layers of courts and government,
the ideal of uniformity may be impossible or its virtues at least over-
stated. Justice Stevens once called it “an ungovernable engine” which had
already left the station.11 Moreover, even clear and consistent precedents
do not have immediate widespread results and acceptance. The Supreme
Court and other courts are part of a larger societal and political debate
about constitutional standards. Certainly, some behavior is changed be-
cause of court rulings: doctors alter their behavior to conform with what
courts deem acceptable, or university administrators, cautious of run-
ning into legal challenges, avoid conduct that is pronounced problematic.
The common law system yields those judgments gradually, as the law
develops slowly through numerous fact situations. Nevertheless, the Su-
preme Court can send direction-shifting signals with constitutional rul-
ings (e.g., Brown, Roe) even when the rights recognized are not imple-
mented uniformly and immediately throughout the nation.12

As the dissenters predicted, the issue of affirmative action in higher
education returned to the Court a few years later. In the meantime, three
state supreme courts had ruled on the issue, with conflicting results and
divergent approaches. The contrast between DeFunis and Bakke demon-
strates how avoidance techniques can be used by the Supreme Court to
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“save face.” As the fragmented decision in Bakke reveals, the Court was
unprepared to decide coherently in the mid-1970s the extent to which af-
firmative action in higher education was constitutional.

Bakke: A Splintered Ruling on the Merits

In its initial classes in the late 1960s and early 1970s, the medical school at
the University of California at Davis (“Davis”) admitted few minorities.
To redress this absence, the faculty instituted a “special admissions” pro-
gram designed to increase representation of “disadvantaged” persons in
the student body by reserving sixteen of the one hundred spots available
in the class for special admissions selections. Davis used a two-track sys-
tem of reviewing applicants, sending those who requested consideration
as disadvantaged into a separate pool. The Admissions Committee con-
sidered most applicants, while a different committee, comprised largely
of minorities, considered those in the separate pool. The minority admis-
sions group then made recommendations to the Admissions Committee
until the sixteen spaces were filled. Racial and ethnic minorities were ad-
mitted through both the regular and special admissions processes. Al-
though disadvantaged whites applied for special admission, none were
selected. Students admitted through the special admissions program had
significantly lower grade point averages (GPAs) and test scores than ap-
plicants admitted through the regular process.13

Schools have struggled with issues of promoting both quality and equal-
ity in the admissions process as more women and minorities sought educa-
tional opportunities. In order to counter potential bias in standardized
tests, some schools use more than test scores and grades to evaluate appli-
cants. They weigh reference letters, community service activities and other
factors in ranking applicants. The federal Office of Civil Rights is pursuing
“disparate impact” theories in revising testing guidelines and providing
legal advice to colleges on how to evaluate grades and test scores. Test com-
pany lawyers note that the Supreme Court and federal appellate courts have
“been silent or unclear on disparate impact in education matters.”14 Even if
grades and tests are the primary measure, weighting grades and test scores
is not always simple. GPAs vary in significance depending on the institution
and major; high grades may reflect rigorous standards or grade inflation.
How does a 3.98 from a local community college stand up against a 3.1 from
a top-ranked national school or program?
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Allan Bakke applied to Davis’s medical school in 1973 and 1974. He
was denied admission both times and blamed Davis’s affirmative action
program. Bakke presented significantly higher paper credentials (his GPA
and test scores) than persons admitted under the special program, and
his overall rating based on the Admissions Committee’s review was rela-
tively high. When he was not admitted the second time, he filed suit,
claiming that he was denied admission solely on the basis of his race and
that Davis’s program violated federal Equal Protection, federal civil rights
laws, and the California constitution.

Davis defended the constitutionality of its program with several argu-
ments. First, the program was necessary to remedy past discrimination in
medical school admittance and other barriers minorities faced in the
medical profession. Until the early 1970s, a tiny fraction—less than 2 per-
cent—of the doctors, lawyers, and medical and law students in the United
States were minority group members. Davis’s first class, in 1968, con-
tained three Asian Americans and no other minorities. That same year,
the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) agreed that
“medical schools must admit increased numbers of students from geo-
graphical areas, economic backgrounds and ethnic groups that are now
inadequately represented.” In response, the Davis medical school faculty
fashioned and implemented a special admissions Task Force program,
concerned with increasing enrollment of “African Americans,” “Mexican
Americans,” and “Native Americans.”15 The following year, an AAMC
committee suggested that by the 1975–76 academic year, 12 percent of all
first-year medical school classes be composed of African Americans. Al-
though this goal was not met, over one hundred schools responded by
setting up programs similar to the one at Davis. A census taken prior to
the Bakke decision showed that “Negroes” and “Chicanos” constituted
approximately one quarter of California’s population. Davis officials
thought reserving 16 percent of the positions in the medical school for
disadvantaged minorities was justified.

Second, Davis asserted that an increase in minority doctors would
provide needed medical services for underserved minority communities.
A related community service argument was that minority doctors would
be able to develop a better rapport with patients of their own race and
would have a greater interest and sensitivity to their problems. Minority
communities nationwide are, and have been, drastically underserved
by professionals such as doctors and lawyers. Even by the mid-1990s,
white doctors rarely practiced in minority communities. White medical
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graduates, according to one study, “were more likely to go to poor white
areas than to affluent black and Latino neighborhoods.”16 In predomi-
nantly white suburbs like Bethesda, Maryland, there is approximately one
pediatrician for every forty children. In the poorer areas of nearby Wash-
ington, D.C., there is one pediatrician for every 3,700 children. Addition-
ally, a disproportionate percentage of minority doctors care for such un-
derserved populations. For example, half of all patients seen by young
black physicians are black. Similarly, minority doctors care for a dispro-
portionately large number of poor patients.17 Davis also believed integra-
tion of the school and profession would provide diversity and enhance
students’ educational experience by making both students and faculty
more sensitive to the needs of minority communities.

Mr. Bakke sued Davis in the state court system. The trial court found
that the program violated Title VI—a federal civil rights law—as well as
the California and federal Constitutions. The court ruled that race can-
not be taken into account in a public school’s admissions process. Davis
was not ordered to admit Bakke because the trial court found that Bakke
had not shown that he would have been admitted if the special program
were not in place. The California Supreme Court agreed that the special
admissions program violated the federal Constitution and did not rule
on Bakke’s other claims. Unlike the trial court, however, the California
Supreme Court thought that Bakke shouldn’t have to carry the burden of
showing that he would have been admitted. Accordingly, the court di-
rected the trial court to issue an order that Bakke be admitted to medical
school. Davis appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court, which issued an ex-
tremely splintered ruling with no majority rationale. In a sense, both par-
ties won: the Supreme Court ruled that Bakke should be admitted but al-
lowed Davis to use race as a factor, albeit not the sole factor, in making
future admissions decisions.

The U.S. Supreme Court had briefly avoided revealing its fragmenta-
tion over affirmative action with the mootness ruling in DeFunis, but
time did not dissolve this division. In Bakke, the justices provided no ma-
jority opinion and no unified constitutional approach to affirmative ac-
tion in their lengthy opinions. A significant portion of justices urged or
used avoidance techniques to duck the merits of the Equal Protection
challenge. For example, during internal deliberations, Justice Thurgood
Marshall urged Justice Brennan to dispose of Bakke without reaching the
merits, fearing that the “Nixon four” and Justice Byron White would vote
to condemn quotas. But Brennan, after his dissent in DeFunis castigating
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the Court for avoiding this important issue, said that he preferred “losing
on the merits to seeing the Court once again avoid decision of this issue
after having granted certiorari.”18 As detailed below, the justices battled
fiercely about both substance and procedure, about the validity of the
Davis program and how the Court should approach its decision. Review-
ing the avoidance claims made and rejected by the justices, as well as the
avoidance techniques used by the four justices advocating color-blind-
ness, shows how important procedural skirmishes can be and how easily
avoidance tools are manipulated.

A Relaxed Standing Approach for Reverse Discrimination Claims

Unlike DeFunis, the Court in Bakke barely addressed standing, limiting
the discussion to a footnote. Eight of the nine justices assumed standing
only by ignoring the Court’s normal caution when dealing with appar-
ently feigned disputes and by adopting a relaxed standing approach. The
simple distinction between the two cases is that Mr. Bakke retained
standing because he had not been admitted to medical school during the
litigation, while Mr. DeFunis lost standing because he was nearly through
law school when the Court finally heard his case. A closer examination,
however, reveals that the Court had sufficient reasons for denying stand-
ing in Bakke.

The Court generally requires a plaintiff to show a substantial likeli-
hood that the defendant’s conduct caused plaintiff ’s injury and that the
injury would be redressed by a favorable ruling. As detailed in other
chapters, the Court has developed heightened standing requirements in
cases involving minority plaintiffs challenging governmental racial dis-
crimination (e.g., Lyons and Allen in chapter 3) and environmentalists
challenging government activities that threaten the environment or
species (Lujan and Chicago Steel in chapter 2). In Allen, the parents of
black schoolchildren were required to show detailed causal links between
the tax code and racial discrimination at private schools. In Chicago Steel,
the Court set out a tough redressability standard for environmentalists
claiming injury due to a company’s late filings about toxic threats. On the
other hand, Mr. Bakke was allowed to sidestep the heavy burden of prov-
ing causation and redressability. Causation was essentially assumed as the
Court accepted Davis’s concession of Bakke’s injury and the California
Supreme Court’s analysis, which placed the burden of proof on Davis.
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Generally, a plaintiff bears the burden of proof in a civil lawsuit. The
Court characterized Bakke’s injury as an inability to compete equally with
applicants of other races for the one hundred spots at Davis and then
found that denial of opportunity would be redressed if the special admis-
sions program were found unconstitutional. The question of Bakke’s ad-
mission was characterized as secondary, “merely one of relief.” Therefore,
the Court found: “[E]ven if Bakke had been unable to prove that he
would have been admitted in the absence of the special program, it would
not follow that he lacked standing.” In contrast, standing analysis under
Allen presumably would require a plaintiff to show that the special ad-
missions program caused Bakke’s rejection. Otherwise, the claimed in-
jury would only be “speculative.”

Further, cautious of its Article III limitations, the Court is usually
guarded about exercising jurisdiction over feigned disputes and does not
let parties collude to establish jurisdiction. Based on this caution, the
Court found the DeFunis dispute moot even though both the School and
DeFunis sought an answer on the merits of the constitutional question.
Davis’s concession of injury also raises the specter of a feigned dispute.
The Urban League argued that the parties stipulated to jurisdiction in
order to gain an advisory opinion on a critical issue “with a sparse
record” that did not amount to an Article III case or controversy. The
League emphasized the trial court’s finding that, regardless of the affir-
mative action policy, Bakke was unlikely to have been admitted. Bakke
did not make the alternate list either time he applied, and there were
more than a dozen students with higher Admissions Committee ratings
or “special skills” who would have been admitted ahead of him. The par-
ties responded that a denial of admission for Bakke was not certain be-
cause others might have declined offers of admission and that the ratings
were not wholly determinative of admission.

The timing of Bakke is not a complete explanation for its relaxed stand-
ing inquiry. Although the Court was more relaxed about standing in some
1970s cases, during the same period it also imposed heightened standing
barriers for plaintiffs challenging racist conduct of police and other gov-
ernment officials (chapter 3). And the Court’s inconsistent application of
standing principles did not end with its development of heightened stand-
ing requirements in the early 1980s. In 1993, the Court applied Bakke’s min-
imal standing analysis to another reverse discrimination plaintiff challeng-
ing an affirmative action program that set aside 10 percent of public con-
tracting funds for minority-owned or female-owned businesses. The ruling
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is canvassed briefly because it illuminates the contrast between the Bakke
approach and the Court’s other standing cases.

There is a long history of discrimination in the construction industry.
One striking example involved the construction of the Bay Area Rapid
Transit system, which received $80 million in federal funds and was ex-
pected to employ eight thousand people. Two years after construction
began, there were no blacks employed at all in the construction of the sys-
tem.19 Minority and women-owned businesses are still underrepresented
in the construction industry. Discrimination in both contracting and in
access to capital continues to limit the ability of minority and women-
owned firms to reach their full potential. Minorities make up 20 percent
of the population, yet minority-owned firms represent only 9 percent of
all construction firms and receive only about 5 percent of all construc-
tion receipts. Women own one-third of all firms, yet get only 19 percent
of the business receipts. White-owned construction firms receive fifty
times more loan dollars than black-owned firms with identical equity.20

The challenge that reached the Court involved a program in Jack-
sonville, Florida, requiring that 10 percent of city contract funds be set
aside for female or minority-owned firms. The Northeastern Florida
Chapter of the Associated General Contractors of America (“Chapter”), a
group of individuals and businesses engaged in the region’s construction
industry, sued the city in 1989, claiming the program constituted reverse
discrimination against white male contractors in violation of the Equal
Protection clause. The Chapter alleged that its members regularly bid on
the city’s construction work and would have been entitled to bid on the
10 percent of contracts set aside if the law was not in place. Although the
federal trial court found for the contractors on the merits, the federal ap-
pellate court ruled that the Chapter did not have standing to sue because
it failed to show that one of its members would have secured one of the
disputed contracts if the set-aside law were not in place.21

The Chapter appealed and the Supreme Court granted certiorari. The
city subsequently narrowed the scope of its law to cover only African Amer-
ican firms and to provide for participation goals rather than a mandatory
10 percent set-aside of its construction contract funds. The city argued that
the case was moot because of these changes, but the Court refused to dis-
miss the claim. Instead, in a very cursory analysis, the Court found that the
Chapter had cleared the usually high hurdles of injury, causation, and re-
dressability to secure standing. The Court explained that the Chapter “need
only demonstrate that its members are able and ready to bid on contracts
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and that a discriminatory policy prevented them from doing so on an equal
basis.” Relying on Bakke, the Court did not require the plaintiff to show that
a Chapter member had actually bid on a project or that its bid would likely
have been accepted but for city’s set-aside policy. If the Court had instead
applied Allen, it would only be “speculation” to say the set-aside law caused
an imminent injury to the nonminority contractors. The Jacksonville Court
expressed no concerns about generalized grievances, even though a broad
group of contractors could state an Equal Protection claim under its rea-
soning. Could all white male contractors nationwide claim that they had
been barred from competing equally for the city’s contracts? The Court in
Allen raised the similar specter of a parent of black schoolchildren in Hawaii
complaining about tax support for discriminatory schools in Maine to re-
ject plaintiffs’ claim on standing grounds.22 Finally, the Jacksonville Court
did not focus on redressability, but simply assumed that finding the pro-
gram was unconstitutional would remedy the denial of opportunity for
equal competition.

Thus, the Court erected a lower standing hurdle for white plaintiffs chal-
lenging affirmative action programs than the one facing minorities claim-
ing racial discrimination. The Court distinguished the standing approaches
and outcomes by describing the claimed injuries differently. Even though
the Court’s simpler definition of injury in Bakke and Jacksonville makes
sense, the contrasting definitions show how much flexibility judges have in
applying standing doctrine. How they choose to characterize an injury is ex-
tremely important.23 It is so easy for the highly educated, achievement-ori-
ented justices to identify with reverse discrimination claims. They under-
stood Bakke’s argument that the special admissions program was a denial of
educational opportunity for “innocent” white males. This type of injury
also fits well with the traditional, individualized focus of the Court’s Article
III interpretation. In part because Supreme Court justices are predomi-
nantly white and from privileged backgrounds, it is harder for them to rec-
ognize other kinds of injuries, be they injuries based on complex, intercon-
nected causes of racial discrimination or injuries to the environment that
may harm large groups of citizens.

The Jurisdiction Question

Despite Justice White’s urging, the Court did not avoid the merits in
Bakke through standing. Justice White urged another avoidance tech-
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nique: he argued that the Court (and the lower courts) never had juris-
diction to hear the case. Courts frequently refuse to hear cases if a statute
does not provide an explicit private cause of action and courts require lit-
igants to exhaust their administrative remedies first. At the U.S. Supreme
Court, Davis argued that Bakke had no private cause of action because
only the federal government could pursue violations of Title VI. That
portion of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 provides that no one shall be ex-
cluded from a program receiving federal financial assistance because of
his or her color, race, or national origin.24 Whether Title VI allows private
parties to sue was a significant threshold question which White urged his
brethren to address before ruling on the “novel and difficult” statutory
question of whether Davis violated Title VI or reaching the Equal Protec-
tion issue.

Reviewing the text and legislative history of the statute, White argued
that the government must go through specific administrative remedies
before resorting to a cutoff of federal funds or a lawsuit against universi-
ties that discriminate on the basis of race. Congress was concerned with
giving universities sufficient chances to comply before they lost federal
funding. Private litigation, on behalf of minority or nonminority indi-
viduals, could circumvent administrative requirements and interfere with
executive branch discretion to ensure compliance through less disruptive
means and enforce the law at what it and Congress deem an appropriate
level. White also emphasized that Title VI does not contain a “citizen suit”
or explicit “private party suit” provision.

The other eight justices readily dismissed White’s protest and ad-
dressed the merits of whether the Davis program violated Title VI or the
constitutional Equal Protection standard. Justices Blackmun, Brennan,
and Marshall, who found Davis’s program constitutional, assumed that
Bakke had a right of action under Title VI, essentially equating the Title
VI and the Equal Protection constitutional standard. Justice Powell re-
sponded to White’s jurisdictional objection in a cursory fashion, finding
it “unnecessary” to resolve this “difficult” question or the related exhaus-
tion of administrative remedies question. This is surprising in light of a
precedent barring review in cases when a private cause of action is not
explicit in a statute or when administrative remedies have not been ex-
hausted. Admittedly, the Court became more cautious about implying
private causes of action without clear statutory support after Bakke, in
the late 1970s. The four justices who rejected any consideration of race in
admissions and Powell agreed that Title VI provides a cause of action for
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private litigants. They also reasoned that Davis waived its jurisdictional
objection by raising it in a “tardy” manner, only when the dispute reached
the Court. This is also surprising because the Court generally allows liti-
gants and judges to raise jurisdictional objections at any stage in the pro-
ceedings because they are deemed so critical to limiting the power of the
federal courts. Thus, it is difficult to square much of the jurisdictional
reasoning of the justices in Bakke with other precedents limiting judicial
review when serious jurisdictional questions are posed. Most justices
agreed to proceed because they found a private right of action or because
they conflated the Title VI and constitutional analyses.

An Attempt to Confine the California Rulings

In another avoidance attempt, four justices urged the Court to affirm the
California ruling regardless of the justices’ views of the legality of Davis’s
program. Because these four justices and Powell found the program ille-
gal and agreed that Bakke was unlawfully excluded, they would affirm the
victory for Bakke. They argued that because five justices agreed with the
ultimate judgment, deciding the case would amount to an impermissible
advisory opinion not altering the outcome. The four justices read the
California opinion narrowly, arguing that the judgment only bound
Davis in Bakke’s situation and would not apply to other applicants. Pow-
ell, however, refused to view the judgment as confined to the parties. He
joined the four justices who approved of Davis’s policy to interpret the
California opinion as implicating the entire Davis policy and enjoining
Davis from ever using race as a consideration in admissions decisions. Al-
though the litigation only involved Mr. Bakke, not a class of applicants,
this conclusion seems reasonable because Davis sought a declaration
from the California courts that its policy was constitutional, Davis lost on
this ground, and the highest California court issued a broadly worded
ruling prohibiting Davis from using race as an admissions criterion in the
future.

In contrast, the Court in Lyons refused to allow a choke-hold victim to
seek injunctive relief directed at future LAPD conduct, instead requiring
that persons seeking injunctive relief against a government policy show a
substantial likelihood that the policy will harm them personally in the fu-
ture (see chapter 3). The victim had standing only to raise the issue of re-
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covery for his own prior injury; anything directed toward future police
activity was too “speculative.” This narrow framing of the relief available
from a federal court, based on federalism concerns, posed an additional
burden for Mr. Lyons to demonstrate an imminent, personalized injury
that the litigants in Bakke did not bear. The Lyons Court expressed a pref-
erence that the legislative and executive branches address such widely
shared complaints. Both Mr. Bakke and Mr. Lyons raised Equal Protec-
tion issues and the federal government has taken a lead in nondiscrimi-
nation law since the Civil War. Perhaps Bakke posed fewer federalism
concerns than Lyons, but Bakke could be characterized as an example of
the Supreme Court through constitutional law intruding on a traditional
area of state control, i.e., education. Courts have significant flexibility in
characterizing the claimed injury and level of federalism intrusion as
they make standing determinations. The Court has relied increasingly on
federalism to limit the scope of federal authority over equality issues,
carving out a wider sphere of autonomy for traditional state law areas, as
the 1990s federalism cases demonstrate (chapter 7). In DeFunis, as in
Lyons, the Court refused the reverse discrimination dispute as nonjusti-
ciable. It rejected exceptions to mootness, despite the import of the law
school’s unchanged policy for other applicants under the Washington
Supreme Court’s opinion. Although Bakke was not a class action, the
Court chose to address rather than avoid the claims of others in review-
ing the Davis policy, again demonstrating the elusiveness of applying
avoidance techniques evenhandedly.

The Last Resort Rule: Addressing the Merits of Title VI

The conservative wing of the Court, which unsuccessfully urged avoid-
ance by confining the scope of the California ruling to Mr. Bakke, relied
on another portion of the avoidance doctrine, the “last resort rule,” which
instructs federal courts to rule on nonconstitutional grounds (e.g., a
statutory basis) when those are fairly presented. These justices praised
avoidance as the most “deeply rooted” doctrine in constitutional adjudi-
cation, concluding that their brethren should not have reached the con-
stitutional question of whether race is ever an appropriate consideration
in admissions decisions. Drawing on separation of powers and federalism
concepts, they reasoned that avoidance “reflects both our respect for the
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Constitution as an enduring set of principles and the deference we owe to
the Legislative and Executive Branches of Government in developing so-
lutions to complex social problems.” The justices continued: “The more
important the issue, the more force there is to this doctrine. In this case,
we are presented with a constitutional question of undoubted and un-
usual importance.” This seems backward. The more important a question
is, the more reason there is to reject avoidance and provide guidance.

The Court does not always employ the last resort rule, especially when
parties choose to focus only on the constitutional claim. The Bakke par-
ties had only argued the Equal Protection claim in their briefs to the
Court, and the Title VI grounds had not been considered since the trial
court level. But in an internal memorandum, Justice White urged the
Court to pay attention to the potential statutory ground of decision.25

The Court then requested additional briefing from the parties on Bakke’s
Title VI claim.

The conservative wing—Justices Stevens, Warren Burger, William
Rehnquist, and Stewart—concluded that Title VI requires public univer-
sities receiving federal funding to employ a color-blind approach in ad-
missions decisions. Although they advanced this approach as a matter of
statutory interpretation, relying on Title VI’s text and legislative history,
the color-blind approach has now been adopted as an Equal Protection
mandate by a majority of the Court outside the educational context. Why
did four Bakke justices ground their theory in Title VI? Perhaps they were
attempting to advance a theory of equality without precluding Congress
from endorsing a different view by explicitly altering Title VI if Congress
disagreed with the color-blind approach. Or perhaps they relied on statu-
tory grounds because they could not garner sufficient votes to advance a
color-blind constitutional interpretation, while simultaneously attempt-
ing to dissuade other justices from expounding a different constitutional
interpretation. But their endorsement of the last resort rule failed be-
cause only four justices were willing to rule on the statutory ground. This
choice highlights the malleability of the last resort rule. Justices can rely
on statutory grounds sometimes, but proceed to constitutional grounds
when they garner sufficient votes. If parties press only constitutional
claims, justices are sometimes willing to ignore potential statutory
grounds to resolve disputes. And the last resort rule is only one of multi-
ple avoidance strategies. As this Bakke review makes clear, if the justices
wanted to avoid the merits of the constitutional challenge in Bakke, they
had multiple grounds to do so.
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Addressing the Merits of the Constitutional Challenge

Five justices based their differing rulings on constitutional grounds. Jus-
tice Lewis Powell, author of the most significant opinion, found that the
Davis program violated Equal Protection by using race as a determinative
factor in admissions decisions. He made clear, however, that the Consti-
tution, in his view, condoned the use of race as one factor among others
in admissions determinations. Because Powell viewed all racial and eth-
nic classifications as inherently suspect—even those benefiting minori-
ties—he applied strict scrutiny, requiring the state to show that its racial
classification is necessary to safeguard a compelling interest. Although
Davis offered some compelling interests, Powell was not persuaded that
the program was necessary to satisfy those interests. Powell found com-
pelling Davis’s goal of achieving a diverse student body to promote an ed-
ucational atmosphere of “speculation, experimentation and creation.” He
saw ethnicity and race as factors in creating diversity, but noted the im-
portance of other types of diversity (e.g., selecting students with geo-
graphic as well as rural and urban diversity, choosing musicians and foot-
ball players, potential stockbrokers, and politicians). Powell praised Har-
vard’s policy, in which race is a “plus” factor considered among other
factors in comparing minority and nonminority applicants, although
Harvard concedes that race is sometimes the determinative factor in close
calls. Powell likewise approved of faculties considering some subjective
factors beyond GPA and test scores (e.g., letters of recommendation or
community service activities). Contrasting Harvard’s flexible approach
with Davis’s separate admissions tracks and specific number of reserved
spots for the disadvantaged track (for which no disadvantaged white ap-
plicants were accepted), Powell concluded that Davis’s methods were not
necessary to achieve the compelling diversity goal.

Although Powell recognized that minority students can be isolated un-
less a significant percentage are present, he insisted on a more costly and
time-consuming individualized admissions focus. He concluded that the
Davis program’s racial classification “aids persons perceived as members
of relatively victimized groups at the expense of other innocent individu-
als in the absence of judicial, legislative, or administrative findings of
constitutional or statutory violations.” This focus on innocence casts the
Equal Protection question narrowly, requiring attention to individuals
rather than groups. For a fair competition, all individuals must be
weighed against one another, rather than grouping persons to determine
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the final mix. In Powell’s view, Mr. Bakke and other white applicants can-
not bear the weight of “redressing grievances not of their making.” Powell
clearly rejected the school’s justifications for the program based on coun-
tering the effects of general societal discrimination and reducing the gen-
eralized deficit of historically disfavored minorities in medical schools
and the profession. His focus on current policies as responses to specific
findings by government officers of historical discrimination requires
states to dredge up difficult discriminatory practices in their past to de-
fend prescriptive policies geared to achieving future racial or gender bal-
ances. Powell recognized the state’s argument that minority medical
graduates are needed to practice in underserved communities. He con-
cluded, however, that Davis made virtually no factual showing that its
special admissions program was needed or even geared to achieving the
goal of making health care accessible for all Californians.

Powell buttressed his Equal Protection approach with First Amend-
ment analysis because he viewed the latter as encompassing academic
freedom. He emphasized the importance of academic freedom, which al-
lows faculties a sphere of autonomy to make their own judgments about
students, curriculum, and research. He concluded, however, that the
Constitution limits academic freedom by guaranteeing equality to all ap-
plicants. Powell advocated giving universities flexibility (e.g., approving a
Harvard-type program) in part because of his tentativeness about the
proper judicial role in redressing discrimination. He rejected the argu-
ment that more deference was owed to the Davis program because it em-
ployed racial classifications to benefit, not disadvantage, minorities who
suffered historic discrimination. He highlighted the difficulty of ranking
harms to various minorities (citing discrimination against Jews, Cath-
olics, and eastern and southern Europeans) and determining when re-
dress is sufficient. Even if such discrimination rankings were politically
feasible and socially desirable, he concluded that they are not within judi-
cial competence.

Such determinations are difficult for other institutions beyond the ju-
diciary. In California and other parts of the United States, for example,
Asians have faced tremendous historic legal obstacles to equal treat-
ment.26 In some instances, they face continuing discrimination. Yet some
Asians might benefit more from admissions policies at California public
universities that are not grounded in racial preferences allotting spaces
among various racial minorities. If schools relied only on grades and test
scores, more Asians would likely be admitted. Thus, university affirma-
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tive action policies are generally thought to be of most benefit to African
Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans. Indeed, several Asian Ameri-
cans were admitted in the first medical school class at Davis. Asians, like
other minorities, have historically been underrepresented in the medical
profession, but the primary focus of the Davis policy was on increasing
admission of other minority group members. The question of who
should decide such matters contains important constitutional implica-
tions. Is a court or an academic institution best suited to balance these
competing considerations? Will the Supreme Court defer somewhat to
local constitutional interpreters or, will it impose a constitutional ap-
proach (e.g., color-blindness) on all decision makers?

Powell proposed a narrow judicial role in evaluating past and present
discrimination. His solution was to give universities some flexibility and
remove difficult affirmative action issues from courts. Always a centrist
and one who shied away from judicial involvement in divisive controver-
sies, this is a classic Powell strategy. Powell’s opinion has been chastised
for “pretense and self-contradiction” in trying “to have it both ways.” One
critic chided: “Only a mind as subtle (or confused) as Powell’s” could find
the Davis program unconstitutional and the Harvard approach constitu-
tional.27 Yet, amidst great division within the Court, his opinion is the en-
during one, finding the Davis program unconstitutional but allowing the
use of race as a “plus” factor and maintaining a bottom line of university
flexibility in admissions decisions.28

Powell also attempted to leave open avenues for other constitutional
actors, beyond faculty and university administrators, to engage in the af-
firmative action debate. He emphasized that Bakke did not reach the
question of Congress’s power to write legislation remedying effects of
past discrimination and did not call into question congressionally autho-
rized administrative actions to pursue racial discrimination. This narrow
judicial role is another avoidance strategy used to minimize the impact of
a decision by engaging only in a “measured step.” Powell hoped to pro-
mote deference to nonjudicial officers and signal that it was their respon-
sibility to evaluate the most appropriate methods of redressing discrimi-
nation. In essence, he said that the ball was now in their court.

Powell’s Bakke opinion and his subsequent opinion in Plyler v. Doe un-
derscore his belief that education is a critical gateway for opportunity
central to our democracy. In Plyler, a closely divided Court found an
Equal Protection right to public education for children of undocumented
aliens, with Powell casting a decisive vote for the children.29 As a member
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of the school board, Powell helped keep the public schools in Richmond,
Virginia, open during a campaign of “massive resistance” to Brown v.
Board of Education.30 Powell worried that without education, a “subclass
of illiterate persons” would present problems of “unemployment, welfare,
and crime.”31 Powell recognized in Bakke the need for coherent judicial
interpretation of Equal Protection to provide continuity from one gener-
ation to another. He did not want Equal Protection law to be based upon
“shifting political and social judgments.” Yet his opinion did not provide
stability as the Court and other constitutional actors continued to deal
with challenges to various affirmative action programs over the next
three decades.

Certainly, the confusion is not all attributable to Justice Powell. The
Court’s Bakke decision was extremely fractured. As noted, four justices
did not address the Equal Protection challenge. The remainder offered
numerous opinions about Equal Protection’s application to the dispute.
Four concurred in the Court’s judgment in part and dissented from Pow-
ell’s opinion. Justices Blackmun, Brennan, Marshall, and White believed
that the Davis program did not offend the Constitution but agreed with
Powell that race can be a factor in admissions determinations. Justice
Brennan authored the primary opinion for this group, reasoning that
state discrimination in favor of historically disadvantaged minorities is
distinct from racism. He argued that government programs to remedy
past discrimination are subject to intermediate scrutiny, requiring only
that the means chosen are substantially related to an important state goal.
Recognizing the potential danger of any racial categorization, these jus-
tices wanted something more searching than the rational basis test but
something less stringent than Powell’s strict scrutiny standard.

Justice Marshall (the Court’s first member of a racial minority group
and its only racial minority during Bakke) wrote separately, in a moving
opinion, detailing the history of the “ingenious and pervasive forms of
discrimination against the Negro” in our country. He included the period
after the Civil War, when the Court assisted in stripping African Ameri-
cans of new civil rights. He described the federal government’s role in
segregating work spaces, cafeterias, and bathrooms in federal buildings
and the galleries of Congress. He cited modern discrimination in educa-
tion and employment, including salary differentials. “The median in-
come of the Negro family is only 60 percent that of the median of a white
family, and the percentage of Negroes who live in families with incomes
below the poverty line is nearly four times greater than that of whites.” He
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linked educational opportunities to financial and other successes. “It is
because of a legacy of unequal treatment that we now must permit [uni-
versities] to give consideration to race in making decisions about who
will hold the positions of influence, affluence and prestige in America.”
Painting a very different picture than Powell, he connected historic offi-
cial discrimination to its current lingering effects. Marshall concluded:
“At every point from birth to death the impact of the past is reflected in
the still disfavored position of the Negro.” Finally, he assessed differently
the responsibility and competence of judges to evaluate discrimination
charges, believing that the Constitution imposes a duty on courts to rec-
ognize those effects when the state attempts to redress them.

Justice Blackmun found the Davis program within constitutional
bounds, though perhaps barely so. In a frank and persuasive opinion, he
argued that the difference between the Davis and Harvard admissions
programs was not “profound,” but “thin and indistinct.” Blackmun
agreed with Powell that the judiciary is ill-equipped to determine who
should be admitted, but he would leave the decisions to educators. He
cited established government preferences the Court has upheld, such as
those for veterans (which disadvantage women) and programs for Native
Americans (which disadvantage non-Indians).32 Blackmun noted:

It is somewhat ironic to have us so deeply disturbed over a program where
race is an element of consciousness, and yet to be aware of the fact, as we
are, that institutions of higher learning . . . have given conceded preferences
up to a point to those possessed of athletic skills, to the children of alumni,
to the affluent who may bestow their largess on the institutions, and to
those having connections with celebrities, the famous, and the powerful.

Why do racial preferences in admissions so captivate Americans when
other preferences do not? In a similarly astute manner, Blackmun chal-
lenged the conservatives’ color-blind theory: “In order to get beyond
racism, we must first take account of race.” Consciousness of race “is a
fact of life”; the sooner we stop “shutting it out and away from us, the
sooner will these difficulties vanish from the scene.”

Thus, the Bakke Court reached the merits, despite deep disagreement
over the validity of Davis’s policy and the appropriate role for the Court
in such controversies. Justice Powell’s constitutional interpretation gar-
nered no other vote. Four conservatives advanced a color-blind approach
to Title VI, and four liberals approved certain racial classifications as a
constitutional matter.
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More Decisions on the Merits in Some Affirmative Action Cases

For a decade following Bakke, the Court struggled with a variety of affir-
mative action issues, including whether to adopt strict scrutiny for all
racial classifications, whether to adopt a color-blind or color-conscious
approach to discrimination claims, and about the appropriate role of
courts versus other governmental entities in eradicating discrimination.
During the 1970s and 1980s, the Court issued a series of fractured deci-
sions about affirmative action, often without majority opinions, using a
narrow, case-by-case approach. Several critical cases were 5-4 decisions
and some overruled or conflicted with recent precedent. They provide a
messy patchwork of reasoning. By the 1990s, a narrow majority of the
Court coalesced around certain issues. Although the Court has not de-
cided another case involving affirmative action in education, its resolu-
tion of other affirmative action disputes provides important background
for its avoidance of higher education cases.

In Fullilove, the Court approved a 1977 congressional contracting pro-
gram providing that 10 percent of federal works monies to local govern-
ments be directed to procuring goods or services from minority-owned
businesses (“MBEs”).33 Without a majority opinion, six justices upheld
the program against facial attack in 1980, with three opting for an inter-
mediate level of scrutiny and three for a higher standard. The justices
showed significant deference to Congress for its comprehensive remedial
power in enforcing Equal Protection guarantees, rejecting the notion that
Congress must always act in a color-blind fashion.

In contrast, six years later the Court condemned a plan allowing mi-
nority teachers with less seniority to be retained while more senior teach-
ers were laid off.34 The Wygant Court was again bereft of majority reason-
ing. Using strict scrutiny, the plurality reasoned that the plan was not
narrowly tailored to remedy past discrimination in the particular school
district, that the district could not address general societal discrimina-
tion, and that its justification of providing role models for minority stu-
dents was insufficient. Justice O’Connor wrote separately, concurring in
part and in the judgment, leaving the door open for other public em-
ployer remedies which “further a legitimate remedial purpose” without
imposing disproportionate harm or “unnecessarily trammel[ing] the
rights, of innocent individuals.” She concluded the layoff plan was not
adequately tailored to any employment discrimination.

In two final cases from the mid-1980s, the Court approved of affirma-
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tive action plans, which were designed to address lower court findings of
race discrimination. In Local 28, Sheet Metal Workers, the Court approved
of membership quotas issued by a court after its finding that a union had
violated Title VII.35 A plurality found that the narrow plan would satisfy
even strict scrutiny. Justice Powell concurred in the judgment but seemed
to agree with much of the plurality’s reasoning. The four dissenters ad-
dressed only the statutory grounds. Justice O’Connor said she would
reach the statutory, but not constitutional, grounds. She also noted: “I
agree with Justice White, however, that the membership ‘goal’ in this case
operates as a rigid racial quota that cannot be met through good-faith ef-
forts by Local 28.” In Paradise, the Court upheld an Alabama public safety
department one-for-one promotion plan which required that one minor-
ity person be advanced for every white person advanced.36 The same plu-
rality as in Sheet Metal Workers relied on the trial court’s finding of inten-
tional discrimination by the department in past hiring and promotion
practices and found a compelling government interest in eradicating dis-
crimination. Justice Powell concurred only in part, believing that prece-
dent confined appellate review and that the district court did not abuse
its discretion in fashioning the remedy.

A few years later, the Court announced a different standard when it
struck down the Richmond City Council’s plan to remedy past and present
inequalities in the construction industry in Croson. Richmond had set aside
30 percent of city contracts for minority subcontractors. Largely relying on
Fullilove, the trial court had approved the plan. The Supreme Court recog-
nized the confusion in the lower federal courts caused by its recent decisions
and announced strict scrutiny as the standard for reviewing all state and
local government facial racial classifications. Six justices found the program
not narrowly tailored to address past discrimination in Richmond con-
tracting. The Court expressed concern about the “gross overinclusiveness of
Richmond’s racial preference”; the wide geographic scope of the program
(which was not limited to local African American contractors); the amount
and rigidity of a 30 percent subcontracting funds set aside; and the politics
of the Richmond City Council (made up of mostly African Americans at the
time the program was approved). The majority distinguished Fullilove by
citing congressional authority under the Fourteenth Amendment to com-
bat discrimination. Interestingly, Justice O’Connor, writing for the major-
ity, emphasized that not all affirmative action programs are automatically
unconstitutional. The dissenters protested restrictions on state and local
authority to combat discrimination and argued that the plan was narrowly
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tailored to address significant discrimination, setting aside only 3 percent of
overall city contracting monies in a city that was 50 percent African Amer-
ican with few MBEs.

The Court did not at first apply the Croson approach in reviewing fed-
eral affirmative action programs. The following year, in Metro Broadcast-
ing, the Court by a 5-4 margin upheld a Federal Communications Com-
mission plan allotting preferences in awarding broadcast stations to mi-
nority-owned entities.37 The Court emphasized that the stations are in
limited supply, regulated by the government, and bear unique public ser-
vice responsibilities. The Court applied intermediate scrutiny, reasoning
that Congress supported the FCC plan and that Congress, pursuant to
the Fourteenth Amendment, can implement even an affirmative action
program that is not designed to remedy specific past discrimination. The
Court permitted a focus on present as well as historical conditions for
minorities, noting that the government had implemented the broadcast-
ing preference to plan for future diversity after acknowledging the low
percentage of broadcast outlets owned by minorities.

Yet five years later, in another 5-4 ruling, the Court overruled Metro
Broadcasting’s adoption of intermediate scrutiny. Between 1990 and
1995, four of the five justices in the Metro Broadcasting majority left the
Court, but none of the dissenters did. The new majority described Metro
Broadcasting as a “surprising turn” which departed from a better prece-
dent like Croson. In Adarand, the Court made the standards for reviewing
all affirmative action programs congruent, holding that strict scrutiny
should be used to evaluate federal affirmative action programs that clas-
sify on the basis of race or ethnicity. The government had sought to direct
a greater percentage of federal highway funds to businesses controlled by
minorities and women, finding that the ability of such businesses to com-
pete in the free enterprise system has been impaired by diminished capi-
tal and credit opportunities (“social” disadvantage). The government
presumed that such businesses were economically and socially disadvan-
taged but allowed other bidders to rebut that presumption and require a
showing of disadvantage by the bid winner. The Adarand dissenters
urged deference to Congress and argued that the use of race to disadvan-
tage is very different, morally and constitutionally, from the use of race to
advantage minorities.

An important division existed among the five justices who found the
federal program unconstitutional in Adarand. Justice Scalia refused to
join Justice O’Connor’s plurality opinion because of her unwillingness to
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condemn all affirmative action programs. Speaking for three other jus-
tices, she avoided the question of whether the Fullilove program, upheld
in 1980, could withstand strict scrutiny, noting: “[W]e wish to dispel the
notion that strict scrutiny is ‘strict in theory, but fatal in fact.’” She then
expanded on reasons for preserving flexibility in applying the standard in
future decisions: “The unhappy persistence of both the practice and lin-
gering effects of racial discrimination against minority groups in this
country is an unfortunate reality, and government is not disqualified
from acting in response to it.” The plurality cited Paradise as an example
of when it is appropriate for government to respond to “effects of racial
discrimination.” In contrast, Justice Scalia insisted that the government
can never have a compelling reason for using race, even to remedy past
racial discrimination, and warned that the “benign” use of race still rein-
forces prejudicial, stereotypical thinking. He concluded: “In the eyes of
government, we are just one race here. It is American.”

Thus, by the mid-1990s, the Court had narrowly coalesced around the
strict scrutiny test for affirmative action, while purportedly not con-
demning all programs. Numerous questions lingered for politicians and
the public as they struggled with the constitutional scope of a variety of
affirmative action programs. Neal Devins says that the decisions are so
highly indeterminate as to be “essentially nonbinding,” and they thus en-
courage resolution in the political, rather than judicial, processes.38

Maybe the Richmond program was an easy case, but what about the va-
lidity of other affirmative action programs? What remained of Bakke
after Adarand?

In addition to its refusal to provide clarity about race-based affirma-
tive action, the Court avoided considering the constitutionality of gen-
der-based affirmative action programs during this period through mea-
sured opinions and denial of certiorari. Although many of the challenged
programs benefited both racial minorities and women (e.g., the one chal-
lenged in Adarand), the Court did not review cases in which gender-
based programs were challenged. Even when a challenged affirmative ac-
tion program covered both women and racial minorities, the Court fo-
cused narrowly on the facts of the specific challenges before it, striking
down only the portions of the plan based on race and not reaching gen-
der. The Court ruled that strict scrutiny will be used for racial classifica-
tions, whether they disadvantage or benefit minorities. The Court has
ruled that facial gender classifications that disadvantage women are sub-
ject to intermediate scrutiny but has never considered a classification
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benefiting women (chapter 6). The Court may simply have been issuing
measured steps in a sensitive area, but it also focused its political capital
on the most divisive portion of affirmative action, the programs benefit-
ing racial minorities. This produces a strange anomaly: it is easier for the
government to help white women under the new approach than people
of color. Yet, as a group, white women are still better represented and
wield more clout than racial minorities in the political process. The
Court casts a shadow over affirmative action programs, but focuses on a
more politically acceptable result for the majority, one at least more ac-
ceptable to many white women and their families who benefit from affir-
mative action. Perhaps the Court will condemn gender-based affirmative
action programs as it agrees to hear such challenges. For now, those and
other questions face public entities and lower courts as they struggle to
understand the contours of the Court’s affirmative action rulings. Thus
far, the federal circuits have split as they apply the color-blind precedents
to gender-based affirmative action.39 Justices Stephen Breyer and Gins-
burg dissented from the Court’s denial of certiorari in the late 1990s to an
appeal by the city of Dallas after the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals struck
down a promotion plan beneficial to women and minorities.40 Earlier,
the Court refused to hear an appeal from a District of Columbia Circuit
ruling, authored by Clarence Thomas, which invalidated the FCC’s gen-
der preference, diverging in part from the Court’s race ruling in Metro
Broadcasting.41

The Court’s Avoidance of Educational Affirmative Action
Disputes in the 1990s

In the late 1990s, ambiguity in the Court’s affirmative action rulings and
general divisiveness on the issue led to sharp divisions among lower fed-
eral courts reviewing challenges to educational affirmative action pro-
grams. The Supreme Court refused to review the merits of three impor-
tant, nationally watched federal appellate court rulings limiting affirma-
tive action programs in higher education. This section emphasizes the
impact of the Court’s avoidance in this area, one in which we need cer-
tainty and consistency for uniform interpretation so as to fully guarantee
Equal Protection.

Hopwood concerned a program, much like the one challenged in
Bakke, at Texas’ premier public law school, which is highly ranked nation-
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ally. A federal appellate court found the program unconstitutional and
declared that Justice Powell’s reasoning in Bakke did not survive Adarand.
The Court also refused to hear a case from Maryland in which the Fourth
Circuit invalidated race-based scholarships as unconstitutional. The final
dispute was a challenge to a California ballot initiative banning prefer-
ences in public contracting, employment, and higher education. A federal
appellate court found no constitutional violation in the ban.

Many university administrators and some courts still rely on Powell’s
Bakke reasoning to retain some affirmative action mechanisms. However,
the fractured nature of that Court and the 1990s Court leaves room for
lower-court judges to issue inconsistent decisions regarding Bakke’s va-
lidity. Perhaps a majority of the current justices approve of these impor-
tant, visible Texas, Maryland, and California rulings, where lower federal
courts struck down affirmative action programs. These challenges re-
sulted in victories for opponents of race-based affirmative action in the
country’s two most populous states, while similar programs in other
states survive, clinging to Bakke and the narrowness of the Court’s recent
rulings. But the justices have neither explicitly approved of the appellate
panels’ warning nor told us that they view educational affirmative action
as significantly different from the government contracting or employ-
ment context.

Hopwood: Texas Affirmative Action Policy Reminiscent of Bakke

In 1996, a panel of three Fifth Circuit judges found the University of Texas
School of Law’s affirmative action program unconstitutional.42 Four white
applicants who had been refused admission to the highly selective school
complained that the program violated Title VI and Equal Protection. In a
broad constitutional ruling, the court in Hopwood forbade the school from
using race as a factor in admissions and applied a color-blind approach to
other critical issues for educational affirmative action programs. The judges
reasoned that Justice Powell’s opinion in Bakke was “not binding prece-
dent,” and they disagreed with him that diversity could be a compelling gov-
ernment interest sufficient to withstand strict scrutiny. They also found that
addressing the present effects of past discrimination is not a compelling in-
terest. The judges did not focus on well-documented past discrimination
and present inequalities in the Texas educational system or even at the
University of Texas (“UT”). The court regarded the law school as the only
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appropriate measuring unit and focused on current discrimination. The
court would allow affirmative action only to remedy past wrongs after leg-
islative findings of present effects of past segregation and only if any race-
conscious remedy was limited carefully. The Fifth Circuit asserted that it is
impossible for systems in which race is considered a “plus” factor not to de-
generate into impermissible quota programs. In sum, the court approved of
a sharply limited range of reasons and means for affirmative action pro-
grams in state education.

This constitutional ruling is particularly disturbing in light of the his-
tory of discrimination and the current educational segregation in Texas.
Not only did Texas discriminate in according minorities voting and other
important political rights for many years.43 From its elementary schools
to its premier law school, Texas officially segregated learning institutions
and then officially resisted federal and local desegregation orders after
Brown v. Board of Education. The law school was part of that history. In
the 1940s, Heman Sweatt challenged the law school’s refusal to admit
blacks.44 When he won in the state courts, Texas “created a makeshift law
school that had no permanent staff, no library staff, no facilities, and was
not accredited” to evade integration.45 After the U.S. Supreme Court or-
dered Sweatt admitted in 1950, the law school began integration efforts.
But, as the Hopwood district court recounted, Mr. Sweatt soon left the
school “after being subjected to racial slurs from students and professors,
cross burnings, and tire slashings.”

Educational inequalities and segregation continued into recent dec-
ades. Federal executive and judicial officials, pursuant to Title VI, under-
took enforcement efforts and monitored integration compliance through
the 1990s. The Hopwood district court found that, as of the mid-1990s,
although the Texas public school population was approximately half
white and half non-white, minority students primarily attended majority
minority schools and white children primarily attended white schools.
Desegregation lawsuits were pending against forty school districts. The
court attributed some of the lack of equal educational opportunity to so-
cioeconomic disparities. Black and Latina/o children were twice as likely
to live in poverty as white children in Texas.46 But the court found the gap
exacerbated by historic and current differences in the educational prepa-
ration of minorities. Although the district court also found the law
school’s affirmative action program unconstitutional, it emphasized this
important historical and current educational context. It linked inferior
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schooling opportunities for many Latinas/os and African Americans in
Texas to the need for affirmative action efforts at graduate levels of the
state educational system. Differential funding of primarily white and pri-
marily black campuses also fostered concern about inequalities.

Two of the three appellate panelists determined that the school’s his-
tory was not sufficient to justify the challenged program. They empha-
sized that, by the late 1960s, the law school had officially stopped discrim-
inating and begun to recruit minority students. The “vast majority of the
[current] faculty, staff, and students . . . had absolutely nothing to do with
any discrimination that the law school practiced in the past.” The panel
thus easily rejected the school’s concerns with redressing the current ef-
fects of past discrimination, improving the educational environment for
minority law students and alleviating the school’s poor reputation in the
minority community.

Moreover, these judges did not find Powell’s Bakke opinion control-
ling. Troubled by the Texas program, they were likely concerned that a
ruling that only told faculty and administrators to come up with a more
narrowly tailored program would prove ineffective to redress the consti-
tutional violation. They believed that the district court’s approach would
still allow the law school to use differing presumptive admit-and-deny
levels for minorities and nonminorities, and would likely lead to the
same admission results, with the school achieving its aspirations of
classes comprised of 5 percent African Americans and 10 percent Mexi-
can Americans. If the panel was attempting to apply seriously the Court’s
almost always color-blind theory of justice to these new facts, its broad
approach will likely promote a change in the policy and better protect the
Equal Protection rights of prospective nonminority students. The panel
was arguably heeding the directional signal of the Court. Certainly, the
Court did not foreclose this type of a ruling with its narrow and splin-
tered precedents.

The third panelist, however, wrote separately to emphasize the breadth
of his colleagues’ ruling and to urge a narrower approach. The judge
pointed out that the Court’s affirmative action rulings left many gaps to
fill, that the Court did not define a “compelling interest” or provide ex-
amples, and that the Court did not explain what precedent survived its
recent rulings. The Adarand Court did not actually apply strict scrutiny
to the facts before it, but remanded for further adjudication. After four
more years of litigation, the Tenth Circuit declared the dispute moot and
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vacated the lower court opinion because the contractor had been classi-
fied as socially disadvantaged under revised guidelines. In what must
have been a frustrating end to the lengthy, expensive litigation, the con-
tractor protested the mootness determination. The Hopwood panelist ar-
gued, “[A]s a practical matter, Adarand resolves very little. In fact, the
much-heralded change is quite limited: Race-based classifications, im-
posed by the federal government, are now subject to strict scrutiny.” Fi-
nally, the panelist emphasized that Justice O’Connor’s pivotal opinions in
recent cases had made clear that the rulings were “not the death knell of
affirmative action.”

The judge continued: “[I]f Bakke is to be declared dead, the Supreme
Court, not a three-judge panel of a circuit court, should make that pro-
nouncement.” The circuit court should not “rush in where the Supreme
Court fears—or at least declines—to tread.” Because achieving diversity
in public graduate education differs from the public contracting and em-
ployment settings the Court had considered, a more “surgical” and “prin-
cipled” option for resolving the dispute was needed. Relying on Powell’s
reasoning in Bakke and O’Connor’s critical concurrence in Wygant,
which cited Bakke, the judge accepted the law school’s diversity justifica-
tion as a compelling interest: “Although its precise contours are uncer-
tain, a state interest in the promotion of racial diversity has been found
sufficiently ‘compelling’ at least in the context of higher education to sup-
port the use of racial considerations in furthering that interest.” Like the
program at Davis, however, the Texas program used separate presumptive
“admit” and “deny” levels for minority and other applicants; separate
evaluation processes, with color-coded files and a separate minority sub-
committee whose decisions were “virtually final”; and separate waiting
lists. Based on these factual findings, the Texas program would have diffi-
culty passing muster even under Bakke. By finding the program unconsti-
tutional simply because it was not narrowly tailored to achieve diversity, the
Fifth Circuit could avoid some difficult issues and avoid direct conflict
with Bakke.

This division among the appellate panel demonstrates the difficulty
lower federal courts and state courts face when the Supreme Court issues
measured steps and fractured rulings. Minimalist rulings by the Court
leave a vacuum in which lower courts can exercise great power, which
they do not always appreciate. After the Supreme Court remanded
Adarand, the trial judge complained:
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The prudence of remanding this case to the trial court is difficult to per-
ceive. Both parties have stipulated to the absence of any dispute of material
fact. . . . [H]igher courts are better equipped to decide as a matter of law
whether. . . . The statutes involved can be described as in furtherance of a
compelling interest and narrowly tailored to meet that interest. As such,
concerns of judicial efficiency and the desire to resolve disputes quickly
would have favored the resolution of the remaining legal issues by the
higher courts.47

Further, the Court does not always step in quickly to fill the vacuum
once lower courts have divided on an issue. Justices sometimes wait for a
circuit conflict to “deepen” or for the public to react to lower court opin-
ions before it expends its political capital. The Supreme Court denied
certiorari in Hopwood. Maybe some justices agreed with the two Fifth
Circuit panelists on the merits. Others made it clear that the case was not
a good vehicle to resolve the affirmative action issue because of a proce-
dural problem, and they minimized the precedential value of the case for
other courts. President Clinton’s only appointees, justices Ginsburg and
Souter, issued a “stunning” concurrence in the denial, “downplaying the
Court’s non-action.”48 They believed the dispute was moot, emphasizing
that the lawsuit involved only the admissions process in place when the
plaintiffs applied in 1992. That process had been changed prior to trial,
and those sued were not defending the old program. Indeed, the law
school had pledged not to reinstate it. Nevertheless, the school sought the
Court’s review because of the breadth of the Fifth Circuit ruling and its
restrictions on using race in admissions. Ginsburg and Souter noted that
the record was not sufficient to assess the school’s current use of race in
admissions and declared: “This Court reviews judgments, not opinions.”
This view comports with the ban on advisory opinions and the adequate
and independent state grounds doctrine (aspects of the avoidance doc-
trine), which counsel that if a court’s ruling will not change the outcome
of a dispute, the court has no jurisdiction.

If Souter and Ginsburg convinced other justices with their mootness
argument, we would be back to the DeFunis problem. How will a chal-
lenge to an educational affirmative action program ever reach the Court?
During the years of lower court litigation, defendants can continually
avoid an adverse determination by altering their policies. The only way to
ensure that the dispute will survive through appeals is to bring a class ac-
tion. But, based on the Fifth Circuit’s ruling, the four Hopwood plaintiffs
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were entitled to reapply without further application fees. A ruling on the
merits from the Supreme Court (agreeing or disagreeing with the Fifth
Circuit) would impact the law governing the school’s future affirmative
action program, which would be in place when the plaintiffs reapplied.
The two justices, however, recommend a piecemeal approach, under
which plaintiffs must sue again if they are denied admission later and be-
lieve that the new policy does not conform to the Fifth Circuit’s Hopwood
ruling. Additionally, if the justices viewed the dispute as moot as of the
time of trial, then the trial and appellate judges had no jurisdiction. The
Court should have declared Hopwood moot and vacated the lower court
opinions, as it did in Yniguez (chapter 1). Instead, the Court let the lower
court opinions in Hopwood stand, despite the belief of two justices that
the case became moot earlier.

The Hopwood litigation continued. In 1999, a trial judge, after hearing
four days of testimony, found that the plaintiffs probably would not have
gotten into the law school under a race-neutral admissions system. He
awarded each $1 in damages and halved the requested attorneys’ fees to
$776,760. The judge also enjoined the school from using race as a crite-
rion in future admissions decisions. Both sides appealed.49

The Aftermath of Cert Denial in Hopwood

Although a denial of certiorari does not constitute a precedent on the
merits, the Court’s refusal to address the appropriate scope of affirmative
action in educational programs gives more weight to Hopwood as a prac-
tical matter. In the absence of guidance from the Supreme Court, litigants
and other courts look to appellate court decisions like Hopwood. The rul-
ing binds only federal courts in the Fifth Circuit, leaving other courts—
state and federal—free to read the Court’s affirmative action precedents
differently and approach other fact situations differently. Significant liti-
gation over educational affirmative action continued and, as of late 1999,
the federal circuits were fairly evenly split over the validity of Hopwood.

Even within Texas, politicized battles over how to interpret Hopwood
ensued. The federal Department of Education interpreted the ruling to
apply only to the law school’s 1992 admissions program. This approach is
consistent with justices Ginsburg and Souter’s narrow framing of the
issue in denying certiorari. But the Texas attorney general in 1997 read
Hopwood to ban any use of race in admissions and scholarships in the
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Fifth Circuit. His reading mirrored the broad reasoning of the Fifth Cir-
cuit, which held that, to the extent federal orders requiring race-based
remedies for past discrimination and current segregation in the UT sys-
tem were inconsistent with its reasoning, they were unconstitutional. The
panel directly called into question the validity of other state affirmative
action programs beyond the law school’s 1992 procedures. Political ten-
sions were clear in this dispute. The Clinton Department of Education
hinted about withholding $500 million in federal higher education fund-
ing if its investigation found “vestiges of segregation and if [Texas] failed
to use all possible remedies, including affirmative action, to correct
them.” Republican Representative Phil Gramm of Texas accused the De-
partment of Education of flouting a federal court’s command. The U.S.
solicitor general disagreed with the Department of Education and pro-
claimed Hopwood the law within the Fifth Circuit (Texas, Louisiana, and
Mississippi).50

By doing this, the United States appeared to endorse a broader reading
of the opinion than did justices Ginsburg and Souter. Could the law
school’s minority student organizations—which were denied an oppor-
tunity to intervene in Hopwood—or other litigants pursue the constitu-
tionality of the school’s current affirmative action program in state
courts, hoping for a more favorable ruling on Equal Protection grounds?
What about challenges involving affirmative action efforts in other UT
departments? Under the Court’s reasoning in Yniguez, a federal circuit’s
ruling does not bind state courts in the same circuit. As of late 1999, the
federal Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights was still investi-
gating the higher educational system in Texas for vestiges of discrimina-
tion.51 The same year, the new Texas attorney general rescinded a 1997
legal opinion barring Texas colleges from offering race-based scholar-
ships.52 Clearly, important disagreement remains among judges and
other constitutional interpreters on how broadly to construe a federal
court’s ruling, which will lead to more disuniformity in federal law.

Politicians will certainly participate in shaping the national interpreta-
tion of Hopwood. For example, attorney general Michael Bowers recom-
mended after the ruling that the Georgia university system rescind all of its
race-based admission and financial aid policies. Based on Hopwood and
other court decisions, he argued against race-based affirmative action on
constitutional grounds. The chair of Georgia’s Board of Regents, Juanita
Baranco, responded that those court opinions did not bind Georgia, and
that other perspectives on the use of race in educational decisions exist.53
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Many politicians will use Hopwood to attack race-based programs benefit-
ing political minorities. Other politicians may support affirmative action to
court voters. Federal Equal Protection law will remain uneven or divergent
in different states (at least for some time) as the battle is fought in the local
trenches, and without conclusive word from the Supreme Court or national
political leaders.

Although we cannot know its full impact at this juncture, Hopwood
appears to have immediately influenced higher education nationwide.
One commentator wrote that the ruling “casts a shadow over every edu-
cational affirmative action program in the country.”54 Many educators
fear that its condemnation of any consideration of race will be applied
to public universities and even private institutions receiving federal
funds. Some educators worry that fewer prospective minority students
will apply for educational opportunities and financial assistance, as ap-
parently happened in California shortly after the enactment of an
anti–affirmative action ballot measure. These fears may be exaggerated,
based on an unduly broad reading of Hopwood that other courts may
not follow. But university administrators are likely to perform their
roles with caution, wary of being targeted by national interest groups
pressing reverse discrimination challenges such as the Washington Legal
Foundation or the Center for Individual Rights. The latter group adver-
tises in student newspapers at elite colleges, seeking potential plaintiffs.
In addition to unwelcome publicity, these law suits bring expense for
schools, in terms of money, personnel time, and morale. Given those
legal process and political considerations, even schools committed to di-
versity may pause.

At the UT School of Law, the numbers of blacks and Mexican Ameri-
cans enrolled dropped significantly after 1996 (from 65 to 5 blacks, and
from 70 to 18 Mexican Americans in the Fall 1997 class). Undergraduate
enrollment for those groups at UT also declined. With the law school’s re-
quirement of admitting classes that are 85 percent Texas residents, this
undergraduate population is crucial for law school composition. Nation-
wide, law school enrollment in the late 1990s stood at 85 percent white
and 6 percent black, with smaller percentages of Latinas/os and Native
Americans enrolled. Blacks, for example, made up only 3.2 percent of
lawyers nationwide in the late 1990s. If law schools and colleges adopt
Hopwood’s constitutional analysis or are cautious because of the ruling,
American educational institutions and professions will be even more
overwhelmingly white.
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The Court Refuses to Hear Scholarship Challenge

One year before its denial of certiorari in Hopwood, the Supreme Court
refused to hear a case in which the Fourth Circuit found that the Univer-
sity of Maryland’s (“University”) race-based scholarship program of-
fended Equal Protection.55 Like Texas, Maryland had a history of racially
segregated educational institutions and resistance to desegregation. In
1930, the University’s law school rejected Thurgood Marshall’s applica-
tion. He later successfully sued the school on behalf of another black ap-
plicant.56 In 1949, the University’s president suggested that the school be
privatized to avoid admission of black graduate students. The University
excluded African Americans from its flagship campus until the mid-
1950s, and it remained essentially all-white until the 1980s. The district
court emphasized that the University’s “active resistance” continued into
the 1970s, and the state was under orders from federal officials to im-
prove educational integration through the 1980s. By the mid-1990s, 12
percent of the students were black, although the state’s population was
about 25 percent black.57

A Hispanic student, represented by a national conservative group,
challenged the Banneker scholarship program, which began in 1978 as
part of efforts to desegregate the student body. The program allows one
percent of the University’s financial aid budget to be devoted to thirty
high-achieving African American students. The state also implemented
other race-based scholarships to promote integration, including funds
directed at sending white students to four historically black campuses.
The Fourth Circuit ruled against the University, reasoning that the Uni-
versity did not show sufficient evidence of present effects of past discrim-
ination to justify the program. Moreover, the program was not narrowly
tailored to redress underrepresentation and attrition problems for
African Americans cited by the University. Race-neutral alternatives must
first be tried and proven unsuccessful, said the Fourth Circuit.

Signifying the national importance of the issue, numerous groups filed
amicus briefs with the Fourth Circuit. The U.S. Department of Justice, the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund, and a group of educational institutions urged
the Supreme Court to reverse the ruling. Approximately two-thirds of U.S.
colleges offered some race-based scholarships as of 1995, and the Court’s
denial of certiorari caused concern among some educators about the con-
tinued validity of those programs. Public and private race-based programs
probably comprise about 4 percent of undergraduate scholarship funds
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nationwide, according to a 1994 Government Accounting Office report.
Public and private programs direct financial aid to a wide variety of groups,
including blacks, whites, Chinese Americans, Greek Americans, Italian
Americans, Baptists, Christians, Jews, foreign students, lineal descendants
of Confederate soldiers, and students of Huguenot ancestry. Federal execu-
tive officials had waffled and differed on the issue. The first Bush adminis-
tration had declared that scholarships available only to racial minorities
were illegal. But when that policy “triggered political uproar,” the Bush
White House asked education officials to study the matter further. Clinton
administration officials found such programs legal to remedy past discrim-
ination or achieve diversity.

The Supreme Court refused to hear the challenge. The NAACP cau-
tioned that it would be overreaching to view the Court’s refusal to hear
the case as a resounding victory. In contrast, the plaintiff ’s lawyer viewed
the court’s signal more favorably as a general defeat for universities with
minority scholarship programs in place. Emphasizing that the University
had excluded all blacks until recently, he proclaimed: “If the University of
Maryland is not allowed to offer these kinds of scholarships, I don’t know
who is.”58 Maryland officials worried about attracting black students.
Journalists, while acknowledging that the Court’s denial of certiorari
does not set national precedent, stated that “it was a clear sign that the
justices did not find the appeal worthy of full-scale analysis at the highest
judicial level”59 and “strongly suggests that a majority of the justices do
not dispute the lower court’s conclusion.”60 The justices would likely dis-
agree that their action sent or contained such signals. But the ruling and
denial of certiorari are bound to worry cautious college administrators,
even outside the Fourth Circuit. Will the case call private scholarship
programs into question, such as the Gates Foundation’s 1999 program for
minority students? The most we can be certain of is confusion, differing
approaches by university administrators nationwide, and a continuation
of the struggle on the political front.

The Court issued two denials of certiorari in important affirmative ac-
tion challenges in the mid-1990s. Although the Court had not applied the
Croson and Adarand color-blind approach to strike down any educational
programs, it let the lower rulings doing so stand, and prospects seemed
bleak for proponents of educational affirmative action. Many persons on
both sides of the issue hoped for elucidation from the Court. In 1997, the
Court struck a third blow when it declined to review a federal appellate
court ruling that upheld California’s anti–affirmative action law.
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California’s Anti–Affirmative Action Initiative

Proposition 209, which eliminated some public affirmative action pro-
grams in the nation’s most populous state, was a critical feature of the na-
tional assault on affirmative action. President Nixon, who did much to
institutionalize affirmative action, saw it as a “beautiful wedge issue
which would fracture the Democratic party’s old coalition of labor, Jews,
and blacks.”61 Pat Buchanan predicted that in California, affirmative ac-
tion was the issue to split Bill Clinton’s coalition and to steal votes back
from Ross Perot. In addition to its large population, Republicans focused
on California’s increasingly multiracial demographics. Whites made up
less than 60 percent of the population at the time of 209’s passage; Cali-
fornia’s public schools have over 5.5 million students, of which about 60
percent are non-white. The electorate, however, is approximately 80 per-
cent white. Troy Duster suggests that the 209 campaign was designed in
part to lull students and parents into a false sense that the end of affirma-
tive action would mean that all qualified and interested Californians
could gain admission to highly competitive public schools. But nearly
half of Berkeley’s applicants maintained a 4.0 GPA and many more had
GPAs above 3.8 in 1995. Competition remains fierce at other UC cam-
puses, and ending affirmative action will not ensure sufficient space for
many of California’s qualified students.

In 1996, California voters adopted 209 by a margin of 54 to 46 percent.
The law was unique in that it lumped higher education programs to-
gether with employment and contracting programs. Although 209’s
scope was uncertain, its anti–affirmative action thrust was clear. National
media extensively covered the debate over 209, and its passage fueled pro-
posals for banning affirmative action in local, state, and national political
bodies.

Proposition 209 amended the California constitution to provide that
“[t]he state shall not discriminate against, or grant preferential treatment
to, any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or
national origin in the operation of public employment, public education
or public contracting.”62 The California voter’s pamphlet defined affir-
mative action programs as those intended to increase opportunities for
women and racial and ethnic minority groups, and said the law could
stop or significantly change existing educational programs, including
voluntary desegregation, magnet funding, counseling, tutoring outreach,
and financial aid where those programs amounted to race and gender
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preferences. Notably, the pamphlet stressed that 209 would prevent state
universities from using race and gender as factors in admissions deci-
sions. Proposition 209 was labeled the “California Civil Rights Initiative.”
The authors, college professors Glynn Custred and Thomas E. Wood,
drafted the law in 1992 in response to their frustrations and disenchant-
ment with affirmative action in academia.63 Supporters of 209 drew on
the language of the federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 and said: “A genera-
tion ago, we did it right. We passed civil rights law to prohibit discrimina-
tion. But special interests hijacked the civil rights movement. Instead of
equality, governments imposed quotas, preferences, and set-asides.”64

In the early 1990s, California’s economy received two major blows.
First, the national recession caught up with California. The military
began scaling back by closing down bases, and defense contractors lo-
cated in California began closing down factories and laying off workers.
At the same time, the state’s population increased by 18 percent, school
enrollments by 23 percent, welfare rolls by 31.5 percent, and Medicaid by
49 percent. Some blamed the poor economy and state budget problems
on illegal immigrants, primarily Latinas/os. Governor Pete Wilson pro-
posed that citizenship be denied to children born on U.S. soil to illegal
immigrants and that health and education benefits be denied to anyone
in the state illegally. Although the legislature did not jump on either of
these ideas, the voters followed up on Wilson’s second proposal by pass-
ing Proposition 187, which cut all state aid, including health care and ed-
ucation, to illegal immigrants and their children. California’s Democratic
party lost badly on 187 and knew that many white voters wavered be-
tween equality ideals and loss of political clout.65

The drafters of Proposition 209 included a ban on gender preferences
as well as racial ones to avoid charges of racism and to withstand court
challenges.

Initiative foes wanted Proposition 209’s ballot title and summary to men-
tion affirmative action. Supporters wanted the state legislative analyst’s of-
fice to drop various references to affirmative action in its report on the ini-
tiative’s impact. Each side emerged from the court fight with wins and
losses. But the pro-209 camp walked away with the key victory. The title of
the initiative—which voters [would] see on the ballot—describes the mea-
sure as a “prohibition against discrimination or preferential treatment.”

Girardeau Spann describes how the 209 debate affected national polit-
ical attention to affirmative action: “As Proposition 209 gained grass
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roots popularity, it also began to gain the support of national politicians
and high-profile institutions. Republican success in the 1994 elections
moved anti–affirmative action sentiment from the conservative fringe to
the middle of the political spectrum.” Republican presidential candidates
Bob Dole, Phil Gramm, and Pete Wilson announced that they opposed
racial preferences. Governor Wilson had supported affirmative action
previously, but as he ran for U.S. president in 1996, he viewed 209 as a
“wedge issue” that would help him, as his reliance on the issue of illegal
immigration had aided him in his 1994 gubernatorial campaign. He
pushed University of California Regent Wardell Connerly, an African
American, to ask the Regents to consider ending the use of race, religion,
sex, color, or ethnicity in admissions and hiring throughout the UC sys-
tem. The Regents did bar race and gender preferences in UC admissions,
hiring, and contracting. When Connerly took over the initiative’s cam-
paign, Wilson raised money and asked state legislators to have their staffs
collect signatures. A group supporting the measure spent more than $3
million to ensure its passage. The governor intervened to save the mea-
sure at the final hour, circulating the petition to garner sufficient votes.

Californians interpreted the proposed law in very different ways.
Some argued that it bans “discrimination” and “preferences” but does
not reach all affirmative action programs that do not amount to prefer-
ences, such as recruiting of racially diverse and female applicants, men-
toring, and assistance to minority and female students. Others read it as
“staggering in scope, and irreverent in demeanor. It seems to condemn
all affirmative action programs—regardless of their remedial justifica-
tion or prospective promise—in a brazen rebuke of the social policy-
makers who spent decades putting those programs in place.” This dis-
agreement was not frivolous; two governmental bodies charged with in-
terpreting the law disagreed on its meaning. The state legislative analyst
and the California Court of Appeals both construed 209 prior to the
vote. The Legislative Analyst’s Report said the initiative would save $38
million by eliminating magnet schools and racially isolated minority
school programs. The analyst’s broad reading of 209, viewing current
outreach programs as preferences that 209 would prohibit, was included
in the ballot pamphlet. The court interpreted 209 as not condemning
such programs because they are standard devices to combat prohibited
discrimination. In addition to the “discrimination” versus “preference”
ambiguity, proponents and opponents disputed the law’s effect on cur-
rent gender-based affirmative action efforts. Scholars such as Erwin
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Chemerinsky feared that it would reduce existing legal protections for
women while others claimed that this argument was merely a “scare tac-
tic” to rally middle-class white women against 209. Not surprisingly,
voters shared this confusion. A preelection poll showed that many Cali-
fornians favored “equal opportunity” efforts (such as minority recruit-
ing) but opposed “preferences.” Although Californians voted for 209 by
an 8 percent margin, one exit poll found that nearly one-third of those
who voted for 209 supported affirmative action.66

Just one day after the vote, the ACLU and other civil rights organiza-
tions challenged 209 as denying women and racial minorities federal
Equal Protection. They also argued that it conflicted with federal antidis-
crimination statutes. In 1996, Judge Thelton Henderson temporarily
halted implementation of the law, pending a final judgment on the mer-
its. The judge carefully explained that the plaintiffs’ constitutional chal-
lenges covered “only the slice of the initiative that now prohibits govern-
mental entities at every level from taking voluntary action to remediate
past and present discrimination through the use of constitutionally per-
missible race and gender conscious affirmative action programs.”67 Thus,
it concerned 209’s ban on “preferences” but did not reach 209’s prohibi-
tion of “discrimination.” More litigation was envisioned, and challenges
might continue for some time as controversies over other portions of 209
ripen into lawsuits.

Judge Henderson did not take lightly the first-order question of
whether judicial review was appropriate. In a state where voters had
ousted judges in retention votes when they disagreed with their rulings,
he was mindful “that any challenge to a duly-enacted law should be met
with caution and restraint” by the federal courts. He wrote that “it is not
for this or any other court to lightly upset the expectations of the voters.”
At the same time, however, he recognized that the Constitution some-
times limits temporary majoritarian preferences in our democracy. The
judge then provided extensive findings of fact about the implementation
of 209 in the areas of public contracting, employment, and education.

With regard to public contracting, the court found that some Califor-
nia affirmative action programs required prime contractors to make a
good faith effort to utilize women or minority-owned subcontractors,
while other California programs provided an advantage to minority- or
women-owned contractors in the evaluation of bids. Initiated under
Governor Ronald Reagan in the 1970s, many of these programs sought to
remedy the effect of past and present bias against women or minority
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contractors. In public employment, California’s programs allow employ-
ers to consider the ethnicity and/or gender of an applicant as a factor in
hiring if the applicant is otherwise qualified. As a result of a 1971 execu-
tive order establishing voluntary affirmative action in the civil service,
state agencies began using hiring goals and timetables, with gender segre-
gation in state agencies declining by 11 percent and race segregation de-
clining by 16 percent between 1979 and 1986. By eliminating such pro-
grams, 209 would substantially reduce opportunities for women and mi-
norities in public contracting and employment, the court found.

In education, California’s affirmative action programs ranged from
voluntary desegregation and magnet schools to financial aid and admis-
sions programs in higher education. The University of California cam-
puses that are in high demand selected between 40 and 60 percent of
their students by weighing grades, test scores, and course work. The re-
maining students were selected by weighing other criteria, including Cal-
ifornia residence, disabilities, educational disadvantage, family income,
ethnicity, leadership ability, public service, special athletic, artistic, or
musical ability, a student’s family college history, and whether the student
is from a one- or two-parent family. The court found that, without exist-
ing affirmative action efforts, African American and Native American en-
rollments might be reduced by as much as 40 percent to 50 percent. En-
rollments for Latina/o and some Asian groups would decline, but overall,
Asian American enrollments would likely increase by 15 percent to 25
percent. White enrollments would likely stay the same. The court con-
cluded that admission of African American, Latina/o, and Native Ameri-
can students at California’s public medical schools would significantly
decrease, negatively impacting delivery of medical services to those mi-
nority communities based on the higher percentages of minority patients
served by minority doctors.

The district court determined that 209’s wide ban on preferences dis-
criminated against minorities and women. By singling out race and gen-
der from other preferences such as disability or veteran’s preferences, the
law placed special political burdens on women and minorities. To change
209 and retain consideration of race and gender in some government
programs, women and minorities would need to seek redress through the
expensive, arduous process of amending the state constitution. The court
found it likely that plaintiffs would prevail on their Equal Protection
claim and their Supremacy Clause argument that Title VII preempts 209’s
ban on preferences.
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After this ruling, national politicians targeted Judge Henderson, de-
spite his careful fact finding. House of Representatives Whip Tom DeLay
called for his impeachment: “If judges are going to make political deci-
sions, it is within the precedent of this country and . . . Congress to im-
peach them.”68 Some critics assumed that Henderson was biased because
he is a relatively liberal black judge. By that reasoning, it would be equally
fair to assume that the three relatively conservative white judges on the
panel that overturned his ruling were equally biased. Henderson’s ruling
was no more political, of course, than any other court’s, including the
courts outlawing racial preferences in Texas and Maryland. The politi-
cians who attacked Henderson primarily did not like his constitutional
interpretation, but he was likely more vulnerable to political attack be-
cause of his skin color.

Henderson’s ruling was in line with the Court’s precedent in two ways.
The Court had not fully resolved the acceptable scope of state affirmative
action programs, despite the broad color-blind language. Instead, the
Court focused on the quotas in Croson, the high percentage of the set-
aside, the politics of the Richmond City Council, and so on. Justice O’-
Connor continued to cite cases like Paradise and Bakke approvingly, but
the Court declined to address educational affirmative action efforts ex-
plicitly. Because of the Court’s measured steps in affirmative action, a
trial judge facing a constitutional challenge to 209 could have reasonably
come out either way. Additionally, as the Court of Appeals acknowledged
in considering 209, the Court’s precedents on impermissible political
structural burdens imposed on minority groups are not crystal clear, as
Romer v. Evans demonstrates (chapter 5). In this novel area of constitu-
tional law, it was reasonable for Judge Henderson to find impermissible
political restructuring.

The defendants promptly appealed the preliminary injunction. The
Ninth Circuit expedited the review process to consider the merits of
plaintiffs’ claims. But first the panel discussed whether it should avoid the
constitutional question because no California state court had construed
209’s effect. The panel emphasized the timing of the litigation (before the
government had many opportunities to apply 209) and the drastic rem-
edy requested (enjoining a constitutional amendment passed by a major-
ity of the voters). The U.S. Supreme Court has focused on the timing
issue in some cases, urging delay until concrete harm from implementa-
tion arises and discouraging facial challenges to laws, preferring narrow
decisions affecting specific situations. In Yniguez, the Supreme Court ex-
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pressed “grave doubts” about whether it was appropriate for the federal
courts to decide the constitutionality of an English-Only law because of
the federalism concerns present and reminded federal judges to consider
whether the constitutional conflict is necessary before undertaking con-
stitutional review (chapter 1).

The Ninth Circuit, which upheld 209, reached its constitutional merits
without certifying the question of 209’s meaning to a California court.
While it recognized that “we must have more than a vague inkling of
what the law actually does,” the panel distinguished Yniguez because the
state defendants agreed that 209 operates to eliminate some preference
programs. The state, the district court, and the appellate court all ac-
cepted a broad reading of the ban on preferences, despite the ambiguities
in the text of 209 and confusion among voters. No legislative history ac-
companies initiatives to help courts construe their meaning. Because 209
treats affirmative action across three very different categories, spanning a
wide variety of programs and discrimination concerns, voter intent is
more difficult to determine. Some voters believe that courts or other gov-
ernmental actors are supposed to match new laws to existing legal frame-
works, so that they are not voting for something that would be unconsti-
tutional. Heeding the Court’s warning in Yniguez, this seemed a perfect
opportunity to let the California Supreme Court determine the effect of
an ambiguous law.

The Ninth Circuit also noted that if the trial court’s premise that 209
affronts the Constitution is correct, then the court was merely doing its
duty. But if its constitutional analysis was erroneous, it “tests the integrity
of our constitutional democracy” because one judge would “block with
the stroke of a pen what 4,736,180” voters enacted. Thus, the panel justi-
fied proceeding to the merits in part because it believed the district court
had erred in interpreting the Constitution. The panel appeared to “peek
ahead” and use its view of the merits to justify judicial review. But if the
panel was wrong in its constitutional interpretation, its decision would
have the same potential for undermining constitutional democracy. Here,
the panel did not thwart the will of voters in that it ultimately approved
of 209’s constitutionality, and federalism tensions were arguably limited.
But encouraging judges to “peek ahead” to the merits to see if a court can
agree or disagree with the voters—to gauge their level of offense—before
they determine whether to engage in substantive constitutional analysis
undermines a neutral, evenhanded judicial role. This litigation presented
important constitutional concerns in a difficult area of law, and both the
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trial and appellate judges should be applauded for setting out their con-
stitutional reasoning. But the Ninth Circuit’s approach underscores the
malleability in judges’ use and application of the avoidance doctrine, de-
spite the Court’s warning in Yniguez.

The Ninth Circuit proceeded to the merits and found that 209’s ban on
preferences was consistent with the Equal Protection Clause. Accepting all
the trial court’s factual findings, it relied on the Court’s general color-blind
theory in affirmative action cases, without accounting for the narrowness of
those opinions or the cautiousness of some justices about the treatment of
different preferential programs and different contexts such as education.
Thus, the panel did not discuss the existence of discrimination or evaluate
the need for some remedial programs to achieve equality. A broad, facial ap-
proach to 209’s impact is disturbing because it bundles together a broad
range of affirmative action programs without concern for their indepen-
dent application to specific factual situations. At about the same time, the
Oregon Supreme Court struck down an initiative that bundled together
many measures designed to reform the criminal justice system by offering
fewer protections to defendants and more rights to crime victims. The court
relied on the single-subject rule for initiatives in the Oregon constitution,
which was designed to prevent proponents from packaging obviously pop-
ular measures with controversial issues that might not pass if voted on sep-
arately.69 Shortly thereafter, the public voted on the seven measures sepa-
rately. Not surprisingly, four passed, and the three which posed the most
constitutional problems failed.70

In reviewing 209, the Ninth Circuit also construed the political burden
cases differently than did the trial judge. The panel read the precedent as
inapplicable to 209 and saw a difficulty in reconciling the Equal Protec-
tion political structure cases, in which the Court expresses concern about
harms to a group’s participation in the political process, with the Equal
Protection affirmative action cases, which focus on individualized harm
to nonminorities. Finally, the panel disagreed with the trial judge on
plaintiffs’ Supremacy Clause challenge, finding that 209 did not “actually
conflict” with federal antidiscrimination laws. Again, the Court con-
strued the effect of 209 prior to its specific implementation, so it is diffi-
cult to evaluate the potential for actual conflict. The panel rather easily
dismissed the Supremacy Clause arguments, despite important differ-
ences in the preemption language in Title VII and Title IX.

In 1997, the U.S. Supreme Court denied certiorari. Perhaps the Court
was waiting for the conflict to deepen or awaiting a constitutional chal-
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lenge to a specific application of 209 rather than a facial challenge. Al-
though many justices would likely insist that the denial means nothing
about the Court’s stance on the merits, other interpretations abounded.
Some journalists portrayed the denial as extremely significant. A New
York Times editorial began, “The Supreme Court’s most momentous de-
cision of the current term may turn out to be its refusal this week to hear
a challenge to [209].”71 Some expressed concern that the Court was send-
ing a message about the continued viability of all affirmative action pro-
grams, perhaps a message to Congress that a ban on affirmative action
programs would not pose federal constitutional problems. A lawyer sup-
porting 209 said he was “gratified but not surprised that the court has re-
jected the other side’s bizarre argument that ending racial discrimination
is somehow discriminatory.”

Others read the action as a federalism message to states—that it is up
to state and local government to determine how and whether to eliminate
affirmative action programs through state legislation or voter initiatives.
Such interpretation will yield many different approaches, even within
California. Nearly six thousand California government entities were af-
fected by 209, differing interpretations of 209 abound, and its interaction
with federal consent decrees—which govern much hiring in Los Ange-
les—is unclear. The Ninth Circuit’s interpretation of federal Equal Pro-
tection binds only federal courts under Yniguez, and its interpretation of
209 as a state law matter is subject to California courts’ revision.

Conclusion

With no further substantive guidance from the Supreme Court as the
1990s close, “the nation is now embarking on a far-reaching legal and so-
cial experiment that holds as much potential to exacerbate racial differ-
ences as to minimize them.”72 At the state level, direct democracy mea-
sures similar to 209 are pending, but not all politicians and voters have
supported a retreat on affirmative action. The Texas legislature re-
sponded to Hopwood by providing automatic admission to the UT system
for the top 10 percent of graduates from all Texas high schools. This is
likely to advance integration, particularly for Latinas/os. Houston voters
kept alive the city’s affirmative action programs through ballot initiatives.
Florida governor Jeb Bush rejected a proposal similar to 209, but did pro-
pose to eliminate consideration of race in public decisions, and the
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Florida system of higher education enacted rules designed to restrict af-
firmative action in higher education.

As Californians debated 209, Senator Bob Dole and Representative
Charles Canady introduced the “Equal Opportunity Act of 1995” in Con-
gress, which prohibited affirmative action in federal contracts and employ-
ment. Representative Frank Riggs, a Republican from California, proposed
a bill prohibiting all colleges and universities that participate in any pro-
grams under the Higher Education Act of 1965 from using affirmative ac-
tion programs based upon race, gender, color, ethnicity, or national origin.
Although proposals to limit or abolish affirmative action were regularly
raised in Congress during the 1990s, none passed both Houses.

The Clinton White House and administration struggled with affirma-
tive action, particularly with the presidential election looming in 1996.
Mindful of the political anxiety and intellectual uncertainty surrounding
this difficult topic, centrist Clinton sought to focus his political capital on
issues that engaged more voters. Some Democrats also wanted to avoid a
potential minefield within their diverse party. Clinton ordered an inter-
nal review of federal affirmative action programs and appointed a task
force to study affirmative action, but avoided taking a firm stand. In some
speeches, he urged support for existing affirmative action efforts; in oth-
ers, he talked of basing affirmative action on economic need rather than
race or gender. When the Supreme Court agreed to hear Adarand, some
politicians thought they had a good excuse for delay. Adviser George
Stephanopoulos recalled: “[The] ruling in the Adarand case would trump
Clinton’s decision anyway, so why take the political heat now? Being prin-
cipled was one thing, but there was no need to be reckless. [Two Clinton
task force members] joked that the president’s new task force on affirma-
tive action was now ‘nine guys in black robes.’” When the Adarand deci-
sion was not “definitive,” Stephanopoulos complained, “it was the worst
of all worlds: The Court had cast doubt on affirmative action without
finding it unconstitutional, and it was throwing the problem back to the
other branches.”73

The Supreme Court is deferring and letting the appropriate scope and
constitutionality of educational affirmative action be settled by the polit-
ical process or lower courts. Avoidance may promote deference, but it
does not account for the difficulties lower courts or politicians face in
taking firm stands on controversial issues that touch on constitutional
rights. The political pressure on state and federal judges, like the call for
Judge Henderson’s impeachment after he found 209 unconstitutional,
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add to the concern expressed by the district judge in Adarand that appel-
late courts are best equipped to set legal standards. As to the difficulties
facing politicians, Governor Wilson issued three executive orders dis-
mantling minority outreach programs after 209 passed. Some of these or-
ders may have been broader than 209, depending on how it is interpreted.
Democratic governor Gray Davis subsequently appointed a high-profile
panel to “seek ways of reaching out to diverse populations . . . without vi-
olating Proposition 209.” When the panel recommended recruitment of
minorities and women for state contracts and jobs, Davis delayed releas-
ing their report, hoping that the issue of appropriate outreach would
soon be resolved by litigation then pending in the California state
courts.74 Similarly, after prolonged court battles, Davis worked out a set-
tlement that eliminated some portions of Proposition 187, which tar-
geted Latina/o immigrants. Although he originally opposed the divisive
measure and campaigned against the “wedge politics” it epitomized, he
kept 187 alive as governor by defending it on appeal so as not to offend
voters.75 The intensity surrounding direct democracy measures like 187
and 209 make it particularly difficult for politicians to act against local,
current, majority sentiment.

More importantly, using avoidance to promote deference relegates the
courts to an outsider role that may minimize consideration of constitu-
tional equality concerns. Cass Sunstein praises the Court’s “minimalist” af-
firmative action decisions, which he says “keep the nation’s eye on the affir-
mative action issue” without “preempt[ing] processes of public discus-
sion.”76 He urges deference to others because he views the Supreme Court
as essentially undemocratic. Although he says the Court has not clearly jus-
tified its skepticism of affirmative action programs on constitutional
grounds, he generally praises the minimalist approach because it encour-
ages broad debate and delegates authority. He argues that programs are var-
ied, we need more data about the programs’ operations to make a consid-
ered judgment, the issues are difficult, and the Constitution’s equality guar-
antee does not speak clearly to affirmative action. Sunstein concedes that
minimalism may be too “optimistic” in the context of affirmative action if
the debate is unlikely to occur or if public deliberation operates as a “forum
for sloganeering, mutual suspicion, and racial prejudice.” He concludes that
the Court has spurred productive debate and that it is too soon to tell
whether the public debate is operating badly.

But the public debate on affirmative action has not been complete, open,
detailed, or devoid of prejudice. Affirmative action embodies complex
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issues, including hard choices about how to measure merit, how to redress
past discrimination, and how to assess continuing discrimination. Proposi-
tion 209 is one of many direct democracy measures targeting minorities, in
which voters can exercise prejudice anonymously in the voting booth. Di-
rect democracy measures overwhelmingly target, rather than protect, racial
and other minorities. As described in chapter 1, initiatives, accompanied by
sloganeering, brief ads, and conflicting ballot pamphlet descriptions, are
not conducive to dialogue. Proposition 209 exemplifies the potential for
voter confusion with initiatives on complex constitutional issues, as voters
leave difficult questions of interpretation for courts and others to clear up
later. The Supreme Court’s minimalist decisions have contributed to the
poor quality of the discussion and encouraged narrowing of an issue that
needs more than a modest, simplistic approach. The Court’s contribution
to the dialogue has fixated on “racial preferences” and the innocence of the
current generation of whites, requiring stringent proof of discrimination by
a particular entity before allowing any race-conscious remedial efforts. The
Court often does not explore the racial and cultural tensions underlying the
legal challenges at more than a surface level, although it did emphasize the
racial makeup of Richmond’s primarily minority City Council in striking
down its affirmative action program. The Court generally speaks with a
high level of generality in these cases, with a color-blind theory addressing
a future ideal, but failing to take seriously today’s competing claims of wide-
spread past discrimination and lingering inequities.

Who should decide what type of affirmative action is permissible and
appropriate? The dialogue must be one in which many decision makers
engage, including university administrators, legislators, executive offi-
cials, and courts. But it is a constitutional issue concerning race and gen-
der equality in which the personal stakes are high for all persons, and it
cannot be left completely to temporary voting majorities. The Supreme
Court is a necessary voice in a long-term constitutional dialogue about
equality. The Center for Individual Rights has sued the University of
Michigan and University of Washington law schools, alleging that their
admissions policies violate Equal Protection. We are thus back full circle
to Bakke and DeFunis. The Court has waited long enough for the conflict
to deepen. It has plenty of conflicting case law from the lower courts that
develops theories and approaches in different factual settings. Whether
the Court’s strategy is to retain some part of Bakke or diverge from Pow-
ell’s approach, we would benefit from the Court airing its views on how
public education differs, if at all, from contracting and employment for
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Equal Protection purposes. There may be dissension among the justices.
They may need to revise their approach later, but we would benefit more
from explication than evasion. The seeds for the development of consti-
tutional law would be sown during the interchange as majority and dis-
senting justices tackle the difficulties and subtleties of the issue.

In contrast, the Court seems to have employed avoidance in an out-
come-driven way during the 1990s while denying the effect of its avoid-
ance on outcomes. David Strauss argues that there is some coherence to
the Court’s activity in the affirmative action area, although its theory is
not fully articulated. The Court advances a general principle that courts
should try to “ensure that affirmative action measures genuinely promote
a public interest and do not simply award benefits to powerful interest
groups.” But Strauss concedes that the “Court’s selectivity, in dealing only
with affirmative action laws (and perhaps a few others) in this way, is
hard to defend.” Interest-group problems are pervasive in a democracy,
he asserts, and the Court fails to justify why affirmative action should be
singled out. Indeed, he concludes that because affirmative action reflects
an important democratic problem and is such an unusually salient issue,
the danger of interest group domination should be mitigated.77

Why is the Court raising affirmative action above the level of ordinary
politics? As noted earlier, the traditional, individual harm focus of the
Court’s Article III interpretations make reverse discrimination claims
palatable. The Court has extensive discretion in characterizing harms and
readily views racial grouping as dangerous. The Court is less receptive to
claims of remaining barriers to equality. The injury of a denial of oppor-
tunity resonates with the justices, who are achievement oriented and
mostly white. When President Bush nominated Clarence Thomas to fill
Thurgood Marshall’s seat, Bush denied that race was a factor in the nom-
ination and Thomas as a justice employs a color-blind approach. The
Court has tackled racial preferences, issuing a narrow color-blind con-
sensus, but avoided gender preferences. Justice O’Connor’s ambivalence
even as to race-based affirmative action may be attributable to the fact
that her gender was a factor in her selection as the Court’s first female
justice. Moreover, despite great academic success, she suffered discrimi-
nation in employment opportunities when she graduated from law
school and credits government offices with giving her a real chance to
excel as a lawyer. She was employed by the U.S. military overseas and sub-
sequently as an assistant attorney general in Arizona when she and other
women were excluded from many private firms.
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Admittedly, the social and legal questions raised by affirmative action
are difficult. As the district court judge said in the Maryland scholarship
ruling, “Few issues are more philosophically divisive than the question of
affirmative action. It strikes at our very souls as individuals and as a na-
tion. It lays bare the conflict between our ideals and our history. The an-
swers that we give to it today cannot be cast in stone, but must stand ex-
posed, in all of their frailty, to the tests of time and experience.”78 Any
constitutional approach to discrimination claims requires flexibility over
time, but we also need the Court’s voice as part of a robust process of de-
mocratic debate. The Supreme Court should weigh the difficult issues
surrounding educational affirmative action and trust that, over time in
our democratic society, change will not be foreclosed by its contribution.
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Coming Out of the

Constitutional Closet

At the close of the twentieth century, gay Americans—homo-
sexuals, lesbians, and bisexuals—had made significant gains in freedom,
privacy, and acceptance. Since the 1960s, more than half the states have
repealed their laws criminalizing consensual sodomy. Some states and
many cities have prohibited public and private discrimination against
gays.1 Nevertheless, gay people are still singled out by law. The armed
forces criminalize sodomy and exclude gays who are open about their
sexual orientation. Gays have difficulty obtaining custody of their chil-
dren or adopting in some states. Same-sex marriage is banned in most
states and same-sex sodomy in some states. Other laws are facially neutral
but affect gays disproportionately: for example, antidiscrimination laws
that do not prohibit sexual orientation discrimination, general sodomy
laws that criminalize consensual intimacy, and euthanasia bans.2

During the last quarter of the twentieth century, more anti-gay laws
were passed, both at the national and local level. In states with direct
democracy, gays have been heavily targeted. A study of civil rights initia-
tives and referenda from 1959 to 1993 found that voters approved more
than three-fourths of measures restricting civil rights, while passing only
about one-third of all initiatives and referenda in the same period. The
study, covering proposed laws about housing and public accommoda-
tions for racial minorities, school desegregation, gay rights, English lan-
guage laws, and AIDS policies, shows that nearly 60 percent of all such
civil rights measures dealt with gay rights. Nearly 90 percent of these
measures were designed to restrict gay rights. Those restrictive measures
passed nearly 80 percent of the time.3 Legislative and executive decisions
have also targeted gays. Between 1993 and 2000, at least thirty states
banned gay marriage.4 In Alabama and Mississippi, where legislatures re-
fused to ban gay marriage, governors issued executive orders aiming to
thwart recognition of gay marriages from other states.

5
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Under President Clinton, every federal agency, including the FBI and
CIA, has extended its nondiscrimination policy to include sexual orienta-
tion. But Clinton also capitulated to anti-gay political pressure. During
the 1990s, Congress and the president enacted the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell”
military policy, making the United States and Turkey the final two NATO
countries with restrictions on gay service members as of 2000. The Senate
narrowly rejected an amendment to Title VII that would have included
sexual orientation as a forbidden basis for workplace discrimination.
Many gays hide their sexual orientation out of concern for job security.5

Congress and the president rejected same-sex marriage in the “Defense of
Marriage Act,” making the definition of marriage partners a federal issue
for the first time in order to thwart state movements to authorize nontra-
ditional marriages. Nor are courts a safe haven for gays. Federal courts
have not announced a clear and uniform vision of equality or privacy for
gays under the federal Constitution. State courts have found many
sodomy laws unconstitutional under state constitutions, and a few state
appellate courts have recognized equality rights in the receipt of work-re-
lated or other state benefits for gay partners based on state constitutions.6

This mix of discriminatory laws and antidiscrimination provisions re-
flects divided public attitudes. Intense cultural and moral disagreement
rages over the propriety of nonheterosexual conduct, whether sexual ori-
entation is an immutable characteristic, and whether a person’s sexual
orientation should be treated differently from his or her sexual conduct.
People disagree about the state’s role in policing sexual orientation and
behavior and about the appropriate sphere of privacy. Politicians debate
whether gays are a favored group receiving “special rights” or a disfavored
minority subjected to special stigma and denied “equal rights.” Some
argue that claims for rights of gays clash with the religious or associa-
tional rights of others who condemn or discourage gay relationships. The
Supreme Court and other courts have not addressed sufficiently the
clashing views and the important principles underlying this debate. In-
stead, the majority and dissenting opinions are like many campaign com-
mercials, with each side framing the issues quite differently, employing
superficial “sound bites” and not directly countering the other’s charges.

The bigotry and social disdain reflected in the political debate often
spill over into violence. Gays have long been subject to private harass-
ment and official targeting, but several high-profile incidents demon-
strate that, as the century closed, shocking violence against gays contin-
ued. Gay college student Matthew Shepard was beaten severely and left
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strung up on a fence to die for allegedly propositioning a straight man in
Wyoming in October 1998. Barry Winchell, a gay soldier, was killed by a
fellow soldier with a baseball bat at an army base in Kentucky in the late
1990s. The assailant attacked Winchell as he slept and beat him until he
was unrecognizable. Winchell had defeated his attacker in an earlier fist-
fight. For months, fellow soldiers had regularly and viciously taunted
Winchell, calling him a “faggot,” “queer,” and “homo.”7 In 1992, Allen
Schindler was brutally murdered by a fellow service member after he re-
vealed to his commander that he was gay and requested an administrative
discharge. Terry Helvey and a friend followed Schindler into a bathroom
to harass him. Helvey admitted that he punched Schindler in the face,
kneed him in the groin, and stomped on his head and chest until
Schindler was dead. This attack left Schindler so disfigured that only the
tattoos on his arms enabled his mother to recognize him. Subsequent to
the autopsy, the physician said, “If you took a tomato and slushed it all up
without damaging its skin, that’s what it would be like.”8 In Oregon, les-
bian partners in a property management business were attacked. Rox-
anne Ellis and Michelle Abdill were found in the back of a pickup truck.
They had been bound, gagged, and shot in the head. Robert James Acre-
mant said he decided to kill the women after he deduced that Ellis was a
lesbian while she showed him an apartment. He added that he hates ho-
mosexuals and bisexuals.9

These violent acts of hatred aimed at gays are not isolated incidents.
Research shows that gays (or persons suspected of being gay) are frequent
targets of violence, although gay rights organizations and law enforce-
ment officials cite markedly different levels of violence. The FBI began
collecting statistics after the Hate Crimes Statistics Act of 1990. In 1997,
the FBI reported that 1,090 bias-motivated incidents based upon sexual
orientation occurred, whereas the National Coalition of Anti-Violence
Programs reported 2,529 incidents of sexual-orientation-motivated vio-
lence that same year. At that time, anti-gay hate crimes accounted for
nearly 14 percent of all hate crimes, a 5 percent increase from 1991.10

Some of the disparity can be traced to hostility toward gays by some law
enforcement officers.11 Some disparity results from differing interpreta-
tions of what constitutes a hate crime motivated by sexual-orientation
discrimination. In 1988, after the murder of a gay Asian American man, a
Florida judge “jokingly asked the prosecuting attorney, ‘That’s a crime
now, to beat up a homosexual?’ The prosecutor answered, ‘Yes, sir. And
it’s also a crime to kill them.’ The judge replied, ‘Times have really
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changed.’”12 Juries and judges bring societal prejudices to the justice sys-
tem. In 1988, a Texas judge declined the prosecutor’s request for life im-
prisonment for a man convicted of viciously murdering two gay men. In-
stead, he imposed a thirty-year sentence for the double murder. In a sub-
sequent interview, the judge explained, “These two guys that got killed
wouldn’t have been killed if they hadn’t been cruising the streets picking
up teenage boys.”13 Thus, while statisticians disagree about the frequency
and severity of hate crimes against gays, it seems clear that prejudice is
still present in the system that enforces hate-crime legislation. Moreover,
less than half the states apply hate-crime legislation to protect gays. Fed-
eral law only protects gays injured on federal property due to their sexual
orientation. Students are regularly subject to harassment, ranging from
teasing to violence, on the basis of sexual orientation. In sum, too many
gays (or people perceived to be gay) suffer incidents of hatred routinely,
ranging from extreme violence to less severe incidents, and legal safe-
guards are often inadequate.

This chapter focuses on the U.S. Supreme Court’s role in addressing
and avoiding constitutional issues in the gay rights controversy. It does
not cover all aspects of law touching on gay life, such as the Court’s denial
of many AIDS cases14 or the Court’s refusal to recognize a privacy right to
assisted suicide in a challenge brought by people dying of AIDS,15 but fo-
cuses on the challenges directly addressing sexual orientation and behav-
ior. The Court addressed one Equal Protection problem but dodged other
important constitutional issues arising out of anti-gay laws. The Court
has taken significant and contradictory steps. In 1986, the Court found
no constitutional protection for sodomy between consenting adults in
Bowers, validating Georgia’s moral condemnation of homosexuality. Ten
years later, the Court struck down Colorado’s anti-gay law as a violation
of Equal Protection. The Court in Evans found the law motivated only by
animus toward gays and did not distinguish, or even mention, Bowers. A
few years later, the Court denied certiorari in an important case from
Cincinnati in which a federal court of appeals limited the application of
Evans. Despite the Supreme Court’s step toward protecting gays in Evans,
“many scholars and judges believe that courts dare not press the implica-
tions of [gay] equality, out of fear of an antigay backlash that could un-
dermine courts’ legitimacy.”16 In my estimation, the Court needs to make
clear that the Constitution’s equality guarantees apply to all people, re-
gardless of their sexual orientation. If the Court does not agree with that
view, it should at least address more fully the conflicting constitutional
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principles and difficult moral, social, and political issues involved in gay
rights issues.

This chapter will explore the Court’s stance on gays by examining the
trilogy of Bowers, Evans, and the Cincinnati challenge. Next, it covers two
rulings privileging speech and associational rights of private groups that
seek to limit speech approving of gays or excluding gays completely. Het-
erosexual discomfort with gays or moral approbation allows private or-
ganizations to discriminate against gays, although the Court required
other private organizations to include women when governments moved
to protect their civil rights. Then the chapter examines the challenges by
gays to the military’s series of exclusionary policies. The Court has re-
fused to hear such challenges, leaving in place some narrow rulings by the
lower courts protecting individual service members and broad rulings
upholding the policies. Those cases reveal the damage inflicted on in-
credibly accomplished individual service members by continued discrim-
ination, and by the expense, delay, and frustration of piecemeal litigation.
Finally, the chapter will contrast the Supreme Court’s approach with that
of the Vermont Supreme Court, which issued a strong declaration of
equality in the receipt of marriage-related benefits as a matter of state
constitutional law in 1999. Although it let the legislative and executive
branches decide how to implement its vision of equality, the Vermont
court condemned squarely some of the inequalities gays face.

Bowers: Moral Disapproval of Gays Sufficient to Sustain
Sodomy Ban

The Court first faced the issue of homosexuality in Bowers v. Hardwick.17

In 1982, police arrested Michael Hardwick in the bedroom of his home
and charged him with engaging in consensual homosexual sodomy in vi-
olation of Georgia’s criminal sodomy statute. Although the state declined
to prosecute, Hardwick subsequently filed suit, arguing that Georgia’s law
was an unconstitutional infringement of privacy rights. The U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit found Georgia’s antisodomy law uncon-
stitutional on the basis of several U.S. Supreme Court decisions that had
recognized an implied right of privacy for intimate decisions such as pro-
creative choice under the Due Process Clause.

In a 5-4 ruling, the Court reversed the Eleventh Circuit. The Court
framed the issue in Bowers as whether the Constitution conferred a
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fundamental right upon homosexuals to engage in sodomy. Justice
White’s plurality opinion drew on tradition, emphasizing that substan-
tive Due Process protects only those things “implicit in the concept of or-
dered liberty” or “deeply rooted in this Nation’s history and tradition.” As
of 1986, nearly half the states criminalized sodomy. It was thus easy to
conclude that, instead of a right, tradition revealed a long-standing and
continued prohibition against homosexual sodomy.

The dissent argued that the sodomy law violated privacy rights by al-
lowing the state to regulate private sexual activity between consenting
adults. Georgia criminalized all sodomy, including sodomy between mar-
ried persons. The dissent relied on the earlier privacy precedents, arguing
that it would be intrusive and repugnant to the Constitution to permit
the types of police searches necessary to enforce the law. But the plurality
conspicuously referred only to “homosexual sodomy” in rejecting Hard-
wick’s privacy claim. If privacy protected homosexual conduct, the plu-
rality argued, it would disable the state from prosecuting adultery, incest,
and “other sexual crimes” committed in the privacy of the home. Four
justices thus linked adult, consensual sodomy among gay men with sex-
ual crimes and vice, tracking the state’s argument that recognizing a pri-
vacy right would open up a Pandora’s box of licentiousness.18

The dissent also concluded that Georgia’s law raised an unacceptable
risk of selective enforcement. Although sodomy prosecutions were rare
by the 1980s, police officers could use such laws to harass gays in clubs or
private homes. Indeed, Hardwick argued that the sodomy ban placed him
in imminent danger of further arrest. The officer who arrested Hardwick
regularly pursued gays. K. R. Torrick had visited Hardwick’s home several
times regarding minor infractions (throwing a beer bottle into a trash
can outside a gay bar after work and failing to appear in court on the
proper day because of a discrepancy on the ticket for drinking in public).
Torrick, armed with an invalid warrant, returned to Hardwick’s house a
month after Hardwick had appeared in court and paid the $50 fine. He
saw Hardwick engaged in consensual sex in his bedroom. The officer
dragged Hardwick and his male partner to jail, where they remained for
most of a day until friends posted bail. “Hardwick recalls that the arrest-
ing officer ‘made sure everyone in the holding cells and guards and peo-
ple who were processing us knew I was in there for “cocksucking” and
that I should be able to get what I was looking for. The guards were hav-
ing a real good time with that.’ . . . [J]ail officers made it clear to the other
inmates that the men were gay, remarking ‘Wait until we put [him] into
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the bullpen. Well, fags shouldn’t mind—after all, that’s why they are
here.’”19 Hardwick thus had a powerful basis to argue that selective en-
forcement problems accompanied Georgia’s general ban on sodomy. Un-
fortunately, the plurality ignored the harassment gays face as well as the
privacy concern the law posed for all Georgians.

Justice Powell cast the decisive fifth vote to uphold the law. Powell
thought the law might pose Eighth Amendment problems because it au-
thorized harsh punishment of up to 20 years in prison for a single pri-
vate, consensual act. But Powell emphasized that Hardwick had not even
been tried and that prosecutions under the law had stopped in the last
several decades. Viewing the selective prosecution and Eighth Amend-
ment issues as not ripe, Powell narrowed the challenge to one issue:
whether to declare homosexual sodomy a fundamental Due Process
right. As John Jeffries explains, Powell was unable to comprehend homo-
sexuality despite numerous conversations about the subject with one of
his law clerks, who Powell did not know was gay. “Powell had never
known a homosexual because he did not want to. In his world of accom-
plishment and merit, homosexuality did not fit, and Powell therefore did
not see it.” After he retired, Powell called his concurrence in Bowers “a
mistake . . . I do think it was inconsistent in a general way with Roe. When
I had the opportunity to reread the opinions a few months later, I
thought the dissent had the better of the arguments.”20

The Court’s 5-4 decision had a devastating impact on gay rights in
legal circles, which went beyond its immediate facts. Bowers contained a
broad holding that traditional moral disapproval of conduct alone could
provide a rational, constitutional justification for a law. Hardwick had ar-
gued that the mere popular belief that “homosexual sodomy is immoral
and unacceptable” was inadequate to support the statute, but Justice
White for a plurality responded that the “law . . . is constantly based on
notions of morality, and if all laws representing essentially moral choices
are to be invalidated under the Due Process Clause, the courts will be
very busy indeed.” Chief Justice Burger’s separate opinion explicitly relied
on a millennia of (selected) Judeo-Christian moral teachings condemn-
ing homosexual conduct. Thus, Bowers foreclosed Due Process privacy
protection arguments for homosexual conduct. Several subsequent cir-
cuit courts cited Bowers for the corollary principle that gays are not enti-
tled to heightened scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause because
the conduct (homosexual sodomy) that placed them in the class (of gay
persons) was not constitutionally protected.21 These courts reasoned that
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if the government could criminalize homosexual sodomy, the govern-
ment surely could impose lesser penalties and civil disabilities on gays.
After Bowers, it was logical to conclude that various types of discrimina-
tion against homosexuals based on moral approbation presented no con-
stitutional difficulties.

On the other hand, Bowers fueled the growth of gay rights organiza-
tions. The ACLU developed a gay rights section. Money flowed into gay
public interest law firms. Other incidents, like the Stonewall riots and
Anita Bryant’s campaign against gays in Florida, also contributed to a
larger, more visible gay rights movement from the 1970s to 2000, but a
backlash accompanied the gains, as gays were targeted in direct democ-
racy measures and suffered other setbacks.

Evans: Animus toward Gays Violates Equal Protection

Only ten years after Bowers, the Supreme Court invalidated on Equal Pro-
tection grounds a Colorado law signaling out gays in Romer v. Evans.22

Amendment 2 barred Colorado or any of its subdivisions from granting
homosexuals “any minority status, quota preferences, protected status or
claim of discrimination.” Although the Court’s decision was celebrated by
gay activists and was certainly a critical shift away from the moral disap-
proval of gays countenanced in Bowers, the Court’s opaque decision and
new Equal Protection theory in Evans left significant confusion about ap-
plication of the rational basis test, the validity of Bowers, and Evans’s im-
port for other laws affecting gays.

Prior to the passage of Amendment 2, the cities of Aspen, Denver, and
Boulder passed ordinances banning discrimination against gays.23 The
crux of the local ordinances was to prohibit discrimination by state actors
such as police officers and government officials. These ordinances also
prohibited some forms of private discrimination in employment, hous-
ing, and insurance practices. In response, a conservative group based in
Colorado Springs—Colorado for Family Values (“CFV”)—placed a mea-
sure on the 1992 ballot to abolish the antidiscrimination laws. In Novem-
ber 1992, Coloradans approved the measure by a vote of 53.4 percent to
46.6 percent.

Amendment 2 provided:

No Protected Status Based on Homosexual, Lesbian, or Bisexual Orienta-
tion. Neither the State of Colorado, through any of its branches or depart-
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ments, nor any of its agencies, political subdivisions, municipalities or
school districts, shall enact, adopt or enforce any statute, regulation, ordi-
nance or policy whereby homosexual, lesbian, or bisexual orientation, con-
duct, practices or relationships shall constitute or otherwise be the basis of
or entitle any persons to have or claim any minority status quota prefer-
ences, protected status or claim of discrimination.

The campaign for Amendment 2 included some false arguments aimed
at fueling hatred and fear of gays. For example, just before the voting, CFV
distributed 800,000 flyers asserting that sexual molestation was a large part
of the “lifestyle” of “many” gays and alleging that “homosexuals commit be-
tween 1/3 and 1/2 of all recorded child molestations.”24 Proponents argued
that Amendment 2 would merely deny gays “special rights,” including the
“protected right to commit pedophilia.”25 In fact, a study of 269 perpetra-
tors of sexual assaults on children in Denver during the two years before
Amendment 2’s passage found that all but two were committed by hetero-
sexuals. The study revealed that in 222 cases,“the alleged offender was a het-
erosexual partner of a close relative of the child.”26 Other studies similarly
establish that nearly all child molesters are heterosexual or bisexual—not
homosexual—in their adult sexual orientation, or are sexually “fixated” ex-
clusively on children and have no adult sexual orientation.27 Proponents
raised other arguments to inflame fear and prejudice. “Gay people were de-
fined as AIDS-diseased because of their ‘voracious,’ ‘high-risk’ (anal sex),
and promiscuous sexual lives, and as a wealthy group seeking ‘special rights’
so they could be free to ‘attack’ the family and the church and to ‘indoctri-
nate’ and recruit the [s]tate’s young people.”28

Shortly after voters enacted the law, nine people (including tennis star
Martina Navratilova) and half a dozen local governmental units sued the
state and several officials. Relying on federal Equal Protection theory,
plaintiffs claimed that Amendment 2 unconstitutionally placed gays in
jeopardy of discrimination. Governor Roy Romer, defending the amend-
ment, asserted that it merely prevented gays from reaping “special rights.”
The trial court first enjoined Amendment 2 and later invalidated it. The
court applied strict scrutiny, the highest level articulated by the U.S.
Supreme Court and only applied by the Court to laws that facially classify
people according to race, ethnicity, or alienage. The Colorado court
found that Amendment 2 burdened fundamental rights of an identifiable
group, specifically, the right to not have the state endorse and give effect
to private biases. It distinguished Bowers as dealing with sexual conduct
rather than status.29
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Colorado, with CFV as amicus curiae, appealed to the Colorado
Supreme Court. That court also used strict scrutiny and found that
Amendment 2 violated federal Equal Protection guarantees, but it re-
jected the trial court’s rationale. Instead, the Colorado Supreme Court
reasoned that the law denied to gays “the fundamental right to participate
equally in the political process.” Amendment 2 denied gays and bisexuals
an “effective voice in the governmental affairs which substantially affect
their lives” because gays as a class are prevented from seeking favorable
legislation. Gays could only obtain protection through the more difficult
course of amending Colorado’s constitution, while other groups could
resort to all state and local political processes. The Colorado Supreme
Court then remanded the case to the trial court for application of the
strict scrutiny test.

Governor Romer appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court. The Court de-
nied review, perhaps because the litigation at the state level had not con-
cluded. At trial, defendants argued that six state interests were sufficiently
compelling to justify the law: (1) deterring factionalism; (2) preserving
the integrity of the state’s political functions; (3) preserving the ability of
the state to remedy discrimination against suspect classes; (4) preventing
the government from interfering with personal, familial, and religious
privacy; (5) preventing the government from subsidizing the political ob-
jectives of a special interest group; and (6) promoting the physical and
psychological well-being of Colorado’s children. The trial court con-
cluded that Amendment 2 was not necessary to support a compelling in-
terest and was not sufficiently narrow. The Colorado Supreme Court af-
firmed that ruling, and the U.S. Supreme Court then granted the state’s
request for review.

The Court’s Ruling in Evans

In a 6-3 opinion, the Court in Evans declined to endorse heightened
scrutiny for legislation facially classifying people on the grounds of sex-
ual orientation. Instead, the Court applied the rational basis test and
grounded its decision on a novel Equal Protection political process argu-
ment: Amendment 2 impermissibly imposed second-class legal status on
a disfavored group to target that group rather than to further any legiti-
mate governmental interest. Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion first ad-
dressed the state’s argument that Amendment 2 merely equalized gays
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and non-gays by denying gays special rights. The Court noted that
Amendment 2 repealed and prohibited laws barring both official and pri-
vate discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. Thus, common
carriers, hotels, restaurants, hospitals, banks, theaters, travel agencies, in-
surance agencies, and shops and stores of every kind were free to refuse
service to gays; state colleges could deny admission to gay students; every
state agency could deny employment to gay applicants. Moreover,
Amendment 2 might fairly be construed to deny to gays even general
nondiscrimination laws such as those forbidding racial or religious dis-
crimination. The Court concluded, “A state cannot so deem a class of per-
sons a stranger to its laws.”

But even if a narrower reading of Amendment 2 were plausible, the
Court found the law problematic because it imposed a special disability
upon gays alone. Agreeing at least in part with the Colorado high court,
six justices reasoned that to obtain relief from discrimination after
Amendment 2, gays must amend the Colorado constitution. By contrast,
other citizens could readily obtain protection from discrimination at
other governmental levels. By “imposing a broad and undifferentiated
disability on a single named group,” Amendment 2 violates “the principle
that government . . . [must] remain open on impartial terms to all who
seek its assistance.” Because the law’s “sheer breadth” did not comport
with the state’s professed interests, the law was only supported by “ani-
mosity”—enmity, malice, hatred—toward gays. And animus cannot be a
rational or constitutionally permissible purpose.

Justice Scalia’s Dissent in Evans

The majority and dissenting opinions in Evans sound very different
notes. They interpret Amendment 2 in radically different ways, evaluate
the state interests divergently, and reach opposing conclusions. Whatever
the reader’s stance on the merits of the dispute, neither opinion satisfies
completely because neither engages the opposing contentions seriously
and directly.

Justice Scalia’s dissent read Amendment 2 narrowly. He characterized
the Colorado laws protecting individuals from discrimination in employ-
ment or public accommodations as “special” or “preferential treatment,”
apparently because they depart from the common law presumption of
freedom of contract. In Scalia’s view, the anti-gay animus identified by
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the majority was no more than a rational response by Coloradans to the
concentration of political power held by gays in three cities. Amendment
2 countered both the “geographic concentration and the disproportion-
ate political power of [gays] by (1) resolving the controversy at the
statewide level, and (2) making the election a single-issue contest for
both sides.” Neither the majority nor dissent address the context from
which the disproportionate gay presence in urban centers like Denver,
Boulder, and Aspen arise. Samuel Marcosson explains that many gays ex-
perience alienation, fear, and violence in their hometowns, whether they
be suburban, rural, or small town. “Gay flight” to the cities affords refuges
where gays can find other gays, tolerance, and greater safety.30 People gain
freedom and strength from expressing themselves in association—public
or anonymous—with other like-minded persons, as the Court said in
defining associational rights under the First Amendment in 1960s cases
involving state attempts to thwart the NAACP. These associational bene-
fits may be particularly important for those in a minority group and
those espousing unpopular opinions.

Justice Scalia also found Amendment 2 a rational expression of moral
disapproval for gay sexual conduct. The law was a “modest attempt by
seemingly tolerant Coloradans to preserve traditional sexual mores.” He
declared, “Bowers alone suffices to answer all constitutional objections.” If
the state can criminalize homosexual conduct, it is constitutionally per-
missible for the state to disfavor that conduct and disfavor those with a
“self-avowed tendency or desire to engage in the conduct.” Sexual orien-
tation is a reasonable substitute for conduct, he argued, and the state
needs to be able to regulate conduct it deems immoral, like bigamy. The
dissent also rejected the majority’s Equal Protection theory, arguing that
condemning immoral conduct is not the equivalent of condemning a
person or group in an unconstitutional manner.

The Impact of Evans: An Important Shift Leaving
Significant Questions

The Court drew praise from gay rights groups, civil libertarians, and
many legal scholars for protecting gays in Evans. Others criticized the
Court for granting protection to gays and overturning a state’s majoritar-
ian decision to preference one moral viewpoint over another. I applauded
the outcome because the Court protected a sexual minority group that
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has long been, and continues to be, subject to discrimination in the ma-
joritarian political process. Nevertheless, the Court’s silence about im-
portant elements of the gay rights controversy and the reasoning the
Court employed generated substantial confusion over the constitutional-
ity of other anti-gay measures, as demonstrated by litigation over Cincin-
nati’s version of Amendment 2, discussed next.

Evans was surprising for several reasons. One of the first things to note
in evaluating Evans is that most laws easily pass rational basis review, but
this one failed because it was supported only by irrational animus toward
gays. It is unclear what Evans connotes for future applications of the ra-
tionality test. Evans might signal that the Court is going to be (and other
constitutional actors should be) less deferential to state interests masking
moral determinations. Or did Amendment 2 really flunk the rational
basis test because it signaled out gays? If so, perhaps most state moral de-
terminations, such as laws precluding bigamy, will still be acceptable, but
laws targeting gays will be unconstitutional. Or was the Court concerned
more broadly that one religious viewpoint was preferenced by the state,
signaling trouble for other morality-based governmental decisions?

The Evans Court also avoided discussing how classifications involving
gays fit within the tiers of Equal Protection scrutiny. The Court pro-
claimed that it did not need to do so because the law failed even the low-
est-level analysis. Thus, the Court opted for avoiding some difficult con-
stitutional issues and taking a measured step. But in choosing rationality
review and not discussing the tiers, the Court declined to deal with criti-
cal issues in the gay rights debate. The Court has made resonating sym-
bolic choices when it invoked heightened scrutiny for race and gender
discrimination and rejected it for other groups who suffer discrimination
(e.g., the elderly and mentally disabled). In Evans, the Court did not com-
pare discrimination against sexual minorities to race or gender discrimi-
nation. It did not discuss the history of official and private intolerance
against gays in the United States. It did not explore the nature or extent of
modern prejudice against gays. Are gays a discreet and insular minority,
not well represented in the political process, or, as Scalia charged, a
wealthy, politically powerful group? Is sexual orientation an immutable
characteristic deserving of heightened constitutional protection? Gay
rights advocates are divided on this question, with some advancing a dis-
tinction between sexual orientation (status) and sexual activity (con-
duct), while others regard the distinction as bogus or even dangerous to
gay rights recognition. By not responding to the claims of Amendment
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2’s defenders, the Court weakened its ruling. Although it did not preclude
future invocation of heightened scrutiny, the Court certainly did not hint
that laws facially classifying people on the basis of sexual orientation de-
serve anything more than rational basis review.

Perhaps the justices, like many of us, are not comfortable discussing
differences between gays and heterosexuals. Discussing minority sexual
orientation is likely difficult for traditional, law-trained, heterosexual ju-
rists. Perhaps they could not garner the votes for any standard other than
rationality review, but some justices did not want to foreclose the use of
heightened scrutiny in the future. Perhaps they reasoned that avoiding
the political context of the gay rights debate would make the decision ap-
pear more legal than political, and arguably more legitimate. Perhaps
they were concerned about the impact of a classification ruling for the
challenges to the military’s policy excluding gays then pending in lower
courts. But raising the issues could stimulate broader societal discussion,
increasing understanding of discrimination against gays as well as taking
seriously the views of anti-gay groups. Justice Scalia concluded that Col-
oradans were “seemingly tolerant”; the majority concluded that Col-
oradans voted for Amendment 2 solely because of “animus” toward gays.
Neither conclusion was supported with details of the campaign argu-
ments or other evidence of voter intent. Thus, the conclusions shed little
light on application of the rational basis test or how to classify other mea-
sures affecting gays.

Second, the victory for gays in Evans was significantly weakened be-
cause the majority did not deal with Bowers. The Evans dissenters argued
that the Court’s deference in Bowers to a state’s moral disapproval of gay
sexual conduct was sufficient to save Amendment 2. Despite this argu-
ment and despite the fact that Bowers was the only Court ruling involving
a claim of gay rights and was merely a decade old, the Evans majority
completely ignored the precedent. “In a remarkable act of intellectual
evasion,” it didn’t even mention Bowers.31 Particularly because the Court
concluded that Amendment 2 was supported only by animosity toward
gays, it needed to distinguish Bowers’s reliance on moral disapproval as a
rational basis for banning homosexual sodomy. Perhaps there were not
sufficient votes both to overrule Bowers and to invalidate Amendment 2.
Perhaps retaining a six-person majority was more important than deal-
ing with Bowers. But the majority could have distinguished Bowers in
many ways, with varying impact. Bowers was a substantive Due Process
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ruling, an area in which the Court focuses primarily on tradition and is
cautious about recognizing fundamental rights. Alternatively, it could
have distinguished a condemnation of conduct (the Georgia law) from
orientation discrimination (Amendment 2). The Court could have em-
phasized the close division among the justices in Bowers.

The majority’s silence in the face of the dissent’s reliance on Bowers re-
sults in significant confusion and wide discretion for lower courts. Schol-
ars disagree about the status of Bowers: some suggest Evans implicitly
overturned Bowers or seriously diminished its validity; others argue Bow-
ers is good precedent. As Bill Eskridge aptly summarized: “Evans leaves
[Bowers] in equal protection purgatory.” If only animus against gays sup-
ports the Georgia statute (which was not enacted until 1969), it may be
invalid under Evans’s new Equal Protection theory. On the other hand,
Evans can be read more narrowly. The Court in future cases might insist
that Evans was a measured, fact-specific ruling and that anti-gay laws are
only constitutionally problematic when similar factors are present, such
as an extremely broad disability (Amendment 2’s “sheer breadth”), a fa-
cial categorization of gays, and a severe impediment to participation in
the political process (e.g., one requiring redress through future constitu-
tional amendments).

Finally, Evans is an enigmatic precedent because it employs a novel
Equal Protection political process theory similar to the theory developed
by plaintiffs and used by the Colorado Supreme Court. Amicus briefs
from other states, scholars, and a variety of liberal and conservative inter-
est groups also proffered grounds of decision. The Court drew on several
arguments, and its Equal Protection theory left a lot of room for interpre-
tation.32 Discussion of analogous precedents would have helped shape
the theory and future applications. Discussion of the different characteri-
zations of gay political strength (ranging from a politically repressed and
oppressed minority to a politically powerful, wealthy special interest
group) could have provided detailed support for the Court’s Equal Pro-
tection political process theory, making it more accessible and useful as a
guide for lawmakers and lower courts. The vague contours of the Court’s
new Equal Protection theory, the silence about the morality holding in
Bowers contrasted to Evans’s animosity finding, and Evans’s import for
applying traditional Equal Protection analysis to future laws categorizing
gays and gay conduct remain unclear, generating significant confusion
and discretion for other constitutional interpreters.
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Limiting Evans: Cincinnati’s “Amendment 2”

Shortly after Evans, the Supreme Court remanded a case in which the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit had upheld a Cincinnati law
very similar to Colorado’s Amendment 2. The Court sent the case back
for reconsideration in light of Evans. The Sixth Circuit responded by
again validating the law, offering a limited construction of the Cincinnati
law and narrowly interpreting Evans.33 When a gay rights group appealed
again, the Supreme Court declined to review the Cincinnati measure.
Given the similarities in the Colorado and Cincinnati laws, the Supreme
Court’s failure to examine the case on its merits dismayed those who held
high hopes for Evans’s import.

In 1991 and 1992, the Cincinnati City Council passed two ordinances
prohibiting discrimination based upon sexual orientation in city employ-
ment, city board and commission appointments, private employment,
public accommodations, and housing. In response, a citizens group
placed an amendment to the city charter on the ballot. The law closely
tracked the language of Amendment 2.34 The campaign was bitter and
often inflammatory, with proponents claiming that the measure merely
denied “special rights” for gays, characterizing gays as pedophiles and
terming homosexuality as simply a matter of “who one chooses to have
sex with.”35 About two-thirds of the voters approved the measure.

When the Equality Foundation of Greater Cincinnati, Inc., challenged
the law, a federal trial court permanently enjoined the law, finding that
the new law distorted the political process to make it more difficult for an
“independently identifiable group of people” (gays) to obtain favorable
legislation. Applying strict scrutiny, the court found that the law was not
narrowly tailored to serve a compelling state interest. On appeal, the
Sixth Circuit rejected the district court’s use of strict scrutiny. Even if sex-
ual orientation is an immutable characteristic, gays are not an identifi-
able group, the appellate panel reasoned. Because many homosexuals
successfully conceal their orientation and “homosexuals generally are not
identifiable ‘on sight’ unless they elect to be so identifiable by conduct . . .
they cannot constitute a suspect class,” the court asserted. No law can
burden an unidentifiable group “whose identity is defined by subjective
and unapparent characteristics such as innate desires, drives, and
thoughts.” Additionally, the Sixth Circuit did not agree with the trial
judge that the law violated gays’ constitutional right to participate fully in
the political process. The court interpreted the charter amendment nar-
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rowly. The law “deprived no one the right to vote, nor did it reduce the
relative weight of any person’s vote.” It merely proscribed the City Coun-
cil from enacting preferential legislation for gays, and it did not impair
gays from seeking to replace the law with another charter amendment.
The Sixth Circuit also opined that local gays could seek relief through
other political avenues, from Ohio state processes to Congress.

Soon after the Sixth Circuit decided Equality Foundation I, the Su-
preme Court issued Evans. The Supreme Court then vacated and re-
manded the Sixth Circuit’s ruling for reconsideration in light of Evans.
Justice Scalia’s dissent from the remand order provided detailed sugges-
tions for limiting the Evans Equal Protection political process theory. The
Sixth Circuit closely tracked this reasoning, finding that Evans involved a
state constitutional amendment that prohibited protection for gays and
denied the local democratic choices made by governments like Aspen,
Boulder, and Denver, which decided to accord gays protection. Under
Amendment 2, gays would have to amend the state constitution to receive
the benefit of that democratic preference. In contrast, the Cincinnati liti-
gation involved a democratic determination by the lowest electoral sub-
unit—the “level of government closest to the people”—that it did not
wish to protect gays. If the Cincinnati law were found unconstitutional,
the court continued, no local group of persons could “decide, in democ-
ratic fashion, not to accord special protection to homosexuals.”

But if the law was motivated by animus, the law might be unconstitu-
tional under Evans, whether voters passed it on the local level or statewide.
The Sixth Circuit sidestepped this problem by employing a limited con-
struction of the Cincinnati measure similar to Scalia’s interpretation of
Amendment 2—the law merely took away “special” protections that gays
had gained. Because of this limited construction, the court concluded that
the law was not motivated solely by animus. The Sixth Circuit held that
Equality Foundation and Evans “involved substantially different enactments
of entirely distinct scope and impact.” The court noted that where Amend-
ment 2’s broad language could be reasonably construed to exclude homo-
sexuals from the protection of every Colorado state law, Cincinnati’s law
had no such “sweeping and conscience-shocking effect.” Although the mea-
sure used almost identical language incorporating broad prohibitions on
protections for gays, it applied only locally. Thus, it did not deprive gays of
any rights derived from the state of Ohio. It eliminated only “special class
status” and “preferential treatment” for gays in city law, leaving untouched
the application of general legal rights, according to the court.
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The Sixth Circuit noted that the law did not impinge on a class of per-
sons entitled to heightened review, following Evans’s lead of using the ra-
tional basis test to analyze laws impacting gays. Thus, courts owed the law
a “formidable presumption of legitimacy” and the most deferential re-
view. Here, the Sixth Circuit concluded that voters acted with the rational
basis of actualizing their individual and collective preferences. Of course,
the same is true of every enactment. The court also said that the law was
not facially motivated solely by animus. The court’s requirement of an-
other indicia of facial motive establishes an impossible barrier. It is highly
unlikely that lawmakers would admit hatred as their sole intent on the
face of a law, and the Cincinnati law clearly signaled out gays. Moreover,
the Evans Court didn’t require facial proof of enmity to strike down
Amendment 2. The Evans Court, maintained the Sixth Circuit, never re-
jected the proffered justifications for Amendment 2 of community moral
disapproval and associational liberty; the Court simply found those justi-
fications not credible on the facts. The Sixth Circuit did not rely on those
grounds, either. Instead, it found the law justified by the electorate’s ra-
tional interest in conserving financial resources, both public and private.
It would be more expensive to accord “special protection” to gays, the
voters apparently reasoned. This exercise demonstrates how easy it is to
find a rational basis for a law and underscores the novelty of the Court’s
animus/rational basis approach in Evans.

The Sixth Circuit’s deferential inquiry into the motive of the voters—
ignoring the anti-gay campaign materials—is critical to understanding
the confusion surrounding Evans. The Equality Foundation court also
recognized that the law was “designed in part to preserve local commu-
nity values and character.” The political debate in Cincinnati and Col-
orado was apparently similar. Both campaigns were inflammatory, with
alarms about pedophilia and predatory activity by gays. The Court’s si-
lence about the Colorado political battle as an indicator of animus in
Evans makes it easier for other courts to ignore animus in the political
context surrounding similar enactments. Courts sometimes infer dis-
criminatory intent from surrounding circumstances for statutory dis-
crimination claims. Invocation of the rational basis test, in contrast,
means courts can ignore such indicators.

The scope of the Supreme Court’s novel political process theory and
its application to local measures was certainly a question left unanswered
by Evans. The Sixth Circuit embraced Scalia’s limited view of that theory,
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preferencing local decision making. As noted earlier, direct democracy
measures are overwhelmingly anti-gay, and voters pass them overwhelm-
ingly. If courts must be exceedingly deferential when voters make choices
concerning local character and values, Equal Protection of the law will
not be guaranteed to targeted minority groups in some locales. In theory,
gays can always move to a gay ghetto where they can collectively exercise
their own preferences. But Equal Protection promises equality across the
country, not segregated communities and places where discrimination is
acceptable because of majority vote. Courts, applying Equal Protection
theory, have a duty to protect minority interests from majoritarian
processes, including local political processes. The democratic role of
courts in interpreting Equal Protection principles is missing from Scalia’s
local preference theory. The Sixth Circuit’s restriction of the Evans theory
to the “unique” situation of a statewide constitutional amendment con-
flicting with local voter preferences is an important constitutional devel-
opment the Court should address.

The Supreme Court, however, denied certiorari to gays challenging the
Sixth Circuit’s decision in 1998. Justice Stevens issued a rare comment on
the denial of certiorari in which he emphasized that “the denial of a peti-
tion of certiorari is not a ruling on the merits. Sometimes such an order
reflects nothing more than a conclusion that a particular case may not
constitute an appropriate forum in which to decide a significant issue.”36

justices Souter and Ginsburg joined him in arguing that the narrow inter-
pretation of state law by the lower federal court constrained the justices,
since the justices are sometimes reluctant to interpret a novel state law
without prior state court interpretation. If the Ohio court interpreted the
law narrowly, the Supreme Court might avoid some constitutional ques-
tions. While gay rights groups interpreted the law broadly as barring an-
tidiscrimination protection only for gays, the Sixth Circuit found that the
law “merely removed municipally enacted special protection” from gays.
This “confusion” over the interpretation of the law “counsels against
granting [review],” noted the three justices. That confusion was actually
an important reason the Court should have granted review. Justices
Stevens and Ginsburg often urge avoidance techniques. In Arizonans for
Official English (Chapter 1), Justice Ginsburg castigated the lower federal
courts for not using the avoidance canon to construe a new state direct
democracy measure narrowly in order to avoid a potential constitutional
problem.
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In Equality Foundation, the Sixth Circuit construed the measure nar-
rowly, perhaps to avoid the constitutional problem identified in Evans.
But the narrow interpretation seems to contradict the broad language of
the Cincinnati measure (nearly identical to the Colorado measure), the
political controversy surrounding the vote, and the Supreme Court’s in-
terpretation of Amendment 2 in Evans. In Evans, the Supreme Court was
aided by the fact that the Colorado courts had first interpreted Amend-
ment 2 broadly. In contrast, the Cincinnati law had never been construed
by a state court, so the Court was faced with a possibly erroneous con-
struction offered by a federal court (the Sixth Circuit or Supreme Court)
if it granted certiorari. State courts could later disagree, construe the
measure broadly, and then the need to face the Equal Protection chal-
lenge might be more clear for these three justices. However, the canon of
construing laws so as to avoid constitutional problems has a limit: only
reasonable narrowing constructions are valid. Because the Sixth Circuit’s
narrow interpretation is difficult to reconcile with the text of the measure
and likely voter intent, the Supreme Court would not have been bound by
the narrowing construction. Moreover, because the Sixth Circuit’s local
preference theory significantly limits Evans, the Supreme Court should
have addressed the Equal Protection political process argument.

The full Court’s view of the Cincinnati challenge is unclear; we only
have the brief glimpse of a procedural problem identified by three jus-
tices. Do some justices from the Evans majority endorse the Sixth Cir-
cuit’s logic in advocating limited judicial review for measures affecting
gays in the municipal lawmaking context? Or are they simply awaiting a
“better” case in which a state court has found animus? Or are they simply
waiting? Some gay rights supporters, who viewed Evans as an enormous
act of courage, caution that the Court needs to stay away from the topic
of gay rights for a while because it is too controversial. The Sixth Circuit’s
decision demonstrates the significant questions concerning the extent of
constitutional protection for gays in the wake of Evans. The measured
and opaque step toward recognizing anti-gay discrimination taken by the
Court in Evans would be more defensible if it had been followed by other
rulings clarifying that opinion and signaling the direction of Equal Pro-
tection law. Instead, when the Court denied certiorari in Equality Foun-
dation, it passed on its first chance to explicate the holding in Evans, per-
haps deferring to lawmakers, courts, and other constitutional actors
across the country to first interpret the scope of Evans.
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Public versus Private Discrimination

The Supreme Court rejected claims of gays in several First Amendment
cases involving the clash between laws protecting gays and freedom of as-
sociation. The Court allowed the organizers of Boston’s St. Patrick’s Day
Parade to exclude a gay group that wanted to express a gay pride message
inimical to the message of the organizers in 1995. Five years later, the
Court permitted the Boy Scouts to exclude gay scout leaders because ap-
proval of homosexuality did not comport with the group’s mission. The
Court did so by developing new First Amendment associational protec-
tions for private discrimination. The rulings conflict with the Court’s
earlier denials of protection to private organizations when associational
freedom conflicted with laws protecting against gender discrimination.
In the cases involving the exclusion of gays, the Court protected associa-
tional rights without weighing that freedom against the discrimination
gays face or distinguishing the equality concern it voiced in Evans.

In Hurley v. Irish-American Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Group of Boston,
a group founded by gays, lesbians, and bisexuals of Irish-American her-
itage (“GLIB”), applied for permission to march in Boston’s St. Patrick’s
Day Parade.37 The South Boston Allied War Veterans Council, a private
entity that annually organizes the parade, denied GLIB’s request. GLIB
sued the Council, alleging violations of the state and federal constitutions
as well as the state public accommodations law, which prohibited dis-
crimination on the basis of sexual orientation in any public place. The
Massachusetts high court affirmed a victory for GLIB.

The Supreme Court did not display its frequent deference to state
courts, relying on its need to closely examine facts when a First Amend-
ment objection is raised. The Court overturned the state court’s decision,
holding that this application of Massachusetts’s public accommodations
law infringed the free speech rights of the Council. In a unanimous opin-
ion, the Court created new First Amendment law, finding that the pa-
rades are inherently expressive and that participation in a parade is pro-
tected speech. The Court found that GLIB’s speech would likely be per-
ceived as the parade organizers’ speech, and by compelling the organizers
to accommodate GLIB, the state would change the message of the parade.
Requiring the speaker to include a message inimical to its own would in-
fringe the Council’s free speech rights. It concluded: “While the law is free
to promote all sorts of conduct in place of harmful behavior, it is not free
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to interfere with speech for no better reason than promoting an approved
message or discouraging a disfavored one, however enlightened either
purpose may strike the government.”

The Court did not overtly balance the parade organizers’ speech inter-
ests against the state’s and GLIB’s interest in promoting equality. The
Court did, however, attempt to narrow its ruling by emphasizing that it
was not completely condemning public accommodations laws or counte-
nancing exclusion of gays from the parade because of their sexual orien-
tation. It concentrated on GLIB’s desire to march as a group with its own
banner in the specific situation presented. Since 1947, Boston had al-
lowed private organizers to sponsor the parade, which draws more than
one million viewers. Many people might assume that such a large, tradi-
tional parade through city streets is an official, public event and miss the
confining aspects of the Court’s decision. The larger message many draw
from Hurley is that discrimination against gays is acceptable if the orga-
nization is private and has a discriminatory message like moral disap-
proval of, or prejudice against, gays. This principle is hard to reconcile
with the equality aspect of Evans, which appeared to condemn animosity
toward gays even if it were based on moral approbation. But Hurley was
issued before Evans. Would its message be diluted after Evans?

In Dale v. Boy Scouts of America, the Court reversed another state high
court decision upholding a state’s nondiscrimination law.38 The Court, in
a 5-4 ruling that avoided Evans, found that the Boy Scouts could exclude
gay scout leaders. Because the scouts are widespread and well-known, the
decision is particularly significant. Scouting influences many boys. Al-
though the Scouts are a private group and 65 percent of its troops are
sponsored by religious organizations, public entities like schools and fire
departments also sponsor troops.39

Plaintiff James Dale joined Boy Scouts of America in 1978, when he
was eight years old. Over the next decade, Dale successfully rose through
the youth membership ranks and ultimately reached the prestigious rank
of Eagle Scout. When Dale turned eighteen he applied for, and was
granted, adult membership in the Boy Scouts, which allowed him to re-
main active in his local council as an assistant scoutmaster. While at col-
lege, Dale came out as a homosexual. When a New Jersey newspaper
identified him as co-president of the Lesbian/Gay Alliance at Rutgers
University, the Boy Scouts informed Dale that his membership was re-
voked because his homosexuality conflicted with the organization’s es-
tablished moral standards for leadership.
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The New Jersey Supreme Court eventually ruled that the Boy Scouts of
America is a “place of public accommodation” subject to New Jersey’s an-
tidiscrimination law, and thus prohibited from excluding persons on the
basis of sexual orientation. The court concluded that Dale’s reinstate-
ment did not run afoul of Boy Scouts’ associational rights. Hurley was
distinguishable because, while admission of GLIB to the parade forced
the organizers to alter their overall message, Dale’s readmission would
leave Boy Scouts’ moral message unaffected. The court emphasized that
Dale did not intend to use the Boy Scouts as a platform from which to es-
pouse his views on gay rights. Moreover, the court reasoned that scout
leadership, unlike participation in a parade, is not a form of pure speech.

On appeal, the Boy Scouts argued that inclusion of a gay scoutmaster
would conflict with the Boy Scout’s moral message to impressionable
boys. Private groups must be allowed to limit their membership to pro-
tect their own values and messages. Dale asserted that his inclusion
would not undermine the Scout’s core function or message. The Scouts
say they are “open to all boys.” No formal policy statement against gays
exists. Members and leaders are not required to agree with the Scout’s
view on homosexuality. The Scouts do not inquire about sexual orienta-
tion, but if a leader is discovered to be homosexual, he is expelled. Thus,
supporters of Dale argued, the Scouts are more interested in excluding
gays than expressing speech rights central to the organization.40 Never-
theless, the Court was extremely deferential to the Scouts, particularly its
view that inclusion of gay leaders would impair its expression. As the dis-
senters noted, the majority accepts these allegations of impaired expres-
sion without any skepticism or solid proof. The Court seems to allow re-
dress for a potential First Amendment harm, contrary to much of its re-
cent standing analysis.

Dale also argued that an unlimited right to refuse association would
lead to extensive discrimination, undermining desegregation law and
prohibitions on sex and race discrimination in employment. He relied on
cases in which women successfully challenged male-only policies of the
Rotary Club and the U.S. Jaycees. In those cases, the Court upheld state
antidiscrimination laws as advancing compelling government interests
that trumped the organizations’ associational choices. The Court empha-
sized that these groups were not highly selective, intimate social clubs;
they were large groups with a primarily commercial purpose. But that
emphasis is missing in Dale, where the Court shifts its focus from a
group’s civic purpose to a group’s moral message. The Court reasoned
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that the gender precedents did not apply because lifting the bans on gen-
der discrimination did not materially interfere with the ideas those orga-
nizations sought to express. In contrast, it found scouting to be about
conveying a moral message to boys that discouraged homosexuality by
teaching boys to be “morally straight” and “clean,” despite the lack of clar-
ity on sexual or moral teaching in the Scouts’ materials. Dissenters
pointed to the rules given to troop leaders when boys ask about sexual
matters:

You do not undertake to instruct Scouts, in any formalized manner, in the
subject of sex and family life. The reasons are that it is not construed to be
Scouting’s proper area, and that you are probably not well qualified to do this.

Scouting’s message is confusing. Although its core function is not teach-
ing about sexuality, its exclusionary stance was important enough for it
to wage a very public, expensive legal battle in the Supreme Court on the
issue. The Canadian Scouts, on the other hand, have integrated gay mem-
bers without diluting their mission. For many Americans, the import of
Dale will be that private discrimination, at least against gays, is constitu-
tional. The ruling qualifies the gender “state action” cases because even a
large, sectarian group like the Scouts can discriminate as long as its mes-
sage is a moral rather than commercial one. And it extends Hurley be-
cause the Scouts, as part of their message, purposefully exclude members
due to their sexual orientation, while the parade organizers were pur-
portedly not excluding GLIB because of its members’ orientation.

The Dale majority proclaimed that it must be morally agnostic as to
the discrimination so that the government (including the Court) is not
regulating the content of speech. “We are not, as we must not be, guided
by our views of whether the Boy Scouts’ teachings with respect to homo-
sexual conduct are right or wrong.” In contrast, a New Jersey concurring
justice, in ruling against the Scouts, wrote, “One particular stereotype
that we renounce today is that homosexuals are inherently immoral.” The
Dale dissenters said that it was the first time a claimed right to association
prevailed over a state’s nondiscrimination law. They warned that the
Court’s approach fails “to mark the proper boundary between genuine
exercises of the right to associate . . . and sham claims that are simply at-
tempts to insulate nonexpressive private discrimination.” The majority
venerated speech and associational rights without clarifying the continu-
ing validity of equality protections for gays and other minorities. The
Court failed to reconcile the distinct and conflicting constitutional prin-
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ciples of Evans, the gender state action cases, and Hurley, but Dale’s privi-
leging of Hurley does not bode well for gay civil rights.

“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell”: What Evans Means for Gays
in the Military

In 1942, in the midst of World War II, the U.S. military issued its first reg-
ulations concerning “homosexuals” and “homosexual conduct.” The pre-
liminary regulations, instructing military psychiatrists to discriminate
between the “homosexual” and the “normal” person, were promulgated
with the notation that persons who “habitually or occasionally engaged
in homosexual or other perverse sexual practices were unsuitable for mil-
itary service.”41 (The military still bans all sodomy—gay and heterosex-
ual—under its criminal justice code.) In 1943, final regulations com-
pletely barred gays from all branches of the military. After World War II,
gays were considered “sexual psychopaths” who were precluded from fed-
eral civil service jobs and from becoming U.S. citizens. In the 1950s, mili-
tary lecturers warned female recruits not to become involved in lesbian
relationships. The lecturers invoked the noble, Creator-sanctioned role of
a woman as childbearer, cautioning that a lesbian risked dishonorable
discharge, social degradation, being “cut off from acceptable relation-
ships with men and the companionship of normal women,” and “de-
stroy[ing] the purpose for which God created her.”42

These exclusionary regulations remained fundamentally unchanged
for half a century. In spite of exclusion, gays have served in the military
throughout its history, many with distinction. Some of their compelling
stories are found in the lower court opinions reviewing their legal chal-
lenges to the military’s policies. Their commanding officers usually knew
about their sexual orientation, but the plaintiffs were investigated and
discharged after years of stellar service. Sometimes the disciplinary action
followed plaintiffs’ public statements about their sexual orientation as
part of their efforts to draw critical attention to the military’s exclusion-
ary policy. The retaliation for the national media exposure underscored
the military’s selective enforcement of its general sodomy policy and
brought to light basic fairness and privacy concerns.

During the 1992 presidential campaign, Bill Clinton promised to end
the ban on gays in the military. Once he took office, however, the strength
of the resistance to change from military leaders and some members of
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Congress became clear. Public debate over the military’s policy increased
significantly as a result of the campaign, the Clinton administration’s ma-
neuvering after the election, and a highly publicized court case finding
the old policy unconstitutional. The administration faced decreasing
public support for lifting the ban. It also faced pressure from gay rights
groups like the “Campaign for Military Service,” which urged the admin-
istration to construct a new policy that targeted sexual misconduct, not
private homosexual behavior. Instead of eradicating the ban, Clinton
spearheaded a compromise in which new service members would not be
asked about their sexual orientation, and gays would not be excluded
from military service as long as they kept their sexual orientation secret
and did not engage in homosexual conduct. Courts, Congress, and the
president are often deferential to the military, not wanting to interfere
with the effectiveness of its operations and not having as much expertise
on security matters. They often recognize it is a special enclave with the
unique mission of being prepared constantly to defend U.S. interests.
However, the military’s exclusion of gays, and the compromise of silenc-
ing gays, present significant constitutional questions about equal treat-
ment and free speech. Military leaders testified that the “Don’t Ask, Don’t
Tell” policy was necessary to maintain morale and unit cohesion because
many straight soldiers are uncomfortable serving with openly gay sol-
diers. As the following case summaries reveal, most American judges are
extremely deferential to the military, and only a few are willing to scruti-
nize closely its justifications. In contrast, the European Court of Justice
rejected all arguments in favor of the British exclusion of gays.43 A few
U.S. judges have noted the animus motivating straight soldiers’ discom-
fort and likened the policies to earlier military rules providing for racial
segregation and the exclusion of women from combat positions.

This section first describes cases attacking the older policy of complete
exclusion and then reviews court challenges to “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.”
Gay service members claimed that both policies violated their constitu-
tional rights. Before Evans, courts largely rejected these claims, arguing
that the policy punished gay conduct rather than expression, and that it
was rationally related to promoting cohesion within the military or de-
terring sodomy. Some lower federal courts issued measured opinions,
narrowly construing the policies, or reinstating targeted service members
on contractual fairness theories, without denouncing the military’s ex-
clusion of gays. A few judges found the policies unconstitutional, relying
in part on Evans. Other courts found that Evans did not preclude their
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conclusions that the policy is constitutional. The Supreme Court has re-
peatedly refused to hear the appeals in these cases.

Service Members Challenge the Ban

Perry Watkins

In 1982, the U.S. Army refused to reenlist Sgt. Perry J. Watkins, a fif-
teen-year veteran, solely because of his homosexuality.44 The army un-
dertook this action despite Watkins’s exemplary record, which included a
perfect rating on his army performance evaluation and the unanimous
recommendation from his superiors that he be promoted ahead of his
peers. Watkins never hid his sexual orientation. Instead, in November
1968 he stated to an army investigator that he “had been a homosexual
since the age of 13 and had engaged in homosexual relations with two
servicemen.” The army did not discharge Watkins, and in 1971 he reen-
listed for another three years. During his reenlistment period, and with
the approval of his commanding officers, Watkins performed as a female
impersonator in highly publicized military venues on several occasions.
In 1972, he was denied a security clearance based on his 1968 admission
of his homosexual status and activity. Nonetheless, Watkins finished his
second tour of duty, reenlisted for an additional period of six years, and
was assigned as a company clerk to a post in South Korea.

While in South Korea, his new commander initiated elimination pro-
ceedings because Watkins was gay. In 1975, this commander testified that
he had discovered Watkins’s sexual orientation through a background
records check, but that Watkins was “the best clerk I have known.” Others
in Watkins’s company testified that “everyone in the company knew that
plaintiff was a homosexual and that it had not caused any problems or
elicited any complaints.” His superiors retained Watkins, but his duties
were limited to clerical or administrative positions. The army subse-
quently gave Watkins several new assignments. In 1977, he received a se-
curity clearance from his commanding officer for information classified
as “Secret,” which qualified him for new positions. When Watkins applied
for a new position, he was rejected because of his homosexual tendencies.
With support from his new commander, Watkins appealed this rejection.
The commander requested the requalification because of Watkins’s “out-
standing professional attitude, integrity, and suitability for assignment.”
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The officer testified that Watkins was “one of our most respected and
trusted soldiers, both by his superiors and his subordinates.” When an ex-
amining physician concluded that Watkins’s sexuality “appeared to cause
no problems” and that earlier proceedings and investigations had con-
cluded with “positive results,” the army relented and in 1978 approved his
eligibility for the Nuclear Surety Program.

Watkins’s repose, however, was short-lived. In 1979, his security clear-
ance was revoked because he had acknowledged his homosexuality at yet
another interview earlier that year. At this point, army officials became
concerned that Watkins’s absolution during the earlier proceedings
might violate its internal “double jeopardy” regulations. However, the
Judge Advocate General’s Office rendered an opinion that new proceed-
ings would not violate the regulations if the army could show subsequent
homosexual conduct. The army therefore initiated another discharge ac-
tion and convened a new hearing to investigate Watkins’s conduct. In
1981, the army promulgated a new regulation that mandated discharge of
all gays, regardless of merit. The board discharged him based solely on his
admission of homosexuality; it rejected any charge that he engaged in
homosexual conduct after 1968.

Watkins appealed initially through army channels and then filed suit
to halt his discharge. In 1982, the U.S. District Court for the Western Dis-
trict of Washington held in his favor, finding that Watkins’s statement did
not constitute “subsequent conduct” because the statement merely re-
peated a fact that had been considered during the 1975 proceedings. The
court also concluded it was unfair to allow the army to rely on its policy
to discharge Watkins because it had allowed him to remain in the service
after his 1967 admission and 1975 confirmation of his homosexuality.

On appeal, the Ninth Circuit overturned the district court’s estoppel
analysis and remanded the case for consideration of whether the army
regulations violated the Constitution.45 The district court then reversed
itself and upheld the discharge on constitutional grounds. When Watkins
appealed, the Ninth Circuit declared homosexuals a suspect class entitled
to heightened review, and held that the army’s regulations encroached
upon Equal Protection rights and were not necessary to further com-
pelling military interests.46 The army had conceded that “homosexuals
have historically been the object of pernicious and sustained hostility.”
The court found this invidious discrimination embodied a gross unfair-
ness inconsistent with the ideals of Equal Protection, that sexual orienta-
tion does not impair a person’s ability to perform well in the army, and
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that classifications based on sexual orientation reflect prejudice and inac-
curate stereotypes. The army argued that most homosexuals are “sod-
omists,” and sodomy is a major military crime not constitutionally pro-
tected under Bowers. But the court avoided Bowers by focusing on orien-
tation rather than conduct and reasoned that sexual orientation, whether
clearly immutable or not, rests outside the conscious control or choice of
the individual.

More than a year later, the full court granted review. While it did not
alter the result, it rejected the panel’s Equal Protection rationale. The full
Ninth Circuit held that the army could not deny Watkins’s reenlistment
because of his homosexuality. His stellar military service could only serve
to benefit the public interest. In reviewing the long trail of discharge pro-
ceedings, reenlistment applications, and security clearance investigations,
the court concluded that it was unfathomable for the army not to have
known of Watkins’s homosexuality and averred that any claim to the con-
trary would denote bad faith. Finally, the Ninth Circuit ruled that be-
cause Watkins had invested his energies for fourteen years on a military
career, refraining from honing skills commensurate with civilian jobs, he
had detrimentally relied on the army’s prior endorsements. The Ninth
Circuit’s final, fractured determination was thus directed at Watkins’s in-
dividual factual situation. The final ruling did not, like some of the earlier
opinions in the litigation, condemn the army’s policy or emphasize con-
stitutional concerns about Watkins’s treatment. Instead, the court fo-
cused on contractual theories of reliance and estoppel and specifically
stated “it is unnecessary to reach the constitutional issues raised.” The re-
lief given was very narrow, applying only to Sergeant Watkins.

Keith Meinhold

In April of 1980, at age seventeen, Volker Keith Meinhold enlisted in
the U.S. Navy and began an exemplary career. During his twelve years of
service, Meinhold rose through the ranks to become, by the navy’s own
admission, one of its best airborne sonar analysts and instructors. In
recognition of his achievements, the navy appointed Meinhold to selec-
tive positions so that he might serve as an example to others. By 1992,
Meinhold was rated in the top 10 percent of all navy instructors and was
just six years away from being eligible for retirement.47 At no time during
Meinhold’s naval career did the navy ever ask him to identify his sexual
orientation or formally notify him that he could be discharged solely
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on the basis of his homosexual orientation. On numerous occasions
throughout his naval career, Meinhold publicly acknowledged his sexual
orientation to navy representatives, including senior officers. Meinhold
was sufficiently open about his sexual orientation that his status became
common knowledge within his unit.

On May 19, 1992, Meinhold again acknowledged his gay status, this
time on ABC Nightly News. After this nationally televised interview, the
navy immediately initiated discharge proceedings against him on the
basis of his homosexual status. “I’m really saddened by the fact that I
could potentially never serve again in the U.S. Navy,” Meinhold said. “But
I don’t regret bringing to light a policy that makes the Navy look really
bad.” “Primarily, the reason was my own personal integrity,” Meinhold
said. “I am an honest person, and not saying anything didn’t make me feel
good.”48 He was also motivated to discuss the policy because of an alleged
witch hunt for gay sailors serving in Japan. The navy had allegedly inves-
tigated many soldiers for homosexual conduct. Within three months,
Meinhold was discharged from the navy, not because he engaged in ho-
mosexual conduct, but because he labeled himself as gay.

After exhausting administrative remedies, Meinhold filed a lawsuit al-
leging that the military’s policy violated Equal Protection. The U.S. Dis-
trict Court for the Central District of California agreed. African Ameri-
can jurist Terry Hatter powerfully condemned the policy, finding that the
military’s justifications were based on cultural myths and false stereo-
types, similar to the reasons offered to keep the military racially segre-
gated in the 1940s. Eventually, the judge issued an injunction forbidding
the Department of Defense from taking any action against a gay service
member based on sexual orientation, effectively nullifying the policy na-
tionwide. Meinhold was reinstated pending resolution of the case.

The government appealed the judge’s ruling immediately, complaining
about the breadth of the injunction. The Supreme Court granted an
emergency stay of the injunction as it pertained to anyone other than
Meinhold, thus reinstating the policy for other service members. Follow-
ing the Supreme Court’s lead, when the Ninth Circuit considered the
merits of Meinhold’s challenge, it significantly narrowed the trial court’s
ruling and held that the injunction was proper only to the extent it en-
joined the navy from discharging Meinhold, reasoning that the relief
should be no more burdensome than necessary for the military. Since
Meinhold secured relief and this was not a class action, the court used a
minimalist approach to determine the scope of injunctive relief.
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The Ninth Circuit used several other avoidance techniques as it con-
sidered the merits of the dispute. First, it held that the district court
should not have reached the Equal Protection ruling without first consid-
ering Meinhold’s nonconstitutional estoppel claim, urging other courts
to consider constitutional claims only as a last resort. After the court re-
jected Meinhold’s estoppel claim on its facts, it was positioned to proceed
to the Equal Protection claim. The court then used the avoidance canon
to construe the policy to get around the “serious” Equal Protection ques-
tion it presented. The court emphasized that barring gays for sexual con-
duct was permissible under its precedents, but conflating status and con-
duct was problematic. Indeed, the court said that the question was only a
“close” one because of the extraordinary deference owed military judg-
ments. The Ninth Circuit then proclaimed that it could avoid these con-
stitutional tensions by narrowly construing the policy to apply only when
a service member’s statement of sexual orientation “indicates more than
the inchoate ‘desire’ or ‘propensity’ that inheres in status.” The court
found that Meinhold’s statement manifested no concrete, expressed de-
sire to commit sexual acts. This interpretation, while purporting to avoid
an Equal Protection decision, certainly narrowed the scope of the policy
and implicitly rejected some of the military’s arguments supporting the
policy. The government never appealed the ruling to the Supreme Court.

Margarethe Cammermeyer

Significant media attention focused on the travails of Colonel Mar-
garethe Cammermeyer, who had served in the army for twenty-six years.
She earned a Bronze Star in Vietnam and was “Nurse of the Year” in 1985.
She had risen to the rank of colonel and a promotion to national chief
nurse and general at the Army War College was pending. The job hinged
on a security clearance, and she told the truth. She admitted she was a les-
bian when questioned during the security clearance interview about her
sexual orientation.

Investigations and hearings continued until she was discharged in
1992—the highest-ranking officer ever to be dismissed due to sexual sta-
tus. Prior to her discharge, Governor Booth Gardner, commander-in-
chief of the Washington State National Guard, stated: “If Colonel Cam-
mermeyer’s discharge becomes final, this would be both a significant loss
to the State of Washington and a senseless end to the career of a dis-
tinguished, long-time member of the armed services.” The trial judge,
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applying the rational basis standard and noting the deference given to the
military, found that the policy violated the Constitution, and there is no
military exception to the Constitution. The court found that the only
motivation for excluding those who acknowledged their homosexuality
was the prejudice of other service members. As in Meinhold, the Ninth
Circuit did not vacate Cammermeyer’s reinstatement. However, because
she was reinstated and the regulation had been rescinded, it found the
controversy moot.49

Joseph Steffan

In the District of Columbia Circuit, another case challenging the ex-
clusion policy wound its way up and down the system for six years.
Joseph Steffan enrolled in the Naval Academy in 1983 and was consis-
tently ranked close to the top of his class. During the fall of his senior
year, a confidential conversation with a friend prompted the Naval Inves-
tigative Service to start an investigation regarding Steffan’s homosexual-
ity. Subsequently, Steffan confirmed that he was gay. As a result, the Naval
Academy recommended that he be discharged “due to insufficient apti-
tude for commissioned service.” Since it was likely that if Steffan at-
tempted to litigate he might be discharged and have it noted on his tran-
script, Steffan reached an agreement with the navy and submitted a
“qualified resignation.” A year and a half later, Steffan sought to withdraw
his resignation. After the navy denied this request, Steffan brought suit in
federal court.

The trial court ruled in favor of the government, but the court of ap-
peals ordered that Steffan be reinstated with his diploma and commis-
sion. Then a fragmented court, sitting en banc, affirmed the trial court
decision, holding that Steffan’s discharge and denial of his academic de-
gree for admitting his homosexuality did not violate the Constitution.
Nearly seven years after Steffan’s discharge, the D.C. Circuit found rea-
sonable the military’s inference that a service member who identifies
himself as homosexual is likely to engage in homosexual conduct. The
policy thus did not violate Equal Protection because the conduct could
rationally be prohibited. Although the court did not explicitly rely on
Bowers, it used similar reasoning. The majority addressed the Academy’s
policy but said Steffan had no standing to challenge the Department of
Defense regulations. Ruth Bader Ginsburg, then on the D.C. Circuit,
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thought that the court should have avoided the constitutional questions
entirely. She found that Steffan did not pursue his challenge to the Acad-
emy policy on appeal and that he had no standing to challenge the DOD
regulations. The dissenters charged that the majority twisted the compli-
cated case, in an “ingenious but totally unjustified” manner, to transform
the case into one about homosexual conduct. They emphasized that his
challenge focused on whether the military could discharge members
solely for statements about their orientation with no evidence of sexual
misconduct. They stressed that the navy had never alleged that Steffan
engaged or intended to engage in homosexual conduct. The dissenters
concluded that the policy violated Equal Protection, and despite the def-
erence given military professional judgments, courts can determine
whether a military policy is based on rational grounds or prejudice.50

Steffan clearly diverged from Meinhold. Although the Ninth Circuit
used the avoidance canon to construe narrowly the military’s status
regulation, rather than expressly basing its decision on constitutional
grounds, the court had held that a service member’s statement of orienta-
tion, absent any expressed desire or intent to engage in homosexual con-
duct, was insufficient to warrant separation from the military. Its analysis
of the military’s policy equating status and conduct sharply differed from
the Steffan majority. In contrast, the Fourth Circuit, sitting en banc,
agreed with the Steffan court that discharging people on the basis of ori-
entation does not offend the Constitution.51 The Clinton administration
initially said it would not contest cases brought under the old rule while
waiting for a challenge to the new “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy. How-
ever, the administration continued to defend the old policy in court, ap-
parently fearing that its ability to implement the new policy would be im-
peded by judicial findings that the old policy was unconstitutional.

Thus, the appellate courts were closely and deeply divided in these dif-
ficult cases, and the differences continued after Evans. Courts frequently
used avoidance techniques in these high-profile, controversial challenges.
Numerous other individual challenges to the military’s policies were
pending in federal courts by the early 1990s. The Supreme Court needed
to provide some guidance on this national issue. Instead, the Court en-
couraged piecemeal resolution of these controversies and avoided taking
any appeals about the military’s policies. It denied certiorari repeatedly,
in challenges to both the old and new policies when those policies had
been upheld against constitutional attack by lower courts.
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Challenges to the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” Policy

A new policy on gays in the military was announced by President Clinton
on July 19, 1993, popularly known as “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell, Don’t Pur-
sue.” Congress subsequently codified this policy into law with President
Clinton’s approval.52 Under the “Don’t Ask” provision of the new policy,
the military will no longer question applicants for military service about
their sexual orientation. This prohibition, however, applies solely to future
applicants and not to those already serving in the military. Further, regu-
lations provide that the military will continue to discharge any service
member who has “engaged in, attempted to engage in, or solicited an-
other to engage in a homosexual act or acts.” The discharge policy con-
tains an odd exemption. It is limited to service members who cannot
demonstrate that their homosexual conduct is an aberration. It thus re-
wards a straight soldier who can show he just “went astray” once or twice
or a gay soldier willing to renounce his orientation and refrain from ho-
mosexual acts to remain in the military.

Initially, gay service members focused on the First Amendment.
Courts easily rejected most of these claims, arguing that the policy was
directed toward restricting conduct rather than expression. The policy was
also rationally related to the legitimate government concern of promot-
ing cohesion within the military, most judges found. Shortly after the
Court handed down Evans, lower courts faced new constitutional chal-
lenges to the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy on Equal Protection grounds.
But Evans did little to alter lower court analysis of the policy. For exam-
ple, a naval reserve officer argued that the policy failed rational basis re-
view because it was grounded in nothing more than prejudice of hetero-
sexual service members. The district court held that the policy survived
rationality review, with little independent analysis and relying on pre-
Evans cases. The court only cited Evans for the general proposition “that
no person shall be denied the equal protection of the law co-exists with
the realization that most legislation classifies for one reason or another,
resulting in disadvantage to various groups or persons.”53

Soon, circuit courts addressed the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy. The
Eighth Circuit upheld the policy. The court distinguished Evans because
the Supreme Court grounded its holdings in the Equal Protection Clause.
In contrast, the Eighth Circuit relied largely on First Amendment and
Due Process arguments. The court followed what six other circuits had
decided prior to Evans, regarding those decisions as unchanged.54
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In 1997, the Ninth Circuit upheld the policy, finding that the military
might reasonably believe that open homosexuality would disrupt normal
military operations, and that the policy furthered the military’s objective
of ensuring uniformity and orderly operations. Judge Noonan noted in
his concurrence that the court must be careful not to usurp presidential
power to supervise the military. “The Constitution does not exempt the
military services from its own commands, but by virtue of its special
treatment of this federal activity the Constitution creates a domain full of
inequalities uncharacteristic of civilian life.” In dissent, Judge Betty
Fletcher argued that the policy should be invalidated under Evans. She ar-
gued that the policy was based on prejudice and was not rationally re-
lated to any legitimate interest. Since sodomy and sexual misconduct are
grounds to punish any service member, and because the government
agreed that gay service members are no more likely to engage in sexual
misconduct than heterosexual service members, the policy could not ra-
tionally be justified as deterring sexual misconduct. The Evans Court,
said Judge Fletcher, “implicitly but necessarily rejected the argument that
discrimination on the basis of homosexuality does not violate equal pro-
tection simply because Bowers v. Hardwick has held that the criminaliza-
tion of homosexual sodomy does not offend due process.” She argued
that the Court had protected gays without distinguishing between status
and conduct in Evans and had implicitly rejected moral disapproval of
homosexuality as a legitimate state interest.55

The Ninth Circuit soon had another occasion to review the policy. Two
National Guard soldiers challenged their discharge. Both had outstand-
ing military records and there were no disciplinary charges against them
as a result of any homosexual behavior.56 In fact, one of the discharged
officers specifically wrote that he had never engaged in homosexual con-
duct with another military person and had no desire to do so. The Ninth
Circuit rejected their Equal Protection and First Amendment claims. In
dissent, Judge Stephen Reinhardt condemned the analysis as “rooted in
Bowers,” arguing that the policy severely burdens and chills protected
speech, speech “that goes to [plaintiffs’] right to communicate the core of
their emotions and identity to others.”

In addition to these dissenters, only one court found the policy constitu-
tionally suspect. In Able, six plaintiffs challenged the new policy. The court
analyzed the new rule and found it similar in application to the old one and
therefore an unconstitutional violation of plaintiffs’ Fifth and First Amend-
ment rights. The United States argued that the policy promoted cohesion by
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giving heterosexuals a greater feeling of privacy when living in close quar-
ters with homosexuals. The court found this privacy claim fundamentally
flawed because it assumed that simply because no one was out of the closet,
members of a unit would conclude there were no homosexuals in the unit.
The government also contended the policy helped reduce “sexual tension”
among soldiers. But the court noted that all sexual relationships were sub-
ject to disciplinary action when they were “prejudicial to good order and
discipline.” The policy was thus unnecessary to further the goal of reducing
sexual tension. The court concluded that the articulated reasons for the pol-
icy were pretexts for overt discrimination against homosexuals, similar to
the fear and prejudice faced by interracial couples raising children, previ-
ously condemned by the Supreme Court. Under Evans, this amounted to
unconstitutional animus. The district court also went beyond Evans, hold-
ing that homosexuals were a suspect class deserving heightened scrutiny,
emphasizing the historic and continuing discrimination gays faced. Indeed,
the court noted that discrimination against gays was present during the
congressional hearings over the new policy. Both Generals Colin Powell and
Norman Schwartzkopf acknowledged that homosexuals were capable of
performing all the duties of other soldiers, but each believed open homo-
sexuality would be disruptive in the military.57

On appeal, the Second Circuit reversed the district court opinion.
Using rational basis review, a unanimous court had little trouble uphold-
ing the policy. Again, the court relied primarily on decisions in other cir-
cuits and added a general discussion of the great deference owed the mil-
itary. The panel subsequently ruled that prohibiting homosexual activity
in the military did not violate Equal Protection. Plaintiffs relied on prece-
dents, including Evans, but the Second Circuit explained that these cases
did not arise in the military setting, where “constitutionally-mandated
deference to military assessments and judgments gives the judiciary far
less scope to scrutinize the reasons, legitimate on their face, that the mili-
tary has advanced to justify its actions.” The court could not find irra-
tional Congress’s reliance on military experts about unit cohesion, re-
duced sexual tension, and privacy.

In sum, most judges conclude that Evans bears little import for the
military’s policies and are still following the Court’s lead in Bowers. A few
judges read Evans more broadly, finding the policies supported only by
the prejudice of heterosexual service members and thus motivated by an-
imus. The problem is that these divergent interpretations are both plausi-
ble readings of Evans. The Court may view the latest military policy as a
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constitutional classification on the basis of sexual orientation, reasoning
that it owes the military extreme deference or that more than prejudice
motivates the policy. Arguably, the policy does not impose as broad a dis-
ability on unwilling gay citizens as did Amendment 2. On the other hand,
the effects of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” are broad and important. The gov-
ernment benefit regulated by the policy is significant, although military
service is voluntary. In addition, while the policy would appear to exclude
only those homosexuals who have come out of the closet, it has been used
against closeted homosexuals as well. Reports of gays targeted for pub-
licly acknowledging their orientation continue. As of early 2000, an army
investigator recommended that a reserve lieutenant be discharged be-
cause he revealed his sexual orientation during a legislative hearing while
he served as an Arizona lawmaker. President Clinton has said that the
compromise was not supposed to allow for harassment or targeting of
gay soldiers and has repeatedly expressed concern over the beating death
of Barry Winchell.58 Pentagon reports show that under the policy, gay
troops are being discharged at a far higher rate than prior to the policy. In
response to those figures and other abuses, the Pentagon issued new
guidelines for implementing the policy, requiring sensitivity training and
limiting investigations.59 The Court could readily use Evans, with its gen-
eralized conclusion of animus, to closely examine the military’s justifica-
tions for the policy and its operation.

The disruption to individual lives and outstanding military careers
presents a compelling argument that it is inefficient and potentially
harmful for the Supreme Court not to consider the constitutionality of
the policy and make a uniform federal determination. The litigation in
the various courts across the country consumes the resources of the
courts, the government defendants, and plaintiffs. With the piecemeal
approach, each service person subjected to potential expulsion must take
the government to court, resulting in delay for adjudication and enforce-
ment of rights and significant expense. And significant speech rights are
potentially chilled during the waiting process, skewing the political de-
bate. The Court may well agree with the lower federal courts upholding
the policy, and then no deprivation of rights occurs during the wait. The
political branches have had time for response and dialogue. A definitive
response from the Court is appropriate. The Court should evaluate the
compromise and face the serious constitutional issues presented, as the
Vermont Supreme Court recently did with the contentious issue of gay
marriage.
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The Vermont Victory for Gays

In December 1999, the Vermont Supreme Court ruled that the state vio-
lated the Vermont constitution by denying marriage-related benefits to
same-sex couples.60 Three same-sex couples sued because state officials
had refused to issue them marriage licenses. Two of the couples had
raised children together and one couple had been partners for twenty-
five years. The couples showed that they were denied a broad range of
legal benefits and protections flowing from marriage, including spousal
privileges, spousal support, intestate succession, and many other items.
The state defended its law limiting marriage to couples comprised of one
man and one woman because it “send[s] a public message that procre-
ation and child rearing are intertwined.” The court agreed that the state
has an interest in promoting permanent commitments between couples
to provide more security for children. But the law was underinclusive be-
cause it did not provide that security to children of same-sex unions and
those being reared by same-sex couples. The marriage law was also over-
inclusive because it provided benefits to heterosexual couples who can-
not or do not procreate. Historical exclusion of a group, based on ani-
mus, cannot legitimate continued exclusion, the court added. It con-
cluded that the state’s interests did not justify the inequalities resulting
from denying significant marriage benefits and protections to gays.

The court based its decision solely on the “Common Benefits Clause”
of the state constitution, not the federal Equal Protection Clause. Thus,
the U.S. Supreme Court has no authority to review the decision. The de-
velopment of state constitutional law as an independent avenue of con-
stitutional decision making grew markedly in last few decades of the
twentieth century, with some states protecting rights more generously
than federal law.61 This is one method by which litigants and state
courts can sometimes insulate their constitutional decisions from the
federal system. Of course, such a decision only binds people subject to
that state’s law.

All the Vermont justices agreed that denying marriage benefits to
same-sex couples violated the state constitution. Two justices wrote sepa-
rately to express concerns over the court’s approach. One justice focused
on the court’s vague legal standard, which veered away from the court’s
earlier framework of fundamental rights and suspect classifications, like
that employed in federal Equal Protection case law. Instead, the court in-
stituted a test with several factors and a balancing of competing interests.
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This “backtracks” from the established test, argued the concurring jus-
tice, and “fails to provide any guidelines whatsoever for the Legislature,
the trial courts, or Vermonters in general to predict the outcome of future
cases.” The concurring justice concluded that the court would have acted
on accepted legal grounds—and less like a legislature—if it had employed
the traditional legal framework. The majority recognized that the case
was fraught with deep controversy based on religious, moral, and politi-
cal grounds. The court maintained, however, that its ruling turned on
legal grounds rather than the private values and sensitivities of the indi-
vidual judges.

Another justice expressed dismay over the court’s remedy. Plaintiffs
wanted to marry, and the justice argued that the court should have simply
ordered the state to grant marriage licenses to gays on the same basis as it
did to non-gays. But the court did not require Vermont to allow gay mar-
riage. Instead, it asked the legislature, within a “reasonable period of
time,” to either allow gay marriage or establish an equivalent alternative
like a domestic partnership system. It issued a constitutional ruling that
the same benefits and protections must be extended to all couples, but
did not say that gays were entitled to marry under Vermont law. This jus-
tice alludes to desegregation rulings that were not implemented fully and
quickly by other constitutional actors. The majority, however, distin-
guished the situations. “Plaintiffs have not demonstrated that the exclu-
sion of same-sex couples from the definition of marriage was intended to
discriminate against women or lesbians and gay men, as racial segrega-
tion was designed to maintain the pernicious doctrine of white su-
premacy.” The present case did not involve years of official foot dragging
and resistance. The majority rejected a more direct and immediate rem-
edy in order to show deference to other constitutional actors, noting that
the judiciary is “not the only repository of wisdom.” Judicial answers may
be wrong when a democracy is in “moral flux” or counterproductive even
if right. The Vermont court cited the state constitutional amendments
precluding gay marriage in Hawaii and Alaska after courts there recog-
nized gay rights. The court saw itself as one participant in a system of de-
mocratic dialogue, hoping to share the responsibility of achieving equal-
ity with the legislature and executive officers who would implement the
legislature’s remedy.

Those who oppose equating benefits for gay and straight couples
might criticize the court, noting that this deference offers only a limited
range of choices to the legislature. Additionally, if gay couples do not
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receive benefits equivalent to those of married couples within a “reason-
able time” from the state, they presumably will have recourse in the Ver-
mont courts. Vermonters disagreeing with the court can attempt to
change the constitution, but that would be a long and difficult process.
Vermont does not have direct democracy, and amendments must be pro-
posed by the legislature in two consecutive sessions.62 Some legislators
might not appreciate the court’s attempt at deference. Some might prefer
a direct court decree rather than being saddled with working out a rem-
edy under pressure from divided constituents and colleagues. Even for
legislators who appreciate the deference, devising a remedy will consume
significant legislative time and effort, at the expense of other issues.

The court’s ruling certainly spurred debate, with national interests and
many local people presenting their views to Vermont legislators, with sig-
nificant national media coverage.63 Within three months of the ruling,
the state House of Representatives passed a bill authorizing “Civil
Unions.”64 “Parties to a civil union shall have all the same benefits, pro-
tection and responsibilities under law . . . as are granted to spouses in a
marriage.” The bill deems a same-sex partner a parent for children born
to a partner during the union. It appears to allow the equivalent of mar-
riage except for the use of the word. The legislators who voted for the law
faced heavy pressure from conservatives in the 2000 elections.

Conclusion

Contrasting the Supreme Court’s approach in Evans to the Vermont rul-
ing highlights the failings of the Court thus far on this civil rights contro-
versy. The highest appellate court in a system has an important symbolic
function in discrimination challenges. In Baker, the Vermont court con-
cluded with a sentence that was quoted extensively in the national press:

The challenge for future generations will be to define what is most essen-
tially human. The extension of the Common Benefits Clause to acknowl-
edge plaintiffs as Vermonters who seek nothing more, nor less, than legal
protection and security for their avowed commitment to an intimate and
lasting human relationship is simply, when all is said and done, a recogni-
tion of our common humanity.65

The court clearly named a problem, although it didn’t completely resolve
the controversy. The plaintiffs had to await legislative relief. The ruling
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was grounded in state, not federal, equality concerns. But the court took
its duty of construing the constitutional equality guarantee seriously,
even in the midst of political, cultural, and moral controversy. In Evans,
the Court issued a conclusory finding of “animus,” using the rational
basis test. It did not clearly take on the clashing arguments of the two
camps or discuss the anti-gay context facing the gay workers, individuals,
and families in Colorado as the Vermont court discussed the history of
discrimination against gays and the significant inequalities imposed by
the marriage law.

Avoidance advocates might say that this divergence in the two courts’
approaches is appropriate. They believe it is better for such socially divi-
sive controversies to be worked out by the state courts, which are more
responsive to local opinion. They can resolve the issue by focusing on
state law, one state at a time. The states can serve as laboratories for
democracy, either reaching consensus or illuminating a split view. They
voice a process concern: the fear that early intervention by the federal
courts, particularly a definitive ruling by the Supreme Court, could pre-
empt this dialogue. Moreover, some are motivated by a substantive, fed-
eralism concern: a federal resolution is not sufficiently deferential to lo-
calities, legislatures, and other constitutional interpreters. This type of
decision is best left to local democratic preferences, as the Sixth Circuit
urged in upholding the Cincinnati version of Amendment 2.

Laws that distinguish between gays and non-gays, however, raise fed-
eral constitutional concerns. Uniformity is necessary to ensure even-
handed treatment for sexual minorities nationally. A federal ruling pro-
tecting minorities, particularly a controversial decision, does not pre-
clude further political and social debate, as the resistance to Brown v.
Board of Education and continuing school desegregation litigation
demonstrate. Even the Court’s approval of the status quo in Bowers pro-
duced significant reaction. If providing time for dialogue motivated the
Court’s avoidance of gay rights cases and measured steps like Evans, suffi-
cient time has passed. Other constitutional actors have struggled with gay
marriage and other gay civil rights challenges like Amendment 2. Mili-
tary, executive, and legislative leaders have had time to review and justify
national and local discriminatory policies. It is now more important for
the Court to exercise its lawsaying role, with a view to its responsibility to
construe Equal Protection and First Amendment speech and associa-
tional guarantees to protect sexual minorities who have been unfairly
treated and silenced by majoritarian forces.
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Avoiding Gender Equality

Women have made great strides from the 1970s through the
1990s, entering previously segregated fields, attaining more economic se-
curity, and gaining greater autonomy, including more choice of whether
to pursue careers, families, or both. In an era of significant, often dra-
matic, social changes for women, high-profile challenges to the status
quo assumed symbolic importance not lost on the American public. Billy
Jean King outplayed retired tennis star Bobby Riggs before a packed
crowd and a huge television audience. A quarter of a century later, the
U.S. women’s soccer team defeated China to win the World Cup. Presi-
dent Clinton commented at halftime that people watching the outstand-
ing play should appreciate the gains achieved under Title IX. Constitu-
tionally, women have also made great strides, from the Court’s initial
Equal Protection rulings in the 1970s through its castigation of Virginia
Military Institute for excluding women in the 1990s. The Court has made
it more difficult for large commercial groups like Rotary Clubs and the
Jaycees to discriminate against women when states or local governments
forbid discrimination.

But women are still excluded from certain kinds of employment, are
sexually harassed, subject to gender-based violence, or denied leadership
opportunities in male-dominated fields, including law and the justice
system. Women are underpaid and undervalued in the workforce. In
1999, women still were paid only 74 cents for every dollar paid to men. As
women move up the corporate ladder, their salaries relative to men are
often driven lower. As of the late 1990s, among the Fortune 500 compa-
nies, there were only a handful of female CEOs, among the next 500,
there were only five. Jobs traditionally held by women remain clustered at
the lower end of the pay scale, and even for traditional women’s work,
women earn less than men. In 1995, the median income for registered
nurses for women was $35,360 and for men $36,868. A 1994–95 survey
found that male elementary school teachers had a mean base salary of
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$33,800 as compared to $32,292 for women. Women computer operators
made almost $7,000 less annually than their male counterparts.1 Women
face sex discrimination when applying for jobs. Many employers worry
about women taking pregnancy leaves or extended family leaves. Some
employers worry about sexual harassment issues in a coed workforce, or
those with hiring power simply tend to prefer people like themselves,
which frequently means males. People disagree about whether unequal
opportunities for men and women is due to discrimination or choice. For
example, some women do not pursue jobs with long hours, travel, and
extensive responsibility due to family obligations. Other women are
never given such opportunities due to employer perceptions of appropri-
ate gender roles.

Sex discrimination contributes significantly to the economic plight of
older women. Nearly 75 percent of the nation’s four million elderly poor
are women. Older women have just over half the income of older men,
and women of color have significantly less income than older white
women. The disproportionate poverty of older women is created by a
lifetime of low wages intensified by sex discrimination in pensions, re-
tirement insurance, having child custody and not receiving adequate or
any child support, and social security.2 Additionally, many poor children
live in single-parent, female households. Women are frequently required
to pay more than men for equal insurance coverage, and while many in-
surance plans cover Viagra, birth control for women is often not covered.

To analyze issues of gender-related discrimination that have reached
the U.S. Supreme Court in this era could fill a book. Congress and the
executive have moved to protect women by enacting laws such as Title
VII, Title IX, and the Family and Medical Leave Act. States and local
governments have passed antidiscrimination measures. This chapter
does not canvass many important precedents in which the Court out-
lawed gender discrimination—including protection against sexual ha-
rassment—through statutory rulings. Consistent with the avoidance
doctrine’s exhortation to use constitutional grounds as a last resort, the
Court prefers to follow the lead of Congress rather than ruling on Equal
Protection.3 In so doing, however, the Court sometimes fails to advance
congressional intent in eradicating discrimination. For example, after
the Court issued a restrictive reading of Title IX, Congress had to enact
corrective legislation to ensure gender equity in sports and education.4

The Court’s repudiation of the civil remedy in the Violence Against
Women Act is profiled in the next chapter, and the Court’s reluctance to
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rule on the constitutionality of gender-based affirmative action was dis-
cussed in chapter 4. Although the Court has not transformed its “color-
blind” approach to race-based affirmative action into a “gender-blind”
approach, affirmative action for women has been called into question
because programs often remedy race and gender-based discrimination
together. As the Supreme Court avoids the question, lower federal
courts split on how to apply the Court’s race precedents to women.

This chapter concentrates on how the Court has employed avoidance
extensively and failed to develop strong constitutional equality principles
in the areas of contraception, gender discrimination in the workforce re-
lated to reproductive capacity, and abortion. The first section details the
Court’s attempts to duck the birth control controversy in the 1960s. Al-
though the Court eventually established a fundamental privacy right pro-
tecting contraception choices and recognized gender equality claims in
the 1970s, both the undue burden standard in abortion law and the inter-
mediate scrutiny test in Equal Protection gender analysis use a balancing
approach toward the clash of female and state interests. Particularly in
abortion cases, justices like O’Connor rely on the avoidance canon and
measured rulings to steer a middle-of-the-road course politically, recoil-
ing from attacks on the Court for Roe v. Wade. The Court’s avoidance
technicalities can disguise the degree to which the Court has backtracked
from Roe in the face of political resistance. Similarly, the gender Equal
Protection cases are full of important symbolism, with broad language
about equal opportunity, but the Court minimizes the equality problems
women encounter on the job when they become pregnant or start a fam-
ily. Laws that harm women but do not segregate on their face by gender
are subject only to the deferential rational basis test. As seen in the cases
explored below, the Court’s avoidance tendencies toward delaying judg-
ment, crafting narrow rulings, or minimizing gender discrimination has
skewed constitutional gender equality law, consigning it thus far to “little
sister status.”

Birth Control Battles

It is ironic that a discussion generally confined to our bedrooms and pri-
vate lives ensnared the state legislature of Connecticut and the Supreme
Court of the United States in a constitutional firestorm in the 1960s. The
challenges to Connecticut’s laws restricting contraceptives, in addition to
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raising sexual privacy concerns, were likewise a challenge to the Court to
abandon its strategy of avoidance and examine laws affecting women and
their reproductive capacities within a constitutional framework. The
chronicle of court opinions below examines some of the doctrines used
by the Court to avoid deciding the ultimate question of whether the U.S.
Constitution permitted Connecticut to deny its residents access to con-
traceptives. While the actual opinions are important to the study of con-
stitutional law, the years in between opinions are important in weighing
the social and political costs of avoidance. The birth control cases
demonstrate that while the Court deflected successive challenges to Con-
necticut’s law, some individuals—particularly women— suffered appre-
ciable harm.

With the ink of the Brown decision still fresh on the books, the Court
found itself on the horns of a familiar but slightly different dilemma.
State laws mandating “separate but equal” schools had been enforced vig-
orously prior to Brown, through legal and extralegal channels. In con-
trast, Connecticut’s laws against the sale and use of contraceptive devices
were rarely enforced by the state against individual users. Yet, both laws,
as written, implicated constitutional rights and the Court’s role as a
counterweight to the democratic process. As the opening of Connecti-
cut’s birth control clinics transformed harmless, private infractions of the
ban into public civil disobedience, the Court’s avoidance tactics faltered.

In the summer of 1961, the Supreme Court heard Poe v. Ullman and
sidestepped a constitutional challenge to Connecticut’s birth control
laws, which were the most restrictive in the country, banning the medical
prescription and private use of contraceptives even in cases where preg-
nancy posed the threat of serious injury or death to the pregnant woman.
It was the second time that the Court had heard arguments that Con-
necticut’s nineteenth-century birth control statutes violated the Due
Process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, which protects against de-
privation of life, liberty, or property without Due Process. Once again,
the Court turned to doctrines of justiciability designed to weed out
“feigned or hypothetical” suits.5 The Poe majority issued a terse opinion
explaining that Connecticut prosecutors rarely enforced birth control
laws. The group of doctors and married persons who brought the case
had not been prosecuted, nor did the Court believe that they faced an ap-
preciable risk of being prosecuted in the future. In the Court’s estima-
tion, the controversy over birth control in Connecticut had not reached
the “ripeness” required for a judgment on its merits.
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In reality, modern trends were “ripening” across the country, making
the link between reproductive freedom and self-determination apparent
to growing numbers of women. Although the postwar years saw women’s
roles in the workforce diminish, the increasing availability of birth con-
trol created room in the lives of women for more than successive preg-
nancies and the care of growing families. A woman capable of planning
pregnancy had the potential to map out an adulthood that included
higher levels of education, better employment opportunities, and sexual
intimacy independent of childbearing.

Although the Poe Court sought to avoid a pronouncement on the
growing use of birth control by both married and unmarried individuals,
Justice Brennan’s concurrence aptly described the unstated issues at
stake: “The true controversy in this case is over the opening of birth-con-
trol clinics on a large scale; it is that which the state has prevented in the
past, not the use of contraceptives by isolated individual married couples.
It will be time enough to decide the constitutional questions urged upon
us, when, if ever, that real controversy flares up again.” Sanctioning the
institutionalization of birth control was precisely the role that the Court
sought to avoid, or at least delay, through the doctrines of standing and
mootness, all of which served to preserve the status quo and mute a nec-
essary dialogue among the Court, state legislatures, prosecutors, etc.

The Statute

In 1879, the Connecticut legislature passed its birth control law as part of
“An Act to Amend an Act Concerning Offenses against Decency, Morality,
and Humanity.” Whereas most states with birth control statutes regulated
sales and advertising, Connecticut actually forbade the use of contracep-
tives. Standing alone, a statute restricting the use of birth control would
obviously be difficult to enforce. But Connecticut had another statute
that would prove to be crucial in its effort to restrict birth control usage: a
general criminal accessory statute. Under the Connecticut law, “[a]ny
person who assists, abets, counsels, causes, hires or commands another to
commit any offense may be prosecuted and punished as if he were the
principal offender.”6

The legislation came to be known as the “Little Comstock Law” after
its champion, Anthony Comstock, a career religious reformer who had
successfully lobbied for federal laws against “obscene reading materials
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and articles.” Early support for the Comstock Law included diverse Chris-
tian groups. But within a few decades, the Catholic Church was some-
what isolated in its staunch opposition to “family spacing techniques,”
viewing sex primarily as an instrument of procreation.

The first of twenty-three efforts to repeal and amend the law—at least
to require a medical exception for women with serious health problems
associated with pregnancy—began after Margaret Sanger brought public
attention to the need for family planning and women’s reproductive
health in the early 1920s. While such measures routinely passed in Con-
necticut’s house of representatives, they languished in the senate, whose
constituents lived in cities that were 46 percent Catholic by 1960. Physi-
cians were among the earliest citizen groups to lobby against birth con-
trol bans, and by 1947, 94 percent of the Connecticut state medical soci-
ety opposed the law. The wholesale rejection of any political compromise
on the birth control issue was in direct conflict with social trends among
Connecticut’s citizens. A steady decline in the region’s population during
the first forty years of the twentieth century, coupled with open and
heavy sales of contraceptives in drugstores, underscored the tension be-
tween the law on the books, the public pronouncements of politicians,
and private impulses toward personal freedom.

The Contraception Cases

The Supreme Court considered its first constitutional attack on the Con-
necticut statute criminalizing birth control in 1943, well before the Poe
decision and the Court’s subsequent recognition of modern privacy pro-
tection under Due Process. In Tileston v. Ullman, a doctor argued that the
statute prevented him from providing birth control advice to women
whose health would be jeopardized by pregnancy. In doing so, the statute
effectively denied his patients their substantive Due Process rights. A sim-
ilar argument had been raised successfully a few years earlier by a con-
victed felon seeking to repeal a state law mandating the forced steriliza-
tion of habitual criminals. However, the Supreme Court had not been
confronted with a substantive Due Process challenge or any constitu-
tional challenge to birth control laws before. The Court avoided Dr. Tile-
ston’s request for a ruling on the constitutional validity of the statute. It
unanimously determined that the doctor did not have standing since he
had not alleged an injury to himself, but asserted intrusions upon the
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constitutional rights of his patients instead.7 Standing law in the 1940s
was not as well developed as now. Generally, courts merely inquired
whether the plaintiff could state a claim. But here, the Court’s more rigid
application of the standing requirement had a decisive effect. The Tile-
ston decision delayed the Court’s consideration of the Connecticut law
for another two decades.

The Court faced a renewed challenge to Connecticut’s law in Poe v.
Ullman. This time, parties orchestrated their attack more carefully to
overcome the Court’s reluctance to address the constitutional claim,
using plaintiffs directly injured by the Connecticut law. Doctors and mar-
ried couples seeking medical advice related the tragic circumstances they
faced when pregnancies had resulted in permanent disability to one
woman and fatal abnormalities for infants. The married people involved
were at least twenty-five years old; they were not young, single people or
others wanting birth control to facilitate sexual promiscuity. Paul and
Pauline Poe wanted to have a child but needed birth control to preserve
their lives and health. Mrs. Poe had endured three consecutive pregnan-
cies that had resulted in infants with multiple congenital abnormalities.
Each child died shortly after birth. Jane Doe was also childless. During a
pregnancy, she suffered a serious physical illness. She was unconscious
for two weeks and acutely ill for another nine weeks. As a result, Mrs. Doe
was left partially paralyzed, with a marked speech impediment, and she
was emotionally unstable.

As at the time of Tileston, birth control advocates had difficulty find-
ing people willing to participate in the legal challenge underway in Poe.
The couples used fictitious names and made anonymity a condition for
their participation in the action. One Poe plaintiff feared that her hus-
band would lose his job if her participation in the case became public.
Their concern underscores the intimate and difficult nature of conversa-
tions about birth control at the time. Entering a public debate on the
issue a generation ago imposed burdens on couples, doctors, lawyers, and
supporters of the legal challenge. Even today, within some families and
religious communities, the discourse on birth control is not settled or
safe. Throughout the birth control and abortion case law, the Supreme
Court’s emphasis on the role of doctors has tended to eclipse the role of
women in the legal challenges. Historically, judges have given a degree of
deference to the professional concerns articulated by the medical com-
munity, while distancing themselves from autonomy and equality con-
cerns expressed by the plaintiffs. This litigation, however, demonstrates
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the pivotal role of doctors and lawyers in collaborating with individuals
to lend professional expertise to support novel and socially sensitive con-
stitutional claims.

Both Mrs. Poe and Mrs. Doe consulted with Dr. C. Lee Buxton, chair
of Yale Medical School’s Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, the
only medical school in Connecticut. He felt the law prevented doctors
from providing information to people who desperately needed help. Bux-
ton described the medical and human hardships imposed by the statute
and criticized what he viewed as the political cowardice and legal pro-
crastination surrounding the issue. “Within a few months in 1955, several
of our obstetrical patients suffering from severe medical complications of
pregnancy either died or suffered vascular accidents which were perma-
nently incapacitating. These patients should never have become pregnant
in the first place but they had never been able to obtain contraceptive ad-
vice.” One case involved a twenty-eight-year-old woman with severe mi-
tral stenosis, a form of heart disease. “She had sought contraceptive ad-
vice in our clinic in vain at the time of her marriage. She died in the sixth
month of pregnancy as a result of the added heart strain imposed by this
condition, and in spite of several months of heroic efforts on the part of
the medical and nursing staff to save her.” “The irony of this situation . . .
[was] that following cardiac surgery she would have been able in all prob-
ability to have several children.”8 Buxton held the Connecticut ban
largely responsible for the death of this woman and the fetus.

Buxton, along with others involved in Planned Parenthood, filed a se-
ries of lawsuits in Connecticut courts in 1958. At trial, Buxton testified
that the cause of death for the Poes’ children was genetic. He believed that
another pregnancy would very likely strain the Poes’ physical and mental
health to a disturbing degree. He believed that prescribing contraceptives
was the best option for the Poes and Mrs. Doe. The patients asserted their
right to use birth control, relying on Due Process. Buxton asserted his
own constitutional right to practice medicine without unreasonable re-
straint. The independent injuries and constitutional rights asserted by
both the doctors and their patients served as important distinctions in
legal terms from the unsuccessful attempt at extracting a judgment from
the Court in Tileston.

Abraham Ullman, the state’s attorney, argued that the declaratory
judgment actions were improper because the issues in the cases had al-
ready been conclusively determined by the Connecticut courts. The trial
court agreed with the state, and the plaintiffs appealed. The Connecticut
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Supreme Court equated the rights of the patients and doctors, reasoning
that the ban on birth control curtailed the activities of both potential
birth control providers and the users. The court deferred to the state leg-
islature’s authority to enact such restrictions unless “it clearly appeared
that the legislative measures do not serve the public health, safety, morals,
or welfare or that they deny or interfere with the private rights unreason-
ably.” Here, the court opined, no such interference occurred because mar-
ried couples facing the risk of a life-threatening pregnancy retained the
option of abstinence.

The U.S. Supreme Court ducked the constitutional issue, concluding
that the lawsuit was not ripe. In other words, the plaintiffs did not yet
have standing because they were not actually experiencing any hardship
in the form of arrest or prosecution under the statute. A plurality of the
Court emphasized that since the adoption of the birth control statute in
1879, there had been only one prosecution for violation of the statute,
and the prosecutor had eventually refused to proceed. Moreover, contra-
ceptives were readily available in Connecticut drugstores.

Justice William Douglas asked pointed questions of the majority, chal-
lenging the prudence and fairness of delaying review of Connecticut’s
statutes.

What are these people—doctor and patients—to do? Flout the law and go
to prison? Violate the law surreptitiously and hope they will not get
caught? By today’s decision, we leave them no other alternatives. It is not
the choice they need have under the regime of the declaratory judgment
and our constitutional system. It is not the choice worthy of a civilized so-
ciety. A sick wife, a concerned husband, a conscientious doctor seek a dig-
nified, discrete, orderly answer to the critical problem confronting them.
We should not turn them away and make them flout the law and get ar-
rested to have their constitutional rights determined. They are entitled to
an answer to their predicament here and now.

Although individuals were not likely to be prosecuted, the law was still
on the books, and doctors, particularly those who wanted to openly pro-
vide birth control advice, were more likely to be targeted. Indeed, in State
v. Nelson, a raid on a women’s clinic in 1940 resulted in criminal proceed-
ings brought against three of the clinic’s staff members. Although prose-
cutors offered to discontinue the proceedings, their leniency came at the
price of immediate and permanent closure of the clinic. The majority
characterized Nelson as a minor irregularity in the state’s passive disre-
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gard for the statute. Justice Douglas in dissent argued that the law was not
a “dead letter” because Connecticut’s legislature had acted twice to resus-
citate the law and had rejected bills to repeal it during the previous
twenty years. Douglas indicated that such actions provided notice and
saved the statute “from being the accidental left-over of another era.” He
found that the law did bind those who chose to obey and thus posed at
least a moral dilemma. Citing transcripts of the Nelson prosecution, Jus-
tice Harlan insisted that it had sent a clear message to both doctors and
laypeople that violation of the statutes would result in prosecution and
punishment.

But Justice Felix Frankfurter wrote for a plurality: “Deeply embedded
traditional ways of carrying out state policy . . .”—or not carrying it
out—“are often tougher and truer law than the dead words of the written
text.” Justice Brennan, who provided the fifth vote to deny reaching the
merits, only concurred in the judgment, not the reasoning of the plural-
ity. He issued a terse opinion, framing the dispute between the parties as
revolving around the institutionalization of birth control rather than its
private use. He concluded, “It will be time enough to decide the constitu-
tional questions urged upon us, when, if ever, that real controversy flares
up again.”

Justice Douglas criticized the Court’s implicit acceptance of desue-
tude, the notion that if a law were left unenforced by the state for an ex-
tended period of time, it would be given no legal effect by the courts.
Desuetude allows courts to thwart the development of constitutional law
by refusing to condemn antiquated old laws. Judge Guido Calabresi ar-
gued in the 1990s that New York’s rarely enforced, nineteenth-century
ban on assisted suicide should not be viewed as a “prescription for si-
lence” by courts. Although he conceded that courts often uphold dead-
letter laws, Calabresi urged judges to overcome the “strong, inertial force
that the framers of our constitutions gave to the status quo” to review leg-
islation that remains on the books in apparent contradiction to the fun-
damental rights protected by the Constitution. In such instances, “there is
a long tradition of constitutional holdings that inertia will not do.”9

In his classic book on the Supreme Court, Alexander Bickel applauded
the Court for steering clear of the quagmire created by Connecticut’s
birth control ban. Bickel conceded that denying judicial relief would im-
pose “intermediate costs” upon Dr. Buxton and his patients, but con-
cluded that if Connecticut was to come of age democratically, it could ex-
pect growing pains in the process.
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If Catholic opinion in Connecticut and officials who are responsive to it
can not decide whether it is wise or self-defeating to forbid the use of con-
traceptives by authority of the state, it is quite wrong for the Court to re-
lieve them of this burden of self-government . . . One day, the people of
Connecticut may enjoy freedom from birth control regulation without it
being guaranteed by judges, and it is much better that way.10

The dissenting justices were less comfortable with abstention, even if
it might spur more robust democratic action. Justice John Harlan con-
tended that Due Process protects those liberties rooted in the traditions
of the country, including the right of a married couple to use birth con-
trol. Laying the groundwork for later pivotal privacy decisions on con-
traception and abortion, he argued that the intrusion into the privacy of
“the most intimate details of the marital relation with the full force of
the criminal law” was a constitutional violation. He relied on the pri-
vacy of the home, expressly protected against certain governmental in-
trusions by the Third and Fourth amendments, and more generally pro-
tected by the principle of liberty “against all unreasonable intrusion of
whatever character.”

The legacy of Poe is mixed. Justice Harlan’s dissent has been repro-
duced for generations of law students as the imprimatur for the modern
right to privacy and the breadth of substantive Due Process. Frankfurter’s
plurality opinion endures in its own right as a major ripeness precedent.
The Court had, since its inception, expressed concern about rendering
advisory opinions, reasoning that adjudication within an adversary sys-
tem functions best in the presence of “a lively conflict” between actively
pressed, antagonistic demands, making resolution of the controverted
issue a practical necessity. Citing the “historically defined, limited nature
and function of the courts,” separation of powers, and avoidance case law,
Frankfurter in Poe recast this prudential tradition into a constitutional
barrier. Since the 1980s’ development of standing requirements, ripeness
concerns are dealt with primarily in the “imminence” aspect of standing.

After Poe, Planned Parenthood activists considered their next step. If
Frankfurter was right that the state laws were “harmless, empty shadows,”
then they could open and run birth control clinics. Approximately five
months after Poe was decided, the Planned Parenthood League of Con-
necticut opened a clinic in New Haven. Dr. Buxton was its medical director
and Estelle Griswold served as executive director. Buxton said that Frank-
furter’s opinion led him to believe that “all doctors in Connecticut may now
prescribe child spacing techniques to married women when it is medically
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indicated.” Fowler Harper, the Yale Law School professor involved from the
beginning in challenging the birth control ban, believed that “it would be a
state and community service if a criminal action were brought . . . . I think
citizens and doctors alike are entitled to know if they are violating the law.”
Meanwhile, the state’s attorney in New Haven assumed that if there was a
violation of the law, the local police would take action.11

The clinic served a heavy load of clients and prescribed a variety of con-
traceptives, including the new birth control pills. In addition to its regular
patients, the clinic was visited by two detectives. The police acted after re-
ceiving a complaint by a West Haven car salesman who believed that “a
Planned Parenthood Center is like a house of prostitution. It is against the
natural law which says marital relations are for procreation and not enter-
tainment.” The clinic was open three times a week. Within a week, police re-
turned to arrest Griswold and Buxton for violating the law. The clinic was
closed. Although it was open only ten days, it had served seventy-five
women in four sessions and was solidly booked for another month.

Griswold and Buxton, in their defense to the criminal prosecution,
raised a Due Process objection to the law. They were found guilty and
fined $100 each. After four legal challenges to the statute over the last
quarter century, little had changed in the Connecticut Supreme Court’s
analysis. In State v. Griswold, it held that, so long as the law bore a “real
and substantial relation” to the accomplishment of the state’s police
power to conserve the “public safety and welfare, including health and
morals,” the court would not repeal an act of the legislature.12 If the peo-
ple of Connecticut wished to use contraceptives, they would have to do so
in violation of the law.

The dispute reached the Supreme Court in 1965. This time around—
even without plaintiffs who wanted to use birth control—the Court held
that the doctors had standing to raise the constitutional rights of the
married people with whom they had a professional relationship. The
Court distinguished the doctors’ claims from those in Tileston because
Griswold involved a criminal conviction for serving married couples. No-
tably, the Court did not tackle the Poe opinion in its justiciability discus-
sion. The Court’s primary justification for avoiding the merits of Poe had
been that “eighty years of Connecticut history” had solidified a “tacit
agreement” by state prosecutors not to pursue violations of the birth con-
trol statutes. Perhaps, in the face of its misplaced confidence in Connecti-
cut’s gentlemanly discretion, the Court preferred to omit any reference to
Poe in Griswold.
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Justice Douglas, writing for the 6-3 majority, delineated a right to pri-
vacy with regard to married couples. Douglas acknowledged that the
right to privacy does not appear explicitly in the Constitution and he re-
fused to rely on Due Process. He found in favor of the plaintiffs, however,
concluding that “specific guarantees in the Bill of Rights have penum-
bras, formed by emanations from those guarantees that help give them
life and substance. Various guarantees create zones of privacy.” He also
cited the First Amendment right of association, the Third Amendment’s
prohibition on quartering of soldiers in private homes, the Fourth
Amendment’s ban on unreasonable search and seizure, the Fifth Amend-
ment’s protection against self-incrimination, and the Ninth Amendment,
which provides that “the enumeration in the Constitution, of certain
rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the
people.” The claim of a right for married couples to use birth control was
thus based in “the zone of privacy created by several fundamental consti-
tutional guarantees.”

The majority justices disagreed as to the source of the privacy right.
Justice Arthur Goldberg found the concept of privacy in the Ninth
Amendment, which he read as demonstrating the framers’ belief that
fundamental rights exist outside of the text of the Constitution. Justice
White embraced the substantive Due Process analysis, relying upon cases
from the 1920s for a fundamental right of privacy in familial matters. Jus-
tice Harlan found the right of marital privacy “implicit in the concept of
ordered liberty.” The narrow focus on the sanctity of marriage and the
need for privacy in childbearing decisions might appease birth control
opponents in part, addressing fears of doctors providing easy access to
contraceptives for minors or for those interested in fornication or adul-
tery more than planned procreation within marriage. With its measured
focus, the Court was not completely denying some legitimate state inter-
est in deterring unlawful sexual conduct under traditional police powers,
even if that incorporated a majoritarian religious principle. Doctors
working at some Catholic hospitals were forced to sign a pledge that they
would not inform patients about birth control. Some of the doctors also
claimed that the ban violated the Establishment Clause. No justice, how-
ever, tackled the religious nature of the opposition in Connecticut or
viewed the birth control restriction as an unlawful attempt by a state to
establish a particular religion in violation of the First Amendment.

The Court is usually reluctant to announce new substantive Due
Process rights. It uses two primary tests to see if laws unduly infringe in-
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dividual rights to life, liberty, or property, employing the strict scrutiny
test—very helpful for plaintiffs—if the right is deemed fundamental. To
establish a new Due Process right, plaintiff must show the right is so fun-
damental that it is “essential to ordered liberty.” For nonfundamental
rights, the Court uses the rational basis test, which is very deferential to
government. The hesitancy among some justices in the Griswold majority
to use substantive Due Process weakened the ruling. As Erwin Chemerin-
sky says, “The best illustration of the avoidance of substantive Due
Process is Justice Douglas’s majority opinion in Griswold . . . Justice Dou-
glas used substantive Due Process even though at the time he denied that
was what he was doing.”13

Despite the Court’s cautious approach in Griswold, contraceptive privacy
has become rooted in our culture and notions of fundamental rights. Thirty
years later, the contraceptive privacy right was so well established that
Robert Bork’s criticism of Griswold as an “unprincipled opinion” further
complicated his ill-fated nomination to the Supreme Court. Obviously, the
Court has moved beyond its reluctance to address the birth control strug-
gle evident in Tileston and Poe. Griswold’s narrow focus on the necessity of
privacy to protect the “sacred precincts of the marital bedroom” soon evap-
orated, leaving an individualistic privacy focus that protected more people.
Shortly after Griswold, the Court extended the right of choice about con-
traceptive use to single people, minors, and commercial sellers of contra-
ceptives in a series of challenges to laws restricting birth control. But the
widespread acceptance of individual contraceptive rights stands in stark
contrast to the continuing controversy over privacy rights for procreative
choices when abortion is involved.

The Griswold Court’s narrow focus on marital privacy did not provide
as strong a foundation for other procreative choice rights as an explicit
theory of equality or of autonomy in making important life-altering de-
cisions. Although the Court did not view the woman’s privacy interest as
absolute in Roe v. Wade, it deemed it fundamental and subjected abortion
restrictions to strict scrutiny in Roe and subsequent cases. Two decades
later, however, the Court replaced that analysis with the “undue burden”
test, a less rigorous protection of the woman’s liberty interest allowing
state regulation even prior to viability. This is a unique, midlevel Due
Process standard created solely for abortion laws. The standard attempts
to balance competing interests and steer a middle-of-the-road course.
Thus, while contraceptive privacy rights are well accepted and accorded
status as a fundamental right, abortion is a second-class privacy right.
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This chapter explores the Court’s abortion jurisprudence after examining
how the Court dealt with other pregnancy-related issues like maternity
leave and insurance coverage exclusions.

Measured Steps in the Pregnant Employees Cases

The feminist movement gained strength during the 1960s. Feminist
groups and lawyers, including Ruth Bader Ginsburg, pursued legal chal-
lenges on behalf of male and female plaintiffs seeking to overturn gen-
dered classifications based on stereotypes. But courts—overwhelmingly
filled with older, white male judges—were slow to develop constitutional
protections for gender equity. The Supreme Court, as late as 1961, upheld
a Florida law that made men presumptively eligible for jury service but
automatically exempted women unless they requested to serve. Although
it acknowledged that women had been freed in recent years from restric-
tions on their participation in community life formerly reserved for men,
the Court proclaimed that “woman is still regarded as the center of the
home and family life.” The Court ignored the potential juror’s parental
status, the age of her children, or ability to get child-care assistance from
the father or others. A state could thus classify potential jurors based on
gender due to a “woman’s own special responsibilities,” perpetuating the
role of men in applying law through the jury system. This exclusion was
particularly troubling in light of women’s historic exclusion from jury
service and the legal profession because they were thought to be too
“fragile and virginal to withstand the polluted courtroom atmosphere”
and the demands of civic responsibility.14

By the early 1970s, however, the Court approached gender classifica-
tions with greater skepticism, especially when the classifications rested on
underlying arguments of administrative ease or efficiency. The Court did
not avoid these claims in the manner of the early birth control cases. In-
deed, it was exercising its authority under the Equal Protection Clause to
strike down military pension systems and state property tax laws that
provided benefits for widows but not widowers. State “tie-breaker” laws
preferencing male over female relatives in the absence of a preappointed
estate administrator also failed to meet constitutional muster, as did laws
requiring parents to support males until age twenty-one but females only
until eighteen. The Court said, “No longer is the female destined solely
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for the home and the rearing of the family and only the male for the mar-
ket place and the world of ideas.”15

For the most part, the overt avoidance barriers that had proved nearly
insurmountable to litigants in the birth control struggle were not at issue
in later challenges to laws with explicit gender classifications. A cursory
review of gender law in the 1970s yields an early flurry of promising deci-
sions with strong language criticizing state and local entities for ignoring
women’s changing roles in society. However, the Court’s reasoning and
doctrinal basis for a decision can be just as significant as the result of a
decision. In many gender challenges, the Court seems to limit its role to
narrow dispute resolution, frequently relying on avoidance strategies. In
the pregnant-employee and abortion cases discussed below, the Court
declined to apply an Equal Protection analysis altogether, choosing to
grant more limited, fact-specific relief, as opposed to a broader constitu-
tional ruling on the challenged laws. The Court has considerable discre-
tion to avoid frank dialogue with other constitutional actors even when it
rules in favor of litigants suing the government. This approach comports
with avoidance rules urging narrow rulings or delay, particularly in so-
cially divisive cases.

As with substantive Due Process, the Court uses two levels of scrutiny
in Equal Protection analysis. The test that best protects the individual or
group claiming disfavored treatment is the strict scrutiny test, requiring
government to show that the challenged law is necessary to advance a
compelling government interest. The judiciary is particularly watchful in
protecting suspect classes who have “immutable traits” like race and have
been historically subject to discrimination from the majoritarian politi-
cal process. The test most deferential to government is the rational basis
test, allowing laws rationally related to advancing a legitimate govern-
ment interest. Rational basis allows many discriminatory gender-based
laws to survive, as long as they are reasonable. The Court struggled over
the appropriate level of scrutiny for gender classifications for about five
years. In the early 1970s, it employed the rational basis test, but applied it
to invalidate a gender classification as having no reasonable basis in some
cases and to uphold gendered exclusions in other instances. In 1973 a
plurality of the Court urged strict scrutiny, which is used for facial racial
and ethnic classifications. Three justices argued that the Court should
await the outcome of the vote on the pending Equal Rights Amendment
before announcing a level of scrutiny more rigorous than rational basis.16
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The ERA may have been interpreted to require strict scrutiny for laws
classifying people by sex, but only thirty-five of the thirty-eight states
needed to ratify the ERA approved it.

The justices’ attempts to use trends in the democratic process as a lit-
mus test for their Equal Protection jurisprudence is problematic in light
of the overall purpose of Equal Protection. Historically, the Court has ap-
plied the guarantee independently as a device to safeguard the rights of
individuals who are underrepresented in the legislative process and have
faced a legacy of discrimination. The Court’s apparent willingness to
defer to others to identify the level of scrutiny to apply to women under
the equal protection analysis is a type of avoidance that undermines the
Court’s role as an important interpreter of the Constitution generally and
equality principles specifically.

In 1976, the Court created a midlevel standard for laws that are gender
based on their face (e.g., a law allowing only males or females to attend a
state school or serve as jurors), requiring the challenged law to be sub-
stantially related to an important government interest. Craig v. Boren in-
volved the equal right to drink beer: an Oklahoma law allowed women to
buy low-alcohol beer at age eighteen while men had to wait until twenty-
one. The Court found that the law violated Equal Protection because, de-
spite the state’s important interest in improving traffic safety by reducing
the number of drunk drivers, the gender classification was not substan-
tially related to that goal.17 The intermediate scrutiny test is more of a
balancing or accommodating of the government’s interest and the individ-
ual’s rights than the other Equal Protection tests. There is no thumb on
the scales presuming deference to the law (as with rational basis) or
weighty skepticism of the law (as with strict scrutiny). At first blush, a
midlevel approach seems sensible because women are not a discrete and
insular minority, and most white women experience discrimination dif-
ferently from racial minorities. But women did face official discrimina-
tion barring them from voting, excluding them from professions, an so
on. Further, despite legal and social gains, women are still excluded from
much political and economic power, and the law countenances continu-
ing discrimination.

Some scholars convincingly argue that the midlevel standard denies
women equal rights.18 Unlike the broader, more substantive rules pro-
duced by the strict scrutiny analysis, the Court’s results-oriented deci-
sions reached under intermediate scrutiny have yet to provide clear guid-
ance on gender discrimination issues to lawmakers or other constitu-
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tional interpreters. The mixed results cannot be fully canvassed in this
brief chapter, but a few examples are illustrative. The Court upheld a
statutory rape law criminally punishing men who sleep with young
women, but not punishing women, in 1981. The Court overlooked its
perpetuation of sexual stereotypes because of biological differences: be-
cause they could become pregnant, teenage girls had a built-in deterrent
to underage sex.19 The Court upheld the government’s male-only draft-
registration policy, deftly avoiding a reconsideration of the 1948 statutes
excluding women from combat roles in the military. The Court offered a
matter-of-fact yet circular explanation: the purpose of the draft was to
amass a pool of combat-ready troops. Because women were precluded
from combat, excluding women from the registration process was consti-
tutional, in light of the important government interest in preparing for
large-scale, emergency combat. The litigants opposing the all-male regis-
tration policy had refused to concede to the merits of the 1948 female
combat exclusion, thus preserving a future Equal Protection challenge
not only to military decorum, but to society’s fundamental conceptions
of gender. In a seemingly neutral endorsement of Congress’s power to
pass the draft law, the Court deflected further consideration of women’s
evolving capacity for combat, leadership, and physical prowess.20

Consigning gender concerns to the category of intermediate scrutiny
further muddies the Court’s constitutional analysis in cases of pregnancy
and reproductive rights. Gender is an immutable, highly visible trait that
has formed the basis of historic and ongoing discrimination against
women. Taken together, an immutable trait and a legacy of discrimina-
tion normally will secure the highest level of judicial scrutiny. Within the
strict scrutiny analysis, the Court does not isolate the component parts of
an immutable trait (hair texture, genetic composition, etc.) for purposes
of its analysis. Yet, the Court has severed pregnancy, reproductive rights,
and even the capacity to become pregnant from its gender-based analysis.
The result is the removal of pregnancy from the Court’s heightened Equal
Protection scrutiny. This is not so much a complete avoidance of a com-
mon-law issue as it is a measured, ambivalent approach to the substance
of the common-law claim.

Removing abortion rights from the Equal Protection context has had a
similar stagnating effect. Taking away a woman’s right to choose when and
whether to bear children essentially sends the message that a woman’s pri-
mary function is to bear and rear children. This, of course, perpetuates gen-
dered roles in the workplace and other aspects of public life. Women have
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been excluded from the workforce because of their very capacity to become
pregnant and concern for their health and the health of their potential off-
spring, regardless of whether an individual woman intends to become preg-
nant. Thus, in the early twentieth century, the Court upheld a law restrict-
ing the number of hours that women could work in bakeries, in direct con-
flict with other decisions of that era invalidating government restrictions
protecting employees’ health, safety, and welfare.21 As late as the 1970s,
many women were forced to quit jobs when they visibly “showed.” In job in-
terviews, women were frequently asked if they were married or if they had
children. Today, the questions are often unspoken, but reproductive and
child-rearing concerns still influence many employers and supervisors, pre-
cluding women from some employment and leadership opportunities. The
possibility of becoming unexpectedly pregnant undermines their capacity
to enjoy sexuality and threatens their health and ability to participate
equally in all aspects of life.22 The Court’s inconsistent and circumscribed
decisions based on midlevel scrutiny have been particularly problematic for
women pursuing the dual goals of family and career success. Negotiating
the sometimes conflicting demands of societal expectations, personal am-
bition, workplace policies, family, and financial needs leaves women sus-
ceptible to insidious forms of discrimination that require better redress
than the occasional, individualistic relief the Court routinely offers via mid-
level scrutiny.

Maternity Leave in the Military

Captain Susan R. Struck was a nurse in the United States Air Force.23

Captain Struck entered the air force in 1967 as a commissioned officer
and served continuously on active duty. While serving on active duty in
Vietnam, Captain Struck became pregnant. During this time, an air force
regulation provided that female officers must be discharged when preg-
nant. Additionally, any woman who gave birth to a living child while a
commissioned officer would be terminated. If a woman terminated the
pregnancy, discharge proceedings would halt. Struck was a Catholic who
would not consider abortion. She planned to give birth and place the
child up for adoption.

In October 1970, she appeared before air force officials, who found
that she was pregnant and recommended her separation with an honor-
able discharge. For the next several months, Struck challenged the regula-
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tion as a violation of Due Process in federal court. She also argued that
her Equal Protection rights were violated because only female officers
lost their careers under the regulation. In February 1970, the trial judge
found the air force rules reasonable and constitutional.

The Ninth Circuit also held that Struck’s discharge did not violate the
Constitution. Struck advanced a privacy argument, “Without a substan-
tial showing of necessity, the military should not be constitutionally al-
lowed to invade this most personal and private right of its women offi-
cers.” The court responded summarily: “We think the necessity for, or at
least the high degree of rationality of Air Force Regulation 36-12 shows
plainly through the fabric of this case. We find no merit in the appellant’s
claim of violation of her privacy.” The Supreme Court’s historic deference
to the military encourages other courts to use a weighty presumption in
favor of disputed military regulations and policies. The Ninth Circuit
buttressed its refusal to “displace the military authorities in cases of preg-
nancy” with a reference to precedent reinforcing the military’s unique
status within the three-branch system. “The military constitutes a spe-
cialized community governed by a separate discipline from that of the
civilian. Orderly government requires that the judiciary be . . . scrupulous
not to interfere with legitimate army matters.”24 The Ninth Circuit con-
cluded that Captain Struck’s Free Exercise claim under the First Amend-
ment gave way to “a compelling public interest in not having pregnant fe-
male soldiers in the Military establishment.” Such a soldier, opined the
court, “is equally vulnerable, whether she has no religion, or a religion
which forbids abortions, and that perfect and universal Free Exercise of
Religion must give way to the slight extent necessary to conserve the
compelling public interest, there being no practicable way to conserve
both interests.”

Captain Struck also emphasized that pregnancy was singled out as the
only temporary physical condition mandating discharge. Moreover, a
provision in the Air Force Manual provided that if an officer’s wife is
pregnant, “port call orders will not fall during the period six weeks before
or six weeks after expected delivery.” Expecting a child was apparently
beneficial for a father in the air force, deserving of special treatment. Yet
pregnancy for a female officer created the unique danger of disabling an
entire medical facility as part of a hypothetical chain of events.

If . . . the hospital of which she was in charge . . . had been damaged and pa-
tients and personnel had been injured or had been frightened and confused,
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a not improbable consequence might have been that the Captain, as a result
of injury or shock might have suffered a miscarriage, and become a patient
instead of a nurse. As such, instead of being a useful soldier, she would have
been a liability and a burden to the Air Force. The fact that other personnel,
males and females, might have been disabled in the attack is irrelevant. Those
would have been the fortunes of war. But as to the pregnant officer-nurse, the
Air Corps, when it had become aware of her pregnancy, would have acted im-
prudently if it had allowed her to remain in the zone of active fighting.

This scheme differentiated invidiously by allowing males who became
fathers, but not females who became mothers, to remain in service and by
allowing women who had undergone abortions, but not women who de-
livered infants, to continue their military careers. As Ruth Bader Gins-
burg described, “[The Regulations] declared, effectively, that responsibil-
ity for children disabled female parents, but not male parents, for other
work—not for biological reasons, but because society had ordered things
that way.”25

The dissent focused on the fact that pregnancy alone, of all temporary
physical conditions, required discharge. The dissent relied on a recent
Supreme Court ruling, Reed v. Reed, which unanimously held that a
statute giving preference to males as executors of estates violated Equal
Protection.26 The Reed Court found that tie-breaker preferences for males
as executors of estates had no rational relationship to a legitimate state
objective. The Ninth Circuit Struck dissenter queried:

Is there any evidence that pregnancy has some effect on ability to function
as an officer that is different from any other temporary physical condition?
For example, is there any reason to believe that a female officer who has
suffered a fractured leg is better able to perform her job than a female offi-
cer who is eight days pregnant? The former gets medical leave and retains
her commission; the latter is discharged. Why? If this be rational, nothing
is irrational!

Struck pointed out that during her pregnancy she did not miss one day of
duty. At all times she was ready, willing, and able to perform her duties as
a nurse.

When the Supreme Court granted certiorari, the air force waived the
regulation for Struck and permitted her to remain an officer. But since it
did not revise, vacate, or repeal the regulation, there was no reason to
think that the air force would not use it against Struck or other pregnant
women in the future. Nonetheless, shortly after the regulation was
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waived, the Court reversed its course, denied certiorari without an opin-
ion, and remanded the case for consideration of mootness.

Donna Matthews argues that Struck demonstrates how the Court used
mootness to avoid dealing with constitutional issues involving pregnancy
discrimination.27 The justices could have reviewed the constitutionality
of the air force scheme by applying the “voluntary cessation” exception to
mootness. As discussed in other chapters, the Court selectively invokes
mootness and its multiple exceptions. Ruth Bader Ginsburg later said
that Struck “would have proved extraordinarily educational for the court
and had a large potential for advancing public understanding.” If the
Court had reviewed Struck, it could have linked reproductive rights to
Equal Protection.

Teacher Maternity Leave Cases

In addition to standing, mootness, and ripeness barriers, development of
constitutional gender discrimination law is hindered by the avoidance rule
of “measured steps,” cautioning that federal courts should “never . . . for-
mulate a rule of constitutional law broader than is required by the precise
facts for which it is to be applied.”28 The Court frequently uses this strategy
in cases involving equality between the sexes and reproductive rights. The
Court has used avoidance to exclude pregnancy and abortion from rigorous
equality scrutiny. When a woman faces classifications that discriminate
against women on the basis of their reproductive capacity, their status as
equal citizens is not implicated. Although the Court’s gender analysis has
opened the doors for women to previously all-male military academies,
universities, and government offices, it has often ignored the biological and
social reality of their lives once inside those institutions.

Several teacher cases challenging mandatory maternity leave policies
in Cleveland, Ohio, and Chesterfield County, Virginia, illustrate this
problem.29 Carol LaFleur and Ann Elizabeth Nelson were junior high
school teachers for Cleveland public schools. When they became preg-
nant, a school board rule required them to take unpaid maternity leave.
The Cleveland rule, governing only married females, provided that ma-
ternity leave must begin “not less than five months before the expected
[due] date.” A leave of absence without pay for two years was allowed.
Further, a teacher could not return to her job until the start of the semes-
ter after her child was three months old. Then, she did not have a claim to
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resume work in her former position, only priority in reassignment to a
vacancy. If a teacher did not follow these maternity rules, her contract
could be terminated.

Neither Mrs. LaFleur nor Mrs. Nelson wished to take an unpaid ma-
ternity leave; each wanted to continue teaching until the end of the
school year. Because of the mandatory maternity leave rule, however,
each left her job in March 1971. Their children were born that summer.
The two women then filed suits in federal court, arguing that the mater-
nity rules discriminated against them on the basis of gender. The District
Court tried the cases together and rejected the plaintiffs’ arguments. A di-
vided panel of the Sixth Circuit reversed, concluding that the Cleveland
rule violated Equal Protection.

The school boards offered two explanations for mandatory maternity
leave rules. Firm cutoff dates were necessary to maintain continuity of
classroom instruction, since advance knowledge of when a pregnant
teacher must leave facilitates the finding and hiring of a qualified substi-
tute. Second, some teachers become physically incapable of adequately
performing some of their duties during the latter part of pregnancy. By
keeping the pregnant teacher out of the classroom during these final
months, the maternity leave rules were designed to protect the health of
the teacher and her unborn child, while at the same time assuring that
students have a physically capable instructor in the classroom at all times.
The court responded, “[A]ny actual disability imposed on any teacher,
male or female, poses the same administrative problems and many (in-
cluding flu and the common cold) can’t be anticipated or planned for at
all. This rule may arguably make some administrative burdens lighter.
But these are not the only values concerned.” Citing a recent Supreme
Court ruling (which did not involve gender), the Sixth Circuit cautioned:

The Constitution recognizes higher values than speed and efficiency. In-
deed, one might fairly say of the Bill of Rights . . . that [its protections]
were designed to protect the fragile values of a vulnerable citizenry from
the overbearing concern for efficiency and efficacy which may characterize
praiseworthy government officials no less, and perhaps more, than
mediocre ones. . . . Procedure by presumption is always cheaper and easier
than individualized determination. But when, as here, the procedure fore-
closes the determinative issues of competence and care, when it explicitly
disdains present realities in deference to past formalities, it needlessly risks
running roughshod over the important interests of both parent and child.
It therefore cannot stand.30
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The Sixth Circuit also relied on the Court’s pathbreaking gender ruling in
the probate setting to condemn forced maternity leave as classifying peo-
ple by sex without a rational basis. “Male teachers are not subject to preg-
nancy, but they are subject to many types of illnesses and disabilities. This
record indicates clearly that pregnant women teachers have been singled
out for unconstitutionally unequal restrictions upon their employment.
. . . The rule is clearly arbitrary and unreasonable in its overbreadth.”

Susan Cohen, a public school teacher in Chesterfield County, Virginia,
sued over her school board’s maternity leave regulation. It required that a
pregnant teacher leave work at least four months prior to the expected
birth. A teacher on maternity leave was declared reeligible for employ-
ment when she submitted written notice from a physician that she was
physically fit to return to work. Moreover, the teacher had to give assur-
ance that child-care responsibilities would cause only minimal interfer-
ence with her job responsibilities. As with the air force regulations in
Struck, the policy went beyond biological differences between the sexes
and incorporated societal presumptions about child-rearing responsibili-
ties. Mrs. Cohen, as required, informed officials in November 1970 that
she was pregnant and expected a child in late April. The school board re-
fused Cohen’s request to continue teaching until April 1, and then refused
her reasonable suggestion that she be allowed to teach until the end of the
semester in January, providing continuity for her class. Instead, she was
required to leave her teaching job on December 18, 1970. Her child was
born on May 2.

Mrs. Cohen filed suit in the United States District Court for the East-
ern District of Virginia, which held that the regulation violated Equal
Protection. A divided panel of the Fourth Circuit affirmed, but the court
of appeals upheld the constitutionality of the challenged regulation in a
4-3 decision on rehearing en banc.31

The Supreme Court granted certiorari in both cases in order to resolve
the conflict between the courts of appeals. Despite the fact that both the
Fourth and Sixth Circuits had decided the maternity leave cases on Equal
Protection grounds, the Supreme Court refused to determine whether such
gender discrimination violated Equal Protection. Although it was briefed,
the Court ignored the question. Instead, the Court created a new context-
specific doctrine made especially for maternity leave. The Court said it had
“long recognized that freedom of personal choice in matters of marriage
and family life is one of the liberties protected by the Due Process Clause.”
It found that “administrative convenience alone is insufficient” and that
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both policies were too broad, holding that the arbitrary cut-off dates for
mandatory leave bore no rational relation to the state’s interest in main-
taining continuity in classroom instruction. The policies “employ irrebut-
table presumptions that unduly penalize a female teacher for deciding to
bear a child.” This holding is broad in its elucidation of a privacy right for
marriage and family decisions, but measured in suppressing the Equal Pro-
tection component. Its holding, like Griswold and Roe, focused solely on the
individual’s Due Process right, limiting the impact of the decision. As
Matthews notes, the Due Process rationale did not even acknowledge that
classifications based on pregnancy are gender based. The Court’s measured
step made clear that it was not ready to tackle as a matter of Equal Protec-
tion law the overt discrimination many working women still faced as a mat-
ter of official government policy, even within a traditionally female occupa-
tion like teaching.

Pregnancy Discrimination and Constitutional Equality

The measured step chosen by the Court in LaFleur and Cohen paved the way
for Geduldig v. Aiello, in which the Court declared that California’s refusal
to cover pregnancy as a temporary disability in a workers’ insurance pro-
gram did not violate Equal Protection. The Court dismissed part of the dis-
pute as moot and then found that the statute did not classify individuals on
the basis of sex. Apparently, choosing to blind itself to the reality of the sit-
uation, the Court declared that the law merely divided workers into two
groups: “pregnant women” and “nonpregnant persons.”32 Justice Stewart
expounded: “The California insurance program does not exclude anyone
from benefit eligibility because of gender but merely removes one physical
condition—pregnancy—from the list of compensable disabilities. While it
is true that only women can become pregnant, it does not follow that every
legislative classification concerning pregnancy is a sex-based classification.”

Geduldig is a wonderful example of how the Court precludes many
discrimination challenges with its stingy purposeful discrimination doc-
trine. The doctrine reserves heightened scrutiny for laws that discrimi-
nate overtly on the basis of sex. Under the doctrine, pregnancy is not a
gender-related characteristic. Laws that do not classify people by gender
explicitly—“on their face”—are subject only to the deferential rational
basis test. Thus, the Court found a law providing a preference in state jobs
for veterans constitutional because the law was enacted with the purpose
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of rewarding veterans, not discriminating against women, who com-
prised between 2 percent and 4 percent of the persons eligible for the vet-
eran’s preference.33 Facially neutral laws only receive heightened scrutiny
if the challenger can show both discriminatory intent of the law’s enac-
tors and a discriminatory effect. The Geduldig Court contorted a law fa-
cially referencing the gender-based characteristic of reproductive capac-
ity into a facially neutral law allegedly entailing no gender classification.

In dissent, Justice William Brennan argued that the exclusion was sex
based, that elective procedures were covered, and peculiarly male disabil-
ities (e.g., circumcision, gout) were fully covered. He pointed out that the
economic effects suffered by workers due to pregnancy-related disabili-
ties are indistinguishable from those of other temporary disabilities. The
three dissenters concluded: “Such dissimilar treatment of men and
women, on the basis of physical characteristics inextricably linked to
one’s sex, inevitably constitutes discrimination.” The majority did not ac-
knowledge that women’s capacity to become pregnant had excluded
many from employment opportunities and that the ability to bear chil-
dren is closely linked to societal expectations that they will be the pri-
mary nurturers while men are the primary breadwinners.

These outdated assumptions do not fit many families, including sin-
gle-parent families, same-sex families, and families in which both parents
need or want to work. Nevertheless, they continue to affect perceptions of
women and their opportunities in many work environments. One report
showed that more than half of all working women have left the workforce
at least once for family reasons, while only 1 percent of men have left the
workforce for such reasons.34 While it is important for employers to be
flexible and recognize the reality that many women still bear primary
child-rearing responsibility, laws that rest on gendered assumptions must
give way to higher constitutional ideals of equality. The Court’s purpose-
ful discrimination doctrine and its contortion of the law in Geduldig are
not a promising start.

Abortion Cases

The clash between women’s work obligations and family roles, influenced
by both their reproductive capacity and societal expectations, comes to a
head with the issue of abortion. Abortion is an option chosen by only a
small percentage of pregnant women. In 2000, about 1.2 million abortions
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were performed per year in the United States. But the option is still critical
for women who face unplanned pregnancies. And for many people, the
issue signifies the underlying equality and privacy issues: Who controls fe-
male bodies? Abortion restrictions particularly harm lower-income
women, who are affected by other economic barriers relating to reproduc-
tion. For example, effective contraceptives can be expensive and are still not
covered by most insurance plans. Further, childbirth leave policies of em-
ployers have often been inadequate, although the federal Pregnancy Dis-
crimination Act, passed in 1978, gave time off and wage replacement for a
2–4-week postpartum period. During the 1990s, Congress passed the more
generous Family and Medical Leave Act. Moreover, quality day care remains
expensive. Other factors also influence women as they make the intimate
and difficult abortion choice, including their religious beliefs, financial con-
straints, job opportunities and flexibility, personal choice about family size
and a partner’s involvement, or lack thereof. Moreover, some communities
continue to stigmatize pregnancies resulting from rape, incest, or intimacy
outside of marriage.

In Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court protected some abortions through
a right to privacy found in the Due Process Clause, striking down a nine-
teenth-century Texas statute that criminalized all abortions, except when
the woman’s life was at stake.35 The Court announced a right for a
woman to choose to terminate her pregnancy prior to viability. The
Court treated abortion like a fundamental right, applying the strict
scrutiny test, although it made clear that state interests in the health of
the woman and in potential life were also important. Its trimester scheme
made the right fundamental only for a portion of the pregnancy. Never-
theless, Roe is celebrated for extending the contraception rulings and ear-
lier Due Process precedents that acknowledge autonomy in important
family matters to the abortion decision, giving a pregnant woman some
control and freedom from government regulation in the early stages of a
pregnancy.

Scholars criticize Roe on numerous grounds, however, and the Court
remains quite sensitive to the political controversy surrounding the deci-
sion, as the cases described below demonstrate. Some condemned Roe for
identifying a fundamental right not clear in text of the Constitution or
envisioned by the framers. The Court, however, has identified other
rights not protected expressly in the Constitution or intended clearly by
the framers, including associational rights and contraceptive rights and
others. Some critics say Roe did not sufficiently protect majoritarian
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moral decisions of states seeking to protect potential life. Others respond
that the decision belongs to the individual woman who must carry a
pregnancy to term and decide whether to raise a child and who should
care for a child. Still others say the Court correctly sidestepped the moral
and cultural question of when life begins. Although the Roe Court tried
to evade that issue, it was not particularly successful. Any abortion ruling
implicates some choice among competing definitions of when life begins.

Even supporters of reproductive choice sometimes join the critical
chorus, arguing that Roe gave too much weight to physicians’ professional
judgments at the expense of the many life factors women must consider
when pregnant. Others say it should have been decided on Equal Protec-
tion rather than Due Process grounds. Laws restricting abortion “use
public power to force women to bear children.” “Facts about women’s
bodies have long served to justify regulation enforcing judgments about
women’s roles.”36 “If women were permitted to control their own repro-
ductive processes, more in the way of equality would result: neither man
nor woman would be subject to the risk of pregnancy from sex. . . .
[Abortion regulation] can be understood in terms of social subordina-
tion of women, imposing on them a burden nowhere imposed on men;
and the burden has significant consequences in the real world.”37 A lead-
ing feminist wrote that a right to abortion, under “conditions of gender
inequality . . . does not free women, it frees male sexual aggression. The
availability of abortion [removes] the one remaining legitimized reason
that women have had for refusing sex besides the headache.”38

A criticism of Roe that particularly haunts the Court in other gender-
related rulings is the charge that it was an overly broad constitutional
ruling that put the Court too far out in front on a political controversy.
Justice Ginsburg, a supporter of choice, argues that a more “moderate
and restrained” approach in Roe would have afforded more deference to
other constitutional actors, as did the Court’s gender classification rul-
ings of the same period, in her estimation. While the Court’s measured
but firm invalidation of sex-based classifications in employment bene-
fits, jury selection, and child support instructed legislators to “rethink
ancient positions” on gender roles, Roe “invited no dialogue with legis-
lators.” Roe’s divergence into the more philosophical realm of privacy
may have stalled the progress gained during a more methodical march
toward gender neutrality.

Justice Ginsburg criticizes the Roe Court for stepping “boldly in front
of the political process,” resulting in attacks on the judiciary and exposing
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the Court’s “precarious position” in constitutional adjudication. She as-
serts that the Supreme Court should follow rather than lead societal
changes, recognizing an exception when political change would be slow
or impossible, citing Brown v. Board of Education and Reynolds v. Sims (a
Warren Court legislative reapportionment ruling) as acceptable exam-
ples. Ginsburg posits that a narrower ruling might have prevented or less-
ened the long controversy following Roe, citing efforts to liberalize nine-
teenth century restrictive abortion laws in some states during the early
1970s. But she has also said, “I do not pretend that, if the Court had
added a distinct sex discrimination theme to its medically oriented opin-
ion, the storm Roe generated would have been less furious.”39 Concerns
about Court decisions foreclosing action by other constitutional actors,
however, is often overstated, particularly if we take a long-term view of
the process of constitutional interpretation. The polity can often respond
to the Court’s constitutional interpretation and effect change through a
majoritarian process, as demonstrated by legislation sympathetic to the
pro-life resistance to Roe.

Further, the prediction that a narrower ruling could have avoided
some controversy is likely just wishful thinking. The pro-life movement
was energized by Roe, but many individuals and religious lobbies were
opposed to abortion prior to Roe. As the contraception battle demon-
strates, opponents were unlikely to sit on the sidelines as more legisla-
tures liberalized abortion rights. If the Court had proceeded with narrow
rulings, it would still have engendered criticism for constitutionalizing
this volatile area,40 and would have deprived more women of personal
choice. Besides, the Court did not rush into Roe; its reasoning followed
naturally from the Court’s contraception rulings of the 1960s and early
1970s. And the Court had previously considered abortion restrictions
when a doctor was indicted under the District of Columbia statute in
1971.41 The federal trial judge, relying in part on Griswold, found the law
was too vague to put the defendant on notice with its ban on abortions
except where necessary to save the life or health of the woman. In an un-
usual move, the Supreme Court, by a narrow vote, found that it had juris-
diction over a direct criminal appeal by the government. The Court re-
fused to abstain, although it could have, and then deemed the law consti-
tutional, allowing the criminal case to proceed. The dissenters charged
that the Court contorted a statute to find jurisdiction and then refused to
construe the abortion law narrowly to avoid the constitutional challenge.
The majority was split in its reasoning on the merits. Three justices be-
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lieved the law was not unconstitutionally vague. Another found that a li-
censed physician exercising his own judgment was immune, reading
broadly a health exception for a woman’s psychological and physical well-
being. Justice Douglas, dissenting, argued that the law violated proce-
dural Due Process by failing to put doctors on sufficient notice of crimi-
nal violations. He addressed directly the privacy issues, the balancing of
individual and state interests, the potential for imposition of religious
prejudice by lawmakers or triers of fact in such cases, and the inflamma-
tory nature of the issue for the Court. Thus, prior to Roe, the Court had
begun to struggle with abortion and the broader privacy issue.

Regardless of the political acrimony the Court’s decisions engender,
the justices are appointed for life and must take the heat on some contro-
versial constitutional issues. In my view, abortion is a fundamental pri-
vacy and equality issue that should not be left to the political process.42

Although organized lobbies on both sides inundate politicians and the
media about the moral, medical, and constitutional issues, abortion is
not a simple majoritarian matter in which all participate equally. The de-
cision to terminate a pregnancy is an intimate choice, one fraught with
moral difficulty for many people and involving consideration of multiple
factors, as referenced above. This difficult, private, spiritual decision car-
ries lifelong ramifications (no matter what choice is made).43 It may be
hard for some supporters to champion the right publicly, due to their
under-age status (lack of voting power), control exerted by their family
members or religious communities, or their fear of personal exposure,
embarrassment, or harassment. In sum, abortion is a personal choice to
be made by the woman and, ideally, those close to her, rather than the
government. The courts play a critical role in ensuring this through con-
stitutional law.

Finally, abortion regulation should not be solely the province of majori-
tarian political processes because abortion restrictions are most likely to
harm poor and minority women. In the late 1970s, Ruth Bader Ginsburg
said, “Poor women are not much better off than before Roe.” The same is
true today. Poor women cannot afford to travel quickly to states or coun-
tries with less restrictive abortion laws or face waiting periods and lengthy
procedures. Since 1977, the Hyde Amendment has excluded abortion from
the federal Medicaid program, which covers other necessary health costs re-
lated to pregnancy. The Supreme Court has found public funding bans ac-
ceptable. Peace Corps volunteers, military personnel, and women using
Medicaid remain subject to prohibitions on abortion coverage. For a time,
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federal regulations even barred federal funding for counseling about abor-
tion at federally funded clinics for indigent women.

Lack of funding led an estimated two thousand low-income women to
turn to illegal abortions during the first year in which federal coverage for
abortion was denied. Low-income women, on average, obtain abortions
two to three weeks later than middle- or upper-income women. Laws that
deter or delay women from seeking early abortions make it more likely that
women will bear unwanted children, continue a potentially health-threat-
ening pregnancy to term, or undergo abortion procedures that would en-
danger their health.44 Moreover, prohibitions on public funding dispropor-
tionately harm women of color because they are disproportionately poor.45

Among women who died of reported illegal abortions between 1975 and
1979, the most common reason for seeking an illegal abortion was financial
constraints. One source reports that 82 percent of the women who died
from illegal abortions were African American or Latina.46

The Court definitely has walked a tightrope in the abortion cases. It
seems to be still reeling from Roe v. Wade and is defensive about its ap-
propriate role. In many areas of law, the Court’s opinions are often dry,
without dramatic details about the parties or references to the political
controversy surrounding cases. But in the abortion cases, justices fre-
quently acknowledge the politics of abortion and the pressure on the
Court. Roe begins by citing the “sensitive and emotional nature of the
abortion controversy,” the “vigorous opposing views,” and the “deep and
seemingly absolute convictions that the subject inspires.” Nearly thirty
years later, in a 5-4 decision striking down a ban on so-called partial birth
abortions in 2000, the majority begins by recognizing the “controversial
nature of the problem” and the “virtually irreconcilable” views among
Americans, while the dissenters warn that the ruling will elicit a
“firestorm of criticism.”47 One abortion opinion even referenced the pro-
testors who surround the Court regularly. With combative sarcasm, Jus-
tice Scalia exclaimed, “We can now look forward to at least another term
with carts full of mail from the public and streets full of demonstrators.”
The criticism can get personalized sometimes. Justice Harry Blackmun,
as the author of Roe, received threats and hate mail from members of the
public because of his rulings. Blackmun made the conclusion of his Web-
ster dissent unusually personal: “In one sense, the Court’s approach is
worlds apart from that of the Chief Justice and Justice Scalia. And yet, in
another sense, the distance between the two worlds is short—the distance
is but a single vote. I am 83 years old. I can not remain on this Court for-
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ever, and when I do step down, the confirmation process for my successor
may well focus on the issue before us today. That, I regret may be exactly
where the choice between the two worlds will be made.”48

The justices’ discomfort with the topic and unusual concern with the
political ramifications of their decisions explain the Court’s inconsistent
use of avoidance techniques in this area of constitutional law. The Court’s
abortion cases contain contradictory applications of the avoidance doc-
trine that appear politically motivated and results oriented. The next sec-
tion explores three important abortion cases to profile the Court’s incon-
sistent use of avoidance strategies: Missouri’s attempt to get the Court to
overrule Roe in the late 1980s, a subsequent challenge to the “gag rules”
on federal employees who provide health care for indigent women, and
the Court’s invalidation of a “partial birth abortion” law in 2000. Briefly,
the First Amendment challenges brought by anti-abortion protestors to
restrictions on demonstrations at clinics will be explored.

A Direct Challenge to Roe

Webster v. Reproductive Health Services was a critical case because Mis-
souri, supported by President Bush’s administration, orchestrated a di-
rect challenge to the validity of Roe.49 The case drew the largest number
of amicus briefs ever submitted to the Court.50 It is also an unusual ruling
because the justices battled overtly and at length about the propriety of
avoidance strategies, rather than employing their usual oblique or pass-
ing references (such as an accusation by dissenters that the majority
reached a constitutional question it should have avoided).

In 1986, Missouri toughened its abortion law, adding a preamble that
provided that “[t]he life of each human being begins at conception,” and
that “unborn children have protectable interests in life, health, and well-
being.” It equated the rights of unborn children with the rights enjoyed
by other persons. Prior to performing an abortion on any woman who a
physician had reason to believe was twenty or more weeks pregnant, a
physician had to ascertain whether the fetus was viable by performing
“such medical examinations and tests as are necessary to make a finding
of the gestational age, weight, and lung maturity of the unborn child.”
Since 90 percent of the 1.2 million abortions performed in the U.S. annu-
ally take place within the first twelve weeks of pregnancy,51 the viability
testing provision would affect few pregnancies. Approximately half of
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women who obtain abortions after sixteen weeks of pregnancy are de-
layed by the difficulties of financing the procedure.52 Additionally, the
law prohibited the use of public employees and facilities to perform abor-
tions not necessary to save the woman’s life, and it prohibited the use of
public funds, employees, or facilities for the purpose of “encouraging or
counseling” a woman to have an abortion not necessary to save her life.

In Webster, five health professionals employed by Missouri and non-
profit organizations providing abortion services challenged the constitu-
tionality of the restrictions in federal court, seeking declaratory and in-
junctive relief. Plaintiffs sought to raise the claims of pregnant women
seeking abortion assistance in Missouri. The three physicians counseled
pregnant female patients at the University of Missouri and, where med-
ically indicated, encouraged or advised some to terminate their pregnan-
cies. Two also performed abortions. A registered nurse and social worker
from a public hospital who encouraged or counseled certain patients to
have abortions also sued.

The District Court found that many of the restrictions violated the
Constitution. The Court of Appeals affirmed, ruling that the law contra-
vened Roe and subsequent Supreme Court cases. On appeal, the state and
the Bush administration urged the Supreme Court to overrule Roe. Al-
though five justices voted to uphold the Missouri law, a plurality of the
Court refused to reject Roe completely. The Court used a host of avoid-
ance techniques in Webster, finding no justiciable challenge to the pream-
ble, which provided that life begins at conception. It termed a challenge
to part of the law that forbids public employee abortion counseling
moot. As to the law’s ban on the use of public facilities and public em-
ployees in performing abortion, Justice O’Connor relied on the rule dis-
couraging facial challenges to statutes. To sustain a facial challenge, a
plaintiff must establish that no set of circumstances exists under which
the law would be valid.53 This principle is closely related to justiciability
doctrines and the rule of measured steps, urging courts to rule narrowly
on concrete factual disputes. Because she found some applications of the
ban constitutional, she could reject plaintiffs’ claims, even if some appli-
cations might be unconstitutional.

Two other avoidance strategies debated by the Court deserve detailed
attention. Justice O’Connor played a pivotal role in Webster, concurring
in the Court’s judgment upholding the law but refusing to join the plu-
rality’s reasoning. She used the measured-steps rule, which instructs that
when federal courts reach constitutional issues they should rule as nar-
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rowly as possible, to argue that the Court should uphold the Missouri
statute without dealing with the broader issue of Roe’s validity. In a
closely related strategy, O’Connor advocated using the avoidance canon
to issue a narrow construction of the law. The canon provides that a fed-
eral court should construe a statute narrowly if it can to avoid potential
constitutional problems. O’Connor argued that the viability provision
did not conflict directly with Roe. She found a compelling state interest in
determining whether a fetus is viable but did not view the viability testing
requirement as mandatory. “[I]t does nothing more than delineate means
by which the unchallenged twenty-week presumption of viability may be
overcome if those means are useful in doing so and can be prudently em-
ployed.” With that extremely narrow construction, arguably quite differ-
ent from what Missouri legislators had intended, O’Connor forestalled
full reconsideration of Roe and allowed for factual development of the vi-
ability provision and other restrictions in subsequent litigation. But O’-
Connor and the plurality clearly suggested their willingness to modify
and narrow Roe and succeeding cases.

The dissenters—Justices Blackmun, Brennan, and Marshall— charged
that this avoidance tactic eviscerated Roe while claiming to preserve it.
“[A] plurality of this Court implicitly invites every state legislature to
enact more and more restrictive abortion regulations in order to provoke
more and more test cases, in the hope that sometime down the line the
Court will return the law of procreative freedom to the severe limitations
[prior to Roe].” They concluded that no Court judgment had ever fer-
mented such disregard for the law and for the Court’s own precedents.
Justice Scalia, although in agreement with O’Connor in upholding the
statute, argued that her reliance on the rule of measured steps was “irre-
sponsible.” He believed that the doctrine did not apply since the Court
could not avoid deciding whether the Missouri law was constitutional
and the only debate should be over “whether, in deciding the constitu-
tional question, we should use Roe v.Wade as the benchmark, or some-
thing else.” He set forth numerous examples of cases where the Court had
departed from avoidance and summarized the precedent as supporting a
flexible rule of measured steps, containing a “good cause exception.” He
found good cause not to issue “the most stingy possible holding” in Web-
ster, noting that it was particularly inapt to convert the rule into an ab-
solute in order to avoid overruling the broad Roe opinion.

The justices also debated the propriety of the avoidance canon. O’Con-
nor, following the state’s lead, interpreted the viability testing provision to
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be nonmandatory, thus avoiding constitutional difficulties that might be
presented by a conflicting interpretation. The avoidance canon is generally
applied only when the interpretation that avoids constitutional difficulty is
a plausible construction of the law before a court. The dissenters did not
view the testing provision as ambiguous or the state’s narrow reading as rea-
sonable. They read the provision as a mandate to perform tests to find ges-
tational age, fetal weight, and lung maturity, even if a doctor deemed such
testing imprudent.

Since the avoidance canon also surfaces as a focus of disagreement in
the other abortion cases profiled below, the measured-steps rule is con-
sidered first. Although the rule is often stated as a given by courts, it is
actually a serious point of contention. The rule is not neutral and cannot
be easily applied, as the Court’s inconsistent precedent demonstrates.
Choosing which constitutional issues are necessary to address and how
broadly to address an issue or precedent are extremely significant. The
weight of those preliminary decisions is magnified by the controversy
surrounding abortion and the Court’s role in those politics. Advocates of
measured rulings value their flexibility and how they promote deference
to other decision makers. A measured ruling like O’Connor’s in Webster
allows time for gradual development of the law, after a fuller airing of
facts with a variety of laws across the country.

Webster also demonstrates, however, some problems flowing from
measured rulings. Webster revealed the Court’s weak support of Roe and
invited future challenges. It did not overrule Roe, but it upheld Missouri’s
broad law through limiting tactics that are not obvious to most readers. It
also announced no clear new constitutional principle to replace Roe. It
signaled a directional shift in constitutional law without formulating a
rigid rule or generating uniform abortion laws. Thus, it could be criti-
cized from the pro-life side for its wishy-washiness and its lack of guid-
ance to the states. From the pro-choice side, its failure to treat women’s
procreative choice as a secure and fundamental constitutional right was
threatening.

The Aftermath of Webster

The Court’s opinion generated substantial public response. Individuals
and organizations continued to debate the constitutionality of abortion
restrictions, and the media was active in reporting on abortion contro-
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versies. Pro-life advocates increased their lobbying efforts. A National
Right-to-Life Committee spokeswoman said, “Webster really did change
everything, by saying for the first time that limits would be allowed, so
we have been drafting and working for legislation that we feel would be
upheld under the Webster standards.”54 Provisions of the proposed model
legislation included: forbidding abortion as a means of birth control
and sex selection, requiring the woman’s informed consent and parental
consent, establishing a father’s right in choosing whether to abort, and
preventing public hospitals from performing abortions. Abortion rights
advocates also stepped up their efforts. Kate Michelman, the executive di-
rector of the National Abortion Rights Action League, stated: “To politi-
cians who oppose choice, we say, ‘Read our lips. Take our rights. Lose
your jobs.’”55

Webster was particularly important to Planned Parenthood and the
ACLU, which were involved in the litigation. The public response to their
calls for support was unprecedented. Between the time certiorari was
granted and the time the final decision was released, Planned Parenthood
received $1.2 million in contributions that it attributed to its Webster ap-
peals. Similarly, the ACLU enrolled five thousand new members as a re-
sult of its direct mail and advertising campaign on the issue.56 After the
Court’s decision, the public perception of an increased threat to Roe led
to a quantum jump in membership donations to pro-choice organiza-
tions. Early fundraising appeals after Webster had high response rates. Be-
tween 1988 and 1989, NOW/LDF more than doubled its annual contri-
butions. Planned Parenthood increased its “direct public support” re-
ceipts from $14 million to $24 million dollars during the same one-year
period.57 The increase in donor interest was not one-sided; during the
same period, Americans United for Life, a Chicago-based anti-abortion
law firm, raised $1.3 million. In Webster, Americans United filed several
amicus briefs. The additional contributions enabled them to hire an extra
lawyer to handle the lobbying and state by state litigation in the aftermath
of Webster.

Politicians soon felt pressure to take a firm stance on the abortion
issue. Interest groups poured funds into campaigns, targeting candi-
dates who were pro-choice or pro-life.58 David Frohnmayer, Oregon’s
attorney general at the time of Webster, attended a conference of other
attorneys general and candidates for elective office shortly after the
Court released the decision. He recalled that many politicians who had
been reluctant to declare their position on legal access to abortion felt
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pressure after Webster to take a position. In particular, three Catholic at-
torneys general who were running for gubernatorial positions in major
states issued strong pro-choice statements shortly after Webster. In his
own gubernatorial race, Frohnmayer, a pro-choice Republican, faced
opposition from a third-party, pro-life candidate backed by evangelical
groups. Suddenly, abortion became a salient and dominant issue in the
campaign, eclipsing other important issues. The Republican vote was
split between the pro-choice and pro-life male candidates, and the pro-
choice female Democratic candidate won the election.59

In the years following Webster, many legislators and executive officials
accepted the Court’s invitation to continue to challenge Roe. The Louisi-
ana legislature passed a resolution calling on district attorneys to enforce
nineteenth-century criminal abortion statutes that were still on the
books “to the fullest extent.”60 But other legislators fought to pass pro-
choice bills. Few proposed laws passed, whether restrictive or liberalizing.
When they did, litigation ensued, and the issue returned to the Supreme
Court within several years. Pro-choice advocates considered thirty-four
state legislative bodies more pro-choice than they were before Webster,
and only three were considered more opposed to choice. In 1989, only
sixteen governors were openly pro-choice. Two years later, twenty-six
governors supported choice, while the number advocating restrictions on
abortion remained constant.61 Some politicians did not feel compelled to
state a position prior to Webster, preferring to rely on Roe as foreclosing
state options. Thus, foreclosure of dialogue is not always the Court’s
fault. A claim of foreclosure can be a convenient way for others to
“blame” the Court and deflect political heat on controversial issues. Web-
ster may have helped to force some formerly neutral governors to “get off
the fence.” At the federal level, the Hyde amendment was modified
shortly after Webster to allow abortions in cases of rape or incest, al-
though it still contained no exception to protect a woman’s health.

The Court Refuses to Avoid Constitutional Questions about the
“Gag Rules”

Three years after Webster revealed serious fissures in the Court’s support
for Roe, the Court reaffirmed some core of Roe in Casey. In the interim,
however, plaintiffs unsuccessfully challenged federal regulations restrict-
ing speech about abortion at federally funded clinics for indigent peo-
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ple.62 By a 5-4 margin, the Court in Rust v. Sullivan upheld the regula-
tions after refusing to apply the avoidance canon, which provides that a
federal court should construe statutes to eliminate “serious constitutional
doubts” perceived by the court. Despite the serious First Amendment
questions raised by the regulations, the Court concluded that it could ig-
nore the avoidance canon because five justices determined that the
statute was not clearly unconstitutional. Rust demonstrates that the
Supreme Court sometimes manipulates the canon based on its view of
the merits. Rust also demonstrates how the Court engages in constitu-
tional interpretation even when it decides whether the canon applies.

Congress enacted Title X of the Public Health Services Act to provide
funding for family planning clinics serving low-income women, “who
frequently face disproportionately high rates of teenage pregnancy, infant
mortality, and impaired health.”63 While Congress clearly said that Title X
funds could not be used to perform abortions, Congress did not restrict
abortion counseling. For almost eighteen years, federal regulators
charged with interpreting Title X allowed providers to give “nondirective
counseling” about all available alternatives, including prenatal care,
adoption, and abortion. Repeated proposals in Congress to amend the act
to ban abortion counseling failed. During the last portion of President
Reagan’s second term, his administration expended tremendous effort to
prohibit Title X abortion counseling through administrative action.

The secretary of health and human services (“Secretary”), responsible
for issuing regulations interpreting Title X, produced new regulations in
1988. These rules prohibited Title X providers from counseling or refer-
ring clients for abortion as a method of family planning; required Title X
grantees to separate their projects, physically and financially, from any
abortion activities; and prohibited Title X projects from encouraging,
promoting, or advocating abortion as a method of family planning. Title
X had not changed, but the Secretary reported that the new rules, reflect-
ing a revised interpretation of Title X, responded to the political climate,
including changed attitudes toward the “elimination of unborn children
by abortion.” These regulations—commonly called the “gag rules”—were
an extreme departure from almost eighteen years of agency policy, and
they placed a heavy burden on Title X providers.64

Family planning groups and others challenged the regulations on First
Amendment grounds, claiming that the regulations discriminated
against the pro-choice viewpoint and censored speech. They also argued
the gag rules impaired a woman’s right to informed reproductive choice
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in violation of Due Process. Appellants included recipients of Title X
funds like New York, which distributed nearly $6 million in Title X grants
to thirty-seven agencies, a public hospital that provided services to low-
income New Yorkers, and doctors. Planned Parenthood of New York City,
the single largest provider of family planning services in the city, sued on
behalf of itself, its staff, and its patients. Its Bronx Center received a
$439,391 Title X grant, amounting to 50 percent of its family planning
budget.

The trial court and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
upheld the gag rules, and in Rust, the Supreme Court affirmed by a 5-4
margin. Plaintiffs in Rust argued that the gag rules conflicted with the
plain language of Title X, which forbids projects only from performing
abortions. As in Webster, the Court relied on the doctrine discouraging
facial challenges to conclude that plaintiffs’ challenge failed. The Court
termed the statute ambiguous because it “does not speak directly to the
issues of counseling, referral, advocacy, or program integrity,” and also
found the legislative history of the statute ambiguous on these issues. The
Court then relied on a doctrine of administrative deference providing
that when Congress does not address a specific issue, or its intent is am-
biguous, the court should defer to the agency’s interpretation if it is based
on a permissible construction.65 The Court found the Secretary’s reading
of Title X plausible. Even though the regulations reversed long-standing
agency policy, the Court accepted as reasonable the Secretary’s justifica-
tion of a changed political attitude toward abortion. The Court was not
troubled by the fact that the agency acted upon this perceived change
even though Congress had failed to pass numerous bills amending Title X
to specifically prohibit abortion counseling.

The Title X doctors argued that the gag rules imposed an unconstitu-
tional condition upon the receipt of Title X funds by silencing them on
the topic of abortion. The Rust majority concluded that the gag rules did
not violate the free speech rights of the providers, their staffs, or Title X
patients. The Court reasoned that the gag rules did not discriminate on
the basis of viewpoint, favoring pro-life sentiment. “[T]he Government
has not discriminated on the basis of viewpoint; it has merely chosen to
fund one activity to the exclusion of the other.” In earlier abortion cases,
the Court had declared that the government has no constitutional duty to
fund activities merely because they are constitutionally protected. The
Court found that Title X providers could still engage in abortion counsel-
ing, but not on the government’s time or at its expense. The Court relied
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on the government’s ability to refuse to subsidize speech and to impose
reasonable time, place, and manner restrictions on speech.

It seems reasonable that the government does not have to pay for every
person to exercise his or her constitutional rights. In our free market sys-
tem, it is understandable that we cannot all exercise our rights equally. It
is also sensible to allow some time, place, and manner restrictions on
speech. But it defies logic to say that the gag rules were not a form of
viewpoint discrimination. The regulations were clearly aimed at limiting
speech about abortion as a family planning option. They did not silence
federal employees generally; they silenced them on a particular topic and
only about one option—advising about abortion versus childbirth or
adoption.

As to the Due Process rights of patients to procure abortions or make
an informed choice, the Court observed that the women who benefited
from Title X were in “no worse position than if Congress had never en-
acted Title X.” The Court did not blame the government’s refusal to fund
abortions or abortion-related speech for any impairment of a woman’s
right of choice. The woman’s individual economic circumstances created
the obstacle; her poverty blocked her ability to procure an abortion, not
the gag rules.

The dissenters disagreed with the Court on the merits of the First
Amendment and Due Process issues. They also argued forcefully that the
Court should have never reached and ruled so broadly on the constitu-
tional issues. The dissenters thought the statute was ambiguous because
it barred abortions but did not bar abortion counseling. If Title X was
read to prohibit only the actual performance of abortions (as agency reg-
ulations had provided for eighteen years), the statute would be constitu-
tional under Supreme Court rulings permitting selective government
funding of childbirth over abortion. Once the Secretary read the statute
to support suppressing speech about abortion, the dissenters saw serious
constitutional questions. The dissenters presumed that the statute would
have been explicit if Congress had intended to press the outer limits of
constitutionality, and they assumed that the gag rules pressed those lim-
its. Thus, their application of the canon was inextricably linked with their
view that the gag rules were constitutionally suspect.

The majority rejected application of the avoidance canon and refused
to defer to Congress. The majority found no need to invalidate the regu-
lations to save the statute, reasoning that the regulations did not indicate
that Congress intended to preclude the gag rules. On the majority’s view
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of the merits of the constitutional issues, the rules simply did not raise
sufficiently “grave and doubtful constitutional questions.” Significantly,
the Rust majority determined that the plaintiffs’ arguments did not “carry
the day” before rejecting the more cautious approach. The majority justi-
fied not using the avoidance canon by, in essence, peeking ahead to the
merits and taking a head count of justices willing to uphold the gag rules.
This suggests that ideology was the driving force for reaching the consti-
tutional question in Rust. The dissenters accused the majority of side-
stepping the avoidance canon in its zeal to resolve important constitu-
tional issues. Justice Blackmun stated, “Whether or not one believes that
these regulations are valid, it avoids reality to contend that they do not
give rise to serious constitutional questions.” Among other issues, he
pointed out that “the extent to which the government may attach an oth-
erwise constitutional condition to the receipt of a public benefit . . . im-
plicates a troubled area of our jurisprudence.”

Justice O’Connor joined in the dissent’s assertion that the regulations
presented serious constitutional questions. She refused, however, to join
them to the extent they dissented from the majority’s substantive out-
come on the constitutional issues. She again advocated the use of the
avoidance canon as a matter of judicial restraint, arguing that the Court
“acts at the limits of its power when it invalidates a law on constitutional
grounds.” O’Connor relied on traditional justifications for the canon,
emphasizing those linked with concerns about the judiciary striking
down popular legislation, particularly when popular action concerns
controversial political issues. In her view, “In recognition of our place in
the constitutional scheme, we must act with ‘great gravity and delicacy’
when telling a coordinate branch that its actions are absolutely prohib-
ited absent constitutional amendment.” O’Connor’s use of the canon
would thus act as a warning signal to Congress and the Secretary, warning
that if they pursue this course, the Court may invalidate the gag rules. “If
we rule solely on statutory grounds, Congress retains the power to force
the constitutional question by legislating more explicitly. It may instead
choose to do nothing. That decision should be left to Congress; we
should not tell Congress what it cannot do before it has chosen to do it.”

Many courts use the avoidance canon frequently without acknowledg-
ing its import for constitutional lawmaking and, like the Supreme Court,
are inconsistent in applying it. Further, Rust demonstrates that neither
the majority nor dissent could escape their views of the ultimate merits
when applying the canon. The Court often makes constitutional choices
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when it uses this particular avoidance strategy. In Webster and Rust, the
sensitive and controversial nature of abortion propelled Justice O’Con-
nor to urge avoidance consistently. Other justices pointed out that the de-
cision to avoid can have important ramifications like leaving Roe partially
intact through Webster or, as O’Connor recommended, leaving the battle
to the majoritarian branches.

After the Court issued Rust, the gag rules remained a serious political
issue. Congress repudiated the gag rules as a misinterpretation of Title X.
The Senate passed the legislation by a margin of 73 to 25 votes and the
House by 272 to 156 votes. But President George Bush, Sr., vetoed the leg-
islation, and Congress narrowly failed to muster the two-thirds vote nec-
essary to override his veto. President Clinton rescinded the regulations by
executive order shortly after his inauguration in early 1993.

The Court Affirms Roe and Issues a New Standard

Within six months of Webster, Pennsylvania passed a statute restricting
access to abortion, resulting in a legal challenge that reached the Supreme
Court in 1992. In Planned Parenthood v. Casey, the Court narrowly pre-
served some “core” of Roe, with the pivotal joint-opinion of justices O’-
Connor, Kennedy, and Souter emphasizing a generation’s reliance on Roe
and urging adherence to precedent.66 Justice Blackmun termed that opin-
ion “an act of personal courage and constitutional principle.” Four dis-
senters castigated the joint opinion authors and argued that states should
be allowed full freedom in regulating or prohibiting abortions.

Casey significantly modified Roe, doing away with its trimester frame-
work because it did not sufficiently protect states’ interests and replacing
it with an amorphous “undue burden” standard. Although the govern-
ment cannot completely ban abortions prior to viability, it can regulate
such abortions before viability so long as the regulation does not impose
an undue burden on the underlying right by placing a substantial obsta-
cle in the path of a woman seeking an abortion. After viability, the state
can prohibit abortions except where necessary to preserve the life or
health of the woman. Compared to Roe, the new standard is significantly
less protective of pregnant women’s choice rights.

Presumably, judges will know an undue burden when they see it, and
judges are likely to vary significantly in applying the test, depending on
their views of how accessible abortions should be and their respect for
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the underlying right. In Casey, the Court upheld most of Pennsylvania’s
restrictions on abortion, including a twenty-four-hour waiting period, a
parental consent provision with the possibility of judicial bypass, a re-
quirement that physicians inform women of the availability of informa-
tion about the fetus, and reporting and record-keeping duties. The Court
struck down only one portion of the law that required a woman to fur-
nish proof that she had notified her spouse prior to obtaining an abor-
tion or, if the spouse was not the father, she had to provide a statement
certifying that her spouse was not the father. The spousal notification was
deemed an undue burden because the joint-opinion justices assumed
that spouses in well-functioning marriages discuss such intimate, impor-
tant decisions regardless of the requirement. But for women who are sub-
ject to domestic abuse, their need for secrecy is valid, and the require-
ment might prevent a significant number from obtaining abortions. O’-
Connor observed that some pregnant women might not want to inform
spouses of their pregnancy when it results from an extramarital affair.

Pro-life supporters were upset that Casey preserved some part of Roe.
States’ rights supporters view the rulings as not sufficiently deferential to
the majoritarian moral choices of each state. On the other hand, pro-
choice supporters believed the Casey standard allows too many restric-
tions to be imposed by majoritarian bodies. They lamented that the
Court no longer regards abortion as a fundamental right deserving of
strict scrutiny. Yet the Court does not employ a rational basis analysis, ei-
ther. Once again, when gender is implicated, the Court created a unique
constitutional standard. The Casey standard is a middle-of-the-road Due
Process approach, involving a balancing of the woman’s interest and the
state’s interest, much like the balancing approach used with intermediate
scrutiny under the Equal Protection gender cases.

Application of the New Test

In the mid- to late 1990s, extensive media attention was devoted to an in-
frequently used late-term procedure labeled “partial-birth” abortion by
its opponents. Congress twice tried to make the procedure a federal
crime, but President Clinton vetoed the bills. The National Right-to-Life
Committee then sent its proposed bill to the states, and many adopted
such bans. The Supreme Court soon faced a constitutional challenge to
Nebraska’s ban, the Court’s first application of the undue burden stan-
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dard since Casey. Although it was an election year, the Court did not side-
step the challenge in deciding Stenberg v. Carhart. In a bitterly disputed 5-
4 ruling, the Court found the law unconstitutional. Justice O’Connor
joined the more liberal members of the Court to form the majority. Jus-
tice Kennedy, who had voted with her in Casey, condemned the “partial
birth” procedure as “abhorrent.” Other dissenters insisted that the basic
right to an abortion should be overruled.

The majority held that the Nebraska law violated Due Process because
it lacked any exception to the ban to preserve the health of the woman.
The Court also found it unconstitutional because it imposes an undue
burden on a woman’s ability to choose a particular type of abortion,
“thereby unduly burdening the right to choose abortion itself.” It also
noted that the Nebraska law did not distinguish between pre- and postvi-
ability abortions. Justice Stevens concurred, urging deference to doctors
to select the procedure they reasonably believe will best protect the
woman in exercising her constitutional liberty. He pointed out that Ne-
braska banned one procedure but claimed to still allow an “equally grue-
some procedure.” As Justice Ginsburg emphasized in her concurrence,
the Nebraska law does not save a fetus from destruction or protect the
woman; it targets a particular method of abortion: “[T]he law prohibits
the procedure because the state legislators seek to chip away at the private
choice shielded by Roe v. Wade, even as modified by Casey.”

Avoidance again figured in the Court’s decision making, particularly
Justice O’Connor’s concurring opinion. She pointed out that Nebraska’s
law covers several procedures, including the dilation and evacuation pro-
cedure (“DandE”), the most common method of performing second-
trimester abortions prior to viability. She examined the laws of other
states, which restrict their prohibitions to only the dilation and extrac-
tion procedure (“DandX”), thus avoiding a “principal defect” of Ne-
braska’s law. O’Connor concluded that if Nebraska’s law were so limited
and included an exception for the life and health of the woman, the
Court would face a very different question. She thus attempted to issue a
more measured ruling, suggesting that some of the three narrower bans
on “partial birth abortion” in other states might survive.

Justice Scalia, dissenting, attacked the Court for issuing an “immense”
new constitutional ruling that ignored the avoidance doctrine. He first de-
cried the requirement of a health exception for the woman as a broad new
protection for abortion rights. In Casey, however, the joint opinion and the
dissenting opinion by Chief Justice Rehnquist read the Pennsylvania law to
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include a sufficient health exception. Plaintiffs had initially argued that the
health exception—which allowed women to bypass most of the law’s re-
strictions on abortions—was unduly narrow and failed to incorporate three
medical conditions that might require emergency abortions. The trial court
agreed, but the appellate court construed the law so as to avoid a potential
constitutional problem of an unduly narrow health exception. The appel-
late court found that the legislature “did not choose its wording in a vac-
uum” and intended to keep compliance with abortion regulations safe for
all women so that the law posed no “significant threat” to the life or health
of the woman. Most justices in Casey—consistent with avoidance princi-
ples—deferred to the latter interpretation as “eminently reasonable” and
did not rule clearly on what type of health exception is necessitated by the
Constitution. Scalia argued in Stenberg that if an abortion restriction de-
pends on medical judgment, it will leave too much discretion to physicians
supportive of abortion rights. Scalia also accused the Court of misreading
Nebraska’s ban and imposing unattainable standards of statutory drafting
on states. In a rare move for him—contradictory to his approach in Rust
and many other cases—Scalia urged the Court to use the avoidance canon
to construe Nebraska’s law narrowly (to only cover the DandX procedure
rather than both procedures) so as to avoid any constitutional problems.

Restrictions on Clinic Protestors

The final group of abortion rulings that deserve mention are those con-
cerning protests at abortion clinics. The Court’s fitful and contentious
recognition of the essential aspects of Roe did little to disabuse the fringes
of the pro-life movement of the notion that defeats in the courtroom
could be offset by violence and intimidation. While the constitutional
right to abortion had survived a series of legal challenges, “extralegal” ob-
stacles were making the right increasingly difficult and dangerous to ex-
ercise. In the 1990s, violence at clinics increased, with bombings resulting
in deaths and injuries. Operation Rescue and similar efforts systemati-
cally drew protestors from across the country to targeted locations with
the avowed purpose of overwhelming law enforcement and shutting
down clinics. The effort was successful in Wichita, Kansas, where the use
of one hundred federal marshals, 2,741 arrests, and over a million dollars
of the city’s money failed to keep a clinic open in 1991. The combined ef-
fects of such activity were widespread and particularly debilitating to the
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operation and staffing of clinics. Recruiting physicians and nurses had
become extremely difficult. A survey of clinic staffers revealed that 21
percent had received death threats during the first seven months of
1993.67 The National Abortion Federation has tracked seven killings and
more than two hundred arson and bombing incidents at abortion clinics
between 1980 and 2000. The overall decline in the number of clinics and
medical personnel willing to provide abortion services weighed heavily
upon poorer and minority women, who have fewer resources to travel
to a neighboring county or city or to seek medical care from a private
practitioner.

The courts and Congress provided limited relief. A Portland jury
awarded $109 million to abortion clinic personnel who sued over a web-
site and “wanted” posters that targeted doctors who perform abortions,
listing their home addresses, the names of their children, and other per-
sonal information. Although Planned Parenthood of the Columbia v.
American Coalition of Life Activists yielded the largest civil award in Ore-
gon history, all fourteen defendants claimed no assets. They vowed to
continue their activities underground or out in the open. Doctors pro-
viding abortion services in the area continue to wear bulletproof vests,
carefully plan their commutes to work, and use electronic surveillance in
their homes and offices.68

In 1994, Congress passed the Freedom of Access to Clinics Entrances
Act to protect access to abortion clinics. Some states passed similar laws.
In the same year, abortion protestors challenged a state court injunction
on First Amendment grounds.69 After numerous clashes at a Florida
clinic, a state judge had issued a detailed injunction against the protestors
to protect access to the clinic, prevent intimidation of patients, and pro-
tect health-care providers from harassment in their homes and other
public places. The Supreme Court rejected the protestors’ arguments that
the entire injunction was a prior restraint on speech, but the Court se-
verely limited portions of the injunction. Using an incredibly fact-spe-
cific approach unlikely to yield significant guidance for other judges and
lawmakers, the Court upheld a 36-foot buffer zone around clinic en-
trances and driveways. Chief Justice William Rehnquist, for the majority,
noted that the trial court had supported the injunction with evidence of
the protestors’ prior unlawful conduct in repeatedly interfering with ac-
cess for patients and staff. The Court reasoned that the narrow confines
around clinic limited the options, and that protestors could still be seen
and heard from clinic parking lots. The Court also upheld limited noise
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restrictions imposed by the injunction, restraining anti-abortion protes-
tors from “singing, chanting, whistling, shouting, yelling, using bull-
horns, auto horns, or sound amplification equipment, or making other
sounds within earshot of patients inside the clinic,” finding that they bur-
dened no more speech than necessary to ensure health and well-being of
patients at a clinic.

On the other hand, the Court struck down other portions of the in-
junction for being too broad. It found the requirement that anti-abortion
protestors refrain from physically approaching any person seeking ser-
vices of abortion clinic within 300 feet of the clinic, unless such person
indicated a desire to communicate, burdened more speech than was nec-
essary to prevent intimidation and to ensure access to a clinic. The Court
emphasized that there was no evidence that the protestors’ speech was so
infused with violence as to be indistinguishable from a threat of physical
harm or amount to “fighting words.” The Court also threw out a 300-foot
buffer zone around the homes of clinic workers as overly broad and in-
validated a limit on protestors using images observable to patients inside
the clinic because the curtains could simply be closed. The Court’s de-
tailed, fact-bound ruling, with mixed results for abortion protestors and
supporters, is difficult to square with the Court’s other First Amendment
rulings. On the abortion topic, the Court’s attempts to steer a middle-of-
the-road course certainly appeared to drive its application of First
Amendment law in this and other abortion protestor rulings.

For example, the Court in 2000 upheld a Colorado law that restricted
the place and manner in which abortion protestors could communicate
with clinic patients. The Court, by a 6-3 margin, found that protestors’
First Amendment rights could sometimes be limited by the patients’
rights to avoid unwanted communication. The Court said that the law
did not single out anti-abortion speech because of its content, but em-
phasized the offensive nature of such speech and its intrusiveness. Chief
Justice Rehnquist joined Justice O’Connor and the more liberal justices
to form the majority.70 The content may be less important than the na-
ture of the speech, said the Court, alluding to confrontational, in-your-
face protests that bombard the senses, amounting to a “deliberate verbal
or visual assault.” The Court revived an old formulation of privacy—a
general “right to be let alone”—to support its restrictions on the protests.
Although the Court does not explicitly reference the wave of violence at
abortion clinics in the 1990s, that factual background surely informed its
decision.
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This ruling is a significant development of First Amendment law, in
tension with the Court’s interpretation of protection for unwelcome hate
speech, and caps a line of “bubble” cases where the Court has approved of
some efforts to limit speech around abortion clinics. Protestors can still
speak around clinics and engage in unwelcome public advances to pa-
tients, but the “time, place and manner” of the speech is carefully regu-
lated. Like much of current abortion law, the “bubble” rulings do not
please activists on either side of the abortion debate. Protestors view the
laws as unconstitutional limits on their fundamental speech rights. And,
just like the gag rules that restricted pro-choice speech, it is hard to be-
lieve that the restrictions are not aimed at limiting speech partially be-
cause of its viewpoint. In contrast, threatening, racist speech is often tol-
erated in the name of the First Amendment. Restrictions like the Col-
orado law are also driven, however, by the extreme bullying tactics and
violence of some anti-abortion protestors. With the gag rules, clinic
counselors could not talk about abortion at the clinic. In the bubble
cases, protestors can still speak and display their messages near the clinic,
but individuals are shielded from some hostile, unwelcome speech, in-
timidating tactics and physical obstruction. Clinic patients and employ-
ees, however, remain the target of harassment and some unwelcome
speech, designed to undermine their constitutional rights to secure, or
help women secure, abortions.

Conclusion

The Court, through its confusing constitutional rulings in both the gen-
der equity and abortion cases, has steered an indistinct middle course. Al-
though the fundamental privacy right to contraception is well established
and receives the highest constitutional protection, both the undue bur-
den standard in Due Process law and the intermediate scrutiny test in
Equal Protection analysis employ a balancing approach toward the clash
of individual and state interests. Both those tests arose in cases raising
politically and socially divisive issues implicating gender equality. If men
could become pregnant or were frequently excluded from professional
advancement because of their gender, privacy and equality rights would
surely be much more secure, robust, and definitive.

The Court’s middle-of-the-road course in abortion rulings is consis-
tent with polls reflecting that people want some right of choice but favor
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restrictions on the availability of abortion. The combination of the
Court’s avoidance technicalities and its language reaffirming Roe make it
easy to miss the degree to which the Court has backtracked from Roe in
the face of resistance. Similarly, the gender Equal Protection cases are full
of important symbolism, with broad language about equal opportunity,
which leaves the general impression that constitutional law requires gen-
der equity. But the Court has sidestepped the most difficult issues of how
biological differences and social stereotypes play out in the real world.
The Court has opened educational opportunities to both sexes with cases
challenging a female-only state nursing school and a male-only state mil-
itary academy. Some job opportunities have been extended equally to
both sexes. But the Court minimizes the equality problems women en-
counter on the job when they become pregnant or start a family.

In cases concerning forced maternity leave, the Court refused to deal
with the merits of the Equal Protection claim, instead relying on broad
but vague Due Process standards. In the case involving the exclusion of
pregnancy from California’s disability insurance program, the Court put
blinders on when it overlooked the gender-based exclusion and disre-
garded one of the most important equity issues for women who need or
want to work during their childbearing years. The Court somehow found
that a gender-based characteristic like reproductive capacity is not a gen-
der classification deserving heightened Equal Protection scrutiny. The
employment cases underscore the danger of the Court’s measured ap-
proach. Laws that harm women but do not segregate on their face by gen-
der are only subject to the deferential rational basis test.

Reproductive control is critical to achieving gender equity. Contracep-
tion advocates repeatedly brought the privacy issue to the Court, but the
Court managed to dodge and weave for a long period. When it finally
reached the merits, the Court issued a broad ruling about privacy for in-
timate marital decisions. Quickly, the Court extended this right to single
people and minors. Most Americans now accept the contraception rul-
ings. But the Court is still reeling from Roe, which is not much more
novel or broad than Brown or Griswold. The Court was not confined by
the text or framers’ intent in those opinions, yet they have come to be
treasured symbols of the Court’s role in protecting minorities and indi-
viduals from the tyranny of the majority.

Together, abortion rulings like Webster and Rust—whether broad or
narrow—instruct that no matter what the Court does in the abortion
context, it is unlikely to avoid controversy and criticism. It is just the na-
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ture of the debate. In 2000, Justice Scalia, dissenting in an abortion rul-
ing, warned that the abortion controversy could consume the Court. “If
only for the sake of its own preservation, the Court should return this
matter to the people . . . and let them decide, state by state,” about abor-
tion restrictions. Scalia is not urging avoidance. He is exhorting the Court
to action, seeking to overrule Casey and Roe and take away all federal
constitutional protection for abortions. For him, this is a federalism
issue, a moral choice to be left to each state rather than a matter of indi-
vidual liberty. Others, supportive of choice, see the need for the Court’s
uniform, certain protection of the right as a matter of federal constitu-
tional law, whether grounded in privacy or equality.

The choice facing the Court about its role and the Constitution’s role
in the abortion debate should not be guided by fears about the Court’s
preservation or political viability. The justices have life tenure precisely to
protect them from such political concerns and allow them, once they
make it through the politicized nomination and confirmation processes,
to exercise their independent judgment. The justices need to exert their
voices on the merits rather than use avoidance techniques so extensively
to evade challenges to abortion rights. Admittedly, the Court cannot
completely abandon its avoidance proclivities. Sometimes justices need
flexibility among their large group to attain majorities, so they issue a
narrower ruling or suppress one claim, awaiting the next opportunity.
Federalism and separation of powers concerns are more powerful reasons
for avoidance, but the Court should debate those structural constitu-
tional issues explicitly rather than using procedural tactics to accomplish
subtle changes in the content of federalism law or the balance of power
among the national branches. If the Court views reproductive autonomy
for women solely as a matter for state and local control, it should so rule.
If not, such structural concerns or the Court’s fears of foreclosure should
not diminish the importance of the Court’s constitutional role in secur-
ing civil liberties, including abortion rights, against swings in majority
opinion. The choice battle—as well as other gender equity issues—
should be fought with clear guidance from the Court and robust argu-
ments about the proper role of the Court and the Constitution, instead of
hinging the rights of women on the votes of a few swing justices who are
cautiously trying to avoid significant decisions. The Court should not
tether the development of gender equality law to popular opinion.
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The Court’s Aggressive Expansion

of States’ Rights

Most of this book deals with the Supreme Court’s purported
passivity: its multiple avoidance techniques deployed in many areas of
constitutional law. But the Court was also aggressive and active in some
areas from the 1970s through 1990s, issuing broad new rules and signifi-
cantly revising constitutional doctrines. This is most obvious in the criti-
cal area of federalism. Federalism concerns the balance of power between
the states as independent sovereigns and the national government. By the
1990s, the Court had become extremely direct and adamant about trans-
ferring power from federal branches to the states in interpreting the
Tenth, Eleventh, and Fourteenth Amendments. As Justice Kennedy sum-
marized: “Although the Constitution grants broad powers to Congress,
our federalism requires that Congress treat the states in a manner consis-
tent with their status as residuary sovereigns and joint participants in the
governance of the Nation.”1

Despite the declining number of cases in which the Court accepted
certiorari during the 1990s, many of its constitutional rulings involved
federalism issues. Moreover, these rulings are among its most important
because of their breadth, marked revision of existing constitutional doc-
trine, and substantial impact on numerous state and federal government
actors. For example, in June 1999, the Court issued a trio of significant
states’ rights rulings, with the justices splitting 5-4. Justices Kennedy,
O’Connor, Scalia, Thomas, and Chief Justice Rehnquist have formed a
solid states’ rights majority. In a dramatic end to the Court’s term, three
dissenters read their opinions from the bench, highlighting the majority’s
departure from established federalism doctrines.

To demonstrate the magnitude of the federalism changes, this chapter
first summarizes the post–New Deal state of federalism law. Since the
mid-1930s, the Court generally has shown great deference to the other
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federal branches, believing that the states could protect their interests
sufficiently through representation in Congress. The chapter then briefly
chronicles the Court’s early indications that it would alter the federalism
balance. Those 1970s and 1980s cases led to the 1990s reformulation,
with a sweeping vision of state power significantly limiting the federal
government. The Court asserted its role as the ultimate interpreter of the
Constitution and limited Congress’s ability to regulate commerce and to
commandeer state officers to carry out federal law. It imposed higher
hurdles for Congress in enacting civil rights legislation under the Four-
teenth Amendment. Finally, it barred lawsuits against states in federal
and state courts under a broad theory of sovereign immunity not obvious
on the face of the Eleventh Amendment. The chapter conveys the com-
peting constitutional concerns by examining a few particularly important
federalism rulings and portrays the human and political drama underly-
ing these complex cases and tedious opinions.

Unlike its restraint in other areas, the Court did not avoid federalism
issues from 1970 to 2000; it eagerly accepted federalism challenges and
developed new constitutional law. This activism is not entirely problem-
atic. It promises guidance for other constitutional actors as well as uni-
formity in federalism law, increasing the likelihood of consistent appli-
cation nationwide. But several criticisms are worth noting. First, I be-
lieve that the Court’s constitutional interpretation overestimates the
extent of intrusion on the states by the national government. Most of
the laws struck down under the Court’s broad federalism rulings were
attempts to remedy national problems rather than schemes to purloin
or micromanage state resources. States were sometimes supportive of
the national laws. As detailed below, the Court has severely constrained
the problem-solving ability of the executive and legislative branches and
deprived women and other groups from congressionally crafted civil
rights remedies.

The second criticism concerns the role of the Supreme Court and
lower federal courts. The Court has chosen to embrace a robust interpre-
tive role for federal courts on federalism issues, in stark contrast to its
avoidance and insistence on a limited role for federal courts on other
constitutional claims. True, with both approaches the Court is consis-
tently transferring power away from the federal government. It usually
accomplishes this by invoking a limited vision for the federal courts, in-
cluding the Supreme Court. Yet, in federalism cases, rather than using a
procedural approach relying heavily on avoidance, a narrow majority of
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the Court transfers power away from the federal government directly by
altering the substantive content of constitutional law. The 1990s federal-
ism rulings also contain a striking procedural twist: the Court claims ulti-
mate authority to interpret the Constitution, ignoring its usual concerns
about foreclosing debate and respecting the other national branches. It is
ironic that the Court is more willing to take on a vigorous, counterma-
joritarian role when it protects the states. States are represented in the
federal government through the majoritarian political processes, employ
lobbyists, and can assert their shared interests in limiting liability. Pro-
tecting the states from monetary liability certainly helps taxpayers, but as
the following cases show, this is often at the expense of individuals and
companies relying on federal rights, who are in greater need of aggressive
judicial protection than the states.

Modern Federalism Doctrine

The Court’s Commerce Clause cases are a major federalism arena. The
Commerce Clause grants Congress the power “to regulate Commerce . . .
among the several states.” During the Lochner era, in the early 1900s, the
Court resisted progressive and New Deal programs from the states and
federal government relying, in part, on a narrow construction of the
Commerce Clause power. This era ended in 1937, when the Court yielded
to overwhelming criticism for its active constitutional interpretation fa-
voring business interests and threats from President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt to pack the Court. From the mid-1930s to the mid-1990s, the
Court was extremely deferential to Congress and the executive in review-
ing legislation passed pursuant to the Commerce Clause, making it the
primary ground on which Congress supported legislation. The Court
only required that the laws have a rational basis, and it expressly noted
that Congress was due substantial deference in economic regulation. The
clause became a powerful tool for expanding federal regulation, includ-
ing major civil rights legislation during the 1960s. Moreover, the
post–New Deal Court termed the Tenth Amendment, which reserves to
the states and the people all powers not delegated to the federal govern-
ment, a “truism.” It became an insignificant limit on congressional action
and federal government activities. After the 1930s’ “switch in time that
saved nine,” the Court did not strike down any federal legislation as ex-
ceeding the Commerce authority until 1995.
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Federalism issues also arise frequently under the Eleventh Amend-
ment, guaranteeing states immunity from some lawsuits. It provides:
“The Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend
to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the
United States by Citizens of another State, or by Citizens of Subjects of
any Foreign State.” Based on the common-law principle that “the King
can do no wrong,” immunity protects fiscal resources and supports sover-
eignty. The Court has invoked divergent interpretations of this amend-
ment, sometimes tracking the text to preclude only suits by out-of-staters
and foreigners against a state. At other times, the Court offered broader
protection, precluding suits against a state by its own citizens. But it
seemed clear that a safety valve always remained for litigants who had
federal claims against the states. Even if they could not sue in federal
court, the Court often indicated that litigants had other avenues, such as
suing in state court to enforce their federal rights. In the 1990s, however,
the Court markedly altered Eleventh Amendment interpretation, holding
that Congress cannot use its Commerce Clause authority to empower in-
dividuals to sue states in either state or federal court. It has also under-
mined the Ex parte Young exception, which allowed some types of suits
against state officers for unconstitutional action.2

Finally, Congress has authority to create appropriate legislation to en-
force Fourteenth Amendment guarantees of Due Process and Equal Pro-
tection. Passed after the Civil War, the three Reconstruction amendments
were aimed at increasing national power and protecting individuals
against government abuses. Shortly after their passage, the Court con-
strued the Fourteenth Amendment to protect individuals against only
governmental, not private, misconduct. The Court upheld civil rights
laws reaching private conduct during the 1960s on Commerce Clause
grounds, without ruling on the extent of Congress’s Fourteenth Amend-
ment authority. In 1966, the Court suggested that Congress may interpret
the Constitution independently, providing greater protections for civil
rights than the Court’s rulings had, when it legislates pursuant to the
Fourteenth Amendment. Under the post–New Deal doctrine, the ability
of Congress to regulate private conduct and the scope of its power to pro-
vide remedies for Fourteenth Amendment violations are less defined
than its Commerce authority.3 In the 1990s, however, the Court has
posited itself as ultimate interpreter and has raised the requirements for
both congressional redress of Fourteenth Amendment violations and ju-
dicial scrutiny of laws enacted under the Commerce Clause.
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Early Indications of Federalism Concerns

The 1990s federalism rulings should not be a complete shock, although
their breadth and degree of deference to the states are greater than some
anticipated. The Court has been moving to afford more protection for
state interests since the 1970s, albeit in less direct ways, sometimes em-
ploying avoidance techniques. For example, it created several abstention
doctrines grounded in federalism concerns, used canons to construe
statutes so as to avoid potential federalism problems with federal regula-
tion of state functions, and required Congress to issue a clear statement
before imposing certain obligations on states. This section will explore
just a few examples of this trend.

In 1971, the Court fashioned the most important abstention doctrine,
requiring federal courts to refrain from hearing federal claims—including
constitutional issues—when a state court criminal proceeding on the issues
is pending. California prosecuted a socialist leafletter, John Harris, Jr., under
its Criminal Syndicalism Act. Although the Supreme Court had deemed the
act constitutional in 1927, that ruling was called into question by the
Court’s 1969 decision striking down a similar Ohio law. Harris sued in fed-
eral court to stop his prosecution, on the theory that mere advocacy of ille-
gal activity was protected under the Court’s 1969 decision. The Supreme
Court refused to address Harris’s First Amendment challenge and found
that the lower federal court should have abstained. Justice Hugo Black re-
lied on “Our Federalism,” which he described as requiring a proper respect
for the state courts without blind deference to states’ rights. Because Harris
could raise his constitutional objection in the California prosecution, the
federal courts should not interfere. Earlier doctrine, arising from dubious
state prosecutions of civil rights leaders, allowed federal judges more dis-
cretion to address constitutional claims and provide relief to litigants in a
more neutral forum. But the 1971 decision equated state and lower federal
courts for addressing federal constitutional issues and essentially instructed
the federal courts to trust state courts to do the right thing, to interpret the
Constitution as the Court would. Thus, through a technical doctrine of ju-
risdiction, the Court fashioned a more limited role for federal courts based
on federalism concerns.4

In 1976, the Court ruled in National League of Cities v. Usery that Con-
gress could not apply the Fair Labor Standards Act to state employees.5

Justice Rehnquist wrote for the Court that the Tenth Amendment limits
Congress’s Article I powers. Congress cannot impair states’ integrity or
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their ability to function effectively in a federal system. In Usery, the Court
reversed a 1968 precedent upholding application of the act to some state
employees. This appeared to usher in a new era of state sovereignty and
reinvigorate the Tenth Amendment.6 Justice Blackmun provided the fifth
vote in Usery, however, and he described it as adopting a balancing ap-
proach that reserved federal powers where federal interests are demon-
strably greater, citing environmental protection as one example. Nine
years later, he authored Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Au-
thority, in which five justices overruled Usery, finding its standard un-
sound and unworkable and reasoning that states could protect their in-
terests sufficiently in the national political process. The dissenters decried
the fact that the Court left no role for judicial review of the actions of
federal political officials who subject states to liability, citing the lawsay-
ing function enunciated in Marbury v. Madison. Dissenting, Rehnquist
predicted that the sovereignty principle would “in time again command
the support of a majority of this Court.”7

Meanwhile, the Court continued to develop federalism principles in the
Commerce Clause area at the subconstitutional level, relying on the avoid-
ance canon. Several state judges sued the governor of Missouri in 1991, al-
leging that the state’s mandatory retirement scheme for judges violated the
Age Discrimination in Employment Act (“ADEA”) and Equal Protection.
The Court did not reach the constitutional question because it did not con-
strue the ADEA to cover state judicial employees. Although the ADEA gen-
erally bars mandatory retirement, it contains some exclusions. The Court
viewed coverage of judges as undermining sovereignty. It thus placed a new
burden on Congress, requiring a clear statement from Congress before au-
thorizing state judges to sue states for age discrimination. The Court was
wary of Congress intruding on sovereign state governmental functions like
employment conditions for state judges. This new hurdle is consistent with
the traditional canon of construing statutes to avoid constitutional prob-
lems—here, a federalism concern. Although it is only a statutory ruling,
Gregory v. Ashcroft demonstrates the way the Court uses such canons to de-
velop constitutional law. Justice O’Connor sketched the outlines of a new
federalism theory, emphasizing for the Court the values promoted by a sys-
tem of joint sovereigns. She wanted the federalism balance to assure a de-
centralized government “more sensitive to the diverse needs of a heteroge-
nous society; it increases opportunity for citizen involvement in the demo-
cratic process; it allows for more innovation and experimentation in
government; and it makes government more responsive by putting the
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states in competition for a mobile citizenry.”8 Most importantly, she con-
cluded, it prevents “tyranny” by the national government. The Court relied
on Gregory later as it construed the Constitution more overtly to transfer
power from the federal government to states.

Similarly, in interpreting the Eleventh Amendment during the 1970s
and 1980s, the Court used both clear statement rules and direct constitu-
tional rulings to expand on protections afforded states. In a series of
cases, the Court fashioned a rule requiring a clear statement from Con-
gress before it sought to abrogate state sovereign immunity pursuant to
the Commerce Clause. Congress had to clearly express its intent to let lit-
igants sue states.9 Additionally, in 1973, the Court construed the Eleventh
Amendment to bar claims for past money damages because of the burden
they posed for state treasuries. The Court limited litigants to claims for
prospective injunctive relief against state officers under the long-standing
Ex parte Young doctrine.10

The Court continued this trend in 1984, ruling in Pennhurst State
School and Hospital v. Halderman that the Eleventh Amendment bars re-
lief against state officers based on state law claims in federal court.11 Thus,
litigants with both federal and state claims against state officers must sue
in state court or bifurcate the claims, taking only the federal claims to
federal court. The Court emphasized the greater affront to states if fed-
eral courts decided state law claims. In Pennhurst, residents at a Pennsyl-
vania home for the developmentally disabled sued state officials under
the Ex parte Young doctrine, pursuing state and federal relief in federal
court. The trial judge found that the institution’s failure to meet mini-
mum standards for staffing, hygiene, nutrition, and rehabilitative care vi-
olated state and federal statutory and constitutional provisions. The ap-
pellate court affirmed, but avoided the constitutional question and relied
solely on a federal statute. The Supreme Court reversed on statutory
grounds and remanded for consideration of other grounds. On remand,
the appellate court held that plaintiffs were entitled to relief based on
state law grounds proven at trial. The state again appealed to the Court
and, after ten years of litigation, the Court again reversed to rule against
the plaintiffs by crafting a new exception to Ex parte Young it deemed
mandated by the Eleventh Amendment.

The protracted Pennhurst litigation highlights the dual impact of the
Court’s revised federalism. As the states’ freedom from civil liability and
congressional oversight expands, the federal protection afforded some of
the most vulnerable individuals contracts. The Pennhurst residents won
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their case on the facts, showing that the standard twenty-one-year stay at
Pennhurst could result in over 650 days in restraining devices, hazardous
sanitary conditions, the premature loss of one’s adult teeth, and the dete-
rioration of overall physical and mental health. But the Pennhurst resi-
dents lost their case to changes in the law designed to protect an “uncon-
senting state” from the infringement of a lawsuit in federal court by its
own citizens.

Thus, from the 1970s to the early 1990s, the Court began to impose
federalism as a serious constraint on the national government, some-
times through direct constitutional interpretation and sometimes by em-
ploying avoidance techniques like abstention, canons of statutory con-
struction, and clear statement rules. These signals paved the way for the
Court’s numerous invalidations of congressional laws during the 1990s as
it significantly revised its interpretation of the Commerce Clause as well
as the Tenth, Eleventh, and Fourteenth Amendments.

The Shifting Commerce Clause Power

In 1995, the Court narrowly construed Congress’s power under the Com-
merce Clause when it invalidated an act of Congress as exceeding Com-
merce Clause authority for the first time in nearly sixty years. In United
States v. Lopez, the Court struck down the Gun-Free School Zones Act,
which criminalized possession of a gun within 1,000 feet of a school.12

Five justices found that although Congress can regulate the channels and
instrumentalities of interstate commerce, plus activities with a substan-
tial nexus to interstate commerce, mere possession of a gun near a school
was not an economic act sufficiently related to interstate commerce. Jus-
tices Kennedy and O’Connor concurred, emphasizing the lack of factual
findings to support the legislation. They also cited federalism concerns:
the new federal crime duplicated laws in most states and affected educa-
tion and crime control, two areas in which states had traditionally exer-
cised substantial authority. The ruling’s more literal test for finding a
“substantial relation to interstate commerce,” coupled with its more rig-
orous inspection of congressional findings, called into question numer-
ous federal laws regulating the sale of drugs, environmental protection,
and civil rights laws. The ruling gave no comprehensive account of the
new federalism balance, and some optimistically tried to limit the deci-
sion to its facts. When viewed with other important 1990s federalism
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decisions, however, Lopez is clearly a serious limit on existing and future
Commerce Clause enactments. Had such limitations been in place during
the 1960s, Congress may have been severely limited in combating segre-
gation in restaurants, inns, and motels.

In 1992, the Court relied on the Tenth Amendment to invalidate a por-
tion of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act in New
York v. United States.13 This 6-3 decision recognized some congressional
authority to deal with the national problem of safe disposal of hazardous
waste. But the Court struck down the “take title” provision because it im-
permissibly “commandeered” state officials into accepting ownership of
the waste or regulating according to congressional direction. Other than
the 1976 Usery decision, reversed by Garcia in 1986, this was the first time
in fifty-five years that the Court had used the Tenth Amendment to inval-
idate a law.

Examined against the backdrop of the Pennhurst decision, New York
raises questions regarding the ultimate outcome of the Court’s newly
strengthened federalism. Writing for the New York majority, Justice
O’Connor insisted that “[t]he Constitution does not protect the sover-
eignty of the States for the benefit of the States or state governments. . . .
To the contrary, the Constitution divides authority between federal and
state governments for the protection of individuals.” Arguably, the indi-
viduals seeking relief in Pennhurst would not view O’Connor’s construc-
tion of federalism doctrines as a tool for their protection, although other
Pennsylvania taxpayers might. Further, the officials elected to represent
the state of New York (including Senator Patrick Moynihan and state en-
ergy department personnel) consented to the enactment of the federal
hazardous waste law at issue in New York v. U.S. The Court nevertheless
moved to protect “unconsenting states” or state taxpayers from a legisla-
tive solution to a nearly intractable health hazard.

Five years after New York, by a 5-4 margin, the Court invalidated some
portions of the Brady Bill, relying on federalism concerns evident in
Lopez. In Printz v. United States, the Court found that requiring state offi-
cials to conduct handgun background checks and process paperwork
until a national system became operative amounted to commandeering
that violated the Tenth Amendment.14 The majority in these cases em-
phasized the intrusion on state resources and decision making, reasoning
that accountability would be lessened if federal officials dealt with na-
tional problems by creating protections or rights while leaving state offi-
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cials to bear the burdens of implementation. The dissenters charged that
the Court was returning to Lochner-era activism by improperly limiting
the scope of congressional power.

The Violence Against Women Act Challenge

A few years later, the Court accepted an opportunity to explicate the
contours of Lopez after the Fourth Circuit invalidated the Violence
Against Women Act (“VAWA”)15 as exceeding Congress’s powers under
the Commerce Clause and Fourteenth Amendment. Enacted in 1994,
VAWA provides more than $1.6 billion to states for law enforcement and
prosecution of violent crimes against women, for increased security in
public transportation and public parks, for rape prevention and educa-
tion programs, for shelters, and for a national domestic violence hot-
line. It revises the Federal Rules of Evidence to limit use of a victim’s
past sexual behavior in sexual offense prosecutions. It provides in-
creased penalties for repeat offenders and makes some violent acts
against women federal crimes (e.g., interstate travel to commit domestic
violence or violate a restraining order). The only portion of VAWA chal-
lenged in United States v. Morrison was its civil rights remedy, which al-
lows a victim of certain serious gender-motivated violent crimes to sue
the offender for compensatory and punitive damages, injunctive, and
other appropriate relief.

A lengthy version of the Morrison facts follows, based primarily on the
plaintiff ’s allegations because the case had not progressed beyond the
pleading stage when it reached the Court.16 The details illustrate the
problem that Congress attempted to redress through VAWA—that some
institutions, including state law enforcement and judicial systems, do not
take violent, gender-motivated crimes against women seriously. Congress
perceived gender violence as a discrimination problem like race discrimi-
nation, needing a national solution. Many states cooperated with the fed-
eral effort, which built on the work of state gender-bias task forces. The
civil rights remedy in VAWA was a compromise designed to supplement,
but not replace, state remedies for gender violence. The Court’s simplistic
focus on separate spheres of state and federal authority ignores the need
for a national remedy and the complex interaction of federal and state
governments in the entire VAWA legislative package.
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Factual Background

On September 21, 1994, Virginia Tech freshman Christy Brzonkala and
her friend, Hope Handley, met fellow students Antonio Morrison and
James Crawford in the men’s dorm room. Brzonkala claims that fifteen
minutes later, after Handley and Crawford left the room, Morrison twice
asked her to have sex with him. Both times she refused. When she got up
to leave the room, Morrison—a 222-pound football player—grabbed her
and threw her down on the bed face up. He turned off the lights, pinned
her down, and undressed her. He then proceeded to rape her without a
condom. When Morrison finished, she says, James Crawford, another
football player, came in the room and raped her without a condom. Then
Morrison raped her a second time. Before he left, Morrison warned, “You
better not have any fucking diseases.”

In reaction to these rapes, Brzonkala became depressed, avoided con-
tact with other students, changed her appearance, cut off her hair, dressed
sloppily, and stopped attending classes. A few weeks after the incident she
attempted suicide. She did not report the incident for four months be-
cause she was embarrassed, afraid, and ashamed. It took her a month to
tell her roommate that she had been raped, and even then, she was unable
to go into the details. Her resident adviser sent her to the campus
Women’s Center, where she was treated and antidepressants were pre-
scribed. Brzonkala chose not to file criminal charges because she had not
preserved any physical evidence and she did not think the police would
believe her given her failure to report the assault immediately. Brzonkala
received a retroactive withdrawal from Virginia Tech for the 1994–95 aca-
demic year.

Brzonkala filed a sexual assault complaint against both men in May
1995, triggering Virginia Tech’s arduous and lengthy disciplinary process.
After she filed the complaint, Brzonkala learned that another male stu-
dent athlete had told Crawford that he should have “killed the bitch.”
Morrison allegedly announced in the dormitory’s dining room that he
“liked to get girls drunk and fuck the shit out of them.” Virginia Tech did
not report the alleged rape to the police.

At the campus judicial hearing, Morrison and Crawford disputed Br-
zonkala’s rape allegations. Morrison admitted to having intercourse with
Brzonkala, but maintained that it was consensual and that he used a con-
dom. Crawford testified that Brzonkala was “really drunk.” She said that
she had attended a party earlier, but was “sober, pretty much.” Crawford
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denied having any sexual contact with Brzonkala, and his roommate,
Cornell Brown, provided him with an alibi. The hearing officers ruled
that there was not enough evidence to take action against Crawford, but
found Morrison guilty of sexual misconduct. He was suspended for two
semesters.

Morrison appealed the suspension, claiming that he had been denied
due process and that the suspension was unduly harsh and arbitrary.
Contrary to Virginia Tech’s written policy, Morrison obtained a second
hearing. Because the university had adopted its definition of sexual mis-
conduct in August 1994, just missing the deadline for publishing it in the
student handbook, sexual misconduct was not part of school policy at the
time of the incident. In July, a dean and another Virginia Tech official
went to Brzonkala’s home to advise her of the need for a second hearing.
They assured her that they believed her story and that the hearing was a
mere formality.

The procedural complications only increased. The second hearing
lasted seven hours, and both Morrison and Brzonkala were represented
by attorneys. Brzonkala’s counsel was prohibited from mentioning James
Crawford because his charges had been dismissed. The university, with-
out informing Brzonkala in advance, limited the scope of the second
hearing so that it only encompassed abusive conduct. The school used a
procedural barrier: the policy in place at the time of the assault addressed
only abusive conduct (not sexual misconduct). Abusive conduct is de-
fined as “any use of words or acts against one’s self or others that causes
physical injury or that demeans, intimidates, threatens, or otherwise in-
terferes with another person’s rightful actions or comfort” and “includes,
but is not limited to, verbal abuse and physical batteries.”

Thus, because the sexual misconduct policy was not in place at the
time of the alleged rapes, the committee based its finding of abuse solely
on the offensive language used toward Brzonkala. Morrison was again
suspended for two semesters, but for the lesser charge of abusive conduct.
He was advised of the action in early August. Morrison appealed again.
Three weeks before Virginia Tech’s first football game, a provost over-
turned the sanction as excessive compared with other cases of abusive
conduct. The suspension was reduced to probation until graduation and
mandatory attendance at a one-hour educational session. Brzonkala was
not notified of the change; she learned it from a newspaper article. Fear-
ing for her safety, she canceled plans to return to school.

Brzonkala went public with her allegations in late 1995. She filed suit
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in federal court against Virginia Tech and the two men under VAWA. She
“wanted [Morrison] out of school so [she] could go there.” She sought
$8.3 million in damages (equivalent to Virginia Tech’s payout from the
Sugar Bowl), an injunction against Virginia Tech from prosecuting future
sexual assault charges in the school’s judicial system, and the reinstate-
ment of the judicial board’s initial finding that Morrison was guilty of
sexual misconduct. The suit also sought damages from Crawford’s room-
mate for allegedly fabricating Crawford’s alibi.

Virginia Tech asked that the suit be dismissed, claiming that Brzonkala
had changed her story from what she said at the disciplinary hearings,
that the school was not liable for any actions of the two men, and that Br-
zonkala failed to assert any sexual discrimination by the school. The indi-
vidual defendants raised the constitutional objections to VAWA. A federal
trial judge found VAWA unconstitutional, dismissed Brzonkala’s claims,
and declined to hear her state law claims. A federal appellate panel
reversed and remanded, finding VAWA supported by the Commerce
Clause, citing the abundant findings evidencing that Congress ensured
that the regulated activity substantially affected interstate commerce.
After en banc review, however, the Fourth Circuit held that the civil rem-
edy in VAWA exceeded Congress’s powers under both the Commerce
Clause and the Fourteenth Amendment.

More than three years after she first filed the federal lawsuit, Brzonkala
appealed to the Supreme Court. No court had yet heard the merits of her
civil case. The Center for Individual Rights represented the two football
players at the Supreme Court. After her suit was publicized in 1996, Vir-
ginia’s attorney general asked state police to investigate Brzonkala’s
charges of rape. A grand jury found a lack of probable cause to indict the
two men. While Morrison was pending before the Court, Brzonkala set-
tled with Virginia Tech, which agreed to pay $75,000 but did not admit li-
ability, leaving only the claims against the football players.17

Congress Identifies a Problem

The congressional findings identifying the problem of violence against
women and the remedy carefully chosen by Congress provide a helpful
background to the constitutional arguments pursued on appeal. VAWA
was the product of four years of extensive investigation and information
gathering. Congress heard testimony from state attorneys general, federal
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and state law enforcement officials, business and labor representatives,
physicians, mental health professionals, legal scholars, and victims of
gender-motivated violence. This testimony was supported by twenty state
task force reports on gender bias.

Congress concluded that violent crimes against women present a seri-
ous national problem, and that current law enforcement procedures were
inadequate and misguided. “Violent attacks by men now tops the list of
dangers to an American woman’s health. Every 15 seconds a woman is
battered, and every 6 minutes a woman is raped in the United States.”“An
estimated 4 million American women are battered each year by their hus-
bands or partners. Approximately 95 percent of all domestic violence vic-
tims are women.” Crimes of violence motivated by gender have a “sub-
stantial adverse effect on interstate commerce” by deterring women from
interstate travel, engaging in interstate employment, and transacting
business in interstate commerce. Such crimes diminish national produc-
tivity, increase medical and other costs, and affect demand and supply for
interstate products. Congress found existing state and federal laws inade-
quate to protect women from gender-motivated crimes in their homes
and on the streets. Moreover, bias in the criminal justice system often de-
prives victims of Equal Protection when they complain about such
crimes. Congress found that the states had not been able to respond to
this national problem and deemed a federal civil rights remedy necessary
to combat the obstruction of commerce and threat to equality.18

Congress detailed the effect of such violence on the workplace.
“[A]lmost 50 percent [of rape victims] lose their jobs or are forced to quit
in the aftermath of the crime.” Even sexual assault victims who remain
employed are less productive. Battered women show higher absenteeism,
tardiness, poor job performance, interpersonal conflicts in the work-
place, depression, stress, substance abuse, and medical claims. The eco-
nomic cost of absenteeism due to domestic violence may reach $3 billion
to $5 billion a year. Congress also concluded that fear of gender-moti-
vated violence limits women’s job choices, including the places and hours
women work. Homicide is the leading cause of death on the job for
women, but not for men. Violence and fear of assault also thwarts
women’s full participation in commerce, affecting when and whether
women go to malls, parking lots, campuses, and so on.

Congress estimated the cost of medical care for victims of domestic vi-
olence at more than $100 million a year. Domestic violence shelter costs
are also substantial. As much as half of the homelessness of women and
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children is attributed to attempts to escape domestic abuse. Witnesses
testified about fleeing states to escape batterers and about batterers drag-
ging them across state lines to evade law enforcement detection. Testi-
mony showed that, like Christy Brzonkala, many college students who are
raped drop out of school or interrupt their schooling.

Moreover, Congress concluded that state and federal criminal laws do
not adequately protect against violent crimes motivated by gender bias.
Although many states have made progress in modernizing their laws,
state civil remedies for victims of sexual assault and domestic violence
still have significant flaws. Rape victims in many states “may be forced to
expose their private lives and intimate conduct to win a damage award.”
In some cases, tort immunity doctrines or marital exemptions may bar
suit. As of 1990, a majority of states either had a marital rape exemption
or required aggravating factors before charging.

The congressional record contains horrific accounts of police, prose-
cutors, and judges ignoring or berating women who complain of sexual
assault. For example, when one student reported a rape, campus security
told her it was her fault because she opened the door and did not scream.
A state official said to another rape victim, “Isn’t it your fantasy to be
raped by four guys!” In 90 percent of domestic homicide cases, police had
been summoned to the home more than once, and in 50 percent of those
cases, police had been called five or more times, Congress heard. Police
refused to respond when a man forced his girlfriend’s car off the road
daily, eventually killing her. A judge scolded a pregnant battered wife for
“wasting the court’s time” when she requested a restraining order, and
told her she “should act more like an adult.” Her husband later beat,
strangled, shot, and killed the woman.

Congress also learned that there are other, less formal barriers. Crimes
against women have been viewed historically as private, family matters or
blamed on sexual miscommunication. Traditionally, the place of women
was in the home, not the workforce or college campus. Congress found
that these attitudes carried over into operation of the justice system.
Many state justice systems are rife with discrimination affecting prosecu-
tion and punishment of such crimes. This finding was based on twenty
state task force reports on gender bias. Those reports noted “that crimes
disproportionately affecting women are often treated less seriously than
comparable crimes against men.” Police, prosecutors, judges, and juries
do not accord female sexual assault victims the same level of credibility as
victims of other types of assault. Women face credibility questions, with
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the justice system requiring additional corroboration of their testimony,
such as evidence of physical injuries, polygraphs, prompt complaints, or
proof of no prior contact with the defendant. Congress found that many
women, like Christy Brzonkala, choose not to report violent sexual
crimes to a criminal system that is likely to traumatize them again.

In addition to facing credibility hurdles, sexual assault victims are
often blamed, at least in part, for the assaults. One committee noted the
“widespread belief that people who are raped precipitate it in some way,
whether it be by dress, having a drink in a bar, accepting a ride in a car or
accepting a date.” State prosecutors routinely refuse to prosecute date
rape or treat domestic abuse as an egregious crime. “[A] rape survivor
may have as little as a 5 percent chance of having her rapist convicted.”
“[A] rape case is more than twice as likely to be dismissed as a murder
case and nearly 40 percent more likely to be dismissed than a robbery
case.” “[O]ver one-half of all convicted rapists serve . . . 1 year or less in
prison.” From initial intake through sentencing, said a Senate report,
crimes against women are often treated differently and taken less seri-
ously. Feminist scholars argue that major changes in the legal process,
such as substituting a “reasonable woman” standard for the traditional
male perspective, are important to combat such discrimination in rape
and domestic violence cases or other areas where male and female per-
spectives are likely to vary significantly.19

Not surprisingly in light of the extensive, painful testimony, Congress
surmised that gender-based violence is a significant problem affecting
national commerce and a serious equality problem that demands a na-
tional response. Most state attorneys general agreed: “[T]he problem of
violence against women is a national one, requiring federal attention,
federal leadership, and federal funds.” Forty-one signed a letter support-
ing the proposed act in 1993. When Morrison reached the Supreme
Court, thirty-six states joined in filing a brief supporting VAWA. Only Al-
abama protested its validity.

The Civil Rights Remedy

VAWA provides a separate federal civil claim against perpetrators of violent
crimes motivated by gender. Brzonkala and the solicitor general argued that
the civil rights remedy leaves state criminal and tort laws undisturbed; it
supplements them and assists state enforcement. Initial drafts of VAWA al-
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lowed all victims of gender-based violence to seek civil rights redress, but
sponsors narrowed the law to acts of violence substantial enough to be
prosecuted as felonies and to cover only crimes committed because of “an-
imus based on victim’s gender.” The latter limit poses questions for judicial
decision makers and is a hurdle for victims of violence in civil cases. Any
rape of a woman may be gender motivated to some extent, but when does a
rape fit within VAWA’s definition of violence motivated by gender animus?
A particular rape could be motivated by several other factors, including per-
sonal animosity or political targeting. For example, rape is a tool used as a
political weapon in some countries during war or conflict. Nevertheless,
rape has not traditionally been an offense recognized for establishing polit-
ical asylum on the grounds of political persecution in the United States be-
cause it is hard to establish that a particular rape was motivated by political
reasons rather than gender animus. A Senate report provides some guid-
ance for VAWA claims, indicating that, as with some other civil rights laws,
violence motivated by gender animus can be proven by circumstantial evi-
dence, such as the “language used by the perpetrator; the severity of the at-
tack (including mutilation); the lack of provocation; a previous history of
similar incidents; absence of any other apparent motive (battery without
robbery, for example); [and] common sense.” Lower courts have followed
the legislature’s lead, interpreting the “gender animus” provision broadly.
Judges have ruled that most cases of sexual harassment or sexual assault will
rise to the level of “gender animus.” Others have examined dependents’
patterns of conduct toward women and the particular circumstances of the
offense.

Congress undertook other revisions on a bipartisan basis to minimize
federalism concerns. In the early 1990s, Chief Justice Rehnquist, acting in
his capacity as chair of the Federal Judicial Conference, opposed the civil
remedy in VAWA, expressing concern about a new cause of action over-
burdening federal courts. The Conference of Chief Justices of the State
Courts also opposed the remedy. State and federal judges warned that the
act would “flood” federal courts and deprive state courts of traditional ju-
risdiction over domestic relations matters. (In fact, only about fifty cases
relying on VAWA’s civil rights remedy were reported in five years, and
about 40 percent of those arose from violence in commercial or educa-
tional settings rather than from disputes among family members.) In
part because Congress made compromises adding further jurisdictional
limits to the pending legislation, the Federal Judicial Conference dropped
its opposition. To address the judges’ concerns, the final version of VAWA
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incorporated a compromise that preserves state enforcement options and
minimizes impact on federal caseloads by giving state courts concurrent
jurisdiction over the civil remedy and clarifying that federal courts can-
not exercise supplemental jurisdiction over related divorce, alimony,
property, or custody claims. The civil remedy is also limited in that fed-
eral courts have no supplemental jurisdiction over related state law
claims “seeking the establishment of a divorce, alimony, equitable distrib-
ution of marital property, or child custody decree.” But the Chief Justice
continued to oppose VAWA after its enactment, criticizing it as an intru-
sion on states’ rights in a speech to the American Law Institute.20 Soon, he
had his chance to pronounce this condemnation as a constitutional prin-
ciple when he authored Morrison.

The Court Strikes Down the VAWA Remedy

The VAWA dispute attracted extensive media attention. States, scholars,
and interest groups filed amicus briefs with the Court in Morrison. Its po-
tential import for federalism jurisprudence was huge. Morrison gave the
Court a chance to apply Lopez to a law where Congress had made careful
findings to support its conclusion that a sufficient connection existed be-
tween gender-motivated violence and the national economy. Would the
law be saved because Congress did its homework, or does the Lopez test
allow courts to invalidate federal laws readily when judges disagree with
the nexus conclusion reached by Congress? For example, some federal
judges distrusted the evidence Congress relied on to support VAWA, in-
cluding the state task force reports cataloging extensive bias in state judi-
cial systems, a movement which some federal judges had resisted.21 Mor-
rison was also important because it presented a discrimination aspect
missing from Lopez. Would the Court be more deferential because the law
was supported by Congress’s Fourteenth Amendment power? Congress
had arguably acted in an area of traditional federal concern by targeting
the nationwide problem of violent discrimination against women.

In Morrison, by a 5-4 vote, the Court found VAWA’s civil rights remedy
unconstitutional under both the Commerce Clause and the Fourteenth
Amendment. Chief Justice Rehnquist set the tone by relying on Lopez:

[The] scope of the interstate commerce power must be considered in
light of our dual system of government and may not be extended so as to
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embrace effects upon interstate commerce so indirect and remote that to
embrace them, in view of our complex society, would obliterate the dis-
tinction between what is national and what is local and create a com-
pletely centralized government.

The Court found that gender-motivated crimes are not economic activity
and that VAWA lacks a jurisdictional element limiting the civil rights
remedy to activity substantially impacting interstate commerce. Al-
though Congress had supplied a record of the “serious impact” of gender-
motivated violence on women and their families, the Court deemed Con-
gress’s causal link between violence and interstate commerce too attenu-
ated. Finally, the Court found the congressional findings “substantially
weakened” because they relied heavily on “costs of crime” and “national
productivity,” arguments the Court said it had rejected in Lopez. The
Court projected that those arguments would enable Congress to regulate
crime nationwide and interfere in traditional state law areas such as fam-
ily matters.

The Court summarily rejected the Fourteenth Amendment authoriza-
tion for VAWA, finding that Congress can regulate only the actions of
states or state actors, but not those of individuals. This analysis narrowly
construes congressional power and may make it difficult for Congress to
outlaw racial discrimination by individuals in many settings. The federal-
ism prescription emphasizing a nexus and posing a commercial/non-
commercial distinction could undermine modern civil rights laws upheld
on Commerce Clause grounds. Additionally, the Court found Congress’s
remedy unsubstantiated in part because it applies uniformly throughout
the nation, while, according to the majority, problems of gender-moti-
vated violence have not been shown to exist in all states. The Court thus
appears to require a nearly impossible showing, examining every state,
before Congress can establish a nationwide pattern of discrimination.

In dissent, Justice Souter charged that the only purpose of the distinc-
tion between economic and noneconomic activity was to provide the ma-
jority with a “constitutional warrant for its current conception of a fed-
eral relationship enforceable by this Court through limits on otherwise
plenary commerce power.” The dissenters did not rely on the Fourteenth
Amendment. Instead, they challenged the Court’s Commerce Clause
analysis as a departure from precedent, supplanting rational basis review
with a new review criterion. Despite the majority’s disregard for Con-
gress’s findings, the information supplied a rational basis for the civil
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rights remedy. Souter noted that the legislative record was greater than
that compiled by Congress to support Title II of the Civil Rights Act of
1964. “Equally important, though, gender-based violence in the 1990’s
was shown to operate in a manner similar to racial discrimination in the
1960’s in reducing the mobility of employees and their production and
consumption of goods shipped in interstate commerce.” Gender-based
violence affects supply and demand, charged the dissenters, and the
Court’s economic/noneconomic distinction is doomed to fail, as similar
attempts during the Lochner era to identify appropriate topics for Com-
merce regulation disappointed. The dissenters argued that the majority’s
requirement of “substantial effects” on interstate commerce conflicted
with precedent and failed to allow Congress sufficient authority to ad-
dress national economic problems.

Souter was also critical of the Court for reviving outworn ideas of
“traditional state spheres.” Congress has authority to override counter-
vailing state interests when it acts within its delegated powers. The ma-
jority’s approach contravenes “the Founders’ considered judgment that
politics, not judicial review, should mediate between state and national
interests as the strength and legislative jurisdiction of the National Gov-
ernment inevitably increased through the expected growth of the na-
tional economy.” In conclusion, the dissenters argued that the federal-
ism concern was lessened because most states and their highest law en-
forcement officials viewed VAWA as welcome assistance rather than a
significant intrusion.

The Court issued a sweeping opinion, not a measured step, in Morri-
son. It did not use the avoidance canon to construe VAWA narrowly and
reach only gender-motivated crimes with a close connection to inter-
state commerce or to avoid the federalism concerns the Court identi-
fied. As explored in the chapter’s conclusion, the Court selectively used
its lawsaying power to revise constitutional law. In Morrison, the Court
displayed its bias. In ruling that the civil rights remedy invaded the
province of states, the Court carved out a distinction between na-
tional/commercial and local/family matters that mirrors the traditional
distinction between the public and private spheres employed to con-
strain women. By insulating gender discrimination, making it a matter
of only state law and not federal concern, the Court minimized the na-
tional nature of the problem identified by Congress. A national effort
was needed to combat race discrimination in the 1960s, and gender vio-
lence now needs a national solution, along with state and local efforts.
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The Court ignores a history of discrimination in which women were
subject to discriminatory state laws about their legal status, their con-
tract and property rights, and their ability to protect themselves from
gender-based crimes through the state judicial systems on an equal
footing with men. As the many states which supported VAWA’s civil
rights remedy argued, because that history is not so distant, the national
antidiscrimination law was valid and necessary. Allowing Congress to
take extraordinary measures in the face of serious social problems has
become an accepted part of our federal system since the Lochner era.
The Congress is well equipped to identify and assess the seriousness of
such national problems. Courts retain a role of providing a constitu-
tional check, but the courts can be deferential to legislative solutions
when state interests are fairly well represented in Congress.

Morrison is not just harmful for women who are subject to gender-
motivated violence or for individuals seeking to assert civil rights claims.
The Court’s broad, insistent attack on federal authority leaves many in-
terests unprotected by federal law and subject to whatever protection
each state chooses, or can afford, to provide. The Court’s other rulings
shoring up sovereign immunity for states and limiting Congress’s Four-
teenth Amendment power in the 1990s demonstrate this paucity of fed-
eral protection.

The Expansion of Sovereign Immunity

The Eleventh Amendment provides only that states cannot be sued in
federal court by citizens of other states or foreign nations. The Court in
the 1990s expanded the constitutional law of sovereign immunity for
states far beyond the text of the amendment, reasoning that it reflects a
broad, common-law principle of immunity necessary to preserve dual
sovereignty. The amendment was ratified in the late eighteenth century
after a Supreme Court decision allowed an out-of-stater to sue Georgia
for money it owed.22 The Georgia legislature authorized the death
penalty for anyone attempting to execute process in the case! Other states
also worried about exhausting their treasuries if all claimants could seek
repayment of Revolutionary War debts. The states quickly ratified the
Eleventh Amendment to protect their fiscal and sovereignty interests.
The modern Court recognizes that even legitimate suits against states can
deplete their treasuries while consuming the time and other valuable re-
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sources of public officials. The new rulings leave individual creditors or
others with claims against states (including state residents) little recourse
in the courts unless states choose to waive immunity in a particular con-
tract, lawsuit, or area of law. If a state does not relinquish its immunity,
claimants must seek relief from legislative or executive officials.

Immunity cases often appear technical and dry, but the underlying po-
litical and legal fight has been lively for two hundred years. The Court has
varied from narrow to broad interpretations of immunity and has crafted
confusing exceptions to immunity, producing many pendulum swings in
the scope of immunity. For example, the Marshall Court, asserting a
broad vision of federal power early in the nineteenth century, allowed
suits against state officers, as long as states were not parties of record.23

Late that century, however, as it reacted to the aftermath of the Civil War
and Reconstruction, the Court broadened the immunity principle to bar
suits by residents (not just out-of-staters) against states.24 In contrast, to
protect a railroad from Minnesota’s attempt to cap rates in the early
twentieth century, the Court allowed entities and individuals to sue state
officers in federal court when they violate federal rights. This Ex parte
Young doctrine is based on a shaky distinction between the officers as in-
dividuals and the state authority authorizing their action, even if the state
indemnifies the officer. Interpretation of the Eleventh Amendment has
long been conflicting, and it dovetails with Court-created exceptions to
immunity and the growth of federal civil rights laws to make a compli-
cated thicket of law.25

In the 1990s, the Court achieved some cohesion in a series of 5-4 rul-
ings that interpreted the Eleventh Amendment broadly and saw its text as
only one indicator of the extensive immunity retained by states. In Semi-
nole Tribe of Florida v. Florida, the Court determined that Congress can-
not abrogate immunity—i.e., allow suits against states—when it legis-
lates pursuant to the Indian Commerce Clause.26 Congress has more au-
thority when it acts pursuant to the Indian than Interstate Commerce
Clause because states have no authority in the federal area of tribal rela-
tions, other than through representation in Congress.27 The Seminole
Court thwarted Congress’ attempt to even the playing field by allowing
tribes to sue state officials in federal court when officials failed to negoti-
ate in good faith about gaming operations. In a broad ruling, Seminole
made clear that Congress did not have power to abrogate immunity
under either the Indian or Interstate Commerce Clauses. The Court over-
ruled a fractured precedent, only seven years old, declaring that Congress
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could use the Commerce power to abrogate immunity when state activity
is sufficiently connected to interstate commerce. Seminole is consistent
with the Court’s other 1990s rulings under the Commerce Clause and
Tenth Amendment, closely scrutinizing Congress’s ability to legislate and
not hesitating to invalidate measures it deems detrimental to the federal-
ism balance.

Seminole is important as the Court’s treatise on a broad theory of im-
munity, clearly not constrained by the text of the Eleventh Amendment,
which the five conservative justices deem a convenient “shorthand” for
the broader principle. This obvious departure from constitutional text
even secures support from justices Scalia and Thomas, who regularly in-
voke a strict textualist approach in most areas of constitutional interpre-
tation. Seminole is also critical because it undercuts the Ex parte Young
doctrine. In the mid-1970s, the Court had limited the doctrine so that lit-
igants could recover prospective injunctive relief, but not money dam-
ages, against states. In Seminole and a subsequent ruling involving an-
other tribal challenge to a state, the Court delineated the tension between
its broad immunity theory and Ex parte Young relief. The Court said in
Idaho v. Coeur d’Alene Tribe of Idaho that when plaintiffs seek certain
kinds of relief against states and their officers, federalism concerns are
heightened.28 To allow all actions for declaratory and injunctive relief
against state officers under Ex parte Young would adhere to an “empty
formalism” and undermine Seminole. The Court instructed federal courts
to carefully examine whether relief is “warranted in the particular cir-
cumstances.” Without overruling the venerable Ex parte Young, the Court
sent a strong signal that lower federal courts should be cautious about
granting relief against states.

Thus, states can challenge requested relief on vague federalism princi-
ples, and federal judges should measure its intrusiveness. For example,
the Idaho case involved the claim of a tribe as an independent sovereign
to ownership of some of the beds and water of beautiful Lake Coeur d’A-
lene and nearby rivers. This claim conflicted with Idaho’s claim of owner-
ship to the same property. The fight thus involved a dispute about desig-
nations made under federal law in establishing the tribe’s reservation
boundaries and Idaho’s state law. Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justice
Kennedy found the tribe’s claim very intrusive because of its nature: it
concerned sovereign state interests in land and water. Because a state
court forum was available for the tribe’s claim, federal courts need not
rule on it, they asserted.
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Justices O’Connor, Thomas, and Scalia concurred in the result but di-
verged in important respects. They thought the case presented unique
facts analogous to a state action to quiet title to property, which state
courts traditionally handle. They did not want to replace the Court’s
“straightforward” Ex parte Young doctrine “with a vague balancing test
that purports to account for a ‘broad’ range of unspecified factors.” They
warned that the precedent did not require federal courts to evaluate the
importance of the federal right claimed before allowing a suit against a
state officer to proceed. O’Connor concluded: “We have frequently ac-
knowledged the importance of having federal courts open to enforce and
interpret federal rights. There is no need to call into question the impor-
tance of having federal courts interpret federal rights—particularly as a
means of serving a federal interest in uniformity—to decide this case.”

The dissenters argued that the relief sought was no more intrusive
than most sought under Ex parte Young. Moreover, they charged that the
federal courts were abdicating their proper role of hearing federal claims,
citing the tribe’s reliance on a federal executive order establishing the
reservation boundaries, which allegedly conflicted with state law. Federal
courts may be particularly appropriate settings for disputes about tribal
sovereignty, as such sovereignty has often been undervalued and because
Native Americans are a discreet and insular minority, discriminated
against throughout our history.29 Moreover, claims based on tribal sover-
eignty often run counter to states’ political and economic interests, in-
creasing the political pressure on state judges.

A majority of justices indicated in Couer d’Alene that a federal forum
should be available at times for federal claims, but all of them assumed that
at least a state court forum was available for this tribal-state dispute. At times,
the Court has indicated that it may be less intrusive if state judicial employ-
ees decide claims against states. Arguably, preferencing a state forum shows
respect by viewing state courts as equal with federal courts in the ability to
hear such claims and by allowing the states to regulate themselves through
their own judges. But such a scheme may ignore political reality by asking
state judges, who are part of an institution dependent on state funding and
who do not have life tenure, to rule against states. But as long as state courts
remain available, the blow the Court dealt Congress in Seminole is lessened.
Congress can still provide federal rights against states under its Article I
powers, but litigants must take those claims to state court rather than fed-
eral court for federalism reasons.

Shortly after Seminole, however, the hope that an alternative court
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forum in state courts for plaintiffs suing states was constitutionally man-
dated evaporated. In 1999, the Court again expanded sovereign immu-
nity and refused to allow state employees to sue to force state compliance
with federal labor law standards in either state or federal court. In Alden v.
Maine, sixty probation officers sued under the Fair Labor Standards Act
(“FLSA”), claiming that Maine owed them $440,000 in back overtime
pay.30 When their suit was first thrown out of federal court in light of
Seminole, they refiled in state court. The Maine courts and the Supreme
Court then found that the doctrine of sovereign immunity likewise
barred the suit from state court. The Court relied on the Tenth Amend-
ment (as the Eleventh only refers to the federal judicial power) and the
state sovereignty principle inherent in our federal design. Based on a his-
torical analysis, it found that the framers initially intended to preserve ex-
tensive immunity for states and that this was not altered by subsequent
national legislative or judicial action or by the Eleventh Amendment. The
Court reasoned that because the national government retains immunity,
the states must, too. Finally, the Court noted that people with complaints
about state activity can still sue municipalities and state officers, if not
the states themselves. This safety valve may be illusory, however, in light
of the Court’s recent undermining of Ex parte Young and because such re-
lief conflicts with the broad immunity theory.

Alden is an extremely significant ruling. Its reasoning calls into question
not just FLSA, but many other congressional laws in the environmental,
business, and civil rights areas enacted pursuant to Article I. It leaves the
Maine employees and five million other state employees across the country
with no forum to sue when states violate their federal rights. And the rea-
soning of Alden extends to all potential plaintiffs, whether they are public
employees or private individuals and companies. Unless states waive im-
munity, claimants can only seek redress from the legislative and executive
branches of state government. The majority noted that federal agencies can
sue states when they violate federal law, but the resources of these agencies
are so limited that the dissenters termed this idea “not much more than
whimsy.” The majority maintained that states must still obey federal law,
but the dissenters distrusted the “hope of voluntary compliance.” They
pointed out that although Maine had reformed its pay practices during the
lawsuits so that their compliance with FSLA could not be questioned, Maine
had still refused the employees their back pay.

In many of the sovereign immunity cases of the 1990s, with 5-4 splits,
the dissenters have issued long and eloquent opinions refuting the major-
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ity’s broad immunity theory. They attacked the Court’s federalism bal-
ance, arguing that the states can protect their interest sufficiently in Con-
gress and lamenting that the sovereign immunity question has been “dri-
ven by the great and recurrent question of state debt.” They argued that
Congress, and not the states, has sovereignty with respect to national
problems, as established by the Tenth Amendment cases of the 1970s and
1980s, when the Court quickly reversed itself on how to interpret the
Tenth Amendment. As noted earlier, the Usery Court held that Congress
could not apply the Fair Labor Standards Act to state employees because
the Tenth Amendment limits Congress’s Article I powers so that Congress
cannot impair states’ integrity or their ability to function effectively in a
federal system. In Usery, the Court reversed a precedent upholding appli-
cation of the act to some state employees. This resuscitation of the Tenth
Amendment soon faltered. Within a decade, the Court overruled Usery in
Garcia, finding the standard unsound and unworkable and reasoning
that states could protect their interests sufficiently in the national politi-
cal process. The Alden majority neglected to address Usery and Garcia.

The dissenters viewed the Alden majority’s common-law views about
sovereignty as erroneous and its natural law ideas as dangerous, accusing
the Court of activism reminiscent of Lochner. They disputed the major-
ity’s historical understanding, providing detailed accounts indicating that
the framers’ intent was at least ambiguous, if not directly opposed, to the
majority’s version. If the majority were right, the Eleventh Amendment
would have been unnecessary, they argued. While the dissenters clearly
sowed seeds for challenging the majority’s vision in future cases, they
failed to strengthen their own federalism vision by linking it to modern
needs and political conditions. As does the majority, they root it exten-
sively in historical analysis, which is often subject to frustrating ambigu-
ity because the framers often chose generalities rather than try to resolve
all competing interests. In the immunity field, many justices neglect the
intrepetivism they use in other areas of constitutional law when they in-
terpret the Constitution so as to be meaningful in light of contemporary
needs and values.

Alden is the most significant case in a long line of revolutionary im-
munity rulings during the 1990s in which the Court neglected to heed
the rule of measured steps and issue a narrow ruling, such as one con-
fined to the facts of a given dispute. In several of these rulings, the dis-
senters question whether the majority’s broad, constitutional approach
was necessary. For example, although Seminole involved only the Indian
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Commerce Clause, the Court made clear that Congress lacked power to
abrogate sovereign immunity under the Interstate Commerce Clause. Be-
cause Congress’s power is plenary under the Indian Clause, this conclu-
sion is logical and waiting for a Commerce Clause challenge seems un-
necessary. In Couer d’Alene, dissenters argued that the Court reached
Eleventh Amendment issues when it could have confined itself to federal
common law issues like Ex parte Young. Although immunity has histori-
cally involved a messy mix of constitutional and federal common law, the
majority would likely respond that it must view the entire area as part of
constitutional law to be true to its federalism vision of extremely broad
state immunity extending beyond the text of the Eleventh Amendment.
Although the extent of claimants’ ability to pursue exceptions to immu-
nity like Ex parte Young relief remains unclear at the close of the 1990s,
the Court’s vision of federalism definitely incorporates great deference to
states’ claims of intrusion and significant hesitancy to assure access to
federal court, whether the suit is against the state or its officers. This def-
erence is at the expense of the authors of federal laws and those who seek
to vindicate federal rights in federal or state courts—be they tribes, ven-
dors, or state employees.

Limiting Congress’s Fourteenth Amendment Power:
The Court as “Ultimate Interpreter”

Finally, in its rulings construing the Fourteenth Amendment, the Court
in the 1990s limited congressional power to provide remedies for dis-
crimination and property deprivation. In these broad decisions, the
Court boldly proclaimed an expansive vision of its power as the “ultimate
interpreter” of the Constitution. It required Congress to conform to the
Court’s conception of constitutional rights when it relies on its textual
authority to enforce the amendment’s protections against the states
through appropriate legislation. Although the Fourteenth Amendment
reflects the shift in the federalism balance after the Civil War, the Court
used a generalized theory of state sovereignty in these rulings. It did not
distinguish markedly between the deference due Congress when it legis-
lates pursuant to its Fourteenth Amendment power rather than its Article
I powers. The heightened barriers to congressional legislation developed
by the Court in the late 1990s are not merely procedural. They bear sig-
nificant substantive import, which the Court has not justified with a
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careful federalism balance reflecting post–Civil War history and current
concerns.

The Court invalidated the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (“RFRA”)
in Boerne.31 Congress had passed RFRA in 1993, in response to Smith, a
Court decision revising the Free Exercise standard to be more deferential to
government. In Smith, the Court ruled that a facially neutral Oregon crim-
inal statute outlawing peyote use, which incidentally inhibited a Native
American religious practice, was not subject to stringent review.32 Invoking
a standard from the Court’s earlier precedents, Congress attempted to pro-
tect religious practices to a greater extent in RFRA. In 1997, the Boerne
Court found that RFRA exceeded Congress’s Fourteenth Amendment
power because it was designed to change the content of constitutional law
prescribed by the Court, and it was not carefully circumscribed to remedy a
problematic state law infringing on religious practices. Establishing a new
hurdle, the Court required Congress to identify a civil rights violation by
states and then select a “proportional” and “congruent” remedy when it uses
its Fourteenth Amendment power.

Although the justices in Boerne remained closely divided over the wis-
dom of Smith’s Free Exercise standard, they unanimously repudiated
Congress’s rejection of the Smith decision through RFRA. They invoked a
broad version of judicial review, proclaiming that the Court has ultimate
authority—not just co-equal authority with other branches—to construe
the Constitution.

Our national experience teaches that the Constitution is preserved best
when each part of the government respects both the Constitution and the
proper actions and determinations of the other branches. When the Court
has interpreted the Constitution, it has acted within the province of the Ju-
dicial Branch, which embraces the duty to say what the law is . . . . [I]t is
this Court’s precedent, not RFRA, which must control.

Boerne involved the fairly unusual circumstance of Congress directly re-
pudiating a constitutional ruling of the Court, and separation of powers
concerns fueled the Court’s adamant claim. Arguably, its unique posture
might mute the significance of Boerne’s Fourteenth Amendment restric-
tion. In subsequent rulings, however, the Court made clear that it was se-
rious about the new limit. As it enlarged the scope of the restriction, the
Court threatened the viability of many federal civil rights laws.

In June 1999, on the same day that it issued Alden, the Court invali-
dated federal trademark and patent laws to the extent they authorized
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patent owners to sue states. These rulings were consistent with Seminole
in their rejection of Congress’s ability to abrogate immunity pursuant to
its Article I powers. But the rulings also addressed Congress’s Fourteenth
Amendment power. First, the Court protected state universities and other
state agencies from claims of infringement and unfair competition. The
Court read the Fourteenth Amendment narrowly to exclude false adver-
tising provisions designed to protect patent owners from the type of
property safeguarded by Due Process.33 In a related case, the Court fol-
lowed Boerne in emphasizing that Congress must choose a proportional
remedy responsive to the unconstitutional behavior. But the Court also
expanded Boerne, faulting Congress for not engaging in specific, exten-
sive fact finding to justify the legislation. Prior to enacting federal reme-
dies, Congress must identify a history of widespread and persisting depri-
vation of constitutional rights by states and then determine whether
states are providing adequate remedies. The Court concluded that Con-
gress had not done enough homework before allowing patent owners to
sue states.34 As in Lopez, the Court held out the possibility that Congress
might deserve more deference if it only did its homework properly.
Again, the hope appears elusive, as the Court demonstrated in Morrison
by striking down VAWA’s carefully researched civil rights remedy.

The Court issued a Fourteenth Amendment decision with enormous
ramifications shortly after Alden. Kimel v. Florida Board of Regents seem-
ingly raised the bar even higher to require extensive fact finding and
comprehensive legislative history before Congress supplies civil rights
remedies against the states.35 The Court requires evidence of a “signifi-
cant pattern of constitutional discrimination,” going beyond “anecdotal
evidence” or “isolated sentences clipped from floor debates and legislative
reports.” Additionally, the Court insisted in Kimel, as in Boerne, that Con-
gress’s vision of the Constitution must conform to its own because it re-
tains ultimate interpretive authority. Thus, instead of the Court establish-
ing the constitutional minimum—the equality floor—and Congress pro-
viding more relief if it deems more appropriate, the Court’s rulings
establish the maximum—the ceiling—of permissible federal equality
protection. This is a sweeping aggrandizement of the Court’s power at the
expense of Congress and the executive branch that will affect many areas
of law. If unchecked, this proclamation of the Court’s ultimate authority
will minimize the role of all other constitutional interpreters. Of course,
this undercuts the deference rationale for avoidance relied on frequently
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by some supporters who want to encourage a dialogue in which the
Court and other constitutional interpreters interact on more equal terms.

Kimel started out as three distinct cases in which thirty-six professors
and librarians sued Florida public universities for age discrimination
under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (“ADEA”), seeking
money damages and other relief. Despite plaintiffs’ experience, their
salaries remained low compared to new hires. Two business professors,
who were among the longest-serving but lowest paid faculty members,
filed similar claims against an Alabama university. And a Florida cor-
rections official who had been passed over for promotion while younger,
less-qualified employees were promoted also sued. In a fractured opin-
ion, the Eleventh Circuit consolidated the ADEA claims and ruled against
the plaintiffs. Of the three-judge panel, two found the suits problematic,
concurring in part and dissenting in part. One judge found that Congress
had not clearly stated its intent to abrogate sovereign immunity. Another
judge ruled that because the ADEA was not a valid exercise of Congress’s
Fourteenth Amendment power, sovereign immunity barred ADEA claims
against states.

By the same 5-4 lineup in other recent federalism cases, the Supreme
Court in Kimel found that Congress exceeded its powers. All five conserv-
ative justices agreed that, per Seminole, Congress could not authorize the
ADEA under the Commerce Clause. Despite their finding that Congress
had not made a sufficiently clear statement of its intent to abrogate im-
munity under the Fourteenth Amendment, justices Thomas and Ken-
nedy joined the others in limiting the scope of congressional power to ab-
rogate sovereign immunity. The Court recognized Congress’s Fourteenth
Amendment power to remedy state violations of rights by prohibiting a
“somewhat broader swath of conduct” than that forbidden by the text of
the amendment and enacting reasonable prophylactic measures for in-
tractable problems. But the Court reiterated the Boerne congruence and
proportionality test, ruling that the remedies provided by Congress must
square with the Court’s vision of Equal Protection because it remains the
ultimate interpreter of the amendment.

Reviewing its age discrimination precedent, the Court noted it has
held that, unlike racial minorities and women, older persons are not a
discreet and insular minority who have been historically subject to dis-
crimination. Thus, the Court reviews laws discriminating against older
persons under the lax rational basis test. Under this minimal standard,
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the Court has allowed governments to force law enforcement officers to
retire at fifty, Foreign Service officers to retire at sixty, and state judges to
retire at seventy. Rationality review merely requires states to reasonably
pair age classifications with legitimate interests. Age can serve as a proxy
for other qualities or characteristics. Even though age may be an inaccu-
rate proxy for a given individual, that is not a constitutional violation, the
Court concluded. Thus, because the ADEA rejects practices that would
likely be constitutional under the Court’s rational basis test, it does not
conform to the Constitution when applied to states.

Additionally, the Court continued, Congress failed to prepare a suffi-
cient legislative record to justify the remedies granted against the states. It
had not established a pattern of state and local governmental discrimina-
tion against employees on the basis of age. Patterns in the private sector
were not sufficient. The Court concluded Congress had “virtually no rea-
son to believe” such discrimination was occurring in the governmental
sector and thus had no support for its broad, prophylactic measures. In-
deed, it termed Congress’s application of the ADEA to the states an “un-
warranted response to a perhaps inconsequential problem.”

The Court attempted to assuage those concerned about employees by
pointing out that most states bar age discrimination and provide state
law remedies, enforceable in state courts. This is dangerous reasoning be-
cause half the states did not protect older state workers when Congress
extended the ADEA and other labor laws to the states in 1974. If Congress
had not led the way in protecting state workers, many states might not
have enacted similar legislation. Even if most states now protect state em-
ployees from age discrimination, the Court’s safety valve is illusory in
other areas of civil rights unless state law already confers (and chooses to
retain) significant nondiscrimination protections for state employees.

The Kimel dissenters argued that the states can protect themselves in
Congress, pointing to the flexible legislative tools available to balance na-
tional and local interests. They accused the Court of aggrandizing its own
power with a sovereign immunity theory not supported by the constitu-
tional text or history. Viewing Seminole, Alden, and the other recent cases
informing Kimel as misguided and a “radical departure from the proper
role” of the Court, the dissenters refused to accept their validity. At oral
argument, Justice Ginsburg also expressed concern about the ramifica-
tions of the controversy for Title VII protections against race and gender
discrimination in the workplace. Just a week after Kimel, the Court re-
manded two Equal Pay Act cases to the lower courts for reconsideration.
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In those cases, female professors sought pay equal to what male faculty
members at their institutions earned. The Second and Seventh Circuits
allowed the suits to proceed, finding that Congress had appropriately ab-
rogated the states’ immunity pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment.36

A few months later, the Court issued Morrison, in which it rejected Con-
gress’s attempt to redress gender-motivated violence against women. The
Court set out a limited role for the Fourteenth Amendment, and it estab-
lished a nearly impossible standard for Congress in addressing nation-
wide patterns of discrimination that will reverberate beyond the area of
womens’ safety.

The Court’s Fourteenth Amendment rulings jeopardize much civil
rights legislation with their requirements that Congress conform to the
Court’s vision of equality, that Congress choose congruent and propor-
tional remedies, and that Congress develop extensive legislative history
and findings of specific state patterns of discrimination before imposing
remedies against states or state actors.

Conclusion

While I find the Court’s substantive rulings in the federalism area uncon-
vincing and overly simplistic, I admire the Court’s decisive procedural
approach. The Court has not avoided decisions involving state sovereign
immunity and other aspects of federalism. This robust lawsaying role is
valuable because it offers guidance, promoting uniformity and pre-
dictability in constitutional law nationwide. The conservative majority is
starting to develop spheres of political accountability in our shared gov-
ernmental system with Justices Kennedy and O’Connor displaying less
deference to Congress than they urged in earlier opinions. Both the ma-
jority and dissenting opinions offer much reasoned argument over the
proper role of Congress and the states, with lengthy, passionate opinions
full of history. The justices should build on this ground rather than focus
exclusively on greatly divergent histories of the immunity tradition. The
justices should buttress their burgeoning theories with explanations of
how the federalism balance should be weighted and justifications for that
balance linked to current governmental concerns and political realities.

Although the Court’s procedural approach to federalism decision
making is more admirable than its avoidance catalogued throughout this
book, the Court’s willingness to create new law to help states is troubling
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in light of the Court’s refusal to help those seeking to vindicate civil
rights or enforce environmental laws. In the federalism cases, the Court
stakes out a striking procedural role for itself and other courts. This role
is easy to miss in light of the substantive importance of the rulings, but it
should not be ignored due to its long-term potential to alter constitu-
tional dialogue and minimize the contribution of voices other than the
Court’s in constitutional interpretation. In contrast to much of its consti-
tutional adjudication from the 1970s to 1990s, the Court disregards the
avoidance concerns of deference to other constitutional actors and of fos-
tering, rather than foreclosing, debate, and instead invokes its ultimate
authority to interpret the Constitution. The federalism decisions are a far
cry from the Court’s assertion of that power to protect African American
children attempting to integrate Central High during the Little Rock cri-
sis. Today, the Court is willing to engage in lawsaying to protect the states
rather than their employees, patent holders, the tribes, and others Con-
gress deems worthy of protection. This seems incongruent when the
states are represented in Congress, employ lobbyists, and gain strength
from their shared interests. They are not oppressed and in dire need of
the Court acting as their countermajoritarian champion.

The Court has disregarded the authority of the federal legislative and ex-
ecutive branches under Article I and the Fourteenth Amendment, render-
ing the federal government less capable of protecting rights and dealing
with problems that require national solutions, calling into question much
civil rights legislation and extensive areas of federal lawmaking. For those
who need protection, the safeguards the Court holds out—state nondis-
crimination laws and Ex parte Young relief against state officers—may prove
largely illusory. For example, in Alden, the Court used its broad immunity
theory to wipe out the resort to state court assumed to be a safeguard by all
the justices only two years earlier in Couer d’Alene. This thin vision of na-
tional power—except for U.S. Supreme Court power—and the minimal
role for federal and state courts in protecting the less powerful, are the most
troubling aspects of the Court’s federalism activism.
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Conclusion
Looking toward the Future: A Presumption
against Avoidance

The Burger Court emphasized avoiding unnecessary constitu-
tional questions so as to steer around “head-on collisions” with the
states.1 The Rehnquist Court has developed this into an art form, em-
ploying avoidance techniques that skew civil liberties law to privilege the
status quo and protect state and local governments or individuals with
traditional harms. The Rehnquist Court operates with a presumption in
favor of avoidance, urging federal courts to “pause” and ask if a constitu-
tional ruling is really necessary. Playing It Safe demonstrates why that
presumption should be reversed.

The Court has used many different forms of avoidance, for a variety of
reasons, from 1970 to 2000. Avoidance strategies can be grouped along a
spectrum of types, with differing implications for the dispute. For exam-
ple, rejecting a case on standing grounds (as in the racial and environ-
mental cases of chapters 2 and 3) removes certain types of claims com-
pletely from the federal court system. A ruling that a dispute is not ripe or
certifying an issue to a state court postpones federal court interpretation.
Using the avoidance canon to construe a statute to avoid potential consti-
tutional problems, as the Court suggested with Arizona’s English-Only
law (chapter 1), can develop law at a quasi-constitutional level. Issuing a
measured ruling (as in some sexual orientation and gender discrimina-
tion cases covered in chapters 5 and 6) offers some development of con-
stitutional law but limits the reach of a particular ruling as illuminating
precedent.

The Court does not always avoid divisive controversies. It is easy to
find exceptions to avoidance in each of the areas profiled in earlier chap-
ters. During the term that ended in June 2000, for example, the Court is-
sued significant substantive decisions on abortion, school prayer, and aid
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to parochial schools. It upheld the Miranda warnings over law enforce-
ment objections, and allowed the Boy Scouts to exclude a gay leader over
civil rights objections. It further developed federalism, invalidating por-
tions of congressional acts protecting women, state employees, and older
workers. In an election year, the Court issued a mixed set of constitu-
tional decisions that did not completely please either political conserva-
tives or liberals, and then played a pivotal role in the outcome of the 2000
presidential election. This seems a far cry from Justice Frankfurter urging
that the Court avoid deciding a precursor to Brown during the 1952 pres-
idential election. But a set of important decisions during the 1999–2000
term or in a particular area of law like federalism or intervention in a
closely disputed election does not signal a retreat from avoidance.

The Court calls avoidance a foundational rule of judicial restraint. The
Court’s inconsistent use of the malleable avoidance methods profiled
throughout this book is particularly troubling. While the Rehnquist
Court has carefully avoided developing many civil liberties doctrines, it
has actively expanded state power and entrenched a limited role for the
federal courts through federalism and standing rulings sometimes pre-
mised on avoidance. In the name of avoidance and judicial restraint, the
Court has been quite activist. It has aggressively transferred power to
states and local governments and preferenced selected groups of litigants
by avoiding issues and retaining the status quo. This selective avoidance is
consistent with the Court’s vision of a limited role for the federal courts.
Even in the areas in which the Court has vigorously developed constitu-
tional doctrine, it has employed its power to send disputes to others (to
states and localities via federalism and to other decision makers through
standing barriers). Ultimately, this will bar or discourage litigants from
seeking federal redress for certain claims.

As Judith Resnik details, the federal courts as an institution regularly
advised Congress to refuse federal court access to certain groups and
types of claims during the latter part of the twentieth century. The Fed-
eral Judicial Conference has lobbied Congress to stop creating new fed-
eral causes of action and to limit growth in the number of life-tenured
judges. This is consistent with the long-range institutional vision of a
limited role for federal courts. When Congress created a civil rights rem-
edy for gender-motivated violence against women, the federal courts op-
posed it, and the Court later invalidated it as an unconstitutional aggran-
dizement of federal power.2 After the Judicial Conference unsuccessfully
urged Congress to limit the scope of habeas corpus law (in which federal
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courts review state court criminal proceedings for serious error), the
Court restricted habeas itself, altering Warren Court precedent in which
habeas review served to develop many modern constitutional protections
for criminal defendants.3

In addition to being inconsistent in avoiding constitutional questions,
the Supreme Court has also voiced two very different visions of its own
power during the 1990s. When reviewing many civil liberties claims, the
Court still seems troubled by criticism that the Warren Court was arro-
gant in developing constitutional law ahead of the states and other fed-
eral branches.4 In abortion, for example, the Court is sensitive about Roe
v. Wade, partly because of attacks on its judicial approach and partly be-
cause current justices are simply less supportive of the choice right. In the
5-4 federalism decisions, however, the Court has proclaimed that it is the
“ultimate interpreter” of the Constitution and rejected congressional leg-
islation under both the Commerce Clause and Fourteenth Amendment.
Despite the increased political pressure on the Court when it invalidates
(rather than upholds) a law,5 the Court has not been reluctant in the
1990s to invalidate a host of congressional laws to advance its vision of
federalism. Instead of acting as mild-mannered “advicegivers,”6 the jus-
tices engage in more aggressive forms of judicial review in selected areas
of law.

Because the current Court is politically conservative, some liberals
praise avoidance and seek a more limited role for the Court. They appre-
ciate the flexibility offered by avoidance. Many political liberals who are
likely to disagree with the Court’s substantive outcomes prefer that the
Court issue fewer constitutional rulings. The federalism rulings, with
their sweeping theories and broad language—and Bush v. Gore—cer-
tainly pose a dilemma for liberals who are skeptical about avoidance. A
more measured approach to federalism, for example, might afford defer-
ence to Congress, allowing other branches the flexibility to deal with
emerging national problems. It could establish less firm and sweeping
precedents, making federalism doctrine more easily modified by a subse-
quent Court. It is difficult to separate disagreement with the content of
the Court’s federalism doctrine from the Court’s stance on judicial re-
view, particularly when it proclaims itself the ultimate interpreter. Avoid-
ance choices are in themselves an exercise of judicial authority. The
Court’s avoidance decisions cannot be separated from its view of the
merits of the underlying dispute, whether it is using standing to reject
claims of governmental misconduct by racial minorities or construing a
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statute narrowly so as to avoid serious constitutional doubts concerning
gender discrimination. A Court that venerates avoidance is likely to use
avoidance on novel claims that challenge the constitutional status quo.

It is important instead to take a long-term view of the Court’s role, re-
gardless of our politics. The Supreme Court has a unique responsibility
to face difficult constitutional questions and offer some guidance. Judge
Richard Posner emphasizes the value appellate courts offer with broad,
well-supported rulings:

It is a matter of judgment whether to base the decision of an appeal on a
broad ground, on a narrow ground, or on both. . . . If [the judges] are con-
fident of the broad ground, they should base decision on that ground (as
well as on the narrow ground, if equally confident of it) in order to maxi-
mize the value of the decision in guiding the behavior of persons seeking
to comply with the law.7

The Court deprives the nation of reasoned elaboration when it cloaks
substantive constitutional arguments in avoidance techniques. Instead of
well-articulated clashes between majority and dissenting factions, the
current Court often provides chimerical unity, opaqueness, and confu-
sion. Instead, we need candor about the underlying social, racial, gender,
class, or political tensions illuminating a dispute.8 This would foster bet-
ter dialogue about the Constitution and keep it meaningful over time in
our dynamic society.

The justices should disagree openly about the meaning of the Consti-
tution rather than submerge their constitutional differences in proce-
dural wrangling. Where are the “great dissenters” on the current Court?
As Justice Brennan declared, the right to dissent is “one of the great and
cherished freedoms that we enjoy by reason of the excellent accident of
our American births.”9 In the 5-4 federalism rulings of the 1990s, the
Court began to provide a more robust discussion about competing con-
stitutional visions of shared governance. Such airing of our differences is
more constructive than pretending we are homogeneous in constitu-
tional belief or clear and settled on contentious issues.

The Court’s avoidance or “minimalism” in many civil liberties areas is
applauded by those who view courts as an undemocratic, unelected
branch of government.10 But the courts, including the Supreme Court,
are part of the democratic balance. Judicial review is a check on other
constitutional interpreters, advancing a long-term view of the Constitu-
tion, not just what today’s majority or a local majority desire. The Court
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can advance constitutional reasoning even when it cannot address defini-
tively all ramifications of new technology or anticipate all applications of
its constitutional doctrine. The fear of foreclosing future options ex-
pressed by some judges and scholars is overstated. Too often, the “final”
nature of judicial review and the importance of the question has given
the Court pause. The public can disagree with the Court and revise our
visions of constitutional law over time, as we have done to some extent
with race and gender discrimination. During the New Deal, the people
reconstructed the role of the federal government,11 and the current Court
is revising that role through its federalism rulings. If we disagree suffi-
ciently with the Court’s interpretation, we can pressure other branches of
government, altering the Court’s composition over time. The other fed-
eral branches and the states can amend the Constitution, although this is
designedly difficult. The Court can change its own precedents over time,
and, as Justice Brandeis argued, flexibility in revising precedent is partic-
ularly important in constitutional cases.

When the Rehnquist Court promotes deference to other decision mak-
ers through avoidance, it increases the lack of uniformity in federal con-
stitutional law. Minimalist rulings by the Court leave a vacuum in which
lower courts and other constitutional actors can exercise great power.
Sometimes when the Court predicates avoidance on deference concerns,
it ignores the difficulty others face in confronting “socially sensitive” con-
stitutional claims seeking to alter a status quo that is comfortable for
most people. As preceding case examples demonstrate, politicians do not
always appreciate the Court returning controversies to them. While some
state judges probably appreciate opportunities to articulate their own in-
terpretations of the Constitution, state judges generally face more politi-
cal pressure than federal judges to please majorities. Some state supreme
court justices, for example, have been targeted in the 1990s and ousted
from the bench for their views on reproductive choice or decisions to af-
ford constitutional protection to criminal defendants.

Attacks on judicial independence also affect federal judges. The com-
position of the federal bench and the route to reaching it have changed in
the last decades of the twentieth century, increasing political pressure on
nominees and some judges. Congress has not always enjoyed a warm re-
lationship with the Supreme Court, but the 1990s brought an unprece-
dented loss of respect for the importance of an independent judiciary.12

About half the federal judicial personnel are now magistrates, who do not
have life tenure and who are subject to a localized reappointment process
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every eight years. Moreover, the federal courts are having some difficulty
attracting people to fill judgeships due to the highly contentious nomina-
tion and confirmation process. In the 1990s, the Senate appeared to tar-
get heavily the female and minority judicial appointees advanced by Pres-
ident Clinton in drawn-out confirmation battles.13 The people likely to
make it through the federal nomination and confirmation process in
such an atmosphere are generally moderates who have avoided contro-
versy in the past.

Thus, some state judges subject to the electoral process understand-
ably worry about appearing activist. Federal judges must pass through a
system that values moderation and candidates with politically noncon-
troversial experience. At the same time, the prevalence of direct democ-
racy measures in the late decades of the twentieth century presented
many state and federal judges with novel laws posing constitutional ques-
tions. Many direct democracy measures are poorly drafted or ambiguous.
As supporters and opponents campaign, contrary interpretations of mea-
sures are offered, and voter intent is difficult to gauge in some circum-
stances. Such measures often require careful interpretation to ensure they
are constitutional and to analyze how they interact with preexisting law.
Of course, initiatives and referenda frequently concern socially sensitive
and contentious issues such as civil liberties restrictions. In this highly
politicized atmosphere, it takes courage for a judge to face a controversial
constitutional challenge directly and not rely on avoidance techniques.

If the Supreme Court is waiting for an issue to “percolate” up through the
lower courts, those courts must address controversial constitutional ques-
tions and develop consensus or division. If trial and intermediate appellate
courts shy away from constitutional claims or always issue measured rul-
ings, how will pressing issues with the capacity to change constitutional law
ever reach the Court? Even when lower courts differ directly on an issue,
some minimalist justices often want a circuit conflict to “deepen” before the
Court weighs in. This adds another layer of expense and delay to the already
cumbersome litigation process. This lowest common denominator ap-
proach to constitutional adjudication—issuing measured rulings that fo-
ment less disagreement or awaiting popular acceptance—yields too thin a
vision for courts in shaping constitutional law.

Some commentators find avoidance so problematic they would scrap
it entirely.14 Despite the problems accompanying some avoidance strate-
gies, courts must retain some flexibility in constitutional adjudication,
partly because of practical time and resources constraints and partly to
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encourage approaches to constitutional law that change over time. In-
stead of presuming that unnecessary constitutional decisions should be
avoided, the courts—particularly appellate courts—should reverse that
presumption. When courts pause to consider avoidance, they should also
consider its costs. Federal courts should engage in more direct constitu-
tional decision making when the parties seek it. In particular, U.S.
Supreme Court justices and state and federal appellate judges are impor-
tant voices in a long-term constitutional dialogue.

When they pause to reflect on the dangers of avoidance, courts should
consider whether avoidance thwarts the chance for parties to present
novel injuries or emerging approaches to interpreting the Constitution in
light of current conditions. Judges should also inquire whether they
should assert a countermajoritarian role, checking other government en-
tities on a given issue. Even in an era of robust direct democracy and at-
tacks on judicial independence, courts should not shy away from examin-
ing the political controversy surrounding a dispute, which may provide
reasons to rule on the merits. To promote evenhandedness, provide
needed guidance, and defuse the most tyrannical characteristics of tem-
porary majoritarian opinion, the courts should use avoidance techniques
sparingly and conduct a careful assessment of their reasons for avoiding a
particular issue.15

The cases examined in Playing It Safe instruct that the Court invokes
avoidance for a variety of reasons, some of which are persuasive and
some of which are misguided. Avoidance predicated on concerns about a
hostile reaction to the courts or the overriding importance of an issue are
less powerful. If a court is concerned about perceived foreclosure because
of the finality of its decision, it should weigh its desire to respect other
decision makers against the cost and delay for the litigants and the likeli-
hood of redress through a political process. Finally, courts should articu-
late thoroughly federalism and separation of powers grounds for avoid-
ance to provide clearer signals to other constitutional interpreters that
the constitutional responsibility is now theirs. The federal courts—most
notably the Supreme Court—best fulfill their constitutional duty when
they offer guidance and participate with other constitutional interpreters
in a candid, meaningful, and long-term dialogue about the meaning of
the Constitution. Even if the Court reveals its internal division or the jus-
tices need to revise their interpretation over time, the Court’s contribu-
tion is an essential part of a vibrant dialogue that will help keep our Con-
stitution meaningful over time.
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